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2.2.3.2

Vehicles CSCI

mlIaser.c
(./simetlreleaselsrc/vehicle/ml/src/ml- aser.c [ml-laser.c])

Includes:
"stdio.h"
ofsim-types.h"
"fsim-dfns.h"
itsim -macros.h"
tt mass stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
ofsim -cigjif.h"
"tpro- ata. h"
"libproc.h"
"libhull.h"
"libkin.h"
"libturret.h"
"libmsg.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
ofml _laser.h"
"ml_bcs.h"
"ml-cntrlh"
"ml elecsys.h"
"ml-firectl.h"
Defines:
PROBABILITY_OF _MULTIPLERETURNS
LRFOFFI
LRFSAFE
LRFARMEDFIRSTRETURN
LRFARMEDLASTRETURN
int declarations and initialization:
1rff-debug = 0
use-dazzler-laser = FALSE
1rffstate
number-of lasings
lase-times[3J
BOOLEAN declarations:
its deadJim
multiple-returns
REAL declarations:
value-fromscig
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2.2.3.2.1

Vehicles CSCI

laser init

This routine initializes the laser system.
Internal Variable

Function
firectl-laser-malfunction-rese
t
fail init failure

Internal Variables
Tye

Where Ty p edef Declared

it
m

Standard

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2.2.3.4
Section 2.5.4.11.2

Table 2.2-73:
2.2.3.2.2

laser init Information.

laser show status

This routine prints status information for the laser system.
Parameters

IType

Parameter
s
Internal Variable
iI

Standard

Internal Variables
IT e
int

Table 2.2-74:
2.2.3.2.3

IWhere Typedef Declared

pointer to char

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

laser show status Information.

laser Irf failure

This routine causes the laser range finder to fail.
Calls
FunctIon
IWhere Described
firectl laser malfunction set ISection 2.2.2.2.3.3
Table 2.2-75:

laser lrf failure Information.
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laser repairlrf

This routine repairs the laser range finder.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.3.2.1
Section 2.2.3.2.2

Function
laser init
laser show status

Table 2.2-76:
2.2.3.2.5

laser repairlrf Information.

laserpower_off

This routine shuts the laser power off.
Errors
Reason for Error

Error Name

laser_poweroffO: unknown
state

The variable Ilstate has an unexpected value.
I
Calls

Function
laser show status

im
2.2.3.2.6

Where Described
Section 2.2.3.2.2

Table 2.2-77:

laser_power_off Information.

laserselect-safe

This routine puts the laser into the LRFSAFE state.
Error Name
laser -select-safe0:unknown
state

Im

Function
laser show status
firectl-laser-malfunction-rese
-t

Errors
Reason for Error
The variable Irf-state has an unexpected value.

Calls
Where Describedl
Section 2.2.3.2.2
Section 2.2.2.2.3.4

Table 2.2-78:

laser select safe Information.
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laser select first return

This routine puts the laser into the LRFARMEDFIRSTRETURN state.
Error Name
laser2selectfirstreturn):
unknown stateII

Errors
Reason for Error
The variable Irfstate has an unexpected value.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.3.2.2

Function
laser show status

Table 2.2-79:
2.2.3.2.8

laser select lrst return Information.

laserselect lastreturn

This routine puts the laser into the LRFSARMEDLASTRETURN state.
Errors
Reason for Error

Error Name

laser selectlastreturn(:
unknown

The variable Irl'state has an unexpected value.

state
Where Described
Section 2.2.3.2.2

Function
laser show status

Table 2.2-80:

laser select last return Information.

2.2.3.2.9
laser_power_up_safe
This routine powers up the laser and puts it into the LRFSAFE state if it is off. Otherwise, a
status message is printed.
Error Name
laser_power -up_safe():

Errors
Reason for Error
The variable Irf-state has an unexpected value.

unknown state
Function
laser show status

Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.2.3.2.2
Table 2.2-81:

laser_power_up_safe Information.
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laser_ power_up_first_return

This routine powers up the laser and puts it into the LRFSAFE state if it is off. Otherwise, a
status message is printed.
Errors
Error Name
Reason for Error
laser__power-upirst-return0 The variable If._state has an unexpected value.
:unknown state
I
Function
laser init
firecti laser malfunction set

laser show status

Table 2.2-82:
2.2.3.2.11

Where
Section
Section
Section

Calls
Described
2.2.3.2.1
2.2.2.2.3.3
2.2.3.2.2

laser_powerupfirst_return Information.

laser power_up_last_return

This routine powers up the laser and puts it into the LRFSAFE state if it is off. Otherwise, a
status message is printed.
_Errors

Error Name
Reason for Error
laserpower up_last-returno: The variable Irfstate has an unexpected value.
unknown state
Function
laser init

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.3.2.1

firectl laser malfunction set

Section 2.2.2.2.3,3

laser show status

Section 2.2.3.2.2

Table 2.2-83:

laserpower_up_last_return Information.
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2.2.3.2.12

timen_lases_ago

This routine returns the time n lases ago.
Parameters

Parameter
n

Type
int

Return Value
MAXINT

Type
int

timersget r
lase time,.

.j]

tick()

Function
-:
timers _et current tick

-

Standard

Return Values

Meaning
n > number of lasings
n <= number oflasings

int

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.1.1

Table 2.2-84:
2.2.3.2.13

I Where Typedef Declared

timen_lasesago Information.

record this-lase

This rouitne records the time of the current lase.
Function
timers aet current tick

Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.6.3.1.1

Table 2.2-85:

record this lase Information.
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2.2.3.2.14 laser_performiase
This routine will attempt a lase. It returns TRUE if it tried to lase for range, regardless of
success or failure. It returns FALSE if it tried to dazzle.
Internal Variable
tempi3]
lasedpt
target id

Internal Variables
Type
REAL
VECTOR
TaroetDescriptor

Function
electsys-laser start request
time n lases-ago
network send laser range
laser show status
record this lase
roll dice
cig laser range
vec mat mul
kinematics get h-to w
vec add
kinematics get o to h
bcs-range is

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.3.1.10
Section 2.2.3.2.12
Section 2.1.1.3.1.29.1
Section 2.2.3.2.2
Section 2.2.3.2.13
sim macros.h
Section 2.1.2.2.3.4.1
Section 2.6.2.56.1
Section 2.5.8.1.2
Section 2.6.2.57.1
Section 2.5.8.1.4
Section 2.2.3.1.11

Where Typedef Declared
sim-types.h
sim ypes.h

Calls

Table 2.2-86:
2.2.3.2.15

laserperformlase Information.

laser-lase

This routine is an external call to attempt a lase.
Errors

Error Name
PANIC: laserlase: laser in
bad state: ...

Reason for Error
The variable Irfstate has an unexpected value.
_I

Calls

Function
laser show status
laser perform lase

Where Described
Section 2.2.3.2.2
Section 2.2.3.2.14

Table 2.2-87:

laser-lase Information.
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2.2.3.2.16

lasermultiplereturns

This routine returns multiple returns.
f'R
Return Values
IReturn Value

Normal end.

BOOLEAN

Table 2.2-88:
2.2.3.2.17

I Meaning

[Type

multiple returns

lasermultiple_returns Information.

laser_readytofire

This routine returns FALSE if the laser is dead or the hi is off and returns TRUE otherwise.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meanlng

FALSE

BOOLEAN

TRUE

BOOLEAN

The laser is dead or the Ir is
off.
The laser is alive and the Irl is
on.

Table 2.2-89:
2.2.3.2.18

laser_ready_to_fire Information.

laser last return

This routine returns TRUE if lrf state equals LRFARMEDLASTRETURN and returns
FALSE otherwise.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE

BOOLEAN

Irftstate == LRFARMED_

FALSE

BOOLEAN

LAST RETURN
Ird state != LRFARMED_
LAST RETURN

laser last return Information.

Table 2.2-90:
2.2.3.2.19

laserrange

This routine returns the laser range from the CIG.
Return Values

Return Value

I Type R

Meaning

value from cig

IREAL

the laser range.

Table 2.2.91:

laser-range Information.
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2.2.3.2.20

laserfire

ontrolmalfunction

This routine causes the laser i.

Return Value
Eits dead Jim
Table 2.2-92:

Vehicles CSCI

control to fail.
Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN

I Meaning
The laser fire control has failed

laser fire control malfunction Information.
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2.2.3.3

ml -weapons.c
(./siminet/release/src/Vehicle/Ml/src/ml-weapons.c [ml-weapons.clj)

This is the gunnery simulation module. Code for ballistics simulation is contained in this file.
Includes:
itstdio.h"
"math.h"
ofsim-types.h"
"osim dfns.h'
"fsim-macros.h"
"basic .h11
"1mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
itsim -cig-if.h"
"libevent.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libimps.h"
"lihsusp.h"
"libkin.h"
"libhult.h"
"librnetwork.h"
"libturret.h"
"libsound.h"
"libball.h"
"libmath.h"
"libmap.h"
"tmun-type.h"
"1ml ammo.h"
"1ml ammo df.h"
11ml cntrl.h"
fml sound dfn.h"
"pmI turret.h"
"1mlI firectl.h"
"ml _bcs.h"
ofm I_-cig.h"
"ml _laser.h"
ofml-weapons.h"
The fo'lowing am~ defined:
(JUNMAIN
GUNSAFE
GUNCOAX
MAXDGIRANGE
GUNLENGTH
GUNHEIGHT
RADSTD_ DEV
WEAPONSEMPT'Y

E1Tt EC'1'_OFFSETr

meters
meters
mieters
0.3 mils
oftect in meters for origin of effect

fh
ollowing variables are declared:
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pser-heartbeat
ammotype_loaded, ammo_type_injtlight
main-gun .firing-status, roundid
fireposition, firedeltaposition
fireguntoworld
nullvehiclelD
2.2.3.3.1

weapons_downloadballisticstables

This routine downloads the ballistics tables for the HEAT and SABOT rounds.
Variables

I Type

Internal Variable
using assymetric

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.2.3.1

Function
ballisticsjload trajectory file

Table 2.2-93:
2.2.3.3.2
--

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

int

weapons downloadballisticstables Information.

weapons_init

This routine initializes the weapons system.. The main gun firing status is set to WORKING,
and the ammo type loaded is set to WEAPONSEMPTY.
InternalVarlables

IType

Internal Variable
time temp

lWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

Ilong
Calls

Function
ballistics load trajectory file

Where Described
Section 2.5.2.3.1

Table 2.2-94:
2.2.3.3.3

weapons init Information.

weapons_simul

This routine is not used in the Version 6.6 release.
2.2.3.3.4

weapons_disable_main_gun

This routine disables the main gun by setting the main gun firing status to BROKEN.
2.2.3.3.5

weaponsrepairmaingun
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This routine repairs the main gun by setting the main gun firing status to WORKING.
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weapons_firemain gun

This is an event-driven function, used to fire the main gun. A sound fired message is
generated and sent to the CIG. The CIG uses the downloaded ballistic tables to paint the
picture of the round as it flies out.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

scaled normal
bias vector
gun velocity

VECTOR
VECTOR
VECTOR
VECTOR

sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h

ILun-velocity[31
intersection check time

float
REAL

Standard
sim types.h

gun-muzzle

Function
map-get ammo entryfrom_
network-type
ammo type loaded-quick
firectl readyto fire
ammo gun fired
controls gun fired
vec scale
kinematics get u norm
vec add
kinematics get o to h
kinematics get d pos

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.11.2.1
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.2.5.1.25
2.2.2.2.3
2.2.5.1.31
2.2.2
2.6.2.64.1
2.5.8.1.5
2.6.2.57.1
2.5.8.1.4
2.5.8.1.7

bivariant normal distribution

Section 2.6.1.1.1

turret get gun to world
event geteventid
mapegettracer_fromammo_
entry
ballistics fire a round
vec init
vec mat mul
impactsqueue effect
network send shell fire pkt
laser range
turretget turret slew rate
bcs get-ammo type
suspension gun fired
turret to hull cos
turret to hull sin
sound make const sound

Section 2.2.6.1.1.36
Section 2.6.9.1.2
Section 2.6.11.2.9
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.5.2.2.1
2.6.2.61.1
2.6.2.56.1
2.5.15.1.3
2.1.1.3.1.57.1
2.2.3.2
2.2.6.1.1.5
2.2.3.2
2.5.6.1.1

Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.2-95:

weapons_fire_maingun Information.
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2.2.4

M1 Failures

Failure generation in SIMNET allows the introduction of simulated physical failures and
degradations of a vehicle's capabilities. This involves the generation of a variety of different
kinds of failures and the presentation of these failures to either the crew of a manned simulator,
or the operator of a computer controlled vehicle. Failures are divided into categories that
indicate the method used for failure generation. The three categories are combat damage,
stochastic failure, and deterministic failure.
Combat Damage
During combat a vehicle receives combat information messages from the network. This
information comes in two different forms. First, impact message tells the vehicle that someone
has been hit by an incoming direct fire round or missile (both referred to as a round). If the
round struck another vehicle, then the message is ignored for purposes of combat damage.
The vehicle struck by the round uses the information in the message to calculate any damages
that may result. Second, an indirect fire message tells the vehicle that an indirect fire round has
exploded. The impact point is checked to determine if the impact was close enough to damage
the vehicle.
Stochastic Failures
A stochastic failure occurs when a vehicle fails on its own and not because of a crew error or
due to combat damage. The frequency of failure is determined by a Mean Number of
Operations Between Failures (MNOBF). Stochastic failures can degrade functions or can
serve as a warning for potential deterministic failures.
Deterministic Failures
Deterministic failures are those failures which result from some improper action by the crew
that generally could have been prevented. These include both failures due to resource depletion
and failures due to crew error. Examples of these errors include mismanaging fuel and
ammunition, ignoring warning lights, and throwing a track while driving the vehicle across a
hill with too great a slope.
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M1 Failures
5.2.4

rnl-failure.c

m 1 repairxc

5.2.4.1

5.2.4.2

Figure 2.2-5:

Structure of the M1 Failures CSC.

Simulation of these failure modes is accomplished with the following CSU's:
mlfailure.c
mlrepair.c
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2.2.4.1

ml failurexc
(./simnet/rc:,ease/src/vehicle/M l/src/m 1 failure.c [ml_failure.c])

The Ml specific failuires functions are performed by this CSU.
m2_failure~:c
m2 epai~
Includes:

."stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sirnjype~.h"
11sim -dfns..h"
it:sim macros.h"
"pro_sim.h,."
"munjtype..h"
::pro _datatiz"
"mass-stdc:.h"
"dgi-stdg.h,"

"bigwheel.h"
"libsound.h"
"libmain.h"
"librva.h"
"libevent.h"
11ml-rep-map.h"
Itml -sound -dfn.h"
"libhullh"
"librepair.h"
"libnetwork.h"

"libfailkh"
"failure.h"

"tstatus ml.h"
"status.h"

Defines:
NUMSUB_ SYSTEMS
MOB_-ELECTRICAL,_SUBSYS
ENGINE_- UBSYS
TRANSM1SSION_SUBSYS
MOBOTH-ERSUBSYS
FIRE_CON'TROLSUBSYS
GUNTURRETSUBSYS
ACTUAL_-NUMLEVELS
USEDNU MLEVELS
MAINT_I_1_MMBF
MAINTL_-2_-MMBF
MAINTL_-3_MMBF
MAINTL_4_MMBF
MAINTL_-5_MMBF
Declarations:
MAINTLF.VFL_-ARRAY
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failinit

This routine initializes the failures system. The combat failures and combat failure table are
initialized, and the stochastic failures and stochastic damages table are initialized. The repairs
are initialized and the collision damages are initialized.
Internal Variables

Variable

Type

fialure collision damages

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

JintI
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
failure collision damages
cfail init
fail table init
sfail hit
get sdamage file
Irepair init
collision init

Table 2.2-97:
2.2.4.1.2

Described
2.2.4.1.8
2.5.4.5.1
2.5.4.11.1
2.5.4.23.1
2.5.1.2.7
2.5.14.5.1
2.5.10.5.1

failinit Information.

failure mob electrical fixed

This routine is called by the repairs code when the alternator, pilot relay, or starter is fixed.
Function
sfail fixed -ood-as

Calls
I Where Described
new

Table 2.2-98:
2.2.4.1.3

Section 2.5.4.22.1

failure mob electrical fixed Information.

failureengine_fixed

This routine is called by the repairs code when the engine oil filter, oil level, or major
component is repaired or replaced.
Calls
Function
sfail fixed ood as new

Table 2.2-99:

IWhere Described
Section 2.5.4.22.1

failure engine_fixed Information.
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failure transmission fixed

This routine is called by the repairs code when the transmission oil filter, oil level, or shifting
assembly is repaired or replaced.
Function
stail fixed good as new
Table 2.2-100:
2.2.4.1.5

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.22.1
failure transmission fixed Information.

failure fuel or brakes fixed

This routine is called by the repairs code when the fuel pump, fuel filter, service brake, or
parking brake is repaired.
EFunction
sfail fixed-good as new
Table 2.2-101:
2.2.4.1.6

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.22.1
failure fuel or brakes-fixed Information.

failure fire control fixed

This routine is called by the repairs code when the Laser Range Finder, Gunner's Primary
Sight, or Gunner's Primary Sight Extension is fixed.
ffFunction
sail fixed-good as new
Table 2.2-102:
2.2.4.1.7

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.22.1
failure fire control fixed Information.

failure_gun_turretfixed

This routine is called by the repairs code when the Gun/Turret Drive/Stab is fixed.
Function
Esailfixed -ood

as new
Table 2.2-103:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.22.1
failure gunturretfixed Information.
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failurecollision damages

This routine is called by the collision code when a collision is detected. Parameters are
represented as follows:
direction

--

cause

--

eventid

--

The direction the collision came from: RIGHTWHEEL,
LEFT_WHEEL, or REAR_WHEEL, as defined in
/simnet/vehicle/libbigwh/bigwhloc.h
The cause of the collision, cause can be either a hash id corresponding
to the vehicle collided with or -2 (signifying a ground collision)
The event id corresponding to the collision
Parameters

Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

direction
cause
event id

int
int
long int

Standard
Standard
Standard

Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

tempfailures

pointer to long

Standard

vid

pointer to VehiclelD

basic.h

Return Value
0

Type
int

Internal Variables

Return Values
Meanlng
damage detected
Calls

Function
sound make const sound

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

rva -get veh id
turret collision detected

Section 2.5.12.10.1
Section 2.2.6.1.1.32

network send outta my way mf

Section 2.1.1.3.1.8.1

Table 2.2-104:

failure collision damages Information.
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failure check cat kill

This routine checks to see if a direct impact packet came from a mine. If the packet is from a
mine, then the tank is destroyed. If the packet is not from a mine, the blast door is open, and
the caliber of the round is greater than 50mm, then the tank is automatically destroyed.
Otherwise, damages are calculated by calling cfail dir.firedamages0 in libfail.
Parameters are represented as follows:
amno type
-- the ammo indix from libmap
hit msg
-- pointer to the Impact Variant PDU
Parameters
Parameter

Type

hit msg

pointer to ImpactVariant

ammo type

int

Table 2.2-105:

p sim.h
IStandard

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
ammo blast door open
fail vehicle is destroyed
cfail dir fire damages

2.3.4.1.10

Where Typedef Declared

Described
2.2.5.1.43
2.5.4.9.2
2.5.4.3.1

failure check cat kill Information.

failurecheckindir firedamages

This routine checks to see if an indirect impact packet came from a mine. If the packet is from
a mine and the detonation occurs within 10 meters of the tank, then the tank is destroyed. If
the packet is not from a mine, then damages are calculated by calling
cfail indirectfire_damageso in libfail. Parameters are represented as follows:
ammo type
-- the ammo indix from libmap
indirfiremsg
r squared

detonation num

----

pointer to the indirect fire variant PDU
The range from the detonation to the vehicle

The detonation number within the Indirect Fire Variant PDU
Parameters

Parameter
ammotype

Type
int

Where Typedef
Standard

indir fire mso

pointer to IndirectFireVariant

p sim.h

r__suared

REAL

sim types.h

detonation num

int

Standard

Function
fail vehicle is destroyed
cfail indirect fire damages
kinematics get h to o
kinematics get w to h

Table 2.2.106:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Declared

Described
2.5.4.9.2
2.5.4.3.1
2.5.8.1.3
2.5.8.1.1

failure check indir fire-damages Information.
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2.2.4.2

mlrepair.c
(./simnet/release/src/Vehicle/M 1/src/ml-epair.c [ml-repairxc])

Tle Ml specific repairs functions are performed by this CSU.
Includes:
ifstdio.h"
tsim-dfns.h"
fsim-macros.h"
"sim-types.h"
11pro..assoc.h"
Itmass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim-cigjf~h"

"pro _data.h"
"prosim.h"
torepair-ml .h"
oftimers-dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"1ml -cntrl.h"
"ml-esupp.h"

Defines:
QUIET
REQUEST

MAXREPAIRENTITIES

S

Declarations:
repair-vehicle
repair vehicles-near-hear
num-repair-yehicles
repair-state

repair_timer_id

clear repair vehicles()
repai rquiet-state()
repair request stateO
send-reed-me -packets_repair_vehicles()
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repairrequest

This,ioutine processes repair requests that come in over the network from the Adnin/Log
consimte of the MCC. The MCC host times these repairs and informs the simulator that the
repair is complete via a network message.
Parameters
Parawmeter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

event:

int

Standard

pointer to VehiclelD

basic.h

code

int

Standard

oriinator

pointer to SimulationAddress

address.h

tid

TransactionIdentifier

p-assoc.h

a

_ent

Error
stderr, REPAIR: repair request)

Calls
Where Described

Funcktion
timers, free timer

Section 2.6.3.5.1

repair system is fixed
send ,epaired pkt

Section 2.5.4.19.4
Section 2.1.1.3.1.38.1

Table 2.2-107:
2.2.4.2.2

Errors
Reason for Error
I unknown repair state

repairrequest Information.

repairsimul

This iroutine runs the repair simulation and is responsible for all self-repairs to the simulation
The routine checks the vehicle's repair state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Errors
Error

Reason for Error

stderr, REPAIR: repair simulgI

unknown repair state
Calls
Where Described

Function
repair_quiet state
repair request-state
clear repair vehicles

Section 2.2.4.2.7
Section 2.2.4.2.8
Section 2.2.4.2.4

Table 2.2-108:

repair simul Information.
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S
2.2.4.2.3

repairinit

This routine initializes the repair simulation. All repair vehicles are cleared, the repair state is
set to QUIET, and the repair timer is set to NULLTIMER.
Calls

I Where Described

Functlon
clear repair vehicles

Section 2.2.4.2.4

Table 2.2-109:
2.2.4.2.4

repair_init Information.

clear_repair_vehicles

This routine clears the repair vehiclesnear here flag to FALSE and the number of repir
vehicles to zero.
2.2.4.2.5

repair_near_repair

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are repair vehicles. If any repair vehicles
are on this list, the repair-vehiclesnearhere flag is set to TRUE.
Parameters
Parameter
v

JType
pointer to VehiclelD

Table 2.2-110:
2.2.4.2.6

I Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

repair_near_repair Information.

sendfeed_me_packetsrepairvehicles

This routine sends a repair request packet to each of the repair vehicles on the network.
Variable

Function
network send feed mejacketI

Table 2.2-111:

Internal Variables
Type

Where Ty p edef Declared

int

Standard
Calls
Where Described
2.1.1.3. .48.1

send feed_me_packetsrepair vehicles Information.
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repair_quiet_state

"Thisroutine determines the vehicle's repair Finite State Machine's QUIET state. If the
following conditions are BOTH TRUE:
" The resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, and no controls failures exist).
* There are repair vehicles nearby.
Then, send a feed me packet to the repair vehicles on the network, start the repair timer, and
enter the REQUEST state. If any of the conditions are not met, remain in the QUIET state.
Return Values
Return Value
OUIET
REQUEST

Type
int
int

Meaning
in QUIET state
in REQUEST state
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
resupply gating conditions
timers get timer
send feed me packets-repair vehicles
Table 2.2-112:
2.2.4.2.8

Described
2.2.5.3.15
2.6.3.6.1
2.2.4.2.6

repair quiet_state Information.

repairrequest_state

'This routine determines the vehicle's repair Finite State Machine's REQUEST state. If
EITHER of the following conditions are TRUE:
• The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
• There are no fuel carriers nearby.
'Then, free the repair timer and enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met and the
resupply timer has expired, send another service request, restart the timer, and remain in the
REQUEST state. If the resupply timer has not expired, remain in the REQUEST state.
Return Values
Return Value
QUIET
REQUEST

Type
int
int

Meanlrg
in QUIEY state
in REQUEST state

Function
resupply gating conditions
timers get timer
send feed me packets repair vehicles
Table 2.2-113:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.3.15
2.6.3.6.1
2.2.4.2.6

repairrequest_state Information.
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printrepairstatus

This routine prints the repair status information.
Parameter
s

Parameters
Type
pointer to char

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Variable

Internal Variables
Ty p e

Where Ty p edef Declared

m
it

Standard

Table 2.2-114:

printrepair status Information.
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MI Munitions Management

The simulation keeps track of fuel and ammunition in mlammo.c and ml-fuelsys.c. The
fuel system can involve more than one fuel tank, and the desired fuel transfers within a
vehicle. The simulation must also determine the states of all munitions on board a vehicle.
This includes the availability, which ammunitions are loaded, and which ammunition is
being fired. Resupply of all munitions (fuel and ammunition) is coordinated in the file
ml resupp.c. These files implement the functions necessary to resupply munitions from
MCC vehicles (hemmits, etc.) and other vehicle simulations (ml to ml). This functionality
is realized by the following CSU's:
mlammo.c
ml fuelsys.c
ml-resupp.c
M1 Munitions Management
5.2.5

ml-ammo.c

ml._fuelsys.c

ml_resupp.c

5.2.5.1

5.2.5.2

5.2.5.3

Figure 2.2-6:

Structure of the M1 Munitions Management CSC.
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ml ammo.c

(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m l/src/m I ammo.c [m lammo-c])
This CSU keeps track of the MlI's ammunition supply. This file contains the procedures
relating to the supply, resupply, and loading of ammunition. The ammo subsystem of the
MlI simulation consists of the loader's ammo, rack, the semi-ready ammo rack, the hull
ammno rack, the loader's knee switch, the loader's arms, the breech, the ejection guard, and
the blast door.
Includes:
"stdiu.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
_smmacros.h"
isimmtypes.h"
"fmass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg-h"o
"1sim- ig-f.h"
"ttimers dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"Iibsound.h"
"ml-ammo.h"
"1ml -ammo-df.h"
"1ml-ammo -mx.h"
"ml-ammopn.h"
"ml_cntrl.h"
"1ml_ctl_df.h"
"ml_firectl.h"
ptml-gunn-mx.h"
"1ml -hydrsys.h"
"ml-load-rax.h"
"ml -resupp.h"
"ml-sound -dfn.h"
"ml _tmrs-df.h"
::mILturrpn.h"
"muntype.h"
Variable and Local Procedure Declarations:
loaders-ready-rack
The loader's ready rack is viewed as an array of
values which are either munitionUSM456A 1,
munitionUSM392A2, or EMPTY
--

--

The next six variables keep track of the number of
rounds of each type.

hullapds-quanfity
hull-heat-quantity
semn--readyapds-quantity
semi rady-heat-quantity
ready...apds-quantity
ready jheat-quantity
initial-heat-quantity
initial-apds-quantity
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The next variables keep the status of various subsystems
ammo_transferstatus
blastdoorstatus
loadersarms

---

breech_ammo-type

--

ejection-guardstatus
autoloaderenabled

--

OPEN or CLOSED
munitionUSM456A1, munitionUSM392A2, or
EMPTY
munitionUSM456A1, munitionUS_M392A2, or
EMPTY
SAFE or ARMED

turreLpower status
kneeswitch-status
loadertimernumber
blastdoor_timernumber
resupply-receive-timernumber
resupply-status
resupply-slot
resupplyjflashcount
resupply location
resupply-sendlin-progress
ammo_open blast dooro
ammo close blast_doorO
ammo-arm_panelchecko
ammoresupplycheck 0
amino addroundo
ammo-subtractroundo
ammostartloadertimero
ammo_stop_loader timerO
ammo start blast door timero
ammo-stopblast_door-timero
ammostartresupply receive timer()
ammo_stop_resupplyreceive-timerO
ammoblastdoorcheck()
ammoresupplyreceivetimeoutchecko
ammo flash checko
ammo-start- internal resupplyO
ammo change resupplyO
ammo decide resupply receiveo
ammo decide receive_locationo
ammo-decide resupplysend 0
ammo-decide-resupply_slotO
ammo-check autoloaderunloado
ammo-check-autoloaderloado
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2.2.5.1.1

ammoinit

This routine initializes the ammunition system states. Initial ammunition information is
provided by the MCC during the activation sequence.
Function
controls ejectionguard safeI
timers set null timer

Table 2.2-115:
2.2.5.1.2

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.6.3.1.4.1

ammo init Information.

ammo simul

This routine simulates the functions of the ammunition system on a tick by tick basis. The
routine checks the status of the blast door and the status of any internal or external
ammunition transfers or resupplies. The routine monitors which gun is selected, and
coordinates the ammunition types with the ballistics computer system (BCS).
Calls

Function
ammo blast door check
ammo flash check

Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.51
Section 2.2.5.1.52

ammo resupply receive timeout check
bcs get ammo type-indexed

Section 2.2.5.1.53
Section 2.2.6.2

firectl gun select status
ammo check autoloader unload
ammo check autoloader load

Section 2.2.2.2.3
Section 2.2.5.1.3
Section 2.2.5.1.4

Table 2.2-116:
2.2.5.1.3

ammo simul Information.

ammo check autoloader unload

The autoloader is enabled with the command line -A in order to perform ammo transfers
without a person acting as loader. This routine unloads the breech and replaces the round
in the ready rack when the autoloader is enabled. The routine checks to see if the breech is
full. If so, the ejection guard is opened, the blast door is opened, and the breech round is
removed and replaced in a slot..
Calls

Function
ammo ejection-guard safe
ammo breech unload pushed
ammo knee switch on

Where
Section
Section
Section

ammo tube selected

Section 2.2.5.1.11

ammo decide resupply slot
ammo knee switch off

Section 2.2.5.1.68
Section 2.2.5.1.10

Table 2.2-117:

Described
2.2.5.1.27
2.2.5.1.24
2.2.5.1.3

ammo check autoloader unload Information.
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ammocheckautoloader load

The autoloader is enabled with the command line -A in order to perform ammo transfers
without a person acting as loader. This routine loads the breech when the autoloader is
enabled. The routine checks to see if the breech is empty. If so, the ejection guard is
opened, the blast door is opened, a round is selected from the ready rack and placed in the
breech. Then, the blast door is closed, the breech load button is pushed, and the ejection
guard is armed.
Calls

Function

Where Described

ammo ejection guard safe

Section 2.2.5.1.27

ammo knee switch on
bcs get ammo-type indexed
ammo tube selected
ammo knee switch off
ammo breech-pushed
ammo eiection guard armed
Table 2.2-118: ammo check

Section 2.2.5.1.3
Section 2.2.6.2
Section 2.2.5.1.11
Section 2.2.5.1.10
Section 2.2.5.1.23
Section 2.2.5.1.26
autoloader load Information.

2.2.5.1.5

ammo init ammo racks

This routine initializes the quantities and types of ammo in the ready rack, the semi-ready
rack, and the hull rack. The routine checks to make the ammo racks are not overloaded,
and for the ready rack, places the ammo into individual slots in the ready rack. Parameters
are represented as follows:
readyheat
readyapds
semi readyheat
semi readyapds
hul _heat
hullapds

-------

The quantity
The quantity
The quantity
The quantity
The quantity
The quantity

Parameter

of heat rounds to place in the ready rack.
of apds rounds to place in the ready rack.
of heat rounds to place in the semi-ready rack.
of apds rounds to place in the semi-ready rack.
of heat rounds to place in the hull.
of apds rounds to place in the hull.
Parameters

hull apds

Type
int
int
int
int
int
int

Variable
i

Internal Variables
Type
register int

ready heat
ready apds
semi readyheat
semi ready apds
hull heat

Table 2.2-119:

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Standard
Where Typedef Declared
Standard

ammo init ammo racks Information.
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2.2.5.1.6

ammo supply_full

This routine returns TRUE if all racks are full and FALSE if they are not all full.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE
FALSE

int
int

The ammo supply is full
The ammo supply is not full

ammo supply_full Information.

Table 2.2-120:
2.2.5.1.7

ammo supplyempty

This routine returns TRUE if all racks are empty and FALSE if they are not all empty.
Return Values

Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Type
int
int
Table 2.2-121:

2.2.5.1.8

Meaning
The ammo supply is empty
The ammo supply is not empty

ammo supplyempty Information.

ammo loaders arms

This routine returns the status of the ammo_loadersarms,either filled with a heat round,
an apds round, or EMPTY.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

loadersarms

ObjectType

the position of the
loadersarms: either
munitionUS M456A1.
munitionUS_393A2, or
I EMPTY

Table 2.2-122:

ammo supply_full Information.
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2.2..1.9

ammokneeswitchon

This troutine is called when the knee switch is hit. If the knee switch status is OFF, the
status is changed to ON and the loader timer is stopped. Since the knee switch is only used
for transfers to and from the ready rack; the transfer status must be NOTRANSFERVAL
for anything to happen.
If the zurret power is off or in the process of being shut off (turret_power-status= OFF or
OFFEDGE), hitting the knee switch will have no effect. If the turret power is on or in the
proce-ss of turning on (turret.power status = ON or ONEDGE), the blast door is opened
and tie blast door timer is stopped.
Errors
I Reason for Error

Error

Impossible ammo transfer status

stderr AMMO: ammo knee switch on
Funcition
ammo, stop loader timer
hydrautlic ammo door openrequest

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.48
Section 2.2.6.4.2.7

ammo _open blast door

Section 2.2.5.1.29

amno stop blast door timer
ammo start blast door timer

Section 2.2.5.1.50
Section 2.2.5.1.49

Table 2.2-123:

ammo knee switch on Information.

2.2.5 .1.10 ammo_kneeswitchoff
This routine is called when the knee switch is released. If the knee switch status is ON, the
statu. is changed to OFF and the loader timer is started. Since the knee switch is only used
for transfers to and from th,e ready rack; the transfer status must be NO_TRANSFERVAL
for anything to happen.
If the iturret power is off or in the process of being shut off (turret_power-status= OFF or
OFF__EDGE), releasing the knee switch will have no effect. If the turret power is on or in
the pr-3cess of turning on (trurret_power status = ON or ONEDGE), the blast door timer is
starte.'f.
Errors
I Reason for Error

Error
stderr AMMO: ammo knee switch on
i

Funcmon
arm 0 start loader timerI
lammo start blast door timer

Table 2.2-124:

Imssible amro transfer status
Calls

[Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.47
I Section 2.2.5.1.49

ammo knee switch off Information.
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2.2.5.1.11 ammotubeselected
This routine is called when an ammo slot in the ready rack has been selected. The slot is
specified by slot. If the blast door is closed, it is impossible to touch that ammo slot and
the routine does nothing. If the blast door is open and the transfer status is
NO_TRANSFERVAL, the loader replaces the ammo into the ready rack;
ammo arm panel-check is called. For any other transfer status, then loader replaces
the ammo into the specified rack; ammo resupplycheck is called.
Parameters
Parameter
slot

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.12
Section 2.2.5.1.13

Function
ammo arm-panel check
ammo resupply check

Table 2.2-125:
2.2.5.1.12

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Type
int

ammo tube selected Information.

ammo armpanel_check

This routine is checked each tick of the simulation in order to manage ammo in the ready
rack.
If the specified ready rack slot is full and the loaders arms are full, the routine does
nothing. The round contained in the loaders arms cannot be placed into the full slot, and
the round from the slot cannot be placed in the loaders arms.
If the loaders arms are empty and the specified slot is full, the round is removed from the
slot and placed in the loaders arms. The sound of the ready rack extract is made, the slot
status is set to EMPTY, and the loaders arms status are set to FULL.
If the loaders arms are full and the specified slot is empty, the round taken from the loaders
arms and placed in the slot. The correct sound of the ready rack insert is made, the loaders
arms are set to EMPTY, and the slot status is set to FULL.

IType

Parameter
slot

Parameters

Function
controls unshow round

ammo subtract round
sound make const sound
controls show round
ammo add round
Table 2.2-126:

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

int

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2

Section
Section
Section
Section

2.2.5.1.42
2.1.3.1.2
2.2.2
2.2.5.1.41

ammo armpanel_check Information.
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2.2.5.1.13 ammoresupplycheck
This routine is checked each tick of the simulation in order to manage the resupply of
ammo. If the loaders arms are full and if the specified slot is full, the loader cannot
resupply ammunition and the routine does nothing.
If the loaders arms are empty and the transfer status is equal to HULL_HEATVAL,
HULLAPDSVAL, SEMIHEATVAL, or SEMI_APDSVAL and the quantity of that
type in that rack is greater than zero, then start the internal resupply from the ammo type
and rack specified in the transfer status to the specified slot.
If the loaders arms are empty and the transfer status is REDISTRECVVAL, then receive
the external resupply ammo type into the slot.
Parameters
Parameter
slot

I Type
int

Function
ammo change resupply

ammo start internal resupply
Table 2.2-127:

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Calls
Where Described
I Section 2.2.5.1.56

Section 2.2.5.1.54
ammoresupply_check Information.
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2.2.5.1.14 ammo get quantity
This routine returns the quantity of the ammo in the rack specified by the type identifier.

IType
char

Parameter

type

Parameters

I Where Typedef Declared

IStandardI
ReturnValues

___________________

____________

Return Value
hull-heatquanity

Type
iot

Meaning
The number of heat rounds in

hull-apds..quanity

jot

The number of apds rounds in

_____________________

the hull rack.

jot

The number of heat rounds in

the hull rack.

______________________

_____________________

semi-ready..heaL-quantity

semi-ready rack.

_____________________the

semi-readyapds.quantity

The number of apds rounds in

iot

____________________

readyheatquantity

the semi-ready rack.

____________________

The number of heat rounds in

int

ready__apds quantity

____________________

I

the ready rack.

____________________

I

the ready rack.

jot

NULL

jot
_________

error; impossible transfer type

____
____Errors

Error
stderr AMMO: ammo ge,_

antity

Table 2.2-128:
2.2.5.1.15

The number of apds rounds in

-Reason
for Error
impossible transfer type
ammo get quantity Information.

ammo-transfer-semi-h eat

This routine starts the transfer of a heat round from the semi-ready rack when the selector
on the Ammo Redistribution Panel is placed in the Semi-Ready Heat position. The transfer
status is changed to SEMIHEATVAL, any other resupply in progress is stopped, and the
blast door is opened.
Calls
*

Function
ammo stop resupply
ammo open blast door
ammo stop blast door timer
Table 2.2-129:

jWhere Described

ISection 2.2.5.1.57
Section 2.2.5.1.29
Section 2.2.5.1.50

a mmo-t ran sfer-semi heat Information.
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2.2.5.1.16

ammo transfersemiapds

This routine sits the transfer of an apds round from the semi-ready rack when the selector
on the Ammo Redistribution Panel is placed in the Semi-Ready Sabot position. The
transfer status iks changed to SEMI_APDSVAL, any other resupply in progress is
stopped, and ttne blast door is opened.
Calls
Described

Function

Where

ammo stop ramipply
ammo open-bt-ast door
ammo stopblast door timer

Section 2.2.5.1.57
Section 2.2.5.1.29
Section 2.2.5.1.50

Takble 2.2-130:
2.2.5.1.17

ammotransfersemiapds Information.

ammo-transfer-hull-heat

This routine stairts the transfer of a heat round from the hull rack when the selector on the
Ammo Redistrtkbution Panel is placed in the Hull/Turret Floor Heat position. The transfer
status is changt-d to HULLHEAT-VAL, any other resupply in progress is stopped, and
the blast door is opened.
Function
ammo stop_re,,upp y
I ammo open-bilast door
ammo sto blast door timer
Tzable 2.2-131:
2.2.5.1.18

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.1.57
2.2.5.1.29
2.2.5.1.50

ammo transfer hull heat Information.

,ammo_transfer_hull_apds

This routine starts the transfer of an apds round from the hull rack when the selector on the
Ammo Redistr'K.bution Panel is placed in the Hull/Turret Floor Sabot position. The transfer
status is changw-'d to HULLAPDSVAL, any other resupply in progress is stopped, and
the blast door 4s opened.
Function
ammo stop re!ijpply
ammo open blI~st door
-ammo stop blast door timer
Ta ble 2.2-132:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.1.57
2.2.5.1.29
2.2.5.1.50

ammotransferhull apds Information.
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2.2.5.1.19

ammotransfernotransfer

This routine stops the transfer of ammo when the selector on the Ammo Redistribution
Panel is placed in the Off position. The transfer status is changed to
NOTRANSFERVAL, any resupply in progress is stopped, and the blast door timer is
started in order to close the blast door.
Calls

Function
ammo stopresupplyI

Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.57

ammo start blast door timer

Section 2.2.5.1.49

Table 2.2-133:
2.2.5.1.20

ammo transfer no transfer Information.

ammo transfer redist send

This routine initiates the sending of ammo to another M1 tank when the selector on the
Ammo Redistribution Panel is placed in the Ammo Transfer Send position. The transfer
status is changed to REDISTSENDVAL, any resupply in progress is stopped, and the
blast door is opened.
Function
ammo stop_resupply
ammo open blast door

ammo stb blast door timer
Table 2.2-134:
2.2.5.1.21

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.57
Section 2.2.5.1.29

Section 2.2.5.1.50

ammo transfer redist send Information.

ammo transfer redist recv

This routine initiates the receiving of ammo from anot,.r vehicle when the selector on the
Ammo Redistribution Panel is placed in the Ammo Transfer Rec position. The transfer
status is changed to REDISTRECVVAL, any resupply in progress is stopped, and the
blast door is opened.
Function
ammo stop_resupply
ammo open blast door
ammo stop blast door timer
Table 2.2-135:

Calls
IWhere
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.1.57
2.2.5.1.29
2.2.5.1.50

ammo transfer redist recv Information.
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ammogettransferstatus

This routine returns the transfer status, which reflects the position of the selector switch on
the Ammo Redfistribution Panel.
Return Values
Return Value
aimmo transfer _iatus

IType
char

Talble 2.2-136:

Meaning
The transfer status.

ammo_get transferstatus Information.

2.2.5.1.23 ;ammobreechpushed
This routine han-dles the loading of the breech when the red Breech Load button is pushed.
If the breech is ,ready, the round is transferred from the loaders arms to the breech. The
satus of the loaiers arms is set to EMPTY, and the sound of the breech closing is maae.
i

Calls

Function
aimo breech reaady
ciont rols show blreec h
soud~ak~c~ntsond

Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.23
Section 2.2.2
,Section 2.1.3.1.2

"Irable 2.2-137:
2.2.5.1.24

ammobreech_pushed Information.

ammobreechunload_ pushed

T'his routine hardles the unloading of the breech when the Breech Operating Toggle Switch
is clicked down.. The loaders arms must be empty, the breech must be loaded, the ejection
guard must be open, and the system must not be in resupply in order to unload the breech.
If any of these conditions are not met, this routine does nothing. If the conditions are met,
the round is trainsferred from the breech to the loaders arms. The ammo type in the breech
is set to EMPTY, and the sound of the breech opening is made.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Function
|controls show breech
sound make const sound

Tabbe 2.2-138:
Z.2.5.1.25

ammo_breechunloadpushed Information.

,amma_type_loaded_quick

This routine retarns the ammo type loaded in the breech.
Return Value
breec'i ammo t.ype

Return Values
Type
ObjectType
ypeIbreech.

Ta 4ble 2.2.139:

Meaning
The type of ammo in the

amnio_typeloadedquick
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ammoejectionguardarmed

This routine arms the ejection guard, making the closing sound.
Function
Csound
make const sound
Table 2.2-140:

Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2
ammo_ejectionguard armed Information.
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ammo_ ejectionguard_safe

This routine opens the cjection guard, making the opening sound.
Calls
I Where Described

IFunction

Section 2.1.3.1.2

sound make const sou.,.nd

Table 2.Z-141:
2.2.5.1.28

ammoejectionguardsafe Information.

ammoEjectionguard status

This routine returns the ejection guard status.
Return Values

Return Value
ejectionguardstatus

Meaning
the status of the election

Type
char

guard: either SAFE or

ARMED
Table 2.2-.142:
2.2.5.1.29

ammoejectionguardstatus Information.

ammo openblastdoor

This routine opens the .Iast door, making the appropriate sound. Each round in the ready
rack is shown with its iot's light turned on, indicating the round type (either Heat or
Sabot). Empty slots in :he ready rack will have their lights turned off.
Internal Variables

IType

Variable

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

register int

Function
controls show round
sound make const sotnid

Table Z..2-143:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.1.3.1.2

ammo_openblastdoor Information.
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ammocloseblastdoor

This routine opens the blast door, making the appropriate sound. All ready rack slot
indicator lights turn off.
Internal Variables
Variable
i

I Type

I Where Typedef Declared

I register int

I Standard
Calls
[Where
Described
Section 2.2.2

Function
controls unshow round
sound make const sound

Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.2-144:
2.2.5.1.31

ammo-close blast door Information.

ammogunfired

This routine empties the breech when the gun is fired. The ammo type in the breech is set
to EMPTY.

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2

Function
controls show breech
Table 2.2-145:
2.2.5.1.32

ammogunfired Information.

ammo_ready_to_fire

This routine returns whether the ejection guard is armed or safe. If the ejection guard is
armed and the gun is ready to fire, the routine returns TRUE; if the ejection guard is safe
and the gun is not ready to fire, the routine returns FALSE.

Return Value
ammo ejection guard_
statuso == ARMED

Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN

Function
ammo ejectionguard status
Table 2.2-146:

Meaning
if TRUE, the ejection guard is
armed and the gun is ready
to fire;
if FALSE, the ejection guard is
safe and the gun is not
I ready to fire.

Calls
I Where Described
2.2.5.1.28
ammo_ready_to fire Information.
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... 5.1.33 ammogetsemi_heat_quantity
Thhs routine gets the quantity of heat rounds in the semi-ready rack.
Return Values

ReaJrn Value
semri-ready heatquantity

Table 2.2-147:

Type
int

Meaning
The quantity of heat rounds in

It

the semi-ready rack

ammo_get_semi_heatquantity Information.

2.Z.5.1.34 ammogetsemiapdsquantity
This routine returns the quantity of apds rounds in the semi-ready rack.
Return Values

Return Value
senri_ready apds quantity

Table 2.2-148:
2.27 .5.1.35

Type
int

Meaning
The quantity of apds rounds in

It

the semi-ready rack.

ammogetsemiapdsquantity Information.

ammo_gethullheatquantity

This routine returns the quantity of heat rounds in the hull rack.
Return Values

RetbJrn Value
hull. heatquantity

Table 2.2-149:
2.Z.5.1.36

Type
int

Meaning
the hull rack.

The quantity of heat rounds in

I

ammoget_hull_heatquantity Information.

ammogethullapdsquantity

Thi, routine returns the quantity of apds rounds in the hull rack.
Return Values

Return Value

hull._apds-.quantity

Table 2.2-150:

Meaning

Type

The quantity of apds rounds in
I the hull rack.

int

ammoget_hullapdsquantity Information.
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2.2.5.1.37

ammogetready_heat_quantity

This routine returns the quantity of heat rounds in the ready rack.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

ready-heatquantity

int

Table 2.2-151:

Meaning

The quantity of heat rounds in
I the ready rack.

I

ammo getreadyheat_quantity Information.

2.2.5.1.38 ammo getreadyapdsquantity
This routine returns the quantity of apds rounds in the ready rack.
Return Values
Return Value
ready_apds_quantity

Meaning
The quantity of apds rounds in
Ifthe ready rack.

Type
int
a

Table 2.2-152:

ammogetreadyapdsquantity Information.

2.2.5.1.39 ammo getheatl05_quantity
This routine gets the quantity of heat rounds in the ready rack, the semi-ready rack, and the
hull rack combined.
Return Values
Return Value
readyheatquantity +
semireadyheat_quantity +
hull heatquantity

Table 2.2-153:

Meaning
The total number of heat
rounds.

Type
int

ammoget_heatl05_quantity Information.

2.2.5.1.40 ammogetapdsl05_quantity
This routine gets the quantity of apds rounds in the ready rack, the semi-ready rack, and the
hull rack combined.
Return Values
Return Value
ready-apdsquantity +
semi readyapdsquantity +
hull-apdsquantity

Table 2.2-154:

Meaning
The total number of apds
rounds.

Type
int

ammoget_apdsl05_quantity Information.
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2.2.5.1.41 ammo addround
This routine increments she ready rack quantity of the type of round passed in round.
Parameters
Parameter

T

round

ObjectTpe

I Where Typedef Declared

e

Calls
Where Described
I Section 2.1.1.3.1.32.1

Function
Ineed to send veh status

ammo add round Information.

Table 2.2-155:
2.2.5.1.42

basic.h

ammo subtract-round

This routine decrements the ready rack quantity of the type of round passed in round.
Parameters
[T pe
ObjectType

Parameter
round

Where T Pedef Declared
basic.h

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.1.3.1.32.1

Function
need to send veh statts
Table 2.2-156:

ammo subtract round Information.

2.2.5.1.43 ammo_lblastdooropen
This routine returns TRUE if the blast door is open.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE
FALSE

char
char

the blast door is open
the blast door is closed

Table 2.2-157:

ammo_blast_dooropen Information.

2.2.5.1.44 ammoiturret.,poweron
This routine sets the turret power status to ONEDGE. When turret power is turned on,
the turret power status s-.ays in ONEDGE until all subsystems are completely powered.
2.2.5.1.45 ammo_turretpoweroff
This routine sets the tunet power status to OFI _EDGE. When turret power is turned off,
the turret power status vays in OFF__EDGE until all subsystems are completely shut down.
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ammo_breechready

This routine determines if the breech is ready to be loaded. The loader timer must have
timed out this tick, the loaders arms must be full, the breech must be empty, and the
ejection guard must be open. If all the conditions are met, the routine returns TRUE.
Otherwise, the routine returns FALSE.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

(timersge-timeout_edge
(loadertimernumber)) &&
(loaders arms!=EMPTY) &&
(breechammojype ==
EMPTY)
&&
(ejectionguardstatus ==
SAFE)

char

Ifall conditions are met, TRUE
is returned, signifying that
the breech is ready for
loading;
Ifany condition is not met,
FALSE is returned,
signifying that the breech is
not ready for loading.

Calls
Where Described

Function
timers-get timeout edge

2.6.3.22.1

Table 2.2-158:
2.2.5.1.47

ammobreech ready Information.

ammo -start loader-timer

This routine starts the loader timer. The loader timer is set for the minimum time it would
take the loader to carry the shell. If the loader timer was timing already, it is restarted by
replacing it with a new timer and freeing the old timer.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.6.3.6.1

Function
timers free timerI
timers oet timer

Table 2.2-159:

ammo gunfired Information.

2.2.5.1.48 ammo stoploader timer
This routine stops the loader timer and frees up its timer.
Calls
Function
timers free timer
timers set null timer

Table 2.2-160:

Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.6.3.14.1

ammo_stoploadertimer Information.

2.2.5.1.49 ammo start blast door timer
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This routine starts the blast door timer. The blast door timer is set for the amount of time
the blast door stays open. If the loader timer was timing already, it is restarted by replacing
it with a new timer and freeing the old timer.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.6.3.6.1

Function
timers free timer
timers gettimer
Table 2.2-161:
2.2.5.1.50

ammo start-blast door timer Information.

ammo_stopblast doortimer

This routine stops the blast door timer, frees up its timer, and closes the blast door.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.6.3.14.1

Function
timers free timerI
timers set null timer
Table 2.2-162:
2.2.5.1.51

ammostopblastdoortimer Information.

ammo blast door check

This routine checks the blast door timer each tick. If the timer timed out, the timer is freed,
the blast door is closed, and the hydraulic ammo door is closed.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
timers get timeoutedge
timers free timer
timers set null timer
ammo close blast door
hydraulic ammo door closed
Table 2.2-163:
2.2.5.1.52

Described
2.6.3.22.1
2.6.3.5.1
2.6.3.14.1
2.2.5.1.30
2.2.6.4.2.8

ammo blast door check Information.

ammo flash check

This routine checks the status of resupplies every tick for the purpose of flashing the
resupply lamps. If either a resupply receive timer is still timing, or a resupply send is in
progress, the routine will flash the resupply lamps to indicate the source and destination of
the transfer. When the resupply is complete, the flashing is ended.
Function
controis resupply flash
controlsresupply unflash
Table 2.2-164:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
ammo flash check Information.
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2.2.5.1.53

ammo resupplyreceivetimeout check

This routine checks the status of any resupply receive every tick. If the resupply receive
timer timed out this tick, the timer is freed. The resupply status is checked.
In the case of an internal resupply, the ammo is transferred to an empty ready rack slot
making the appropriate sound. The slot's ammo lamp is turned on. The original location
of the round's rack quantity is decremented, and the ready rack quantity of the round is
incremented. The resupply status, location, and slot flags are reset, and a vehicle status
message is sent, indicating the changes in ammo distribution within the tank.
In the case of an external resupply receive, the appropriate ammo type is received in the
appropriate rack, and the rack quantity is incremented. If ammo is received in the ready
rack, the sound of the ready rack insert is made and the slot's ammo lamp is turned on. A
vehicle status message is sent, indicating the changes in ammo distribution within the tank.
Errors
/Reason for Error

Error
stderr AMMO: ammoresupply_receive_
timeout check

- impossible resupply location
I - impossible resupply status
Calls
Where Described

Function

2.6.3.22.1
2.6.3.5.1
2.6.3.14.1
2.1.3.1.2

timers get timeoutedge
timers free timer
timers set null timer
sound make const sound

Section
Section
Section
Section

controls show round

Section 2.2.2

ammo add round
controls resupplyempty
need to send veh status
controls resupply restore

Section
Section
Section
Section

resupply ammo received

Section 2.2.5.3.10

Table 2.2-165:
2.2.5.1.54

2.2.5.1.41
2.2.2
2.1.1.3.1.32.1
2.2.2

ammoresupplyreceive timeout_check Information.

ammostart resupplyreceivetimer

This routine starts the resupply receive timer. This timer is set for the time it takes to
transfer the ammo to the receiver in an external resupply. If the resupply receive timer was
timing already, it is restarted by replacing it with a new timer and freeing the old timer.
Function
Itimers free timer
timers get timer
Table 2.2-166:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.6.3.6.1
ammostartresupplyreceive timer Information.
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ammo_stop_resupplyreceivetimer

This routine stops the resupply receive timer, freeing up the timer.
Calls

Function

Where Described

timers free timerI

Section 2.6.3.5.1

timers set null timer

Section 2.6.3.14.1

Table 2.2-167:
2.2.5.1.56

ammostopresupply_receivetimer Information.

ammochangeresupply

This routine changes the resupply slot to slot.
Parameters
Parameter
slot

I Type
int

Standard
Calls
i Where Described

Function
controls resupply-restore

Table 2.2-168:
2.2.5.1.57

IWhere Typedef Declared

Section 2.2.2

ammochangeresupply Information.

ammo_stop_resupply

This routine stops the resupply. All timers are stopped, and the resupply status and
resupply location are set to NOTRANSFERVAL.
Calls

FunctionI

Where Described

ammo stop resupply receive timer
controls resupply restore
resupply stop_ammo resupply

Section 2.2.5.1.55
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.5.30

Table 2.2-169:

ammostop_resupply Information.
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2.2.5.1.58

ammostartinternalresupply

This routine starts an internal resupply transfer of ammo. slot is the resupply slot which is
filled in the transfer.
Parameters
Parameter

:T

slot

I Where Tyledet Declared

pe

Standard

int

Calls
Where Described

Function
ammo start resupply_receive timerI
controls resulply_restore

Table 2.2-170:

Section 2.2.5.1.54
Section 2.2.2

ammostartinternal resupply Information.

2.2.5.1.59 ammostartexternalresupply
This routine starts the external resupply of ammo. heatoffered and apds offered are the
quantities of heat and apds rounds offered by the resupply sender. This routine calls
ammo Fdecide resupplyreceive in order to determine the amount of each ammo type
to receive and where to place it. If the desired location is unavailable, the routine returns
FALSE. Otherwise, the resupply is started and the routine returns TRUE.
Parameters
Parameter

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard

apds offered

Type
int
int

Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

round location
round slot

char
char

Standard
Standard

Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

FALSE

int

heat offered

Internal Variables

Return Values

Meaning
Unsuccessful resupply; the
round location is unavailable.

Function
ammo decide resupply receive
ammo start resupplyjtimer
controls resupply restore

Table 2.2-171:

Successful resupply.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.1.61
2.2.5..1.51
2.2.2

ammostartexternal resupply Information.
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2.2.5.1.60 ammo_startexternal_send
This routine start an external transfer send.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2

Function
controls resupply_restore
Table 2.2-172:

ammo start external send Information.

2.2.5.1.61 ammodecideresupply receive
This routine determines the quantity of each ammo type to receive and where to put it.
heat offered and apds offered are the quantities of heat and apds rounds offered by the
sender, location__ptris filled in with the rack in which to receive the next round; slot_ptr is
filled in with an empty slot in which to place the next round.
Parameter
heat offered
apds offered
slot ptr
location Dtr
Variable
round type

Parameters
Type
int
int
pointer to int
pointer to char
Internal Variables
T Pe
I ObiectType

Function
ammo decide receive location
ammo decide round type
Table 2.2-173:

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard
Standard
IStandard
TWhere Tyledef Declared
I basic.h

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.62
Section 2.2.5.1.63

ammo decide resupplyreceive Information.
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2.2.5.1.62

ammodecidereceivelocation

This routine determines the rack and slot in which to put the round, round-type is the
round to be placed; location_ptris filled in with the rack in which to receive the round;
slotptris filled in with an empty slot in which to place the round
Parameters
Parameter
round type
location Dtr
slot-tr

Where Typedef Declared
basic..h
Standard
Standard

Type
ObjectType
pointer to char
pointer to int

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.68

Function
ammo decide resupply_slot
Table 2.2-174:
2.2.5.1.63

ammo decide receive location Information.

ammodecideround_type

This routine determines which round type is needed most.
Return Value
munition US M456A1
munition US M392A2

Table 2.2-175:
2.2.5.1.64

Return Values
Type
ObiectType
ObjectType

Meaning
Heat round.
Apds round

ammodecideround type Information.

ammostoptimers

This routine stops and frees all timers: the loader timer, the blast door timer, and the
resupply receive timer.
Function
timers free tiemr
timers set null timers

Table 2.2-176:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.6.3.14.1

ammo_stop_timers Information.
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ammo-restore-ammo

This routine restov--s all ammo. It stops any resupply in progress, empties the loaders
arms, empties the breech, and initializes the ammo racks.

ammo stop

Internl VariaSetos.2515

Fcto hwhrrc
ammo t amm resupgks
controls show rwnd

eonc2.2e2
Section 2.2.5.1.57
Section 2.2.2

Tarble 2.2-177:

ammo-restore ammo Information.

2.2.5.1.66 aimo resupply sent
This routine is onyl.-y used by the keyboard.
Parameters

I Type

Parameter
am-mo type

int

I WerFe Tpedef Declared
IStandard

Errors
Error
stderr AMMO:P amio resupply-sent
Function
amnmo decide rest~pply send
controls-resupply- ompty
need to send velr status
sound make consK. sound
controls unshow tv:und
ammo subtract rolnd
controls resupply_ restore

Ta..ble 2.2-178:

]Reason

for Error
I impossible resupply location

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.1.67
2.2.2
2.1.1.3.1.32.1
2.1.3.1.2
2.2.2
2.2.5.1.42
2.2.2

ammo resupply_sent Information.
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ammo-decideresupply_send

This routine determines whether the ammunition passed in ammo type is available to send
in an external resupply.
Parameters

IWhere Typedef Declared

IType
int

Parameter

ammo type

Standard
Errors
Reason for Error

Error

- no available heat
- no available apds
- impossible ammo type

stderr AMMO: ammodecideresupply-send

Calls
Where Described
JSection 2.2.5.1.68

Function
ammo decide resupply slot

Table 2.2-179:
2.2.5.1.68

ammodecide_resupplysend Information.

ammodecideresupply slot

This routine finds the first slot in the ready rack containing the ammo passed in
ammo type.
Parameters

e

Parameter

Type
int

ammo tVpe

Where Typedef Declared

P

Standard

Internal Variables
Variable

i

Type
register int

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Return Value

Type

Meaning

NULLSLOT

int

all slots are empty or contain

Return Values

wrong ammo
first
slot in ready
rack ammo
containing
appropriate

int
Table 2.2-180:
2.2.5.1.69

ammo decideresupply_slot Information.

ammo_printstatistics

This routine prints ammunition statistics for each rack and ammunition type.
2.2.5.1.70

ammo enable autoloader

This routine enables the autoloader. The autoloader is enabled with the command line -A in
order to perform ammo transfers without a person acting as loader.
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ml fuelsys.c
(./simnnet/release/src/vehicle/m l/src/M lfuelsys.c [m lfuelsys.c])

This CSU keeps track of the MlI's fuel supply.
Includes:

I"stdio.h"
"fsim, dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
Ifml _fuelsys.h"
Ifml -fuel-df.h"
itml ctrlh"
itml-meter.h"
itml -engine.h"
"timers.h"
"timersjdfn.h"
toml-resupp.h"

Declarations:

fuel warni ng levels()
fuel meter valueO
fuel check xfer timeo
fuel -xfer-fuel()fuel -rear -tank not emptyO
fuel resupplyjtank()
rear~fuel-level
r~front-fuel-level
1_front -fuel -level
fuel-xfer__ok
xfer timer id
fuel-level
tank-selected
xfer-status
fuelsys-status
xfer pump-status
fuel-flow
resupplyjimer -id
tankj-beingjesupplied
totaL-resupplied
resupply-status
mcc-offering
Defines:
RESUPPLYINTERVAL
RESUPPLYRATE
FUELPERINTERVAL

--

--------

----

--

--

NO_XFER =no transfer, TIMER_ON
timer, OK = can transfer

=on

LOW or NORMAL
REAR, L -FRONT, or R.YRONT
ON = transferring fuel, OFF = dormant
WORKING or BROKEN
WORKING or BROKEN
fuel usage rate in gallons per hour
The timer id for resupply
Te tank which is receiving fuel
Il
The fuel taken in a resupply interval
If TRUE, a resupply is in progress
The amount of fuel offered by the MCC
Interval (seconds) before sending reply to the
MCC
GPM of fuel transfer from truck
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fuelinittanks

This routine is used by the MCC to intitialize the fuel level in each tank. This routine
should be called before fuelinitO.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

rear
I front
bottomrfront

REAL
REAL
REAL

sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h

Table 2.2-181:

fuel init tanks Information.

2.3.5.2.2

fuel init

This routine initializes the fuel system. The transfer status variables, resupply status
variables, and failures are inititalized.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.11.2

Function
fail init failure

Table 2.2-182:
2.2.5.2.3

fuelinit Information.

fuel simul

This routine simulates the various functions of the fuel system on a tick by tick basis.
These functions consist of: 1) calculating fuel usage during the current tick, 2) turning on
the fuel warning levels if transitioning to the low fuel condition, 3) calculating the levels in
each tank based on the fuel usage this tick, 4) transferring fuel when required, 5)
resupplying fuel, 6) stopping the fuel resupply, and 7) setting the meter to read the amount
of fuel in the tank selected.
Internal Variables
[Type
REAL

Variable
fuel usage this tick
Function
fuel warninglevels
enginerunning
fuel rear tank not empty
fuel check xfer timer
fuel xfer fuel
fuel resupply tank

timersgetticking status
fuel stopresupply
fuel-meter value
Table 2.2-183:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

I Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Described
2.2.5.2.5
2.2.6.2.2.8
2.2.5.2.7
2.2.5.2.6
2.2.5.2.12
2.2.5.2.24

Section 2.6.3.20.1
Section 2.2.5.2.23
Section 2.2.5.2.4
fuel simul Information.
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2.2.5.2.4

fuelmetervalue

This routine sets the fuel tank meter to show the fuel level in the tank selected by the tank
select switch.
Errors
I Reason for Error
I WARNING: invalid tank selected

Error
stderr

Calls
tWhere Described
Section 2.2.2.3.1

Function
meter fuel set

Table 2.2-184:
2.2.5.2.5

fuel meter value Information.

fuel_warninglevels

This routine calls the controls software to turn on the fuel level low light on when the rear
fuel tank is less than or equal to 1/4 full. The routine calls the controls software to turn off
thefuel level low light once the fuel level has reached the 3/8 full level. Fuel cannot be
transferred unless thefuel level low light is on.
Calls

Table 2.2-185:
2.2.5.2.6

I

Where Described
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2

Function
controls low fuel off
controls low fuel on

fuelwarning_levels Information.

fuel check xfer timer

When master power is turned on, there is a 5 second period, counted by the fuel transfer
timer, xfer timer id, during which fuel cannot be transferred. This routine checks to see if
the fuel transfer timer has timed out.
Calls
Where Described

Function

Itimers_get ticking status
|timers free timer
Table 2.2-186:

Section 2.6.3.20.1
I Section 2.6.3.5.1
fuel check xfer timer Information.
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fuelrear tanknot_empty

This routine returns TRUE if the rear fuel tank level is above the minimum fuel level, and
FALSE if the level is below the minimum fuel level.
Return Values

Return Value
rearfuellevel >
MINFUELLEVEL ? TRUE:
FALSE

Type
BOOLEAN

Meaning
IfTRUE, the rear fuel tank level
is above the minimum level;
If FALSE, the rear fuel tank
level is below the minimum
I level

Table 2.2-187:
2.2.5.2.8

fuelreartanknot empty Information.

fuel set flow

This routine sets the fuel_flow variable equal to the parameter value.
Parameters

I Type

Parameter
value

REAL

I Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

tuelsys~status &&
fuel-topjanknot empty()

BOOLEAN

IfTRUE, then the fuel button
is ON, the rear fuel tank is
not empty, and the fuelflow
variable is set to value;
If FALSE, then either the fuel

button is OFF or the rear fuel
tank is empty

Calls
I Where Described

Function

Section 2.2.5.2.7

fuel rear tank not empty

Table 2.2-188:
2.2.5.2.9

fuel set flow Information.

fuel select front-left tank

This routine is called when the fuel tank selector switch is switched to the left front tank
position. The meter will automatically display the fuel in the left front tank. Also, if the
fuel level is LOW and the transfer status is OK, a transfer of fuel from the left front tank to
the rear tank will commence.
Errors
I Reason for Error
Fuel tranfer pump broken

Error
stderr
Table 2.2-189:

fuel select front left tank Information.
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2.2.5.2.10 fuelselectfrontright_tank
This routine is called when the fuel tank selector switch is switched to the right front tank
position. The meter will automatically display the fuel in the right front tank. Also, if the
fuel level is LOW and the transfer status is OK, a transfer of fuel from the right front tank
to the rear tank will commence.
Errors
Error

Reason for Error

stderr

Fuel tranfer pump broken

Table 2.2-190:
2.2.5.2.11

fuelselectfrontright tank Information.

fuel select rear tank

This routine is called when the fuel tank selector switch is switched to the rear tank
position. When the rear tank is selected, any transfer that has been taking place will be
stopped. If the fuel level is NORMAL, no more fuel can be transferred until it becomes
LOW.
2.2.5.2.12

fuel xfer fuel

This routine calculates the right front, left front, and rear tank levels after a fuel transfer
between tanks. If a fuel transfer is in progress, it ends if either 1) the supply tank becomes
empty, 2) the selector switch is switched back to rear tank, during which the transfer
cannot be resumed unless the fuel low light is still on, or 3) the rear tank reaches 3/4 full.
Errors
I Reason for Error

EError
stderr

WARNING: invalid tank selection for transfer

Table 2.2-191:
2.2.5.2.13

fuel xfer fuel Information.

fuelmaster_poweron

This routine is called by the electrical system software to let the fuel system know that the
master power has been turned on. A 5 second delay after master power has been turned
on is counted by xfer timer id in order to prevent accidental fuel transfers.
Calls
Function
timers get timer

Table 2.2-192:

Where Described
Section 2.6.3.6.1

fuelmasterpoweron Information.
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fuelmasterpoweroff

This routine is called by the electrical system software to let the fuel system know that the
master power has been turned off. When the master power is turned off, fuel can no
longer be transferred.
Calls
I Where Described

Function
timers free timer

Section 2.6.3.5.1

Table 2.2-193:
2.2.5.2.15

fuelengineaccessoryoff Information.

fuel level rear

This routine returns the fuel level of the rear fuel tank.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

rear fuel level

REAL

the level in the rear fuel tank

Table 2.2-194:
2.2.5.2.16

fuel level rear Information.

fuel level-left

This routine returns the fuel level of the left front fuel tank.
Return Value

IRfrontfuel-level

Type
REAL

Return Values
I

fuel level-left Information.

Table 2.2-195:
2.2.5.2.17

Meaning
the level in the left front fuel
tank

fuel_levelright

This routine returns the fuel level of the right front fuel tank.
Return Values
Return Value
r-frontfuellevel

Type
REAL
Table 2.2-196:

Meaning
the level in the right front fuel
tank

I

fuellevel_right Information.
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2.2.5.2.18 fuel-repairtransferpump
This routine is called by "ml-repairs.c" to repair a broken fuel transfer pump.
Function
controls riqhtpumpinoperative off
controls let pump inoperative off
fuel select front left tank
fuel select-front right tank

Table 2.2-197:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.2
2.2.2
2.2.5.2.9
2.2.5.2.10

fuelrepair_transferpump Information.

2.2.5.2. 19 fueltransferpumpfailure
This routim-, is called by the failures module to break the fuel transfer pump.
Errors
Error
stderrj

Reason for Error
DAMAGE: fuel transfer pump failure

Function
controls ri(.3ht purp-inoperative on

controls leot pump inoperative on
Table 2.2-198:
2.2.5.2.20

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.2

Section 2.2.2

fueltransferpumpfailure Information.

fuel_supplyfull

This routnne calculates whether the amount of fuel in the parameter delta will fill the fuel
tanks.
Parameters
Parameter

T pe

Where Typedef Declared

delta

REAL

sim types.h

Return V.alue
TRUE
FALSE

Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Meaning
delta will fill the fuel supply
delta will not fill the fuel supply

Table 2.2-199:

fuel-supply_full Information.
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fueldecide_resupplyquantity

This routine calculates the amount of fuel needed to fill the three tanks. It returns either the
maximum quanity of fuel allowed to transfer in one resupply interval or the actual amount
of fuel necessary to fill the tanks (whichever is lower).
Internal Variables
Type
IREAL

Variable
fuel needed

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value
(int) min(fuel needed,
FUEL PER INTERVAL)
Table 2.2-200:
2.2.5.2.22

Type
int

Meaning
the quantity of fuel necessary
for resupply

fueldecide_resupplyquantity

Information.

fuel start externalresupply

This routine starts the process of externally resupplying fuel. If the amount of fuel the
MCC is offering is less than 0 gallons, the routine returns FALSE. Otherwise, the routine
starts the resupply timer, determines which tanks should be resupplied, and returns TRUE.
Parameters

I Type

Parameter
fuel offered

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

int
Return Values

Return Value
TRUE

Type
BOOLEAN

FALSE

BOOLEAN

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.6.1

Function
timers _ettimer
Table 2.2-201:
2.2.5.2.23

Meaning
the external resupply was
started
the external resupply was not
started

fuel startexternal resupply Information.

fuel_stopresupply

This routine stops the fuel resupply. The timers are freed, the resupply status is set to
OFF, and the amount of fuel received during the resupply is calculated.
Function
timers free timersI
resupply fuel received
Table 2.2-202:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.2.5.3.11
fuelstopresupply Information.
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2.2.'5.2.24 fuel_resupplytank
This aroutine calculates the amount of fuel in each tank after a fuel resupply. If the fuel
transffer is in progress, it ends if either 1) the supply tank becomes empty, 2) the selector
switc-h is turned back to the rear tank, during which the transfer cannot be resumed unless
the fwel low light is still on, or 3) the rear tank level reaches 3/4 full.
Errors
Erroar
stder;r

Reason for Error
WARNING: invalid tank selection for resupply

Table 2.2-203:

fuelresupply.tank Information.
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ml res upp.c
(./simnnit/release/src/vehicle/m 1/src/ml jesupp.c [lresupp-c])

Resupply of fuel and ammunition is coordinated by this CSU.
This files includes:
ofstdio.h"
"tsimdfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"1sini-macros"
"1mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"t
itsim-cig-if.h"
"timers__dfn.h"
'timers.h"
"1mun- type.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"pro.-sim.h"
"ml-ammo_df.h"
"ml.ammo_mx.h"
"tml_arnmo.h"
ml. cntrl.h"
"Vml tracks.h"
ofmlrepair.h"
itml_fuel_df.h"
"fpro-assoc.h"
"tassoc.h"
Defines:
QUIET
REQUEST
LOADING
WAITING
SERVICING
MAXSERVICEENTITIES
Declarations:
ammo-carrier
fuel-carrier
ammo-receiver
num-ammo-carriers
num-fuel- carriers
numn-ammo-receivers
ammo-carriers- near-here
fuel-carriers-near-here
ammo-_receivers-near-here
ammo-resupply-receive -state
ammo-has-been-received
ammo~that-was-received
ammo-receive -timer-id
ammo-carrier id
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fuel resupply-receive stae
fuelhasbeenreceived
fue!_that_was_received
fue.-receivetimerid
fuel_carrier_id
ammo~jesupply-sendstate
ammo__ser dtimerid
ammo_receiverid
clear ammo_carriersO
clear fuel carriers()
clear ammo receiversO
send -feed me_packets ammocarriersO
send-feed me packets-fuel carriersO
ammoreceivye quiet_stateO
fuel-receive quiet stateo
ammo-send quiet stateO
ammo receive_request_stateo
fuel_receive requeststateO
ammo send waiting_stateO
ammo receiveloading stateO
fuel_receiveloading_stateo
ammo sendservicing stateo
ammo resupply receive simul()
fuel_risupply_receive sr-muI()
ammo resupply sendsimul()
vehiclkis close-)
2.2.5.3.1

clear ammo carriers

This routine clears the ammocarriersnear-hereflag to FALSE and the number of ammo
carriers to zero.
2.2.5.3.2

clear fuel-carriers

This routine clears thefuel carriers near here flag to FALSE and the number of fuel
carriers to zero.
2.2.5.3.3

clear ammo receivers

This routine clears the ammo_carriersnear-hereflag to FALSE and the number of ammo
receivers to zero.
2.2.5.3.4

print_resupplystatus

This routine prints the resupply status information.
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sendfeedmepacketsammocarriers

This routine sends a service request packet to each of the ammo carriers on the network,
requesting the specific types of ammunition necessary for resupply.
internal Variables
Type
int
MunitionQuantity

Variable
i
munition

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.1.63
Section 2.1.1.3.1.28.1

Function
ammo decide round-type
network send feed-me-packet

Table 2.2-204:
2.2.5.3.6

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
basic.h

send_feed_me_packets_ammocarriers

Information.

send_feed_mepackets_fuelcarriers

This routine sends a service request packet to each of the fuel carriers on the network,
requesting a specific quantity of fuel necessary for resupply.
Internal Variables

Variable
i
munition

Type
int
MunitionQuantity

Function
fuel decide resupply_quantity
network send feed-me-packet

Table 2.2-205:
2.2.5.3.7

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
basic.h

Calis
I Where Described
Section 2.2.5.2.21
Section 2.1.1.3.1.48.1

send_feed_mepackets_fuelcarriers Information.

resupplynearamnmo_carrier

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are ammo carriers. If any ammo
carriers are on this list, the ammo carriersnear-hereflag is set to TRUE.
P arameter

IType

Parameters
to VehiclelD

Spointer

Table 2.2-206:

IWhere Typedef Declared
basic.h

resupplynear_ammo carrier Information.
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resupply nearfuelcarrier

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are fuel carriers. If any fuel carriers
are on this list, the fuel carriersnearhereflag is set to TRUE.

Parameters

Parameter
v

Type
inter to VehiclelD
Table 2.2-207:

2.2.5.3.9

Where Typedet Declared
basic.h

resupply near fuelcarrier Information.

resupplynear ammoreceiver

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are ammo receivers. If any ammo
receivers are on this list, the ammoreceiversnear-hereflag is set to TRUE.

Parameters
Parameter
v

Type
poirer to VehiclelD

Table 2.2-208:
2.2.5.3.10

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

resupplynearammoreceiver Information.

resupplyammoreceived

This routine sets the amno has beenreceivedflag to TRUE, and set the variable
ammo that was received to the quantities and types of ammunition that were received.
Parameters
Parameter
ammo type
Table 2.2-209:
2.2.5.3.11

_
Where Typedet Declared
basic.h

Type
P
OectType
0

resupplyammoreceived Information.

resupply_fuel-received

This routine sets the fuel has beenreceivedflag to TRUE and sets the variable
fuel that was received equal to the number of gallons of fuel that were received.
Parameters
Parameter
aIon

IT
it
Table 2.2-210:

2.2.5.3.12

resupplyfuel-received

I Where T yP edef Declared
IStandard
Information.

resupplyoffer._packet

This routine is called by the LibRcvNet routine processresupply offero in order to
process a message from a vehicle within range offering munitions resupply.
resupplyofferpacket0 first determines the types and quantities of munitions offered.
and then checks the amino and fu,-l resupply receive states
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If the resupply receive state is QUIET, no munitions have been requested and no munitions
are received. If the state is REQUEST, the resupply timer is started, the external resupply
of either fuel or ammunition (heatl05 or apdsl05) is started, and the state is changed to
LOADING. If the state is LOADING, the external resupply is in progress. If the receive
state is not known, an error is printed. Parameters are represented as follows:
carrier id
num munitions

munitions

----

The VehiclelD of the munitions carier.
The number of mun'ttions types carried.

The quantities and types of munitions being carried.
Parameters

Parameter
carder id
num munitions
munitions

Type
pointer to VehiclelD
usigned char
register pointer to

Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

fuel
apds105
heat105
mun type
mun quantity

int
int
int
ObjectType
float

Standard
Standard
Standard
basic.h
Standard

i

int

Standard

MunitionQuantity

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
Standard
basic.h

Internal Variables

Errors
Reason for Error

Error
RESUPPLY: resupply-offerpacket

- unkown ammo state

- unknown fuel state

Calls
Where Described

Function
timers free timer
ammo start external resupply
timers pet timer

Table 2.2-211:

Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.2.5.1.59
Section 2.6.3.6.1

resupplyoffer_packet Information.
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resupplythank_you_packet

This routine is called by the LibRcvNet routine process_resupplyreceivedo in order
to process a message from a resupply receiver saying that the ammo was received.
resupply.thankyoupacket0 calculates the types and quantities of ammo that were
sent to the receiver, frees the resupply timer, sets the resupply send state to QUIET, and
stops the ammo resupply.
receiver id
num munitions
munitions

----

The Vehicle ID of the vehicle which received the ammo resupplies.
The number of different types of ammo sent by the carrier.
The quantity of each type of ammo sent by the carrier.
Parameters

Parameter
receiver id
num munitions
munitions

Type
pointer to VehiclelD
unsigned char
register pointer to
I MunitionQuantity

Where Typedef Declared
basic.n
Standard
basic.h

Internal Variables
Type
int

Variable
i
Function
ammo resupply_sent
timers free timers
ammo stop resupply
Table 2.2-212:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Described
2.2.5.1.66
2.6.3.5.1
2.2.5.1.57

resupplythank_youpacket Information.
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2.2.5.3.14 resupplyfeedmepacket
This routine is called by the LibRcvNet routine processservice requesto in order to
process a message requesting ammunition resupply from a vehicle within range.
resupply feed me packet( first checks the ammo resupply send state. If the state is
QUIET, no supplies are to be sent. If the state is WAITING, send an offer packet on the
network to the receiver listing the types and quantities of munitions that you have, start the
external resupply, and change the state to SERVICING. If the state is SERVICING, the
external resupply is in progress.
receiver id
num munitions
feed-me munitions

----

The VehiclelD of the munitions receiver.
The number of ammo types requested by the receiver.
The types and quantities of ammo being requested by the reciever.
Parameters

Parameter
receiver id
num munitions
feed me munitions

Type
pointer to VehiclelD
unsigned char
pointer to MunitionQuantity

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
Standard
basic.h

Variable

Internal Variables
Type

IWhere Typedef Declared

offer munitions

pointer to MunitionQuantit,

Error
RESUPPLY: resupplyfeed me packet
Function
timers free timers
timers get timer
network send offer packet
ammo start external send

Table 2.2-213:

basic.h

Errors
(Reason for Error
unknown ammo
Calls
Where Described
Secttion 2.6.3.5.1
Secttion 2.6.3.6.1
Section 2.1.1.3.1.40.1
Section 2.2.5.1.60

resupplyfeedmepacket Information.
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resupplygatingconditions

This routine returns TRUE if the vehicle is not moving and there are no failures in controls.
The routine returns FALSE if the vehicle is moving or there is a failure in controls.
VariableInternal
Vaibe::Type

Stracks speed

Variables
lWhere Typedef Declared

IREAL

sim types.h

Return Value
TRUE

Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN

FALSE

BOOLEAN

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.1
Section 2.2.2

Function
drivetrain-get vehicle_.speed
controls failure status
Table 2.Z-214:
2.2.5.3.16

Meaning
the vehicle is not moving; no
failures in the controls
either the vehicle is moving or
there isa controls failure

resupplygating_conditions Information.

ammereceive_quiet_state

This routine determines the receiver's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's QUIET
state. If the following conditions are ALL TRUE:
SThe resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, ami no controls failures exist).
* There are amxmo carriers nearby.
• The commander has set the ammunition transfer switch to REDISTRECV.
* The ammunition load in the tank is not full.
* The loader's arms are empty.
Then, send a feed me packet to the ammo carriers on the network and enter the REQUEST
state. If any of the coinditions are not met, remain in the QUIET state.
Return Values
Return Value
REQUEST

Type
int

QUIET

int

Function
resupply gating_conditn;ons
ammo decide round t-pe
launcher get val
timersget timer
send feed me packet!- ammo carriers
Table 2.2-215:

Meaning
the receiver is in the
REQUEST state
the receiver isin the QUIET
state
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.3.15
Section 2.2.5.1.63
Section 2.6.3.6.1
Section 2.2.5.3.5

ammo receivequiet_state Information.
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fuelreceivequietstate

This routine determines the receiver's fuel resupply Finite State Machine's QUIET state. If
the following conditions are ALL TRUE:
* The resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, and no controls failures exist).
" There are fuel carriers nearby.
" There is room for the fuel.
Then, send a feed me packet to the fuel carriers on the network, start the resupply timer,
and enter the REQUEST state. If any of the conditions are not met, remain in the QUIET
state.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

REQUEST

int

the receiver is in the
REQUEST state
the receiver is in the QUIET

QUIET

int

jstate

I
Function
resupply-gating conditions
fuel supply full
timers _get timer
send feed-me packets fuel carriers

Table 2.2-216:
2.2.5.3.18

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.3.15
2.2.5.2.20
2.6.3.6.1
2.2.5.3.5

fuelreceivequietstate Information.

ammo_send_quietstate

This routine determines the sender's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's QUIET
state. If the following conditions are ALL TRUE:
" The resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, and no controls failures exist).
* There are ammo receivers nearby.
* The commander has set the ammunition transfer switch to REDISTSENDVAL.
* The ammunition load in the tank is not empty.
* The loader's arms are empty.
Then, enter the WAITING state. If any conditions are not met, remain in the QUIET state.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

WAITING

int

QUIET

int

the sender is inthe WAITING
state
the sender is in the QUIET
state
Calls
Where Described

Function
resupplyatin

conditions

Table 2.2-217:

Section 2.2.5.3.15

ammosendquietstate Information.
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ammoreceiverequeststate

This routine determines the receiver's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
REQUEST state. If ANY of the following conditions are TRUE:
* The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
• Thet . are no ammo carriers nearby.
• The commander has not set the ammunition transfer switch to
REDISTRECVVAL.
• The ammunition supply is full.
• The loader's arms are full.
Then, abort the resupply timer and enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met
and the resupply timer has expired, send another service request, restart the timer, and
remain in the REQUEST state. If the resupply timer has not expired, remain in the
REQUEST state.
Return Values
Return Value
QUIET

Type
int

REQUEST

int

Function
resupply gating conditions
timersget timeout edge
timers free timer
timersget timer
send feed me packets ammo carriers
Table 2.2-218:

Meaning
the receiver is inthe QUIET
state
the receiver isin the
REQUEST state
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.3.15
2.6.3.22.1
2.6.3.5.1
2.6.3.6.1
2.2.5.3.5

ammo_receive_request state Information.
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fuel-receiverequest state

This routine determines the receiver's fuel resupply Finite State Machine's REQUEST
state. If ANY of the following conditions are TRUE:
• The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
- There are no fuel carriers nearby.
* The fuel supply is full.
Then, abort the resupply timer and enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met
and the resupply timer has expired, send another service request, restart the timer, and
remain in the REQUEST state. If the resupply timer has not expired, remain in the
REQUEST state.
Return Values
Return Value
REQUEST

Type
int

QUIET

int

Meaning
the receiver is in the
REQUEST state

Function
resupplygating conditions
fuel supply full
timers free timer
timers get timeout edge
timers get timer
send feed me packets fuel carriers
Table 2.2-219:

the receiver is inthe QUIET
state

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.5.3.15
2.2.5.2.20
2.6.3.5.1
2.6.3.22.1
2.6.3.6.1
2.2.5.3.5

fuel_receive_request_state Information.
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ammosendwaitingstate

This routine determines the sender's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
WAIMNG state. If ANY of the following conditions are TRUE" The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
" There are no ammo receivers nearby.
• The commander has not set the ammunition transfer switch to
REDISTSENDVAL.
" The ammunition supply is empty.
* The loader's arms are full.
Then, enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met remain in the WAITING
state.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

QUIET

int

WAI1114G

int

Meaning

the sender is in the QUIET
state
the sender is inthe WAITING
I state
Calls
Where Described

Function
resupp y-qating-conditions

Table 2.2-220:

Section 2.2.5.3.15

ammosend_waitingstate Information.
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ammoreceive_loading_state

This routine determines the receiver's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
LOADING state. If the ammo has been received, a thank you packet is sent by the receiver
listing the type and amount of ammunition taken, and the receiver enters the QUIET state.
If ANY of the following conditions have changed to TRUE in the LOADING state:
" The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
" There are no ammo carriers nearby.
* The ammo carrier which offered ammunition is dead.
• the commander has not set the ammunition transfer switch to
REDISTRECVVAL.
* The loader's arms are full.
Then, stop the resupply and enter the QUIET state.
If the loading has not completed, remain in the LOADING state.
Internal Variables

IWhere Typedef Declared

I Type

Variable
munitions

MunitionQuantity

Return Value
QUIET
LOADING

Type
int
int

basic.h

Return Values

Meaning
in QUIET staate
in LOADING state
Errors
I Reason for Error

Error
AMMO: ammo receive-loading state

impossible ammo that was received
Calls

Function

Where Described

network send thank you-packet
resupplygating conditions
vehicle is close
ammo stop-resupply

Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.2-221:

2.1.1.3.1.41
2.2.5.3.15
2.2.5.3.34
2.2.5.1.57

ammo receiveloadingstate Information.
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fuelreceiveloadingstate

This routine determines the receiver's fuel resupply Finite State Machine's LOADING
state. If the fuel has been received, a thank you packet listing the quantity of fuel taken is
sent by the receiver, the fuel light stops flashing, and the receiver enters the QUIET state.
If ANY of the following conditions have changed to TRUE in the LOADING state:
* The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
" There are no fuel carriers nearby.
* The fuel carrier which offered fuel is dead.
* The fuel load is full.
Then, the resupply is stopped, a thank you packet listing the quantity of fuel taken before
the resupply was stopped is sent, the fuel light stops flashing, and the receiver enters the
QUIET state.
If the loading has not completed, remain in the LOADING state.
Internal Variables

Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

munition

MunitionQuantity

basic.h

Return Value
QUIET

Type
int

Meaning
The vehicle is in the fuel

LOADING

int

The vehicle is in the fuel
receive loading state

Return Values

Function
network send thankyoupacket
resupply gating conditions
fuel supplyfull
vehicle is close

fuel stop resupply

Table 2.2-222:

receive quiet state

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.1.1.3.1.41
2.2.5.3.15
2.2.5.2.20
2.2.5.3.34

Section 2.2.5.2.23

fuelreceive_loading
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2.2.5.3.24 ammosend_servicing_state
This routine determines the sender's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
SERVICING state. If the resupply timer has timed out, stop the resupply and enter the
QUIET state. If the resupply timer has not timed out, remain in the SERVICING state.
Return Values

Return Value
QUIET
SERVICING

Type
int
,int

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.22.1
Section 2.6.3.5.1

Function
timers_ et timeout edge
timers free timers

ammostop_resupply
Table 2.2-223:
2.2.5.3.25

Meaning
in quiet state.
in servicing state.

Section 2.2.5.1.57
ammo send_servicing state Information.

ammo_resupplyreceive simul

This routine runs the ammunition resupply receive simulation. The routine checks the
ammo resupply receive state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Errors
I Reason for Error

Error

REPAIR: ammo resupplI.receive-simul

unknown state
Calls

Function_

Where Described

ammo receivequiet state

Section 2.2.5.3.15

ammo receive request-state
ammo receive loading state

Section 2.2.5.3.19
Section 2.2.5.3.22

Table 2.2-224:

ammo_resupplyreceivesimul Information.
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fuelresupply_receive_simul

This routine runs the fuel resupply receive simulation. The routine checks the fuel resupply
receive state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Errors
Error

IReason for Error

REPAIR: fuel resupplyreceive simul

Iunknown state
Calls
Where Described

Function
fuel receivequiet state

Section 2.2.5.3.17

fuel receive-request state

Section 2.2.5.3.20

fuel receive loadingstate

Section 2.2.5.3.23

Table 2.2-225:
2.2.5.3.27

fuel_resupplyreceive simul Information.

ammoresupplysendsimul

This routine runs the ammunition resupply send simulation. The routine checks the
sender's ammo resupply state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Error
REPAIR: ammo resupplysend simul

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
ammo send quiet state
ammo send waitingstate
ammo send servicing state
Table 2.2-226:
2.2.5.3.28

Errors
I Reason for Error
unknown state
Described
2.2.5.3.18
2.2.5.3.21
2.2..5.3.24

ammoresupplysendsimul Information.

resupply_init

This routine initializes the resupply simulation. All ammo and fuel carriers and receivers
are cleared, all resupply states are set to QUIET, and all resupply timers are set to NULL.
Function

clear ammo carriersI
clear fuel carriers
,clear ammo receivers
Table 2.2-227:

Calls
Where Described

Section 2.2.5.3.1
Section 2.2.5.3.3
Section 2.2.5.3.2

resupply_init Infcrmation.
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resupplysimul

This routine runs the resupply simulations. The routine calls the ammo receive, ammo
send and fuel receive simulation routines.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
ammo resupplyreceive simul
fuel resupply-receive simul
ammo resupply send simul
clear ammo carriers
clear fuel carriers
clear ammo receivers

Table 2.2-228:
2.2.5.3.29

Described
2.2.5.3.25
2.2.5.3.26
2.2.5.3.27
2.2.5.3.1
2.2.5.3.3
2.2.5.3.2

resupplysimul Information.

service checkvehicle-type

This routine checks the vehicle ID from the pkt parameter, determines its vehicle type, and
updates the different lists of close vehicles (ammo carriers, fuel carriers, ammo receivers,
etc.).
Parameters
Type
pointer to
I VehicleAppearanceVariant

Parameter
pkt

Variable
id

Internal Variables
Type
pointer to VehiclelD

Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

Where Typedef Declared
psim.h

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

Return Values

Function
is fuel vehicle
resupplynear fuel carrier
is repair vehicle
repair near repair
is ammo vehicle
is ammo carrier
resupply near ammo carrier
is main battle tank
resupply near ammo receiver
resupply-near ammo carrier

Table 2.2-229:

MeanIn
procedure was successful
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.6.10.7.1
2.2.5.3.8
2.6.10.10.1
2.2.4.2.5
2.6.10.2.1
2.6.10.2.2
2.2.5.3.7
2.6.10.9.1
2.2.5.3.9
2.2.5.3.7

service checkvehicletype Information.
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resup plyjstopammoresup ply

Thiis routine aborts tbe ammo resupply simulation, resetting the ammo resupply send (or
recteive) state to QUIET and freeing the resupply timer.
Calls
I Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1

Fuinctlon
timters free timer
Table 2.2-230:
2.2.5.3.31

resupplystopammoresupply

Information.

resupplystopfuelresupply

This routine aborts the fuel resupply simulation, resetting the fuel resupply receive state to
QUIET and freeing the resupply timer.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1

Furaction
timers free timer
Table 2.2-231:
2.2.5.3.32

rresupplystopfuelresupply Information.

resupplyoffercanceled

This routine cancels an offer oi service from another vehicle.

1

Parameters
Parameter
camner id

Where T
Standard

I Type
I int
Table 2.2-232:

2.Z.5.3.33

edet Declared

resupply offer canceled Information.

resupplyrequestcanceled

Thus routine cancels a request for service.
Parameters
Parameter
rece iver id

Type
int
Table 2.2-233:

Where Typedet Declared
Standard

resupplyrequestcanceled Information.

0

__
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2.2.5.3.34 vehicle-is-close
This routine determines if a particular vehicle is on the close vehicles list.
_____________________Parameters_____________

Parameter
list
vehicle
size- of -list

Typea
register pointer to VehiclelD
register pointer to VehiclelD)
register int
ReturnValues

___________________

Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Type
int
j mt

Function
VEHICLE IDS EQUAL
Table 2.2-234:

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
basic.h
Standard
____________

Meaning
vehicle is near.
vehicle is not near.
Calls
TWhere Described
Isimn macros.h
vehicle-is-close Information.
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M1 Vehicle Model

There are a number of vehicle specific simulation functions. Code is required for modeling
the relevant moving elements of a vehicle. It is necessary to simulate the forces applied to
the vehicle by its propulsion and suspension systems. The generation and use of electric
and hydraulic power is simulated, as are the effects of the user's actions on the visual
displays. This CSC is broken down into the following CSC's:
Internal Kinematics
Propulsion Simulation
Vehicle Subsystems

MI Vehicle Model
5.2.6

Internal

Propulsion

Vehicle

Kinematics

Simulation

Subsystems

5.2.6.1

5.2.6.2

5.2.6.3

-

ml _turret.c
5.2.6.1.1

-

ml _dtrain.c
5.2.6.2.1

ml._-elecsys.c
5.2.6.3.1

-

mlcupola.c
5.2.6.1.2

-

mlengine.c
5.2.6.2.2

ml hydrsys.c
5.2.6.3.1

mltracks.c
5.2.6.2.3

-

ml _vision.c
5.2.6.3.3

-

mlthermal.c
5.2.6.3.4

Figure 2.2-7:
2.2.6.1

Structure of the M1 Vehicle Model CSC.

Internal Kinematics

The M I has components which move with respect to the hull. It is necessary to model the
movement of these components; however, the required level of model fidelity varies among
them. The simulation of moving components on the M l isaccomplished with the
following CSIj"s:
mlI turi(t.c

l-cupola .c
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ml turret.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/ml_tun-et.c [ml-turret.c])

This is the Turret simulation module. It includes the Stabalization System and Gunner's
Primary Signt (GPS).
The vehicle specific characteristics of the turrets are modeled in mlturret.c. The vehicle
specific code responds to commands from the controls and determines the appropriate
commands to send to libturret. The response depends on the mode of operation of the
turret and is affected if a turret subsystem has failed. The operational modes and failure
status are tracked in vehicle specific code. Functions are provided to send commands to the
sound system provide information to other components of the simulation. This information
is needed by the CIG and by some control displays.
The design of the Delta Graphics system fixed reticle changes the relationship between the
GPS, reticle, and gun in the simulated M1 tank from a real M1 tank. In a real M1, if the
turret is not moving, or if the turret is only moving because of the stab system, then the
GPS, reticle, and gun all point in the same direction. However, if the turret is moving
because of the gunner's or commander's handles, then the reticle and GPS will be
displaced from the gun tube as follows: the first 30 mils of lead tracking will be
compensated for by the GPS only, so that the reticle remains centered in the GPS. Beyond
30 mils of lead tracking, the reticle is displaced within the sight. However, because of the
restrictions placed by the graphics box, the M1 simulator contains certain compromises.
The GPS always points the same way as the turret, whether or not any lead tracking needs
to be performed. All lead tracking is performed by displacing the gun from the GPS.
Includes:"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"prodata.h"
"libturret.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libkin.h"
"libhull.h"
"timers.h"
"timersdfn.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"libsound.h"
"mlbcs.h"
"ml-weapons.h"
"mlhydrsys.h"
"ml_sound.h"
"ml_sounddfn.h"
"mltracks.h"
"ml_turret.h"
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Defines:
TURRETDEBUG
TURRETFAILURESDEBUG
STABDEBUG
GUNBREAK SPEED
SLEWELEC_SLOPE
SLEWELECINT
SLEWHYDRA
SLEW_HYDRB
SLEWHYDRC
SLEWHYDRD
SLEWHYDRKICKIN
MIN_ELECSLEWRATE
ELEV_ELEC_SLOPE
ELEVELECINT
ELEVHYDRA
ELEVHYDRB
ELEVHYDRC
ELEVHYDRD
ELEVHYDRKICKIN

Vehicles CSCI

miles/hr
slew rate coeff
slew rate coeff
cubic coeff
cubic coeff
cubic coeff
cubic coeff
hydraulic kick in
elev rate coeff
elev rate coeff
cubic coeff
cubic coeff
cubic coeff
cubic coeff
Hydraulic kick-in

The following are defined for the gunner's primary sight:
MAXGPSELEV
degrees
MINGPSELEV
degrees
MAXGPSELEV_SIN
degrees
MINGPSELEVSIN
degrees
Declared:
MAXELECELEVRATE
MAXELECSLEWRATE
gps relheading
gps-relelevation
gyro-speed
gunslewhandle,
gun_elev_handle
gps_slew_rate
sinelevrads
gun-on-stop
gearboxstatus
elevationstatus
mount int status
stab-status
traversestatus
control engaged
fire_ctl_mode

between 0.0 and 1.0
between -1.0 and 1.0
between -1.0 and 1.0
radians per frame
the number of radians that the gun is elevated
(relative to the orientation of the hull)
TRUE or FALSE
all either WORKING or BROKEN

either ON or OFF
can be anv of these three:
FCM_NORMAL
FCMMANUAL
FCMEMERGENCY
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gunturretdrive

can be any of these:
GTDUNCOUPLED
GTDPOWERED
GTDMANUAL
can be any of these three:
GYROSNOTCHANGING
GYROSSPOOLINGUP
GYROSSPOOLINGDOWN

gyro direction;

It takes 25 seconds for the turret gyros to completely come up to speed
that they take 25 seconds to completely spin down when shut off
TOTAL_GYRO_TIME
TOTAL_GYROFRAMES
GYROSPOOLUPRATE

--

we also assume

It takes 1.4 seconds to completely elevate or depress the gun.
TOTAL_ELEVTIME
seconds
TOTALELEVFRAMES
MAX_ELEV_RATE
It takes 9.0 seconds to slew the turret a full 360 degrees.
TOTALSLEWTIME
seconds
TOTALSLEWFRAMES
MAXSLEWRATE
The following functions are declared:
calc_elevfromhandleO;
calc_slew_from_handle0;
turretgyros-simul0;
turret-move(;
turret-calc.gun__elevo;
turretcalc_turret slewo;
makesound of no turret-noiseO;
makesound of no elevatingo;
makesound of no slewingo;

2.2.6.1.1.1

turret init

This routine initializes the turret variables. The stab vectors are also initialized in order to
use the stabilization system.
Function
turret set stab sys
fail init failure

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.5.2.3
Section 2.5.4.11.2
Table 2.2-235:

turret init Information.
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turretsimul

This routine is called on a tick by tick basis to model the turret. Nothing will occur until the
turret gyros are operational. When in manual mode, the stabilization is not operational.
Note that the stab vectors must be set every tick, since they are set one tick ahead of use.
Internal Variables

I Type

Internal Variable
old control value

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

int

Function
turret gyrose simul

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.1.1.12

sound make const sound
bcs dumplead buffer

Section 2.1.3.1 .2
Section 2.2.3.1.1

turret move
Section 2.2.6.1.1.3
makesound of no turretn Section 2.2.6.1.1.35
oise

set turret vars
turret set stab sys
controls turret ref ind
[turret get ref-ind

Section 2.5.5.2.18
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.5.5.2.16

Table 2.2-236:
2.2.6.1.1.3

turret simul Information.

turret-move

This routine is called by turretsimulO to make the turret slew and the gun elevate. It
checks to make sure that the subsystems are engaged and working before the routines
which actually perform the slewing and elevating are called.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable

Type

sinstab azi rot
sin stab elev rot
elevs rate
rtREAL

REAL

REAL

simtypes.h
s im types.h
sim
_types.h

I REAL

simjypes.h

slew-rate

lWhere Typedef Declared

Calls
Function
Where Described
turret get stab changes
Section 2.5.5.2.5
makesound of no turretn Section 2.2.6.1.1.35
oise

sound of turret traversing
turret calc turret slew
turret move azimuth
makesound of no elevatin

Section
Section
Section
Section

turret calc gun elev
turret move elevation

Section 2.2.6.1.1.10
Section 2.5.5.2.7

9

Table 2.2-237:

2.1.3.2.10
2.2.6.1.1.7
2.5.5.2.6
2.2.6.1.1.34

turretmove Information.
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2.2.6.1.1.4

turretgetgps_slew_rate

This routine returns the gunner's primary sight slew rate. The ballistics computer system
requires this information to determine lead tracking. This return value must contain only the
slew rate due to the handles; it cannot include slewing due to the stab system. When lead
tracking, the stab system is ignored.
Return Values
Type
REAL

Return Value
gpsslew rate /DELTAT

Table 2.2-238:
2.2.6.1.1.5

meaning
gps slew rate

turretgetgpsslew_rate Information.

turretgetturretslewrate

This routine returns the turret slew rate.
ffReturn Value
gps slew rate /DELTAT

IType Return Values
REAL

Table 2.2-239:
2.2.6.1.1.6

Meaning
turret slew rate

turretgetgpsslewrate Information.

turret handles values

This routine is called by handles to pass on the values of the gun slew rates, the gun
elevation rates, which handles are engaged, and whether the fast slew is on.
Parameters
Parameter
gun slew rate
gun elevate rate
handle enpaped

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sir types.h
Standard

Type
REAL
REAL
int

Table 2.2-240:

turret handles values Information.
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turret-caic-turret-slew

This routine moves the turret in azimuth. In addition to slewing the turret, this routine is
also resposible for checking to make sure that the turret is not moving too fast. It also
checks to see that sufflicient hydraulic pressure is available before starting the turret move.
Parameters

Parameter
control handle
sin stab azi rot

Type
REAL

_____________________

IType

Return Value
total-slew-rate

IType

________

IWhere Typedef Declared
jsmtpsh
jsim types.h

jREAL

Internal Variable
total slew rate
stew p)ercent

InternalVariables

____________

1Where

Typedef Declared
Isimn tyrpes.h
Jsim types-h

jREAL
REAL
Return Values

REAL
____
____

____________

Imeaning
the total slew rate of the turret

___Calls

Function
calc slew from handles
hydraulic-slew-turret-reques
t
sound of turret travers-ing
abs

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.1.1.9
Section 2.2.6.4.2.10
Section 2.1.3.2.10
sim macros.h

Table 2.2-241:

turret-calc-turret-slew Information.
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calcslewfromhandles

This routine is called by turretmove azimuthO to determine how far to slew the turret,
based on the deflection of the gunner or commander's handles. The parameter,
gun slew handle, is the normalized handle displacement, where -1.0 is complete deflection
to the rigfft, +1 is complete deflection to the left, and 0.0 is centered.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

nandle disp

register REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Internal Variable

Internal Variables
Type

Where Typedef Declared

abs slew handle
slew rate

register REAL
register REAL

sim.types.h
sim types.h

___________________ReturnValues

____________

Return Value
slew-rate

Type RMeaning
REAL

Function
abs
mil to rad

Where Described
sim macros.h
sim macros.h

the slew rate

Calls

Table 2.2-242:

turretcalc_turret_slew Information.
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2.2.6.1.1.10 turretcaic_gunelev
This routine moves the gun in elevation. In addition to elevating the gun, this routine is
also resposible for checking to make sure that the gun is not moving too fast. It also
checks to see that sufficient hydraulic pressure is available before actually elevating the
gun.
Parameters
Parameter
control handle
sin stab elev rot

Type
REAL
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Internal Variable
total elev rate

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim.types.h

hydr elev-percent

REAL

sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

total elev rate

REAL

the total elevation rate
Calls

Function

Where Described

calc elev from handle

Section 2.2.6.1.1.11

abs
min

sim macros
sim macros

hydraulic elevate-gunreque Section 2.2.6.4.2.11

st
sound of _un elevatinQ

Section 2.1.3.2.11

Table 2.2-243:

turret calc_gun_elev Information.
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2.2.6.1.1.11 calcelevfrom handle
This routine is called by turret move elev to determine how far to elevate the gun due to
the deflection of the gunner's (or commander's) handles. The parameter,
gun elevhandle, is a number between -1.0 and +1.0, where -1.0 is a complete deflection
down, +1.0 is a complete deflection up, and 0.0 is centered.
Parameters

I Type
register REAL,,

Parameter

handle disp
Internal Variable
abs elev handle
elev rate

Internal Variables
Type
register REAL
register REAL

Return Value
elevrate

Type
REAL

I Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Return Values
Meaning
the elevation rate

Calls
Where Described
simn macros.h

Function
abs
mil to rad

sirn macros.h

Table 2.2-245:

calcelevfromhandle Information.

2.2.6.1.1.12 turretgyros simul
This routine is called by turret simul to simulate spinning up or spinning down of the
turret gyros. The variable 'gyro'speed' is a number between 0.0 and 1.0 which represents
the gyro's speed as a percentage of their full working speed.
Internal Variable
g dir
g_speed

Internal Variables
Type
register pointer to int
register pointer to REAL

Return Value
turret gyrosstatus0

Type
int

Function
turret gyros status

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.1.1.15

Where T pedef Declared
standard
sim types.h

Return Values

Table 2.2-246:

Meaning
status of turret gyros

turretgyrossimul Information.
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2.2.6.1.1.13 turretgyrosspoolup
This routine is called by controls when turret power is turned on. It spools the gyros up.
2.2.6.1.1.14 turretgyrosspooldown
This routine is called by controls when turret power is turned off. It spools the gyros
down.
2.2.6.1.1.15 turret gyrosstatus
This routine is called by controls to determine the state of the turret gyros.
Return Values
Return Value
GYROSSPOOLEDUP
GYROSSPOOLEDDOWN
GYROSSTILLSPOOLING

Type
int

Meaning
gyros are spooling up
gyros are spooling down
still spooling

Iint

int

Table 2.2-247:

turret gyrosstatus Information.

2.2.6.1.1.16 turretbreakgearbox
This routine breaks the gearbox by seting gearbox-status to BROKEN.
2.2.6.1.1.17 turretrepairgearbox
This routine repairs the gearbox by setting gearboxstatus to WORKING.
2.2.6.1.1.18 turret break elevation drive
This routine breaks the elevation drive by setting elevationstatus to BROKEN.
2.2.6.1.1.19 turret_repairelevation drive
This routine repairs the elevation drive by setting elevationstatus to WORKING.
2.2.6.1.1.20 turretbreak_stabsystem
This routine breaks the stabalization system by setting stabstatus to BROKEN.
2.2.6.1.1.21 turret_repairstab system
This routine repairs the stabalization system by setting stab-status to WORKING.
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2.2.6.1.1.22 turret breakmountinterface
This routine causes the mount interface to fail.
2.2.6.1.1.23 turretrepairmount interface
This routine repairs the mount interface.
2.2.6.1.1.24 turret break traverse drive
This routine causes the traverse drive to fail.
2.2.6.1.1.25 turret_repair_traverse drive
This routine repairs the traverse drive.
2.2.6.1.1.26 turretfirecontrolemergency
This routine sets the fire control mode to FCMEMERGENCY.
2.2.6.1.1.27 turretfiremanual
This routine sets the fire control mode to FCMMANUAL.
2.2.6.1.1.28 turret fire control normal
This routine sets the fire control mode to FCMNORMAL.
2.2.6.1.1.29 turretgunturretdrive_uncoupled
This routine uncouples the gun and the turret.
Ftncilon
sound make const-sound

Table 2.2-248:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

turretgun_turret_drive uncoupled Information.
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2.2.6.1.1.30 turretgunturretdrivepowered
This routine powers the gun turret drive.
Calls
EFunction
sound make const sound

Table 2.2-249:

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

turretgunturret_drivepowered Information.

2.2.6.1.1.31 turretgunturretdrive manual
This routine sets the gun turret drive to manual.
Calis

Function
Isound make const-sound

Table 2.2-250:

I Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

turretgunturretdrive manual Information.

2.2.6.1.1.32 turret collision detected
This routine is called by kinematics whenever a collision is detected. It determines whether
the gun was pointing in the direction of the collision. If so, it checks to see whether to
break the turret-mount interface. When the turret-mount interface is broken, the gun cannot
be elevated (except in emergency mode) or fired.
Parameters

Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

agent id
event id
coil sector

pointer to Vehicleld
int
int

basic.h
Standard
Standard

Internal Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

azimuth
rel sector
t to h

register REAL
register int
register T MATRIX

simtypes.h
Standard
sim types.h

Function
rad to mil
tracks compute velocity
fail break system

Calls
Where Described
sim macros.h
Section 2.2.6.2.3.10
Section 2.5.4.8.1

Internal Variables

Table 2.2-251:

calc elev from handle Information.
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2.2.6.1.1.33 makesound of no-slewing
This routine causes the sound of the turret traversing without slewing to be made.
Calls
Function
sound of turret traversing

Table 2.2-252:

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.2.10

makesound of no slewing Information.

2.2.6.1.1.34 makesound of no elevating
This routine causes the sound of the turret moving without elevating to be made.
Calls
Function
sound make const-sound

Table 2.2-253:

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

make sound of no elevating Information.

2.2.6.1.1.35 make sound of no turret noise
This routine suppresses the sound of turret motion.

*

rCalls
Function
make sound of no slewing
makesound of no elevatin

Table 2.2-254:

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.1.1.33
Section 2.2.6.1.1.34

turretgun_turretdrive manual Information.
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2.2.6.1.1.36 turretgetguntoworld
This routine calculates the gun to world transformation matrix.
Parameters
Parameter
a to w
error

Type
T MATRIX
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Internal Variable
lead azimuth

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Function
bcs set ballistics computer
bcs get lead azimuth
bcs get-superelevation
turret getq to w

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.2-255:

Calls
Described
2.2.3.1.13
2.2.3.1.14
2.2.3.1.15
2.5.5.2.13

turretget guntoworld Information.
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ml_cupola.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/ml cupola.c [ml-cupola.c])

The periscope views for the commander in the hatch are modeled by a rotating cupola with
attached viewports. The commander turns the cupola by pressing a switch. The loader in
the M1 has a periscope as well. He must physically turn the periscope just as he does in a
real tank. In both cases, the controls code determines the position of the cupola as a
percentage of its full range. Ml_cupola.c determines the angle of the cupola with respect to
the turret. The sine and cosine are made available to the CIG so the appropriate image can
be drawn in the periscope viewports.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim dfns.h"
itsim types.h"
"sim-macros.h"
Defines:
CWS_FIELD_OF_VIEW
LPSCOPEFIELDOFVIEW
SPSCOPEMOUNTOFFSET

----

300 degrees
330 degrees
77 degrees

Declarations:
cwssin = 0.0
cws cos
1.0
lpscope sin = 0.0
lpscope-cos = 1.0
newcwsvalue = TRUE
newjlpscopevalue = TRUE
cwscurrentoffset = 0.0

lpscope-currentoffset = 0.0
2.2.6.1.2.1

convert_disptoangle

This routine sets the values pointed to by psin andpcos to the sine and cosine of the angle
calculated from the displacement and offset arguments (disp and offset)
Parameters
Parameter
disp

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim tylesh

fov

REAL

simtyes.h

psin

pointer to REAL

sim types.h

pcos

pointer to REAL

sim types.h

offset

REAL

sim types.,h

Internal Variables

Internal Variable
angle

I Type

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

register REAL

Table 2.2-256:

convert_disp_toangle Information.
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cupola_cws new value

This routine sets the value of the commander weapon system offset to the value passed in
val.
PParameter

Type

val

REAL

Table 2.2-257:
2.2.6.1.2.3

Where Typedef Declared

P

sir types.h

cupolacwsnew value Information.

cupola_lscope new value

This routine sets the value of the loader's periscope offset to the value passed in val.

IType

Parameter
val

Parameters
I Where Typedef Declared

REAL

Table 2.2-258:
2.2.6.1.2.4

sim types.h

cupola_lscope newvalue Information.

cupola_simul

This routine performs the tick by tick simulation of the cupola. The routine determines
whether the cupola moved, and if so, calculates the new commander weapon system or
loader's periscope sine and cosine.
Calls
Function
convert disptoangle

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.1.2.1

Table 2.2-259:
2.2.6.1.2.5

cupola simul Information.

cupola_init

This routine initializes the value of the commander weapon system and loader's periscope
offsets at 0.0.
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Propulsion Simulation

The following CSU's model the Ml's propulsion:
ml_dtrain.c
ml.engine.c
mltracks.c
2.2.6.2.1

ml dtrain.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/m l_dtrain.c [mldtrain.c])

This module Simulates the Detroit Diesel Allison X 11000-3B hydrokinetic automatic
transmission and torque converter, final drive, and drive sprocket. Failure modes for the
transmission, oil temperature and pressure are also simulated.
The following are included:
"stdio.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"sim-types.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"libsound.h"
"ml_cntrl.h"
"mldtrain.h"
"mlengine.h"
"mlsounddfn.h"
"ml_tracks.h"
The following are defined:
TORQUE-CONVERTERSLOPE
TORQUECONVERTERINTERCEPT
TORQUECONVERTERVELOCITY_LOADCOEFFICIENT
Tranmission lever settings
R
D
L
N
PVT
Gears
NEUTRAL
PIVOTSTEER
F1
F2
F3
F4
R1
R2
Gear Ratios
NEUTRAL_RATIO
PIVOTSTEERRATIO
FlRATIO
F2_RATIO
F3_RATIO
F4_RATIO
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RIRATIO
R2_RATIO
FINAL DRIVERATIO
FIINERTIA
Gear inertias(ft-lb-secA2)
F2_INERTIA
F3_INERTIA
F4_INERTIA
RIINERTIA
R2_INERTIA
NEUTRAL_INERTIA
PIVOTSTEER_INERTIA
DRIVETRAIN_M.ISC_INERTIA
SLIPINERTIA
TC1
Torque Converter Multiplier Constants
TC2
SPROCKETRADIUS
ft
TANKWEIGHT
lbs
TRACKSWEIGHT
lbs
CLUTCHLOCKUPSPEED
rpm
UPSHIFTSPEED
rpm
DOWNSHIFT_SPEED
rpm
REVDOWNSHIFrSPEED
rpm
MINTRANSMISSIONOILPUMPSPEED rpm
MINTCSTEERSPEED
rpm
MAX_TC_STEERSPEED
rpm
MAXPIVOT FD SPEED
SPROCKET_MPHTORPMCONVERSION rpm
TWOPI
MAXSTEERINGSPROCKETSPEEDINCREMENT rpm (48.84 / 2.0)
MAXIMUMSERVICE_BRAKETORQUE
ft-lbs
MAXIMUMPARKINGBRAKETORQUE
ft-lbs
BRAKINGSTICTION FACTOR
SERVICEBRAKE_LOCKUPINCREMENT
LOW
NORMAL
HIGH
The following variables are declared:
torque-converter.speed
torque.Sonverter-torque
gearbox-speed
sprocketgravjtorque
sprocket drag-torque
left-sprocket-speed
right-sprocket-speed
net_drivetorque
finaldrivetorque
final drive-grav-torque
finaldrivedragjtorque
finaldrivebraketorque
finaldrive_speed
geabox-torque
steering-bar
slip-state

TC output rpm = gearbox input rpm
TC output torque=gearbox input torque
gearbox output rpm = FD input rpm
load torque due to gravity
load torque due to drag
RPM (adjusted for steering)
RPM (adjusted for steering)
output torque
load torque on FD due to gravity
load torque on FD due to drag
load torque on FD due to braking
FD output rpm = sprocket rpm
Steering bar position (- 1.0 to 1.0)
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gear
gearjratio;
transmissionselect
transmissionoil_temperature
transmissionoil-pressure
transmissionoil_level
servicebrake
parking-brake
servicebrakestatus
parkingbrakestatus
transmission_failure_status
transmission oil filterstatus

NEUTRAL,F1 ,F2,F3,F4,R 1,R2
R, D, N, L, PVT
NORMAL or HIGH
NORMAL or LOW
NORMAL or LOW

Folowing are the Lumped Moments of Inertia (ft-lb-sec 2) for the entire drivetrain and
transformed vehicle weight as they appear at the torque converter after undergoing the
appropriate gear reductions. Note: These are variables which are computed once at
initialization and used as constants during the course of the simulation. The variable names
are all capitalized (against convention):
Fl_LUMPEDINERTIA
F2_LUMPED INERTIA
F3_LUMPEDINERTIA
F4_LUMPEDINERTIA
RILUMPEDINERTIA
R2_LUMPEDINERTIA
NEUTRALLUMPEDINERTIA
PIVOTSTEERLUMPEDINERTIA
TANKWEIGHTINERTIA
SPROCKETMPH_TO_RPMCONVERSION
RADSEC_TO_RPMCONVERSION
2.2.6.2.1.1

drivetrainloadtorque converter

This routine computes the load torque on the torque converter given the engine speed,
rpm..

Parameters
Parameter
rpm

Internal Variable
load torque

I Where Typede

[Type
REAL

Declared

sim types.h

Internal Variables
IType
REAL

lWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value

load torque
Table 2.2-260:

IType

IMeaning

REAL

the load tor ue

drivetrainloadtorqueconverter Information.
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drivetrainlockupclutch

This routine determines if the torque converter is locked up.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

ON
OFF

int
int

clutch locked up
not locked up

Table 2.2-261:
2.2.6.2.1.3

drivetrain-lockupclutch Information.

drivetraintorque converter_speed

This routine returns the torque converter output speed in rpm.
Return Values

I

EReturn Value
Table 2.2-262:
2.2.6.2.1.4

IMeaning

Type

tor ue converter speed

REAL

torque converter speed

drivetrain_torque converterspeed Information.

drivetrain neutral

This routine sets the transmission direction selection to neutral.
2.2.6.2.1.5

drivetrain low

This routine sets the transmission direction selection to low.
2.2.6.2.1.6

drivetrain drive

This routine sets the transmission direction selection to drive.
2.2.6.2.1.7

drivetrain reverse

This routine sets the transmission direction selection to reverse.
2.2.6.2.1.8

drivetrain pivot

This routine sets the transmission direction selection to pivot.
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2.2.6.2.1.9

drivetrainsetsteeringbar

This routine sets the steering bar position to the passed value val.
Parameters

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

I Type
REAL

Parameter

val
Table 2.2-263:

drivetrain set-steering bar Information.

2.2.6.2.1.10 drivetrain set service brake
This routine sets the service brake position to the passed value val.
Parameters
Parameter
val

7

Function
.sound make const sound

Table 2.2-264:
2.2.6.2.1.11

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Type
REAL
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

drivetrain set service brake Information.

drivetrain_setparkingbrake

This routine sets the parking brake, making the appropriate sound effect.
Calls

IFunction
soun- make const-sound

Table 2.2-265:

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

drivetrain setparking brake Information.

2.2.6.2.1.12 drivetrainrelease parkingbrake
This routine releases the parking brake, making the appropriate sound effect.
Calls
Function
sound make const sound

Table 2.2-266:

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

drivetrainreleaseparkingbrake Information.

2.2.6.2.1.13 drivetrain service brake failure
This routine causes the failure of the service brake.
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2.2.6.2.1.14 drivetrain parkingbrakefailure

T.is routine causes the failure of the parking brake.
2.2.6.2.1.15 drivetrain repair servicebrake
This routine repairs the service brake.
2.2.6.2.1.16 drivetrainrepairparking_brake
This routine repairs the parking brake.
2.2.6.2.1.17 drivetrain transmission select neutral
This routine returns TRUE if the drivetrain is in neutral and returns FALSE otherwise.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

Meaning
in neutral

FALSE

int

not in neutral

Table 2.2-267:

drivetrain transmission select neutral Information.

2.2.6.2.1.18 loadsprocket
This routine determines the load on the tracks sprocket.
Function
tracks return slip state

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.3.28

trackscomputejfriction forc
e

Section 2.2.6.2.3.1

tracks compute gravity load
tracks compute drag load
tracks comDute velocity

Section 2.2.6.2.3.3
Section 2.2.6.2.3.4
Section 2.2.6.2.3.10

Table 2.2-268:

load_sprocket Information.
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2.2.6.2.1.19 compute fd brake torque
This routine returns the total brake torque.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable
service brake torque

Type
REAL

parking brake torque

Where Typedef Declared
simntypes.h

REAL

sim types.h
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

parkingbrake torque +

REAL

total brake torque

service brake torque

Table 2.2-269:

computefd brake torque Information.

2.2.6.2.1.20 get_braking_factor
This routine calculates the braking factor.
Internal Variable
braking factor

Internal Variables
Type
REAL
Return V/alues

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Return Value
brakingfactor
servicebrake

Type
REAL
REAL

Meaning
the braking factor
service braking factor

O

Table 2.2-270:

getbrakingfactor Information.

2.2.6.2.1.21 load final drive
This routine determines the final drive load.
FunctIon

Calls
Where Described

compute-fd brake torque

Section 2.2.6.2.1.19

Table 2.2-271:

load final drive Information.

2.2.6.2.1.22 set_gearratio
This routine sets the gear ratio.
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2.2.6.2.1.23 gearbox_shift
This routine controls the gearbox shift.
Function
fail break system
set-gear ratio

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.8.1
Section 2.2.6.2.1.22
Table 2.2-272:

gearbox-shift Information.

2.2.6.2.1.24 loadgearbox
This routine calculates the torque converter speed and shifts the gearbox if necessary.
Function
earbox shift

Calls
Described
Section 2.2.6.2.1.23

IWhere
Table 2.2-273:

load-gearbox Information.

2.2.6.2.1.25 powergearbox
This routine calculates the gearbox torque.
2.2.6.2.1.26 current fd inertia
This routine calculates the final drive inertia.
Return Values
Return Value
inertia

Type
REAL
Table 2.2-274:

IMeaning
final drive inertia
current fd inertia Information.
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2.2.6.2.1.27 power_final drive
This routine powers the final drive. It contains the integrator for the entire drivetrain.
Internal Variable
new fd speed

Internal Variables
.
REAL

IType

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Calls
I Where Described
I Section 2.2.6.2.1.26

Function
current fd inertia

Table 2.2-275:

current fd inertia Information.

2.2.6.2.1.28 differential steer
This routine calculates the left and right sprocket speeds with the steering differential.
Internal Variable
differential steer fdrpm
tc speed ratio
torque-converterinput-spe

Internal Variables
Type
REAL
REAL
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h
simtypes.h

ed

Error Name
Steer Error

Errors
Reason for Error
Unknown gear

Function
engine getspeed
get braking factor

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.2.11
Section 2.2.6.2.1.20

Table 2.2-276:

differential-steer Information.
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2.2.6.2.1.29 power-sprocket
This routine calculates the left and right track speeds in miles per hour and sends the torque
and speed to the tracks.
Internal Variable
left speed

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

right speed

REAL

sim types.h

torque

REAL

simjtypes.h

Function
differiential steer

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.1.28

tracks send velocities

Section 2.2.6.2.3.14

Calls

Table 2.2-277:

powersprocket Information.

2.2.6.2.1.30 power engine
This routine performs the engine simulation.
calls
Function
engine simul

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.2.7

Table 2.2-278:

powerengine Information.

2.2.6.2.1.31 computelumpedinertias
This routine computes the equivalent lumped inertia of all elements in the drivetrain,
including the effect of the weight of the tank as it appears to the final drive for the various
gear positions. Note: this routine is only called once, during initialization.
2.2.6.2.1.32 computecompiletimeconstants
This routine is called once at initialization to compute compile time constants.
Calls
Function
Icornpute lumped inertias

Table 2.2-279:

IWhere Described
Section 2.2.6.2.1.31

computecompile timeconstants Information.
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2.2.6.2.1.33

powertorque_converter

This routine computes the torque converter torque.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.2.11
Section 2.2.6.2.2.12

Function
engine-get torque
enginegetspeed
Table 2.2-280:

power_torque converter Information.

2.2.6.2.1.34 load drivetrain
This routine calculates the drivetrain load by calling the sprocket, final drive, and gearbox
load functions.
Function
load sprocket
load final drive
load-gearbox

Where
Section
Section
Section
Table 2.2-281:

2.2.6.2.1.35

Calls
Described
2.2.6.2.1.18
2.2.6.2.1.21
2.2.6.2.1.24
load drivetrain Information.

power_drivetrain

This routine calculates power on each drivetrain component.

Function
power engine
power torque converter
power-gearbox
power final drive
power -sprocket

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.2-282:

Calls
Described
2.2.6.2.1.30
2.2.6.2.1.33
2.2.6.2.1.25
2.2.6.2.1.27
2.2.6.2.1.29

power drivetrain Information.
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2.2.6.2.1.36 send transmission oil-status
This routine sends status information to the transmission oil temperature indicators and oil
pressure indicators.
____
____

____
____

____Calls

Function
controls-transmission-oilte

Where Described
Section 2.2.2

mperature high

__________________________

controls-transmission-oil-te

Section 2.2.2

mperature

__________________________

-normal

controls -transmission oilpre Section 2.2.2
ssure low

_

controls-transmission..oilpre

Section 2.2.2

ssure normal

__________________________

Table 2.2-283:

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

send-transmission oil status Information.

2.2.6.2.1.37 send-trans-maintenance-status
This routine sends status infomnration to the transmission oil level and oil filter status
indicators.

P

FunctionWhere
controls-transmission-oil_1ev
cotostansinol_
loewetwn2..
controlstralnsmissionoil_1le

Fcontrols-transmission-oille
r normal
Table 2.2-284:

Calls
Described
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
_________________________
send-trans-maintenance status Information.

2.2.6.2.1.38 send-dt rai n out puts
This routine sends the drivetrain output status to the indicators in the controls module.

Table 2.2-285:

sen d-dt rain-out puts Information.
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2.2.6.2.1.39 transmissionoil_system simul
This routine performs the transmission oil system simulation. It calculates the status of oil
temperature, oil pressure, oil filter status, and oil level.
Calls
I Where Described

Function
engine get speed

Section 2.2.6.2.2.11

Table 2.2-286:

transmission oil systemsimul Information.

2.2.6.2.1.40 drivetrain simul
This routine performs the drivetrain simulation. It is called on a tick by tick basis. It
calculates the drive train load and performs the oil system simulation and tracks simulation.
It sends output information to the controls system.
Calls
Where Described

Function

load drivetrain
power drivetrain
transmission.oil-systemsim
ul
tracks simul
send dtrain outputs

Section 2.2.6.2.1.34
Section 2.2.6.2.1.35
Section 2.2.6.2.1.39
Section 2.2.6.2.3.25
Section 2.2.6.2.1.38

Table 2.2-287:

drivetrain simul Information.

2.2.6.2.1.41 drivetrain init
This routine initializes the drivetrain. It initializes the status, sets initial settings, places the
tank in neutral, sets the parking brake and initializes the failures package.
Calls

Function
engine init
tracks init

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.2.22
Section 2.2.6.2.3.16

compute -compilejtime_coms Section 2.2.6.2.1.32
tants
controls set-parking-brake
fail init failure

Section 2.2.2
Section 2.5.2.5.4.11.2

Table 2.2-288:

drivetrain init Information.

2.2.6.2.1.42 drivetrain clogtransmission oil filter
This routine clogs the transmission oil filter.
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drivetrain replace transmission oil filter

M'zkis routine replaces the transmission oil filter.
Z..26.2..44drivetrain-transmission oil leak
Tkd~is routine causes a transmission oil leak.
2..2.6.2. 1.45 drivetrain_repair transmission-oil-leak

Tlibi routine repairs a transmission oil leak.
2-2.6.2.1.46 drivetrain refill-transmission oil
Ttmwi routine is not used in the Version 6.6 release.
2.2,.,.6.2.1.47 drivetrain replace transmission
7tkkis routine restores the transmission.
2- 2.6.2.1.48 drivet rain tra nsmission-fa ilure
Thais routine causes a transmission failure.

IFwact ion

Calls
Where Described

ak wetraintransmissionoille ISection 2.2.6.2.1.44I
Table 2.2-290:

drivetrain-transmission failure Information.
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2.2.6.2.2

mlengine.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/ml-engine.c [ml. engine.c])

The AVCO Lycoming AGT-1500 gas turbine engine is simulated by obtaining the desired
power setting from the throttle input, and computing the torque output from a linear torque
curve model. The engine maintains its own dynamic state based on engine inertia,
transmission load, and torque output. Failures are maintained for oil pressure, oil
temperature, oil filter, coolant temperature, and fuel filter. The simulation routines are
accessed from mldtrain.c, and the failure routines from ml_failure.c.These routines are
contained in the CSU ml__engine.c.
The following are included:
"stdio.h"
simdfns.h"

"simmacros.h"
"sim_types.h"
"dynlib.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"libsound.h"
"ml engine.h"
"mldtrain.h"
"mlsounddfn.h"
"mlcntrl.h"
"mlmeter.h"
The following are defined:
ENGINETORQUEINTERCEPT
ENGINETORQUE-SLOPE
ENGINEINERTIA
TACTICAL_IDLE_SPEED
LOWIDLESPEED
MINENGINE_OILPUMPSPEED
GOVERNOR_DROOPSPEED
MAXRATEDENGINE_SPEED
ENGINEOVERSPEEDRPM
MAXRUNAWAYENGiNE_SPEED
KGOVDROOP
TWOPI
IDLEPOWERSETTING 0.06
ENGINEPOWERTIMECONSTANT
ENGINEIDLETIMECONSTANT
SPECIFIC_FUEL_CONSUMPTION
RPM FT LBSTOHPCONVERSION
CLOGGED_FILTER_POWERLOSS
MAXFILTERCLOGGEDTIME
MAXOILLEVELLOWTIME
SPOOLINGUP
SPOOLINGDOWN
RUNAWAY
SPOOLINGTIME
*LOW
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in ft-lbs-sec 2
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm
Governor power droop proportional
to gain
Produces slow creep (-2 mph) in F2
sec
gal / HP-hr
twopi / 33000
sec (=30 min)
sec (=30 min)
if master power off
spool up/down time (sec)
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NORMAL
HIGH
'The following variables are declared:
engine-..speed,
engine-torque;
throttle;
power _setting;
engine..max-available-power,
tac-idle;
enginejuel-flow;
engine-failure-status;
engine-starter.status;
engine-piot-relay-status;
engine-cooling-system.status;
engine-oiLfilter -status;

rpm
ft-lbs
0-1.0
0 -1.0
0 -1.0
ON or OFF
gal/hr
WORKING or BROKEN
WORKING or BROKEN
WORKING or BROKEN
WORKING or BROKEN
WORKING or BROKEN
(BROKEN = CLOGGED)
enginejfueL-filter-status;
WORKING or BROKEN
(BROKEN = CLOGGED)
enginestatus;
ON, OFF,
SPOOLINGUP, SPOOLINGDOWN
engineoi.pressure;
NORMAL or LOW
engine -oil temperature;
NORMAL or HIGH
engineoiljevel;
NORMAL or LOW
engine-oil eve~owK-timer;
sec
engine-oil-filters--logged~timer
sec
SPOOLINGINCREMENT
computed once at init
RUNAWAYSPOOLINGINCREMENT
computed once at init

2.2.6.2.2.1

set power

This routine calculates the throttle power setting.
Internal Variables

____________________

'internal Variable
t4,arget power settingRA
fthrottle power setting

Function
4irst order lag
max

Tp

h~-TpdfDcae
ityeh
ityeh

REAL

JWhere

Calls

Described
2.5.7.6.1

jSsimectimacros.h
on (macro definition)

Table 2.2-291:

set power Information.
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2.2.6.2.2.2

compute fuelconsumption

This routine computes the fuel consumption based on engine speed and torque.
Function
fuel set flow
spool downengine

Table 2.2-292:
2.2.6.2.2.3

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.5.2.8
Section 2.2.6.2.2.19

compute_fuelconsumption Information.

enginedynamics

This routine simulates the engine dynamics. It calculates engine speed, torque converter
load and speed, and calls the routine to calculate fuel consumption.
Calls

Function
set power
drivetrain lockup-clutch
first order lag
drivetrainloadjorqueconve
rter
drivetraintorqueconverter_

speed
compute fuel consumption

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Section 2.2.6.2.1.3

Section 2.2.6.2.2.2

Table 2.2-293:
2.2.6.2.2.4

Described
2.2.6.2.2.1
2.2.6.2.1.2
2.5.7.6.1
2.2.6.2.1.1

enginedynamics Information.

sendengine sound

This routine determines the engine sound to make based on the engine status.
Internal Variable
engine sound
Function
sound make var sound

Internal Variables
Type
REWAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Calls
}Where Described
ISection 2.1.3.1.4

Table 2.2-294:

send-enginesound Information.
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send engine controls-status

This routine sends the status of the engine to controls in order to set the instrument
readings.
____
____

____
____

____Calls

Function
Where Described
controls_engine..ilpressure Section 2.2.2
low

_

controls_engine-oil-pressure
normal
controls_engine..oil-temperat
ure hiah
controls-engine..oil-temperat
ure normal
controls_engine..oiilevel_10
w
controls-engine-oil-evel-no
rmal
controls-engine..oil-filter-clo
gged
controls~engineil-filter _nor
controls-enginejfuel-f ilter-cI
ogged
controis-engine..fuel-filternormal
controls engine overspeed
controls_engine..overspeednormal
Table 2.2-295:
2.2.6.2.2.6

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
_________________________
Section 2.2.2
_________________________
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
________________________
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2
I___________________I________
send_engine controls-status Information.

send-all-outputs

This routine sends outputs to the various output devices: controls status to the controls,
tachometer settings to the indicators, and sounds to the sound system.
Function
IWhere
Section
send -engine- sound
ISection
meter tach set
send engine controls status Section
Table 2.2-296:

Calls
Described
2.2.6.2.2.4
2.2.2
2.2.6.2.2.5
send-all_outputs Information.
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engine_oil_systemsimul

2.2.6.2.2.7

This routine simulates the engine oil system: oil pressure, oil level, oil temperature, oil
filter, and failures.
Calls
I Where Described

Function
fail break system

Section 2.5.4.8.1

engine oil system simul Information.

Table 2.2-297:
engine_simul

2.2.6.2.2.7

This routine simulates the engine system: the dynamics, engine speed, status, failures, and
outputs.
Calls

Function
engine dynamics

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.2.3

controls engine started

Section 2.2.2

fail break system

Section 2.5.4.8.1

spool down engine

Section 2.2.6.2.2.19

controlsengine abort

Section 2.2.2

engine oil system simul
send all outputs

Section 2.2.6.2.2.7
Section 2.2.6.2.2.6

Table 2.2-298:
2.2.6.2.2.8

engine simul Information.

engine_running

This routine returns TRUE if the engine is running and returns FALSE otherwise.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Table 2.2-299:
2.2.6.2.2.9

Meaning
engine running
not running

Type
int
int

enginerunning Information.

enginespoolingup

This routine returns TRUE if the engine is spooling up and returns FALSE otherwise.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE

int

engine spooling up

FALSE

int

not running

Table 2.2-300:

engine_spoolingup Information.
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2.2.6.2.2.10 enginespoolingdown
This routine returns TRUE if the engine is spooling down and returns FALSE otherwise.
Return Values
Return Value

TRUE
FALSE

Type

Meaning

engine spooling down
not running

int
int

Table 2.2-301:

engine_spooling-down Information.

2.2.6.2.2.11 enginegetspeed
This routine returns the engine speed.
Return Value

Return Values
Type etunna

enginespeed

REAL

Table 2.2-302:

engine speed

enginegetspeed Information.

2.2.6.2.2.12 enginegettorque
This routine returns the engine torque.
Return Values
Return Value
enginetorque

I Type

Meaning
engine torque

REAL

Table 2.2-303:

enginegettorque Information.

2.2.6.2.2.13 enginegetpower
This routine returns the engine power.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

enginepower

REAL

Table 2.2-304:

Meaning
engine power

enginegetpower Information.
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2.2.6.2.2.14 engine get max power
This routine returns the maximum available power of the engine.

IReturn

IType RtrVlus

Value

engine..max-availablepower IREAL

Table 2.2-305:

Imeaning

maximum available power

engine get max power Information.

2.2.6.2.2.15 engine_tac-idle-switch-on
This routine sets tac-idle to ON.
2.2.6.2.2.16 engine_tac-idle switch-on
This routine sets tac-idle to OFF.
2.2.6.2.2.17 engine_set-throttle
This routine sets the value of the throttle.

I:Ty pe Paaetr

Parameter
val

IREAL-

Table 2.2-306:

Where Typedef Declared
sim-types.h

engine-set-throttle Information.

2.2.6.2.2.18 engine_start-switch
This routine starts the engine.
________

*Function

____
____

___Calls

Where Described
drivetrain-transmission-select Section 2.2.6.2 .1.17
neutral____________________________
Section 2.1.3.1.2
sound make const sound
electsys..engine...starreque Section 2.2.6.3.1.8
st_______________________________

controls enaine abort

Section 2.2.2

Table 2.2-307:

engin e_sta rt-sw itch Information.
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2.2.6.2.2.19 spool_downengine
This routine spools down the engine.
Function
sound makeconst sound
controlsengme_spoohngd
own

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.192
Section 2.2.2

Table 2.2-308:

spool_down_engine Information.

2.2.6.2.2.20 engine_shutoff-switch
This routine spools down the engine and shuts itoff when the shutoff switch isselected.
Function
spooldownengine
controls engine-abort

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.2.19
Section 2.2.2

Table 2.2-309:
2.2.6.2.2.21

engine_shutoff switch Information.

compute_engine_compile_time_constants

This routine computes the spooling increment and runaway spooling increment at compile
time.

2.2.6.2.2.22

engine_init

This routine initializes the engine and sets the status of all of the sybsystems.
Function
compute_engine -compile-ti
me ,constants
fail init
failure

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.2.21
Section 2.5.4.11.2

Table 2.2-310:

engine_init Information.

2.2.6.2.2.23 engine_major_failure
This routine breaks the engine as a systemn.
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2.2.6.2.2.24 enginereplacepowerpack
This routine repairs the power pack.
Calls
Function
Where Described
drivetrainreplacejtransmissio Section 2.2.6.2.1.47
InI

Table 2.2-311:

enginereplacepowerpack Information.

2.2.6.2.2.25 engine runawaycondition
This routine sets the runaway condition.
2.2.6.2.2.26 enginefixrunaway condition
This routine repairs the runaway condition.
2.2.6.2.2.27 starter failure
This routine causes the engine starter to fail.
2.2.6.2.2.28 enginereplacestarter
This routine replaces the engine starter.
2.2.6.2.2.29 enginepilotrelayfailure
This routine causes the pilot relay to fail.
2.2.6.2.2.30 enginereplacepilot_relay
This routine replaces the pilot relay.
2.2.6.2.2.31 engineclogoilfilter
This routine causes the oil filter to be clogged.
2.2.6.2.2.32 enginereplaceoil filter
This routine replaces the oil filter.
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2.2.6.2.2.33 engineoilleak
This routine causes an engine oil leak.
2.2.6.2.2.34 enginedegradeenginepower

This routine causes a degradation of engine power to a maximum passed value, value.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

value

REAL

sim types.h

Table 2.2-312:

enginedegrade engine power Information.

2.2.6.2.2.35 enginerefill oil
This routine sets the engine oil level to normal.
2.2.6.2.2.36 enginecooling systemfailure
This routine causes the engine cooling system to fail.
2.2.6.2.2.37 engine repair_coolingsystem
This routine repairs the engine's cooling system.
2.2.6.2.2.38 engineclogfuelfilter
This routine causes the fuel filter to be clogged and degrades the engine power
proportionally.
2.2.6.2.2.39 enginereplacefuelfilter
This routine replaces the fuel filter and causes the available power to be increased.
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2.2.6.2.3 ml tracks.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/m l.tracks.c [mltracks.c])
The tracks and hull dynamics are simulated in this module. Torque from the differential is
sent to both tracks which accelerate and rotate the tank. Frictional forces are computed for
traction behavior. Failure modes simulated are thrown tracks. The simulation routines are
called from mldtrain.c, and the failure routines from mlfailure.c. These routines are
contained within the CSU mltracks.c.
This file consists of the M1 track simulation module. It includes the terrain slippage and
interaction model. It also includes the bigwheel algorithm to compute the vehicle's support
plane.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"simtypes.h"
"massstdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"simcig_if.h"
"prodata.h"
"libterrain.h"
"libkin.h"
"libsusp.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"libhull.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"veh-appear.h"
"libfail.h"
"libsound.h"
"ml_dtrain.h"
"mlmeter.h"
"mlrepair.h"
"mlsound.h"
"mlsounddfn.h"
"ml_tracks.h"
Defines:
TRACKSDEBUG
TANKWEIGHT
FWDDRAGBUILDUPSPEED
REVDRAGBUILDUP_SPEED
DRAGBUILDUPGAIN
TRACKSEPARATIONDISTANCE
MAXTRACKCANTSIN
MAX_RCI050_TRACK_SPEED DIFFERENTIAL
RCI_250_CONSTANTDRAG_FORCE
RCI_250_DRAGSPEEDCOEFFICIENT
RCI_050_CONSTANTDRAG_FORCE
RCI_050_DRAGSPEED_COEFFICIENT
623

lbs
mph
meters (-112.0 in)
sin (22 degrees) = 40%
mph
lbs
lbs
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1M.UCKDRAGFORCE
TtHROWNTRACKDRAG_-FORCE
TPRACKSELFREPAIR_-TIME
M~AX_RATED_TRACKSPEED

minutes
(mph) For purposes of sound
meters ol
meters
feet
Meters
-9 degrees .7 m by 4.5 m
Force of firing the gun

TIRACKTHROWN_-OFFSET
WALLCLIMBINGHEIGHT
SLPROCKET _RADIUS
LEVERARM
ANGLELIM
GUNFORCE
Declaraflions:
nneanLtrak_velocity
koft-track--velocity
riisht track velocity
vehicle -actuaLvelocity
ohi vehicle-actual velocity
vehtcle acceleration
vchicle_actualturn_rate
le~ttrack--status
rilcht~track-status
st:-iLtype
skc:id-sound~counter
oitiometer-reading
cWometer_count
ehapsec~mileage
rwileagescount
sLip-state
ground-force
c,,efficient -of frictionl2][6]
cdtrack -velocity
imrement

mph
mph
mph
mph
mph
mph
rad/sec
WORKING or BROKEN
WORKING or BROKEN
RCI-250 or RCI-50 or WATER
for skidding sound
elapsed kmn
tenths of km
miles (float)
miles (int)
NOSLIP or SLIPPING
force exerted on ground by treads
2 states, 6 soil types
for slip caic
velocity increment per tick

These parameters are used to run-time initialize the bigwheel library.
mtar _wheel
kcft wheel
rilght_-wheel
meters
T'RACKTHROWNOFFSET
meters
~WALLCLIMBINGHEIGHT
These par-ameters are used to run-time initialize the suspension library.
rot suspension natural fr-eq (rad)
VROT_WN
rotational suspension damping ratio
ROTCq_ZE1'A
side suspension natural freq (rad)
51DEWN
side suspension damping ratio
SVDEZETA
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tracks compute friction factor

This routine calculates the tracks friction factor.

R~~~~~netrnlVarles

S

Rnerna Varlue
force

Type
REAL

____________

Wheen
yedfDelae
jfrcin fore~

SCalls

Function
kinematics~pitch sin

fWhere Described

scqrt

jsimn macros.h

square

Isimn macros.h

Section 2.5.8.5.1

Table 2.2-313:
2.2.6.2.3.2

tracks_compute friction factor Information.

tracks_compute slipping state

This routine calculates the slipping state.
*

~~~~~~~Internal Variables
Type
int
int
REAL

Internal Variable
vel-sion
new sign
vel diff
____________________Return__Values

Return Value
slipstate
____ ___

Where Typedef Deciared
Standard
Standard
sim-types.h
____________

jmeaning

=Type
REAL
____
____

____________

(the slip state

___Calls

Function
Where Described
tracks-computeifriction-forc Section 2.2.6.2.3.1
e_______________________________
abs
simn macros.h
sign
Isimn macros.h

Table 2.2-314:

tracks_compute-slipping state Information.
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tracks_compute gravity load

Thius function is called by the drive sprocket to compute the load force on the sprocket due
ito gravitational forces. The convention used is that positive load forces oppose the
(direction of sprocket drive motion (i.e. negative loading helps, and positive loading
(opposes).
Internal Variables

____________________

linternal Variable
ipitch sin
rr'itch cos

____________

Type
REAL
____
___

___

i
-ean
I ng
jfriction force

___Calls

Function
Kinemnatics-Pitch-sin
ssort
.tzquare

Where Described
Section 2.5.8.5.1
simn macros.h
simn macros.h

Table 2.2-315:
2.2.6.2.3.4

Declared

Jsimn types.h
ReturnValues

____________________

Rleturn Value
fkorce
____
___

I Where Typedef
Isimn types.h

Type
REAL
REAL

tracks compute gravity load Information.

tracks_compute drag load

'iMis function is called by the drive sprocket to compute the load force on the sprocket due
tto drag forces. Since drag forces are always in opposition to the sprocket, this function
xwill always return a positive value.
Internal Variables

______________________

finternal Variable
(drag force
lbuildup-speed

____________

Type
REAL
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
simn types.h
Return Values

____________________

iMeturn Value
tdragiorce

jMeaning

Type
REAL
____
___

___
________

__

___

____

IThe drag force on the

___

____

___

___

sprocket

Errors
lError Name

:Reason

for Error________

Track Error

Unknown soil type

~unction
.abs
.square

Calls
Where Descibed
simn macros.h
simn macros.h

Table 2.2-316:

tracks-compute drag load Information.
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tracks repair_thrown tracks

This routine repairs a thrown track.
Calls
Function
Ebiqwheel repair tracks

Where Described
Section 2.5.10.10.3

Table 2.2-317:
2.2.6.2.3.6

tracksrepai r thrown tracks Information.

tracks throw left track

This routine throws the left track.
Calls
Function
bigwheel left track-broken

Where Described
Section 2.5.10.10.1

Table 2.2-318:
2.2.6.2.3.7

tracks throw left track Information.

tracks throwright_track

This routine throws the right track.
Calls
IFunction
IWhere Described
bi heel richt track broken Section 2.5.10.10.2

Table 2.2-319:
2.2.6.2.3.8

tracksthrowright_track Information.

trackscompute_weight

This routine returns the weight of the tank.

IType Return

Return Value

REAL

TANKWEIGHT
Table 2.2-320:
2.2.6.2.3.9

Values

Meaning
The weight of the tank

trackscomputeweight Information.

trackscomputerealvelocity

This routine returns the tank's velocity.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

vehicleactualvelocity

REAL

The velocity of the tank

Table 2.2-321:

tracks_compute realvelocity Information.
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2.2.6.2.3.10 trackscomputevelocity
This routine returns the mean velocity of the tracks.
Return Values
Return Value
meantrack-yelocity

Type
REAL

Table 2.2-322:

Meaning
The mean velocity of the
tracks

tracks compute velocity Information.

2.2.6.2.3.11 odometer simul
This routine updates the mileage count for the odometer each tick, informing the stochastic
failures module of the mileage.
Internal Variables
Internal Variable
new count

IType

Iwhere Typedef Declared

I mt

Standard

Calls
Where Described
sim macros.h
Section 2.2.2

Function
abs
controls odometer pulse

Table 2.2-323:

odometersimul Information.

2.2.6.2.3.12 tracks set initial distance km
This routine sets the initial distance by setting the odometer reading to distance.
~Parameters
Parameter
distance

|Type

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

P

REAL
Table 2.2-324:

tracks set initial distance Information.

2.2.6.2.3.13 vehiclegetelapsed_km
This routine returns the elapsed distance in kilometers.
Return Vaiues
Return Value
odometer reading
Table 2.2-325:

Meanina
elapsed distance

Type
REAL

vehiclegetelapsed km Information.
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2.2.6.2.3.14 trackssend velocities
This routine computes the velocities and sets the odometer accordingly.
Parameter

Typ~e

left
right
torque

REAL
REAL
REAL

Parameters

Where Typedef

Declared

simatioes.h
sim typesh
sim types.h

Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.2.6.23.11

Function
odometersimul

Table 2.2-326:

tracks send velocities Information.

2.2.6.2.3.15 tracks_stop_drivetrain

This routime stops the tank by setting the velocities to zero.

2.2.6.2.3.16 tracks init
This routine initializes the tracks.
RerCalls
Where Described

Function

bigwheel veh init
suspension_params
fail init tuiure

Section 2.5.10
Section 2.5.6.5.1
Section 2.5.4.11.2

Table 2.2-326:

tracksinit Information.

27.'.6.2.3.17 tracks-compute_vehicle-force
Parameters
Parameter
force

Type
REAL

Return Value
force

Return Values
Type
REALI

[Where Typedef
sim types.h

Declared

meaning
the force exerted by friction

Calls
Function
Where Described
tracks-compute-friction-forc1 Section 2.2.6.2.3.1
eI

Table 2.2-327:

tracks_compute-vehicle-force
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2.2.6.2.3.18 computeactualvehicle motion
This routine calculates ithe motion of the tank based on the velocities, load, and friction
force.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable

Type

Where T pedef Declared

left ros
right_
mps

REAL
REAL

sim types.h
sim types.h

Function
tracks stopdrivetrain
tracks computegravityjoad
tracs compute slipping ,state
sound make const sotund
sin

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.3.15
Section 2.2.6.2.3.3
Section 2.2.6.2.3.2
Section 2.1.3.1.2
sim macros.h

Table 2.2-328:

compute actualvehiclemotion

Information.

2.2.6.2.3.19 tell-kinematics

This routine updates the position of the vehicle inKinematics.
Internal Variable
inc
angle

Internal Variables
Type
REAL
REAL

Function
collision rear collision
collision left collision
collisionright collision
tracks stopdrivetrain
kinematics move vehicle
kinematics turn vehicle
check turning sounds

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.2-329:

Where T pedef Declared
sim types.h
sim tpes.h

Calls
Described
2.5.10.4.3
2.5.10.4.1
2.5.10.4.2
2.2.6.2.3.15
2.5.8.7.1
2.5.8.11.1
2.2.6.2.3.26
tell kinematics Information.

2.2.6.2.3.20 get_ciurrentsoiltype
This routine gets the soil type of the current position.
Calls
Function
terrain let terrain tpe

Where Described
Section 2.5.11.3.1

Table 2.2-330:

getcurrentsoil type Information.
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checkfor_th rown_track

This routine checks for thrown tracks.

Internal Variable
cant sin

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Function
kinematics cant sinI
fail break system
abs

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.8.5.3
Section 2.5.4.8.1
sim macros.h

Table 2.2-331:

Where Typedef Declared
sir types.h

check for thrown track Information.

2.2.6.2.3.22 send track sound
This routine causes the sound of the tracks to be made.
I

Internal Variable
track sound
track speed
_

Internal Variables
Type
REAL
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim tpes.h

__Calls

Function
abs
min
sound of tracks

Where Described
sim macros.h
sim macros.h
Section 2.1.3.2.9
Table 2.2-332:

sound of-tracks Information.

2.2.6.2.3.23 send tracks outputs
This routine sends tracks data output to the appropriate controls and to the sound system.
Function
send track sound
meter speed set
abs
suspension acceleration is

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.2.3.22
Section 2.2.2.3.1
sim macros.h
Section 2.5.6.3.1

Table 2.2-333:

sendtracks_outputs Information.
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2.2.6.2.3.24 get_dust_cloud
This routine returns the appropriate dust cloud index based on soil type and tracks speed.
Internal Variable
speed

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Return Value
vehDustCloudNone
vehDustCloudSmall
vehDustCloudMedium
vehDustCloudLarge

Type
int
int
int
int

Function
terrainget terrain type

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.11.3.1

Where Tyr edef Declared
sim types.h

Return Values

Table 2.2-334:

Meaning
no dust cloud
small dust cloud
medium dust cloud
large dust cloud

get_dustcloud Information.

2.2.6.2.3.25 tracks simul
This routine simulates the tracks.
Calls

Function
get current soil type
check for thrown track
computeactualvehiclemoti
on
tell kinematics
send tracks outputs
network set dust cloud
tracks get dust cloud

Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.2.6.2.3.20
2.2.6.2.3.21
2.2.6.2.3.18

Section
Section
Section
Section

2.2.6.2.3.19
2.2.6.2.3.23
2.1.1.3.1.12.1
2.2.6.2.3.24

Table 2.2-335:

sendtracks_outputs Information.

2.2.6.2.3.26 tracks motion disabled
This routine returns TRUE if the tracks are disabled and returns FALSE otherwise.
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Table 2.2-336:

Meaning
tracks disabled
tracks not disabled

tracks motion disabled Information.
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2.2.6.2.3.27

checkturningsounds

This routine is called by tracks to see if the sound of the vehicle turning should be started or
stopped.
Parameters
Parameter
angle

Internal
sign old
sign.turn
clam ed

Where Typedef Declared
I sim types.h

Type
REAL

Variable
dir
dir
an le

Function
sound make const sound

Internal Variables
Type
int
int
REAL

Where Typedef Defined
Standard
Standard
sim types.h

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.2-337:

check turning_sounds Information.

2.2.6.2.3.28 tracksreturnslipstate
This routine returns the slip ."Ate of the vehicle.

Return Value
slipstate
Table 2.2-338:

Type Return Values
int

Meaning
the slip state of the vehicle

tracksreturn_slipstate Information.
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The CSU's which provide this functionality are as follows:
ml-elecsys.c
ml-hydrsys.c
mlvision.c
2.2.6.4.1

ml elecsys.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/ml elecsys.c [ml elecsys.c])

The model of the Ml's electrical system is based the assumption that charge and voltage are
linearly related and that Ow, battery charges linearly over time. While many small
components (such as indicator lamps) consume electrical charge, only the major charge
consumers are modeled. They consist of the starter, laser range finder, auxiliary hydraulic
pump, radio, and intercon for the Ml.
When the engine is runnihg, it is assumed that all electrical components are obtaining
electrical charge for the ahternator/generator, which is modeled as an infinite amount of
charge. As long as the engine is running and the alternator/ generator has not failed, all
requests for electrical charge are granted. The alternator/generator will also charge up a
battery which is less tha fully charged. However, if the engine is off or the
alternator/generator has fdlied, the electrical components must obtain electrical charge from
the battery.
Each of the modeled electrical components requires a specific amount of electrical charge.
When the component is u.zd, the electrical system is queried to see if there is enough
charge present to accomtmodate the request. If so, the stored charge is depleted by the
amount requested.
Additional assumptions::
If voltage is less &an 18 v, the engine will not start.
If voltage is less thtan 23 v, the low battery charge light turns on.
The battery takes 15 minutes to charge from 23v to 24v.
Each time through the loop, 1/15 of a sec elapses.
The following assumptionzs are made for calculating the amount by which the battery is
discharged by parts whicd are not always using electricity (starter, laser, pump) at the time
of call. It is determined whether or not there is enough charge left in the battery and
returns TRUE or FALSE.. Then a timer is set up to linearly discharge the battery over the
amount of time it would mormally take.
Due to use of the starter
- it takes 1 second to start
- STARTER_DISCHARGEDELTA amp-hours are used up over the I sec
-

the battery is discharged linearly

the starter is allo'wed to function 40 times (not including recharging)
before the abort fight comes on.
- STARTERDISCHARGEDELTA =74 amphours/ NUMBER OF TIMES (40)
-calculations: 15 frames/sec 12 1 sec = 15 frames
1.85 atrip-hours / 15 frame.; -. 2333333333 amp-hours/frame
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Due to use of the auxiliary pump:
- a I hp pump (not an assumption), 1 hp = 746 watts
- power = vi -> current = 746 watts/24 volts
- i = dq/dt
- dt = 1/15 sec/frame * 1/60 min/sec * 1/60 hr/min = 1/54000 hr/frame
- dq = 746/24 * 1/54000 = 373/648000 amp-hr/frame for linear discharge
Due to use of the radio:
- the radio can be used for 20 hours before the engine can no longer start
(battery discharged by 75 amp-hr)
- the radio is always on if master power is on
- the radio uses 3.75 amp-hr/hr
- 3.75 amp-hr/hr * 1/60 hr/min * 1/60 min/sec * 1/15 sec/frame
- dq = 3.75/54000 amp-hr/frame, assuming linear discharge
Due to use of the intercom:
- the intercom lasts 15 hours before the engine can no longer start
(battery discharged by 75 amp-hrs)
- the intercom is always on if master power is on
- 75 amp-hours/15 hours * 1/3600 hr/sec = 5/3600 = 11720 amp-hr/sec
- dq = 1/15 sec/fr * 1/720 amp-hr/sec = 1/10800 amp-hr/fr
discharged linearly
Due to use of the laser range finder:
- the laser range finder can be fired 100 times before the engine will not start
(discharged 75 amphr)
- 75 / 100 = .75 amp - hr used each time the laser range finder is charged up
The following assumptions are used to determine the voltage shown on the voltmeter when
the engine is on:
- voltage put out by the alternator is 27.5 to 28.5 volts
- rpms : low idle - 900
tac idle - 1313
max idle - 3 100
- assume 900 to 3100 corresponds piecewise linearly to 27.5 to 28.5 volts
- When driving, rpm is generally between 900 and 2000 rpms, therefore the
range of volts is 27.5 to 28.2 volts
- From 2000 to 3100 rpms, the range of volts will be 28.2 to 28.5 volts
The following assumptions are used to determine the voltage shown on the voltmeter when
the engine is on, but the alternator is broken:
- The engine runs off the battery for 5 minutes. Then the battery drops to the
WEAKLYCHARGED state..
- The engine runs for 5 minutes and then stops.
(battery discharged by 75 amp-hrs)
- The intercom is always on if master power is on
- 75 amp-hours/(1/12) hours * 1/3600 hr/sec = 1/4 amp-hr/sec
- dq = 1/15 sec/fr * 1/4 amp-hr/sec = 1/60 amp-hr/fr, discharged linearly
The following assumptions are used to determine the rate for charging the battery:
- If battery drops from 24v to 23v, it takes 15 minutes with the engine running to
recharge it back to 24 volts. (0.25 hr/volt)
- Assume the recharge curve is linear
- (engine should have low crank speed if battery <= 23, note that no sound models
this right now)
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15 frames/sec * 60 sec/min * 15 min = 13500 frames to recharge lv
lvolt/13500 frames = 7.407407e-5 volts/frame
15 frames/sec * 60 sec/min * 3 min = 2700 frames
1 volt/2700 frames = .000370370370 volts/frame

The following define the amount by which the battery is discharged when called:
STARTERDISCHARGEDELTA
LASERDISCHARGEDELTA
AUX_PUMPDISCHARGEDELTA
The following define the amount by which the battery is discharged each tick under correct
conditions:
STARTERDISCHARGERATE
RADIO_DISCHARGERATE
INTERCOMDISCHARGERATE
ENGINEDISCHARGERATE
BATITERYRECHARGERATE
The following define the battery recharge rate:
BATTERYRECHARGERATE
STARTERDURATION
The following define constants used to determine the voltage of the alternator:
LOWIDLE
TACIDLE
MAXIDLE
MAXALTERNATORVOLTAGE
MINALTERNATORVOLTAGE
The following define states of the battery in units of charge:
FULLYCHARGED
MEDIUMCHARGED
- the battery low light will turn on.
WEAKLY_CHARGED
- laser, starter, and auxiliary pump are dead.
BAITERYDEAD
- all lamps are off
LOWESTBATTERY_VOLTAGE - lowest reading on voltmeter.
MAXCHARGE
- maximum charge held in battery
MAXVOLTAGE
- maximum voltage of battery
The following conversion factors are defined:
V_TOQ
- voltage to charge
Q.TO_V
- charge to voltage
The following constants for rpms to volts conversion are defined:
Ml
- slope of first part of line
M2
- slope of second part of line
VERTEX
- point where slopes change
The following BOOLEAN values for state of the battery are defined:
NEW
LEAKY
- leaky batteries charge up but hold no charge when a
load is applied.

S
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The following are declared:
batteiy-sharge
battery-voltage
starter- timer-id
starteritimer -status
electsysstatus
power-Status
battery-status
alternator -status

current charge in battery
current battery voltage
- holds id returned by timer
- indicates if timer is on
- indicates if electrical system is on
- indicates if master or turret power is on
- LEAKY or NEW
- if BROKEN, use battery
-

electsys discharge batteryo;
electsys charge batteryo;
electsysrpms_to_voltsO;
electsys handle-leaky batteryo;
Includes:

"stdio.h"
"simn dfns.h"
"timers.h"
"timers dfn.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
::m lengine.h"
"ml_cntrl.h"
"ml--meter.h"

*

Defines:
ELECTSYSDEBUG

2.2.6.3.1.1

electsyssimul

This is the primary routine in this module. If the engine is running and alternator statuts is
true, then the engine is running off the alternator rather than the battery. When the engine
is running with the alternator, the battery is recharged. The battery discharges when the
engine is running off the battery and when the engine is off. Assume that if asked for the
battery usage, either the engine is on or the master power is on.
____
____

Function

____
____

____Calls

Where Described

________

*enaime-runnina

Section 2.2.6.2.2.8

meter volt set

Section 2.2.2

electsys rpms to volts
elects s; charge battery
electsys...dischargejhull-batt

Section 2.2.6.3.1.6
Section 2.2.6.3.1.3
Section 2.2.6.3.1.7

ery

_

controls low charge off
engine shutoff switch
timers get ticking status
timers free timer

_

_

_

Section
Section
Section
ISection

Table 2.2-339:

_

_

__________________

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

2.2.2
2.2.6.2.2.20
2.6.3.20.1
2.6.3.5.1

electsys-simul Information.
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electsysdead

This routine calks a routine which sets the electrical system to the inactive state.
Calls

Function
controls elects

I Where Described
.dead

I Section 2.2.2

Table 2.2-340:
2.2.6.3.1.3

electsys dead Information.

electsyschargebattery

This routine rec.harges the tank's battery.
2.2.6.3.1.4

electsyspowerrequest

This routine is cared by the controls routines to check that power can be turned on.
Return Value
WORKING

Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN

Table 2.2-341:
2.2.6.3.1.5

Meaning
can turn power on

electsyspowerrequest Information.

electsyspoweroff

This routine sew, the power-status to OFF.
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electsysrpmstovolts

This routine allows the electrical system meter to reflect the change in rpms of the engine.
This routine is only called while the engine is on. This is accomplished by the y = mx + b
formula where y is volts and x is rpms. The y values range from 27.5 volts to 28.5 volts
while the x values range from 900 rpms to 3 100 rpms. The volts map to rpms using the
following formula:
volts = 1/2200 (rpms - 900) + 27.5
The ranges are as follws:
mm~t
27.5
< 900
900- 2000 27.5 -28.2
2000

28.2

-3100

>3 100

-28.5

28.5
Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Internal Variable
rms

Type
REAL

GE

_

MAX_-ALTERNATORVOLTA

REAL

_

GE__

Meaning
the minimum alternator voltage
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

maximum alternator voltage

_

_

_

_

_

_

REAL

Ml (rpms-900)+27.5
___
____ ___

__

M2*(rpms-3100)+28.5
________ ___

___

___
___

__

___

___

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

voltage for rpms between 900
____

___

___

___

REAL

Function
enaime-cet speed

and 2000

voltage for rpms between
____

___

___

___

2000 and 3100

Calls
IWhere Described
ISection 2.2.6.2.2.11

Table 2.2-342:
2.2.6.3.1.7

sim types.h

Return Values

___________________

Return Value
MIN_-ALTERNATOR-VOLTA

____
___

Where Typedef Declared

electsysrpmsto-volts Information.

electsys_discharge battery

This routine discharges the battery by delta if if the engine is off.
Parameters
Parameter
delta

Type
REAL

Function
controls low charge on
fail break system

Table 2.2-343:

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Calls
Where Described
Isim macros.h
Section 2.5.4.8.1

electsysdischar gebattery Information.
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2.2.6.3.1.8

electsys engine start request

This routine deteriiines if the battery is sufficikntly charged for the engine to be started.
___________________

Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Return Values

TypeMeng
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

engine can be started
engine cannot be started

Calls
Function
Where Described
elecsysjiandleleaky_.batter Section 2.2.6.3.1 .16
Section 2.6.3.5.1
ISection 2.6.3.6.1

free timer
Itimers
timersgeimer

Table 2.2-344:
2.2.6.3.1.9

electsys_engine start request Information.

electsys aux pump request

This routine determines if the battery is sufficiently charged for the auxiliary pump to be
operated.
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

TypeReunVls
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Function
eiecsys...handlejleaky-batter

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.3.1 .16

elecsys discharge batter

Section 2.2.6.3.1.7

Table 2.2-345:

Maig
pump can be operated
pump cannot be operated

eiectsys aux pump request Information.
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2.2.6.3.1.10 electsys laserstart_request
This routine determines if there is enough battery power to operate the laser range finder.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE
Function
elecsyshandlejleakybatter
Y
engine running
elecsys discharge battery
Table 2.2-346:

Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Meaning
laser can be operated
laser cannot be operated

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.3.1.16
Section 2.2.6.2.2.8
Section 2.2.6.3.1.7
electsyslaserstart request Information.

2.2.6.3.1.11 electsysget_batteryvoltage
This routine returns the battery voltage.
Return Values
Return Value
Ebatteryyoltage
Table 2.2-347:

I Meaning

IType

the battery voltage

REAL

electsysgetbattery voltage Information.

2.2.6.3.1.12 electsysreplacealternator
This routine repairs the alternator by setting alternator-statusto WORKING.
2.2.6.3.1.13 electsysalternator failure
This routine causes the alternator to fail by setting alternator-statusto BROKEN. When
the alternator fails, the engine runs off the battery.
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2.2.6.3.kL4 electsys recharge battery
This routim-i-mcharges the battery. The battery voltage returns to 24.0 volts.

hyral n.cfwae reborn
controls ekaRiv; reborn
-ntrols lou ct-arge off

Section 2.2.6.4.2.20

Section 2.2.2
Section 2.2.2

IT~able 2.2-348:

electsys recharge battery Information.

2.2.6.3.1.115 electsys replace battery
This routine rxreplaces a leaky battery. battery status is set to NEW.

*electsys

Calls

IFunction
redwiau e-batter

I here Described

ISection 2.2.6.3.1.14

'ffable 2.2-349:

electsys replace battery Information.

2.2.6.3.1J116 electsys handle_leaky battery
This routine bindles the case of a leaky battery. A load is applied across a leaky battery.
Although the 1zi3attery will charge, the voltage will drop to WEAKLY_CHARGED once the
load has bcem . applied. The low battery charge light is turned on.
Calls

I Where Described

IFunction
1controls low et~har e on

Thible 2.2-350:

ISection 2.2.2

electsyshandiejleaky battery Information.

2.2.6.3.1.117 electsys battery failure
This roudc
*

mc~uses the battery to become leaky by setting battery statu to LEAKY.

2.2.6.3.1.1.8 electsys vars status
This routin -1rints the values of the following variables. It is used as a debugging tool.
baaer; _charge
baner~
7-voltage
slaner tu&ner id
stane, In
dc1_St(JILL
elets;,-sstaIks
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2.2.6.3.1.19 electsys-init
This routine initializes the electrical system for operation.
*Function

I
meter volt set
fail mnit failure

Calls

Where Described
ISection 2.2.2
Section 2.5.4.11.2

Table 2.2-351:

electsvs_init Information.
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ml hydrsys.c
(./simnei'/release/src/vehicle/ml/sre/mlhydrsys.c [hydraulics,.simull)

The routines used to model the MI's hydraulic system are found in one CSU,
ml-hydrsys.c. As with the electrical system model, only specified components actually
operate using hydraulic pressure in this model. They are the traversing of the turret,
elevation of the gun, opening and closing of the amino door, and setting of the parking
brake. For the ammo door and parking brake, a discrete amount of hydraulic pressure is
depleted from the hydraulic reservoir each time the component is accessed. For the turret
and gun, hydraulic pressure is depleted from the reservoir every frame that the turret is
traversing or the gun is elevating or depressing. The exact amount depends how quickly
the turret or gun is moving. If the pressure in the reservoir falls below specified levels, the
query to the hydraulic system will fail and the component will fail to operate properly.
The model has both a main hydraulic pump and an auxiliary hydraulic pump. When the
engine is running, the main pump is operational, and it is more than sufficient to meet all
the hydraulic needs of the vehicle. Therefore, the vehicle responds as though it has an
infinite supply of hydraulic pressure because the reservoir is being replenished as quickly
as it is being depleted. When the engine if off, however, the auxiliary hydraulic pump is
used to replenish the reservoir. It does not accomplish this as quickly as the main pump
does so hydraulic pressure may run out. If the pressure drops too low, the operator must
wait for the pressure to build up again before using any components requiring hydraulic
pressure.
The hydraulic system is modelled as a capacitor. Pressure (psi) is modelled as volts, flow
(gpms) is modelled as current, hydraulic const (gal-sec/psi-min) is modelled as capacitance
(farads). The following information is used to calculate the hydraulic constant"
- whether using the auxiliary pump
- turret traversal impossible when hydraulic pressure < 900 psi.
- with pressure at 1500 psi, turret may be slewed for 6.0 seconds (turned 150
degrees) before pressure becomes too low.
- takes 45 seconds for hydraulic pressure to go from 500 - 1500 psi.
- K * 1000 psi/45 seconds = 5 gal/min; K = .225 gal-sec/psi-min.
- K =0.00375 gal/psi
- flow from hydraulic reservoir = K * (1500 - 900) psi/6.0 sec.
flow = 22.5 gal/min when slewing the turret, but will use these values for other
operations (value is for full handle displacement).
- 22.5 gal/min * 1/60 min/sec * 1/15 sec/frame = 0.025 gal/frame
- to calculate max reduction of psi/frame of the reservoir, use
FLOWOUTRATE = 0.025 gal/frame.
- flow = K * dp/dt -> dp = flow /K * dt; where dt = 1 frame
- dp = 0.025 gal/frame / 0.00375 gal/psi * 1 frame = 6.66666667 psi
- system is modelled with only one accumulator containing 800 psi
- regulator drops 100 psi, so hydraulic reservoir must hold at least 900 psi for
consistent operation.
'Tie following constants associated with the
HYDRCONST
MAXFLOWOUTRATE
MAXPSIFLOWOUT
OPERATIONALSPEED

hydraulic model are defined:
in gal/psi
in gal/frame
in psi/frame
in rpms

Tflt range of te main pump is 1550 - 1700 psi
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- Pump turns on if hydraulic reservoir drops below 1550 psi
- Pump turns off if hydraulic reservoir exceeds 1700 psi
- For normal hydraulic system operation, flow rate is:27.1 gpm if engine is idle,
47.4 gpm if engine is at operational speeds.
- flow = K dp/dt
- 27.1 gal/min = HYDRCONST * dp/1 frame
dp/fr = 27.1 gal/min / 0.00375 gal/psi * min/60 sec * sec/15 frame
=

8.0296296296296 psi/frame

- if flow = 47.4 gpm, dp/fr -> 14.04444444444444444 psi/frame

The following constants associated with the engine are defined:
ENGINE_IDLEPSIINRATE
in psi/frame
ENGINEOPERPSI_INRATE
in psi/fame
The range of the auxiliary pump is 1150 - 1650 psi
- Pump turns on if hydraulic reservoir drops below 1150 psi
- Pump turns off if hydraulic reservoir exceeds 1650 psi
- max flow rate is 5 gpm

The following constant is defined:
ENGINEOFFPSIINRATE

in psi/frame

This code models the actual M1 accurately by including an accumulator and a regulator
(although they are not necessary for this code). The following constants are associated
with the accumulator:
REGULATOR
in psi
ACCPRESSUREMAX
in psi
ACCWORKINGTHRESHOLD
in psi
MAINPUMP_ON_VAL
in psi
MAINPUMPOFFVAL
in psi
AUXPUMPON_VAL
in psi
AUXPUMPOFFVAL
in psi
RESERVOIRMIN
in psi
The following are defined for use in this modeule:
YES
NO
RUNLIMIT

if counter < 7, slew

STOP_LIMIT
HYDRAULIC_VERBOSE
OPEN
CLOSED
MAIN
AUX

if7 > ctr < 16, stop

The following constants are associated with the ammo door:
AMMO_DOOROPENDELTA
in psi
AMMODOOR_DELTA
in psi, while door is open
AMMO_DOORCLOSEDDELTA in psi
AMMODOORLIMIT
in psi
The following constants are associated with the parking brake:
PARKINGBRAKEDELTA
in psi
PARKING_BRAKELIMIT
in psi
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The following variables are declared for use in this module:
main..ump status - working or broken
auxpwnp_status
- working or broken
acc
- assume using one main accumulator, keeps track of
pressure in accumulator
reservoir
- amount of pressure hydraulic reservoir
hydraulic
- tells if a hydraulic pump is gone
amino door status - tells if door is OPEN or CLOSED
master-power-status - tells if master power is ON or OFF
enough charge
- tells if battery had enough charge last time
slewjerk_ctr
- allows for jerking during turret slew if pressure is too low
elevjerkctr
- allows for jerking during turret elevation if the pressure is
too low
The following routines are declared:
hydraulic main pump fill 0
hydraulic-auxpump_fill ()
hydraulic delta pressurecalc 0
hydraulic-check acc 0
hydraulic-fraction flow rate 0
hydraulic-depletereservoir 0
The following are included:
"stdio.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"libsound.h"
"ml.elecsys.h"
"ml_engine.h"
"mlsounddfn.h"
2.2.6.4.2.1

hydraulicsimul

This routine simulates the tanks hydraulic system using the model described above.
Calls

Function
engine running
hydraulic main pump till
hydraulic aux pump fill
!sound make const sound

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.2-352:

Described
2.2.6.2.2.8
2.2.6.4.2.5
2.2.6.4.2.6
2.1.3.1.2
hydraulic simul Information.
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hydraulicinit

This routine initializes the hydraulic system. It sets the following variables to their initial
values:
reservoir
acc
ammo door-status
master_powerstatus
hydraulic
enough charge
main_pumpstatus
aux pumpstatus
2.2.6.4.2.3

AUX_PUMPOFFVAL
ACCPRESSUREMAX
CLOSED
OFF
OFF
TRUE
WORKING
WORKING

hydrauliccheckacc

This routine regulates the contents of the accumulator.
2.2.6.4.2.4

hydraulic_deplete_reservoir

This routine decrements the hydraulic resevoir by delta psi.

Section 2.2.6.4.2.3

hydraulic check acc

Table 2.2-353:
2.2.6.4.2.5

hydraulicdeplete_resevoir Information.

hydraulic_main pump_fill

This routine is used to refill the hydraulic reservoir using the main hydraulic pump. It
increments the reservoir by the appropriate pressure (psi) per frame. The increment
depends on whether or not the engine is at operational speed.
Function
hydraulic check acc
engine et speed

Calls
Where Described
I Section 2.2.6.4.2.3
Section 2.2.6.2.2.11

Table 2.2-354:

hydraulicauxpumpfill Information.
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hydraulic-aux-pumpfill

This routine is used to refill the hydraulic reservoir using the auxiliary hydraulic pump. It
increments the hydraulic pressure by the appropriate psi/frame, enoughchargekeeps track
of whether or not there was enough battery charge at the last request. If
enoughcharge= 0, there must be a call from the electrical system letting the hydraulic
system know the battery has been recharged.
Function

Calls
Where Described

hydraulic check acc
lelectsys aux Dump--request

Section 2.2.6.4.2.3
Section 2.2.6.3.1.9

Table 2.2-355:
2.2.6.4.2.7

hydraulic_aux_pump fill Information.

hydraulicammo_door open_request

Each time the ammo door is opened, 2.4 psi is decremented from the reservoir, and 0.1 psi
is depleted from the reservoir each tick if the door is left open. After the accumulator has
dropped below 750 psi, the ammo door will not work.
Return Values
Return Value
FALSE
TRUE

Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Function
hydraulic deplete-reservoir

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.2.4

Table 2.2-356:
2.2.6.4.2.8

Meaning
ammo door can't open
ammo door can open

hydraulicammodooropenrequest Information.

hydraulic ammo_door closed

The ammo door is closed by setting ammo._doorstatus to CLOSED. Each time the ammo
door is closed, 2.4 psi is depleted from the reservoir.
Function
hydraulic de lete reservoir
Table 2.2-357:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.2.4
hydraulicammo_door closed Information.
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hydraulicparking brake on request

Each time the parking brake is depressed, 2.5 psi is removed from the hydraulic reservoir,
even if theie is not sufficient pressure to stop the tank. If there is less than 500 psi, the
hydraulic reservoir fluid will not be available and will not be removed from the reservoir.
The 2.5 psi is removed over one frame. This routine returns TRUE if the brake can be
used and FALSE otherwise.
Return Value
FALSE
TRUE

Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Function
hydraulic deplete-reservoir

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.2.4

Table 2.2-358:
2.2.6.4.2.10

*maximum

W

Meaning
parking brake cannot be used
parking brake can be used

hydraulicammo door on request Information.

hydraulic_slewturret_request

This routine processes a turret slew request. fractionto move is a value between 0 and 1
and is used to determine how much of the maximum elevation rate the gun will move.
MAX speed coiresponds to 1. This is used to determine how much of the 22.5 gpm
flow rate must be used to drain pressure from the hydraulic reservoir. This
routine should be called every tick in which the turret wants to move. This routine returns
YES if there is sufficient hydraulic pressure for the turret to move and returns NO
otherwise.
Parameters
Parameter
fraction to move

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Type
REAL
Return Values

Return Value
YES
NO

Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Function
hydraulic fraction flow rate
hydraulic deplete-reservoir
hydraulicdelta-pressurecal
c

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.2.12
Section 2.2.6.4.2.4

Meaning
turret can slew
turret can not slew
Calls

Table 2.2-359:

Section 2.2.6.4.2.13
hydraulic-elevate turret request Information.
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hydraulic-elevate-gun_request

T1his, routine procesees a gun elevation request. fraction to move is a value between 0 and

I wsed to detenninic how much of the maximum elevation rate the gun will move. MAX
spieed corresponds no 1. This is used to determine how much of the 22.5 gpm maximum
floaw rate to use ttcIlrain pressure from the hydraulic reservoir. This routine should be
called every tick inm which the gun wants to move. Assume that the gun elevation takes 1/5
less hydraulic pres~qure when elevating at MAX speed than it takes to slew turret at MAX
speed. This routin= returns YES if there is sufficient hydraulic pressure for the gun to
mo~ve and returns NO otherwise.
Parameters

I Tp e

Pairameter
frac-tion to move

IWhere Typedef Declared

REAL

sim types.h
Return Values

___________________

Return Value

Type

_____________

BOOLEANgucaelvt

eng

SCalls

Firnctlon
hydraulic fraction noaw rate
raulic deplete reservoir
hhydraulic-deta-pressure-cat
fL
c

Table 21-360:

[Where Described
jSection 2.2.6.4.2.12
jSection 2.2.6.4.2.4

jSection 2.2.6.4.2.13
hydraulic-elevate gun request Information.

2..2.6.4.2.12 hiydraulic fraction-flow-rate
This routine calculimes the hydraulic flow rate per frame. It returns a percentage of the
maiximum possible nlow rate per frame.
Parameters
Parameter
fraction to move

.

T Pe
IREAL

Where Typedet Declared
simn tyes.h
Return Values

Return Value
fraction to move
MAAX FLOW OUT RATE

Table Z.2-351l:

Type
REAL

Meaning
hydraulic flow rate per frame

hydraulic-delta pressure calc Information.
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2.2.6.4.2.13 hydraulicdeltapressure calc
This routine calculates and returns the change in pressure (psi) of the hydraulic reservoir,
given the flow rate per frame (flowrate).
K * dp/dt = flow/dt
dp = flow/K.
Parameters
Parameter
flow rate

Type
REAL

Where Typedet Declared
sim types.h
Return Values

Return Value
flow_rate/HYDR_CONST

Type
REAL

Meaning
the change in pressure of the
hydraulic reservoir

I
Table 2.2-362:

hydraulic_delta_pressure calc Information.

2.2.6.4.2.14 hydraulic master_power on
This routine turns the hydraulic master power on by setting master.powerstatusto ON.
2.2.6.4.2.15 hydraulic master_power_off
This routine turns the hydraulic master power off by setting master_powerstatusto OFF.
2.2.6.4.2.16 hydraulic repairmain pump
This routine repairs the main hydraulic pump by setting main_pumpstatusto WORKING.
2.2.6.4.2.17 hydraulic repairauxpump
This routine repairs the auxiliary hydraulic pump by setting auxjwnpstatus to
WORKING.
2.2.6.4.2.18 hydraulicmainpumpfailure
This routine sets the status of main_pump_status to BROKEN, causing the main hydraulic
pump to fail. A message is printed to the standard output indicating that the pump has
failed.

0
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2.2.6.4.2.19 hydraulic_auxpumpfailure
This routine sets the status of aux_.pumpstatusto BROKEN, causing the auxiliary
hydraulic pump to fail. A message is printed to the standard output indicating that the
pump has failed.
2.2.6.4.2.20 hydraulic-chargereborn
This routine is called from the electrical system routines to inform the hydraulic system that
the battery has been recharged.
2.2.6.4.2.21 hydrsysvars status
This routine prints the value of the following variables:
hydraulic
resevoir
ammo door status
slewjerkctr
elevjerkctr
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ml visionxc
(./simnitE/release/src/Vehicle/M l/src/Ml vision.c [ml-:vision .cI)

The file, ml-yision.c contains routines to break the viewports (turn them off) and fix them
by toggling bits in libvfiags. In addition, ml-vision.c contains routines to switch between
thermal and out the window views for CATC training. T7here routines only affect
simulators which have the proper hardware modifications to do thermal switching. The
ability of the cupolas to pitch up and down is also controlled in the vision files.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
11sim -ypes.h"
"simn_dfns.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"libvflags.h"
"ml-vision.h"
Defines:
DVRS_ LT
DVRS_ CTR
DVRS_-RT
CMDRLT
CMDRCTR
CMDRRT
CMDRS_-VIEWP
DVRSVIEWP
LDRVLIEWP
GNR_-VIEWP
CMDR_-PITCHBR1_VAL
LMRPITCH_-BRVAL
CMDRBINLBRVAL

XIEWP_-5
VIEWP_-6
VIEWP_-7
VIEWP_1l
VIEWP_-2
vmEWP_3
(CMDR.LTICMDRC-TRICMDRRT)
(DVRS -LTtDVRSCTfRDIVRS-RT)
(VIE WPL4)
(VIE WPLO)
I
2
3

Configuration Viewports
GNR
CMIRL
CMRC
CMRR
LDR
DVRL
DVRC
DVRR

YAiu
0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

VISIONBLOCKSELFREPAIRTIME
int declarations and initialization:
catc-mode = FALSE
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WORD declarations and initialization:
vision_state = OTWDAY
gunnersstate = OTWDAY
driversstate = OTWDAY

2.2.6.4.3.1

day or night
day, night or thermal
day, thermal

setgunnersstate

This routine sets the gunner's view state to state.

Parameters
Parameter
|state

I Type

Where Typedet Declared
Standard

int
Table 2.2-363:

2.2.6.4.3.2

setgunners state Information.

set vision state

This routine sets the vision state to state.
Parameters
Parameter
[state

I Type

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

int
Table 2.2-364:

2.2.6.4.3.3

set vision state Information.

set drivers state

This routine sets the driver's view state to state.

t~ra°
oParametersi

Parameter
state

I Type Paaetr
Imt

Table 2.2-365:
2.2.6.4.3.4

Where Typedef Decae
IStandard

set drivers state Information.

vision-cmdrs_pitch

This routine sets branch values and sets the commander's pitch state to pitchstate.
Parameters
Parameter
pitch state

Type
WORD

Function

Calls
Where Described

set br vats

Section 2.1.2.2.4.7.1
Table 2.2-366:

Where Typedef Declared
mass stdc.h

vision_cmdrspitch Information.
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vision loaderspitch

This routine sets branch values and sets the loader's pitch state to pitch-state.
Parameters
Parameter
pitch state

I Type

Function

I

I Where Typedef Declared

WORD

mass stdc.h

Calls
here Described
I Section 2.1.2.2.4.7.1

Sset br vals

Table 2.2-367:
2.2.6.4.3.6

vision loaderspitch Information.

vision cmdrs binoculars

This routine sets branch values and sets the commanders binoculars to NOBINOC.
Parameters

Parameter
bin state

I Type
IWORDI

Function

[Where

set b valsI

mass stdc.h

Calls
Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.7.1

Table 2.2-368:
2.2.6.4.3.7

I Where Typedef Declared

vision cmdrs binoculars Information.

vision restore all blocks

This routine sets view flags and view modes to restore all views.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable
Sregister

IType

Function
set view flags

set vmodes
Table 2.2-369:

int

I w here r Typedef Declared
IStandard

Calls
Where Described

Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1
vision restore all blocks Information.
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vision break all blocks

This routine clears view flag bits, blackening all screens.
Internal Variables
eT e nWhere
SIreoister int

Internal Variable

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
clear view flagsI
set vmodes
Table 2.2.370:
2.2.6.4.3.9

Typedef Declared
IStandard

vision break all blocks Information.

visionbreakgps

This routine clears view flag bits for gunner view, blackening the gunner's primary sight
screen.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
clear view flacgs
set vmodes

Table 2.2-371:

vision_breakgps Information.

2.2.6.4.3.10 vision-break driver-blocks
This routine clears view flag bits for driver and commander views, blackening the driver's
screens.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
Iclear view flags
set vmodes
Table 2.2-372:

vision break driver blocks Information.

2.2.6.4.3.11 vision-break driver center block
This routine clears view flag bits for driver views, blackening the driver's center screen.
Function
clear view flags
set vmodes
Table 2.2-373:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1
visionbreakdrivercenterblock
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2.2.6.4.3.12 visionbreakcmdrs-blocks
This routine clears view flag bits for commander views, blackening the commander's
screens.
Function

Calls
Where Described

clear view flags
set-vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.2-374:

vision break cmdrs blocks Information.

2.2.6.4.3.13 vision break ldrspscope
This routine clears view flag bits for loader views, blackening the loader's periscope
screen.
Calls

Function

Where Described

clear view flags

Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1

set vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1
Table 2.2-375:

visionbreak_idrspscope Information.

2.2.6.4.3.14 vision restoregps
This routine sets view flags, restoring the gunner's primary sight screen.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
set view flags
set vmodes

Table 2.2-376:

visionrestore gps Information.

2.2.6.4.3.15 vision restore driver blocks
This routine sets view flags, restoring the driver's screens.
Function
set view flags
set vmodes

Table 2.2-377:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

vision restore driver blocks Information.
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2.2.6.4.3.16 vision-restore cnid rs- blocks
This routine sets view flag bits, restoring the commander's screens.
Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
Iset view flaas
set vrnodes

Table 2.2-378:

vision restore cnidrs blocks Information.

2.2.6.4.3.17 vision restore-lrfrs_pscope
This routine sets view flags for the loader's periscope, restoring the screen.
Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
Iset view flags
set vmodes

Table 2.2-379:

vision-restore-ldrspscope Information.

2.2.6.4 .3.18 visiongetdvrrtvp
This routine returns the driver's right viewport state.
ff
IReturn Value
DVRR

Return Values
IyeIenn
I it

Table 2.2-380:

Ideivers right viewport state.

visiongetdvrrtvp Information.

2.2.6.4.3.19 vision get dvr_ctr_vp
This routine returns the driver's center viewport state.
ffReturn Value
DVRC

IType ReunVaus
Iit

Table 2.2-381:

Meaning
Idriver's center viewport state

vision get dvr ctr v p Information.
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2.2.6.4.3.20 visionget_dvr_lt_vp
This routine returns the driver's left viewport state.
Return Values

IReturn Value

ITy e

DVRL

Iint

Table 2.2-382:

I Meanina
driver's left viewport state

visiongetdvr_lt_vp Information.

2.2.6.4.3.21 visiongetgnrvp
This routine returns the gunner's viewport state.
Return Values

I Type

Return Value

I Meaning

Iint

GNR

Table 2.2-383:

unners view prt state

visiongetgnr-vp Information.

2.2.6.4.3.22 visionsetotwnight_vision
This routine sets the OTW night vision.

S"

2.2.6.4.3.23 vision setgunnerwhite hot thermal
This routine sets view mode for gunner to white hot thermal.

Calls
Function
set vmodes

Table 2.2-384:

Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

visionsetgunnerwhitehotthermal

Information.

2.2.6.4.3.24 vision set driver white hot thermal
This routine sets view mode for driver to white hot thermal.
Function
set ,vmodes

Table 2.2-385:

Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

vision set driver white hot thermal Information.
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2.2.6.4.3.25 visionset gunner blackhotthermal
This routine sets view mode for gunner to black hot thermal.
Calls
Function
set vmodes

Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.2.386:

visionsetgunner-blackhotthermal

Information.

2.2.6.4.3.26 vision setdriver black hot thermal
This routine sets view mode for driver to black hot thermal.
Calls
Function

Where Described

set vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.2-387:

vision set driver black hot thermal Information.

2.2.6.4.3.27 getcatcimode
This routine returns the status of CATC mode.
Return Value
catc mode

Meaning
The CATC mode status

Type R
int
Table 2,2-388:

getcatcmode Information.

2.2.6.4.3.28 set catc mode
Thbis routine sets CATC mode to TRUE.
2.2.6.4.3.29 getvision state
This routine returns the vision state.
Return Vaiues
Return Value
vision state

Meaning

:Type

The v;sion state

int

Fable 2.2-389.

get_vision-state Information.
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2.2.6.4.3.30 vision set gunner no thermal
This routine sets gunner view flags and view mode for no thermal.
Calls
Function

Where

set view flaps
set vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.2-390:

Described

vision_set_gunnernothermal Information.

2.2.6.4.3.31 vision set driver no thermal
This routine sets driver view flags and view mode for no thermal.
Function

Calls
Where Described

set view flags
set vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.2-391:

vision set driver no thermal Information.

2.2.6.4.3.32 toggle_driver vision state
This routine toggles driver vision states between OTW day and night or between black and
white hot thermal.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable

IT pe

toggle state

Where Typedef Declared

int

Standard

Calls
Function
Where Described
vision restore driver blocks Section 2.2.6.4.3.15
vision set driver black hot't Section 2.2.6.4.3.26
hermal ..
.
.
.__

vision set driver-white hot_ Section 2.2.6.4.3.24
thermaI

-

Table 2.2-392:

II_

toggledriver visionstate Information.
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2.2.6.4.3.33 togglegunnervisionstate
This routine toggles gunner vision states between OTW day and night or between black and
white hot thermal.
Internal Variables
Internal Variable
toggle state

I Type

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

int
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.3.30

Function
vision set-gunner no therm
al
vision -set-gunnerblackhot
thermal
vision set gunnerwhite_hot

Section 2.2.6.4.3.25
Section 2.2.6.4.3.23

thermal

Table 2.2-393:

togglegunnervision state Information.

2.2.6.4.3.34 printviewmodes

This routine displays the vision state, gunner's state, and driver's state.
Internal Variable
tmP
i

Internal Variables
Type
pointer to WORD
int

Function
getvmodes

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.5.1
Table 2.2-394:

Where Typedef Declared
mass stdc.h
Standard

print_viewmodes Information.

2.2.6.4.3.35 vision init

This routine initializes failures in the vision system.
Function
fail init
failure

Calls
I Where Described
Section 2.5.4.11.2
Table 2.2-395:

vision init Information.
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ml-thermal.c

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim types.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim-cig.ifh"
"libmsg.h"
"pro~sim.h"
"timers-dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"ml _vision.h"
"ml-comm-mx.h"
"ml-gunn-mx.h"
ffmlI thermal. h"
Defines:

Thermal Flga

TBERMALSTATEOFF
THERMAL_STATE _COOLING
THERMAL.,_STATE _READY
THERMALSTATEON
THERMALSTATEWARMING
THERMALTMERDONE
THERMAL_TIMER_NOT _DONE
THERMAL_3X
THERMAL-lox
THERMALWHITEHOT
THERMALB3LACKHOT
THERMvAICOOLDOWNDELAY
THERMAL_WARMUP _DELAY

au

0
1
2
3
4
1
0
0
I
0
I
200
20

int declarations:
therm-state
therm,-mode-switch
therm_cool_down-state
therm-w:xm-up-state
therm-shutter-closed
therm~polarity
therm-mag
thermal-cool-down-timer
thermal-warm-up..simer
Procedure declarations:
start-timingscooldown -delay()
startitming-warmup.delay()
turn-on-gunners-thermalview()
turn-offgunners-thermalview()
stop-cooldown-imer()
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stop-warmup.Simer()
thermalcooldown~timeout-checkO
thermnal-wannupjtimeouits-heck()

2.2.6.4.4.1

thermal

mnit

This routine initializes the themnul and thermal cooldown states.
2.2.6.4.4.2

thermal sinuml

This routine simulates the therimal vision system.

thrml-oo

2.2.6.4.4.3

nTabe

2-396
Se therma sim2.6.4.rat.o9

thermal mode-on

This routine turns on
the thermal mode.
Error Name
ILLEGAL THERMAL STATE

Err

Reason for Error
The variable therm state has an unexpected value.

Calls
Wbiere Described
Function
start timing-cooldown -delay Section 2.2.6.4.4.13
turn -on...gunnersjthermal-vi Section 2.2.6.4.4.15
ew

Table 2.2-398:

thermal-mode-on Information.
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thermalmode standby

This routine sets the thermal mode to standby.
Errors
Error Name
I Reason for Error
ILLEGAL THERMAL STATEI The variable therm state has an unexpected value.
Function
start timing cooldown delay
turn -oftgunnersthermalvi
ew

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.4.13
Section 2.2.6.4.4.16

Table 2.2-399:
2.2.6.4.4.5

thermal mode standby Information.

thermal mode off

This routine turns off the thermal mode.
Error Name
ILLEGAL THERMAL STATE

Errors
Reason for Error
The variable therm state has an unexpected value.

Calls
Function
stop cooldown timer
start timing warmup delay
turn -offgunnersthermalvi
ew

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.2-400:
2.2.6.4.4.6

Described
2.2.6.4.4.17
2.2.6.4.4.14
2.2.6.4.4.16

thermal mode off Information.

thermal-white-hot

This routine sets the gunner's vision to hot thermal objects appearing white.
Calls
Function
Where Described
vision set-gunner-whitehot Section 2.2.6.4.3.23
thermal
Table 2.2-401:

thermal white-hot Information.
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thermal blackhot

Mhis routine sets the gunner's vision to hot thermal objects appearing black.
Calls
-Iwnctlon
Where Described
vk ionset-gunnerblack hot Section 2.2.6.4.3.25
tMwrmal

Table 2.2-402:
2.2.6.4.4.8

thermal black hot Information.

thermal 3x

"This routine sets the gunner's primary sight to 3X magnification.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.6.4

Ftinctlon
ci, gps maq 3x

Table 2.2-403:

thermal_3x Information.

thermal 10x

2.2.6.4.4.9

Ttnis routine sets the gunner's primary sight ot
Frunctlon
ci(- aps ma

1Ox

lOX magnification.

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.6.4
Table 2.2-404:

thermal l0x Information.

Z.2.6.4.4.10 thermal view on
This routine returns TRUE if the thermal state is on, FALSE otherwise.
R-eturn Value
TRUE
FALSE

Return Values
Type
int

int
Table 2.2-405:

Meaning
Thermal state ison.
Thermal state is off.

thermal-view on Information.
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2.2.6.4.4.11 thermal-shutter
This routine switches to the thermal vision system.
Error Namo
ILLEGAL THERMAL STATE

Errors
Reason for Error
The variable therm state has an unexpected value.

Calls
Function
IWhere Described
vision break-gps
Section 2.2.6.4.3.9
turn on._gunners_thermalvi Section 2.2.6.4.4.15
ew
I
Table 2.2-406:

thermal shutter Information.

2.2.6.4.4.12 thermal clear
This routine clears the thermal view.
Error Name
ILLEGAL THERMAL STATE
Function
turn off-gunners_thermal-vi
ew
vision restore aps

Errors
Reason for Error
The variable therm state has an unexpected value.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.4.16
Section 2.2.6.4.3.14

Table 2.2-407:

thermal-clear Information.

2.2.6.4.4.13 starttimingcooldown delay
This routine starts the cooldown timer.
Calls

Funrtion
timersqet timer
Table 2.2-408:

I Where Described
Section 2.6.3.6.1
starttimin g_cooldown delay Information.

2.2.6.4.4.14 start timingwarmupdelay
This routine starts the warmup timer.

6
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2.2.6.4 .4.15 turn on gunners-thermal-view
This routine turns on the gunner's thermal view.
Error Name
ILLEGAL THERMAL

Reason for Error
The variable therm...polarity has an unexpected value.

Function
vision....set...gunner_white-hot
thermal
vision...set...gunner_black-hot
thermal
cia as mag 3x
cia ops map IlOx

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.3 .23

Table 2.2-409:

Section 2.2.6.4.3.25
I__________________________
Section 2.1 .2.2.6.4
ISection 2.1.2.2.6.4

turn-on_gunners-thermal-view Information.

2.2.6.4.4.16 turn off gunners_thermal-view
This routine turns off the gunner's thermal view.
________

____
____

___Calls

Where Described
Section 2.2.6.4.3.9
get non thermal -mag
Section
Section 2.1.2.2.6.4
cig aps map 3x
Section 2.1.2.2.6.4
cia gs mao lIOx
vision...segunner-no-therm Section 2.2.6.4.3.30
a!
______________________
Function

vision break gps

Table 2.2-410:

tumrn off gunners-thermal-view Information.

2.2.6.4.4.17 stop cooldown-timer
This routine stops the cooldown timer.
Fnct ion
tmers free timer
timers set null timer

Calls
Where Described
cio2.351
Section 2.6.3.14.1

Table 2.2-411:

stop cooldown timer Information.
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2.2.6.4.4.18 stopheatuptimer
This routine is a null stub.
2.2.6.4.4.19 thermal cooldowntimeoutcheck
This routine checks for the thermal cooldown timer timing out.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.22.1
Section 2.2.2

Function
timers get timeout edge
controlsthermaLready_light
on
turn -on-gunners_thermalvi Section 2.2.6.4.4.15
I
ew
Table 2.2-412: thermal cooldown timeout check Information.
2.2.6.4.4.20 thermal warmuptimeoutcheck
This routine updates the thermal warmup timer and, if the warmup delay has elapsed, sets
the appropriate thermal variables.
Function
controls thermalready light
_~off

--

Calls
Where
Described
Section 2.2.2

-

Table 2.2-413:

thermal"warmuptimeout check Information.
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Network Interactions

Tb-stnMcture of the Network Interactions CSC is shown below.
M1 Network
Interactions
5.2.7

ml_netwk.c
5.2.7.1

Figure 2.2-8:

m1tracks
5.2.7.2

Structure of the M1 Network Interactions CSC.

Once each frame, the simulation must send an update packet on its own status if that has
chianged significantly in the current frame. If the vehicle's appearaiLte has changed, or an
update has not been sent in the last 5 seconds, one will be generated. If an update is to be
sent, libapp calls routines in mlnetwork.c to fill in vehicle-specific fields. Routines are
calle in mltracks.c to determine what size dust cloud, if any, should be reported.
The %tatus of internal subsystems are reported every 30 seconds (for reconstitution and data
oollcction purposes). Routines for sending this status are found in ml_network.c.
The simulation host also sends equipment status packets every 30 seconds, reporting
amnbient temperature, power supply voltages, and other hardware specific information. The
routiznes for reporting on hardware status are found in the vehicle specific files
nlnetwork.c.
The ;following CSU provides this functionality:
ml_network.c
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ml network.c

Q/simnet/release/src/vehicle/m 1/ml-network-c [rml-network.c])

Includes:
"stdio.h"
::sim-types.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"mass-stdc-h"
"dgi-stdg.h"

"simrcig~ifh"

p

"pro__ata.h"
"pro-sim.h"
"pro-ngmt.h"
"pro~size.h"
"status-jml.h"
"net/network.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"libkin.h"
"libhull.h"
"libfail.h"
"libturret.h"
"libapp.h"
"librva.h"
"1ml status.h"
"ml__engine.h"
"ml-ammo.b"
"ml _elecsys.h"
"1ml -fuelsys.h"
"ml-tracks.h"
Defines:

Symbls
kh

THRESHOLDFILE "/simnet/vehicle/ml/data/mlhresh~d" if_-GTL defined
THRESHOLDFILE "/siinnet/vehicle/ml/data/ml-thresh.d" if _GT _ not defined
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send equipmeint tstatus

This routine sends an equipment status PDU over the network.
Internal Variables

___________________

Internal Variable
pdu
pkt

Type
ManaciementPDU
pointer to register

Where Typedef Deciared
p data.h
p...mgmt.h

_____________________EguipStatusVariant

SCalls

Function

________

Wbhere Described

network get simulator t e
what is voltagel 2P
what is voltag el2N
what is voltage5
what is temperature
is host healthy

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
eto

is cia healthy

Section

is sound-healthy
is driver healthy
is turret healthy
is amnmo -healthy
network -fill -hdr -send-mgmt
_pkt
PROMGMTEQUIPSTATU

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section 2.1.1.3.1.42.7

2.1.1.3.1.19.1
2.1 .5.2.1
2.1.5.2.2
2.1.5.2.3
2.1 .5.2.4
_______________________

psize.h

S SIZE

_____

Table 2.2-4 14:

send equipment status Information.
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fill vehicle spec status

This routine fills an M1 vehicle specific status packet.
___________________Parameters

Parameter
pkt

Type
pointer to register
VehicleStatusVariantI

_____________________

____
____

____
____

IWhere Tvpedef Declared
pjata.h

____Calls

Function
engine get max power
electsys get battery voltage
fuel-level left
fuel level right
fuel level rear
ammo...get-ready...apds-quan

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

tity__

_

_

Described
2.2.6.2.2.14
2.2.6.3.1.11
2.2.5.2.16
2.2.5.2.17
2.2.5.2.15
2.2.5.1.38
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

ammoget hull aplsquantit Section 2.2.5.1.36
ammQ..getjready..heaLquan

Section 2.2.5.1.37

ammo...get..semi-heat_quanti
1ty
ammo...gethulljieat..quantit

Section 2.2.5.1.33
Section 2.2.5.1.35

Table 2.2-415:
2.2.7.1.3

ill-vehicle spec-status Information.

fill-vehicle spec appearance

This routine fills a vehicle specific appearance packet.
S

fType

Parameter
pkt

'Where Typodef Declared

pointer to register

____
____

Ip...sim.h

hicleAppearanceVariant

____________________Ve

________

Parameters

___Calls

Function

(Where

Described

turret get network azimuth Section 2.5.5.2.15
turret get network elevation Section 2.5.5.2.14

Table 2.2-416:

fill_vehicle-spec_appearance Information.
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metwork process activation parameters

This routine pmeesses zifivation parameters: sets failures, sets up tracks, sets vehicle
status, srts atmmo maw and sets fuel system.
Parameters
Parameter
Ppinter

Type
to VehicleStatus

Where Typedef Declared
status.h

Internal Variables

____________________

IType

Internal Varkbie
status

IWhere Typedef Declared
stat-ml.h

pointer to
Status

______________________M1

SCalls

Where Described
Section 2.5.4.14.2
Section 2.5.4.26.2
Section

Function
fail set subsys
sfail maintenarre omifti
tracks_set_ inikdWaik
mI
ammo mnit ar-wracSks
1fuel mnit tanks

Table 2.2-417:
2.2.7.1.5

Section 2.2.5.1.5
Section 2.2.5.2.1

uetwork-process acti vation parameters

Information.

appjiuk

This routine ii-ializes *esholds.
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M2 Vehicle Simulation Functions

M2 Vehicle Simulation Software

5.3

Top Level M2
Simulation
Software

M2 Controls/
Switchology

M2 Weapons

M2 Failures

5.3.3

5.3.4

5.3.2
5.3.1

I

M2 Munitions [M2
ManagementI
1

D5.3.5

Figure 2.3-1:

M2 Network
Interactions

Vehicle
Model

5.3.7

5.3.6

Structure of the M2 Vehicle Simulation Software CSC.

A distributed vehicle simulation performs a set of tasks each frame. It checks the state of its
controls, updates lights and meters, checks its failure/repair model, manages munitions,
models its hull (and turret) subsystems, does kinematics/dynamics, simulates weapons, and
communicates with the outside world. This cycle of tasks is referred to below as the main
simulation loop. The second level CSC's that make up this CSC are as follows:
Top Level M2 Simulation Software
M2 Controls / Switchology
M2 Weapons
M2 Failures
M2 Munitions Management
M2 Vehicle Model
M2 Network Interactions

6
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M2 rop Level Softwarele

2.3.1

In the SIM4NET vehic le simulations, the main simulation loop is found in libmain. This loop,
executed one each frame, invokes generic functions to perform tasks common to the M1 and
M2 simulations. It also invokes a vehicle-specific routine which is defined by the individual
simulation., in m.2-main.c. The one CSU associated with this CSC is therefore m.2_main.c.
M2 Top Level Vehicle
Software
5.3.1

m2_main.c
5.3.1.1

Figure 2.3-2:
2.3.1.2

Structure of the M2 Top Level Vehicle Software CSC.

mn2 main.c
Q/simneL/release/src/vehicle/m l/src/m2..main.c [m2_main.c])

This file contains routines used hii the SIMNET simulation of the M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle.
Includes:
itstdio.l"
ftsignal.h"
ofsim -macros.h"
"fsimstdio h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
11pro-assoc.h"

"ctype.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
lisim-types.h"
ftmass-stdc.h"
lisimcjg-if.h'
"prosim.h"

tstatus.h"
11veh-type.h"
"failure.h"
"tifo.h"
"Iibterrain.h"

Istatus_rn2h"
"mun-type.h"
"fifo_dfn.h"
"bigwheelkh"
"Iibkin.h"

"WbdHO
"libidc.h"
"libmem.h"
"libnetworkh"
"librva.h"
"Iibturret.h"
"Iibmap.h'
n-2_ammo.h"
'm2_Lig.h"
wm2 cntrllr.h'
m2 -upola.h"

"libhull~h"
"Iibmain.h"
"libmsg.h"
"1brepairnh"
"libsusp.h'
"libsound.h"
"m2-alpha.h"
"m2_bcs.n"
"m2_cntrl.h"
mt2_cons.h"
"m2_dtrain.1i'
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p"m2-fuelsysh"

"mn2_firectl.h"

um2 engine.h"

"m2_handles.h"
"m2_keybrd~h"
"mn2_mneter.h"
"mn2ptrain.h"
"m2jyepair.h"
"m2-slope.h"
"m2_status.h"
"mn2_turret.h"
"timers.h"
"status.h"

"m2-isuh"

"m2_launcher.h"
"m2-pots.h"
"m2_ramnp.h"
"mnzre supp.h"
"2sound.h"
"mi2weapons.h"
"mn2vision.h"
"dtad.h"
"set -status.h"
The following are declared:
debug
print -overruns
butterflysilent-mode
reboot-on-shutdown
initial -bbd[]
exit()

-

if SIMBFLY is not defined

The following are declared for the '-p' switch:
init-activ
initial activation
Thie following is defined:
PARSFILE
2.3.1.1.1

silent-mode-on

This routine sets butterfly silent mode to TRUE.
2.3.1.1.2

silent mode-off

This routine sets butterfly silent mode to FALSE.
2.3.1.1.3

print help

This routine prints out data for the M2 simulation.
Parameter
progname

I ye

Parameters

Table 2.3-1:
2.3.1.1.4

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

Ipinter to char

print help Information.

print veh logo

This routine prints a logo for the M2 vehicle.
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veh specsartup

This routine sets up the network and CIG interfaces at startup.
Function
network set simulator type
use cia reconfig startup
cia set view config file
get-vconfig filel
map vehicle file read
get veh mapjfile
map read asid file
get asid map file
map file read
get-ammo-map file
keybrd-init
failure init
map get damage files

Where
Section
Section
'Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-2:
2.3.1.1.6

Calls
Described
2.1.1.3.1.53.1
2.1.2.2.2.23.1
2.5.1.2.2
2.6.11.5.1
2.5.1.2.5
2.6.11.4.1
2.5.1.2.4
2.6.11.3.1
2.5.1.2.6
2.1.6.3
2.3.4.1.1
2.6.11.1.1
vehspec_startup Information.

vehspec_idle

This routine is called while the simulator is in the IDLE state.
Function
status simul
keyboard simul
io simul idle
process-activate request
networkget exercise id

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
I Section

Table 2.3-3:

Calls
Described
2.1.5.3
2.1.6.3
2.1.2.2.5.1.2
2.1.1.3.2.1.1
2.1.1.3.1.16.1
vehspecidle Information.
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2.3.1.1.7

vehspec_init

Order dependent initializations are performed for all of the M2's subsystems while the
simulator is in the SIMINIT state.
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
vision init
cupola init
sound init
alpha .nit
status-preset
ammo init
controls fsm init
controls hnp init
controls mpc init
controls tnp_init
controls tpc init
bcs init
resupply-init
meter init
electsys init
firectl init
isu init
powertrain init
handles init
weapons init
controls edge_init
appinit
config_pos init2
kinematics get o to h
kinematics get-w to h
init brow padstate

Table 2.3-4:

Calls

Described
2.3.6.3.2
2.3.6.1.2
2.1.3.3.4
2.3.2.3.1
2.1.5.3
2.3.5.1.1
2.3.2.2.1
2.3.2
2.3.2.1.2
2.3.2
2.3.2.1.3
2.3.3.1
2.3.5.3.28
2.3.2.3.3
2.3.6.3.1.40
2.3.2.2.3
2.3.6.3.4
2.3.6.2.1.1
2.3.2.2.2
2.3.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.7.1.5
2.1.2.2.2.24.2
2.5.8.2.4
2.5.8.2.1
2.1.2.2.7.3
veh_spec_init Information.

6
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veh-specsimulate

This routine calls the routines which simulate the various functins of the M2's subsystems on a
tick by tick basis.
Internal Variable
start
end

Internal Variables
Type
long
long

Function
status simul
keyboard simul
sound simul
controls simul
handles simul
ammo simul
resupply simul
electsys simul
firectl simul
isu simul
fuel simul
powertrain simul
bcs simul
weapons simul
ramp.simul
launcher simul
slope simul
cupola simul

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard

Calls

Table 2.3-5:
2.3.1.1.9

Described
2.1.5.3
2.1.6.3
2.1.3.3.6
2.3.2
2.3.2.2.2
2.3.5.1.2
2.3.5.3.29
2.3.6.3.1.8
2.3.2.2.3
2.3.6.3.4
2.3.5.2.3
2.3.6.2.1.2
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.2
2.3.6.1.3.2
2.3.6.1.4.2
2.3.2.3.6
2.3.6.1.2

vehspecsimulate Information.

vehspecstop

This routine is called while the simulator is in the SIMSTOP state. The IDC and sound system
hardware are reinitialized.
Function
idc !nit
sound init
vision break all blocks

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-6:

Calls
Described
2.1.4.1.1.24.1
2.1.3.2.4
2.3.6.3.2

vehspecstop Information.
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veh_spec_exit

This routine is called while the simulator is in the SiMEXrT state. Simulation statistics are
printed and the network connection is closed.
Internal Variables

I Type

Internal Variable
num ticks

EWhere Typedef Declared'
Standard

int

Function
alpha reset
keyboard exit gracefully
timers get current time
timersget current tick
timers elapsed milliseconds
network-print statistics
net-close

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2.3.1
Section 2.1.6.3
Section 2.6.3.2.1
Section 2.6.3.1.1
Section 2.6.3.10.1
Section 2.1.1.3.2.16.1
Section 2.20.2.3.1 in MCC CSCI SDD

Table 2.3-7:

veh spec exit Information.

S
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2.3.1.1.11 main
This routine loops through the M2 simulation once each frame. The generic simulation
routines in "libmain" are called by this routine.
The parameters are read and parsed:
case -a
Not used.
case -b
Bumper numbers are used.
case -c
Keyboard use cupola.
case -d
Debugging is turned on.
case -D
Debugging for static vehicles is enabled.
case -e
The ethernet is closed.
case -E
The exercise ID is set.
case -F
cfail debug is on.
case -g
The CIG isn't using graphics.
case -h
Print help.
case -?
Print help.
case -k
The key ard is used.
case -n
Vebose mode is used.
case -o
Overrun printing is enabled.
case -p
The simulator is started in stand alone mode. The simulator acts as if it
has received an activation packet from the MCC. This segment of code
is similar to that used by the MCC to activate a simulator.
case -P
Proximity list debugging is enabled.
case -r
Initial reticle values are set.
case -s
Sound is not used.
case -t
Use the database override named.
case -T
The DED names are set.
case -v
Terrain verbose mode is enabled.
case -V
The voltmeter is disabled.
case 1
The CIG mask and device are set.
Parameters
Parameter
aroc

aroc
Internal Variable
i
initial heading
status
gp

Type
int
pointer to char

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard

Internal Variables
Type
int
float
pointer to
SIMNET M2 Status
pointer to

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard
status.h
status.h

GroundVehicleSubsystems

unit
status bits

pointer to OrganizationalUnit
unsigned int
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p
Calls

Function
enterAracefully
network set exercise id
main read-pars, ile
use bumper numbers
keyboard use cupola
use static debug
networkdontjreallyopenu

Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.5.1.1.1
2.1.3.1.49.1
2.5.1.2.1

Section 2.1.6.3
Section
Section 2.1.1.3.2.14.1

p_ethernet

network set exercise id

Section 2.1.1.3.1.49.1

cfail

Section 2.5.4.2.1

debug on

cig not usingqraphics
print-help
keyboard really use
v_pkt verbose mode
rva turn debug on
idc set reticle init val
sound dont use
cigusedatabaseOverride_
named
isalpha
set ded name
terrain verbose mode on
electsys voltmeter disabled
set cia dev
set cig mask

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.1.2.2.1.5.1
2.3.1.1.3
2.1.6.3
2.1.1.3.1.16.1
2.5.12.2.1
2.1.4.1.3.5
2.1.3.3.5
2.1.2.2.1.16.1

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.3.2.3.1
2.1.2.2.1.8.2
2.5.11.9.1
2.3.6.3.1.39
2.1.2.2.1.26.1
2.1.2.2.2.114.1

sim state startup

Section 2.5.1.1.5

simulation state machine
get default db name
get default db version

Section 2.5.1.1.13
Section 2.5.1.2.15
Section 2.5.1.2.16
Table 2.3-8:

2.3.1.1.12

main Information.

reconstitute-vehicle

This routine reconstitues a vehicle by sending an activate request sent to the MCC.
Function
process-activate-request
network get exercise id

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.1.3.2.1.1
Section 2.1.1.3.1.16.1

Table 2.3-9:

reconstitute vehicle Information.
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M2 Controls/Switchology

A large portion of the code generated for specific vehicles exists in this section. Since
every vehicle has its own complement of differing controls and indicators, these files exist
in vehicle specific code. This second level CSC is further broken down into the following
third level CSC's:
Low Level Control Handling
Finite State Machines
Specialized Output Devices
M2 Controls / Switcho logy
5.2.3

Handlg~
5.2.3.1.2

Devicescrf2..esc
5.2.3.225.332

5.2.3.1.5.323

5.2.3.3.

m2-ctlhnpc
5.2.3.1.4

2ci-s.c
....

m2_odoma.c
5.2.3.3.4

m2ctltnp.c
5.2.3.1.

hnlc
....

m2...pots.c
5.2.3.3.5

m2-ctlhnp~cm2slope.c

5.2.3.3.6

Figure 2.3-3:

Structure of the N12 (Joitrols /Switchology
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2.3.2.1

Low Level Control Handling

Since the simulation is interested in transitions of a control, the past state of a control must
be maintained and updated each tick of the simulation. Therefore, a state variable is defined
for each control in a vehicle simulation. The controls are grouped into separate files based
on the "power state". The "power state" of a control is defined as the power requirements
to make the control active.
To increase efficiency, the past state of a control is only maintained when a control is
active. The last three letters of the files listed above are the initials of the power states:
mpc: master power controls
npc: no power controls
tpc: turret power controls
tnp: turret no power
hnp: hull no power
tdc: turret drive controls
2.3.2.1.1

m2 ctl tdc.c
(/sirnmetrelease/src/vehicle/ml/src/M2_tlnpc.c [m2_ctLtdc.c])

This CSU provides the turret drive controls interface for the M2 simulator. This module
includes the following files:
"stdio.h"
"m2_ctldf.h"
"sim-types.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
"m2_driv-pn.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"m2_turrpn.h"
"m2 drivmx.h"
"timers_dfn.h"
"m2_turrmx.h"
"timers.h"
"m2_pots.h"
"libidc.h"
"m2 _handles.h"
"libidcjdfn.h"
"m .weapons.h"
"libmem.h"
"m2_turreet.h"
"libmemdfn.h"
"rn2_sound.h"
"libnetwork.h"
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This file defines the following parameters for use in controlling the turret drive
mechanisms:
Type

Variables

Where typedef
declared

real _unn tray val
real gunn elev val
real comm trav val
real comm elev val
hex gunn tray val
hex gunn elev val
hex comm trav val
hex comm elev val
turret stab val
gunner palm val
gunner fast slew val
gunner tria er val
commanderpalm val
commander fast slew val
commander trigger val

Table 2.3-10:

REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

m2_ctl tdc.c variables.

This file defines the routines listed in the table below.
Initialization Routines:
These routines initialize all starting values for the gunner and commander controls. If these
controls are on, they are initialized to either off or zero depending on the initial state.
Name
controls tdc init )
controlsgunner traverse init()
controls gunner elevation init 0
controls commander traverse init)
controls commander elevation init()
controls turret stab init(
controls gunner palm init()
controls-gunner fast slew init()
controls gunner trigger initO
controls commander-palm init 0
controls commander fast-slew init0
controls commander trigger inito

Table 2.3-11:

Type of routine
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void

Initialization Routines.
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Turret Drive Routines:
The following routines control the turret drive controls by checking the control state of the
turret drive gunner and commander traverse, elevation, stability, slew, trigger values, and
palm values. If these values are out of acceptable range as determined by internal routines
called by these routines, an error message will appear on the appropriate gunner or
commander terminal screen.
Type of routine

Name
controls gunner traverse check0

void

controlsgunner fast slew checko
controls gunner trigger check)

void
void
void
void
void
void
void

controls commander palm check 0
controls commander fast slew checkE)
controls commander trigger checko

void
void
void

controls
controls
controls
controls

gunner elevation checko
commander traverse check 0
commander elevation check(
turret stab checkO

controls gunner palm check)

Table 2.3-12:

Turret Drive Routines.

Exit Routines:
These routines examine the gunner and commander traverse, elevation, stability, slew, and
palm values, trigger values, values for the gunner and commander controls. If these
controls are on, they are set to off or zero to properly and gracefully exit the controls
module.
Name

Tvoe of routine

controls gunner traverse exitO

void

controls gunner elevation exito
controls commander traverse exito

void
void

controls commander elevation exit(0
controls turret stab exito
controlsgunnerjpalm exitg

void
void
void

controls gunner fast slew exit()

void

controls gunner trigger exit 0
controls commander palm exit(
controls commander fast slew exit(0

void
void
void

controls commander trigger exit()

void

Table 2.3-13:

Exit Routines.
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m2 ctl mpc.c
(/simeth'elease/src/vehicle/m 1/src/rn2_ctl-mpc.c [m2_tlmpc.c])

This CSU provides the master power controls interface for the M2 simulator. This module
includes the following files:
"stdio.h"
"m2_tmrsdf.h"
"simtypes.h"
"m2ctl df.h_
"simdfns.h"
"m2_driv_pn.h"
"si_macros.h"
"m2_drivmx.h"
"timersdfn.h"
"m2_turr-pn.h"
"timers.h"
m2_pots.h"
"libidc.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
"libidc_dfn.h"
.rn2_ramp.h"
"libmem.h"
"m2_elecsys.h"
"libmem_dfn.h"
Itm2_fuelsys.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"m2_engine.h"
"m2_main.h"
This file also defines the following parameters for use in controlling the master power
mechanisms.
Variables

Type

real steer bar val
real throttle val
real accelerator val
hex steer bar val
hex throttle val
hex accelator val
engine accessoryval
tranmission val
ramp up down vat
driver-panel test val

real
REAL
REAL
int
int
int
char
char
char
char

parking-brake status

char

Standard

cool hi temp flash count
cool lo level flash count
trans oil pres lo flash count
fuel filt clog flash count
launcher up flash count
air clean clog flash count
eng oil pres lo flash count
cool hi temp flash event edge
cool lo level flash event edge
trans oil pres lo flash event edge
trans oil temp hi flash event edge
fuel filt clog flash eventedge
launcher up flash event edge
air clean clog flash event edge
eng oil vres-lo flash event edge
hull radio failure status
hull intercom failure status

int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

Table 2.3-14:

m2_ctlmpc Variables.
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Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
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This file defines the routines listed in the tables below.
Initialization Routines:
These routines initialize all starting values for the master power controls. If these controls
are on, they are initialized to off or zero depending on the initial state.
Name
controls steer bar init()
controls throttle init()

Type of routine
void
void

controls
controls
Icontrols
controls

engine accessory initO
transmission init()

void
void

rampup down inito

void

driver panel test inito(

void

Table 2.3-15:

Initialization Routines.

Master Power Routines:
These routines check and evaluate the steer bar, engine accessories, throttle, ramp state,
driver panel, cool hi and lo levels, tranmission, fuel filter, launcher state, air cleaner
condition, and engine oil pressure and will return alarm messages to indicate that there may
be a power control that needs adjustment or checking.
Name
controls steer bar checko
controls throttle checko)
controls engine accessory checko
controls transmission check 0
controls ramp up down-check()
controls tone cancel checko
controls driver panel test check()
controls cool-hi temp flash-checkO
controls coollo-level flash check()
controls trans oilpres lo flash checko
controls trans oil temp hi flash checkO
controls fuel filt clog flash check()
controls launcher up flash checkO

Table 2.3-16:

Type of routine
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void

Master Power Routines.
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Exit Routines:
These routines examine the steer bar,throttle, engine accessories, driver panel test module,
and ramp state controls. If these controls are on, they are set to off or zero to properly exit
the power controls module.
Name
controls
controls
controls
controls
controls

Type of routine
void
void
void
void
void

steer bar exito
throttle exitg
engine accessory exit0
driver panel test-exit()
ramp-up down exitg
Table 2.3-17:

Exit Routines.

Miscellaneous Routines:
The controls driver panel test ono routine will turn or set to on the controls on the
driver panel tffspecified starting vilues. If these values are incorrect or have somehow been
changed to unacceptable values, controlsdriverpanel testrestoreO will restore
known good values to the driver panel status display.
Type of routine

IName
controls driver panel test on o0
controls driverpanel test restoreI
Table 2.3-18:

void
void
Miscellaneous Routines.
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m2 -t0 tpc.c
QIsiumet~ielease/src/vehicle/m 1/src/m2...ct-tpc.c [mffaljpc.c])

This CSU provides a controls interface for the M2 simulator.
This CSU provides the turret power controls interface for the M2 simulator. This module
uses these include files:
stdio.h
"1sim -types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
gosim -macros.h"
"timers-dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"libidc.h"
"libidc-.dfn.h"
"libmem.h"
"libmem_dfn.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"m2_main.h"

m2_ctl_df.h
Itm2_cntrl.h"
"'m2 driv-pn.h"
'm2 -turrpflh"
"m2 driv-mx.h"
"m2-turr-mx.h"
"m2-firectl.h"
"m2-handles.h"
Ifm2-weapons.h"
"m2_turret.h"
ofm2_sound.h"
"m2 amrno.h"
"'m2 tmrs-dfh"
"m2-electsys.h"

The file "m2ctL-tpc" defines the following parameters for use in controlling the turret
power mechanisms.
Variables

Type
____

____
___

___
___

___ ___

___

turret drive val
commander-panel tst val
arm safe+reset val
gunner launcher val
sear flashing-status
low ammo flashing status
missilel flashing status
missile2 flashinq status
sear flash count
low ammo flash count
misslel flash count
missile2 flash count
sear flash event edge
low ammo flash event edge
missilel flash event edge
missile2 flash event edge
turret ref ind status
turret radio failure status
turret intercom failure status
gunner turret ref translations
commander turret ref translations

Table 2.3-19:

__

_

___

Where typedef
___

___

___

char
char
char
char
char
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
nt
int
int
array of int
array of int

m2-ctltpc Variables.
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Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
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This file defines the routines listed in the table below.
Initialization Routines:
These routines initialize all starting values for the gunner and commander
turret power controls. If these controls are on, they are initialized to off
or zero depending on the initial state.
Name
controls
controls
controls
controls

turret drive init(
commander panel test init()
arm safe reset inito
gunner launch init0
Table 2.3-20:

Type of routine
void
void
void
void
Initialization Routines.

Turret Power Routines:
The following routines control the turret power controls by checking the control state of
these turret power gunner tow, missile select, low ammo override values, various power
controls checks and the commander panel test check. If these values are out of acceptable
range as determined by several other internal routines called by these routines, an error
message will appear on the appropriate gunner or commander terminal screen.
Name
controls turret drive check0
controls commanderpanel test check()
controls arm safe reset check0
controls low ammo override check()
controls gunner launcher check()
controls misfire check)
controls gunner tow select check 0
controlsgunner tow test checko
controls-gunner missilel checko
controls gunner missile2 checko
controls ap ss checkg
controls he ss checkg
controls ap lo checko
controls he lo check()
controls aphi check)
controls he hi check(
controls sear flash check()
controls low ammo flash check 0
controls missilel flash check 0
controls missile2 flash checko
Table 2.3-21:

Type of Routine
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
Turret Power Routines.
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Exit Routines:
These routines examine the gunner and commander turret power controls for
the turret drive state, commander panel state, arming state, and launcher
state. If these controls are on, they are set to off or zero to properly
exit the controls module.
Name
controls turret drive exit0
controls commander panel test exit(
controls arm safe reset exit(0
controls-gunner launcher exit0

Type of routine
void
void
void
void

Table 2.3-22:

Exit Routines.

Miscellaneous Routines:
These routines examine the commander panel test power controls state and if
needed, restores the test panel values to the appropriate state.
Name
controls commander panel test ono
controls commander _aneltest restoreo
Table 2.3-23:

Ty p e

of routine

void
void
Miscellaneous Routines.
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m2 -ctl_hnp.c
(/simnet/release/src/vehicle/ml/src/m2sctlhnp.c [m2stLhnp.cI)

This CSU provides the hull no power controls interface for the M2 simulator. This module
includes the following tiles:
itstdio.h"
ofsim-types.h"
"simrdfns.h"
Itsimn macros.h"
"libidc.h"
"libidc-dfn.h"
"libmem.h"
"libmem dfn.h"
"failure.h"
"libfail.h"

"timers-dfn.h"
"m2_ctl_df.h"
ofm2_cntrl.h"
"m tmrs df.h"
"nm2jiriv~pn.h"
"m2..pots.h"
ofm2_fuelsys.h"
"m2 idc.h"
Itm2 driv-mx.h"

The file m2ctlhnp also defines the following parameters for use in controlling the hull no
power mechanisms.
Variables

Type
____

___
___

___
___

___ ____

___

parking__brake val
real service val
hex service brake val
fuel val
odometer timer number
hull slope ind status
driver slope translations

Table 2.3-24:

_

_

___

Where typedef
___

___

___

char
REAL
int
char
int
int
int

declared

Standard
sim types.h
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

n2_ctl_hnp Variables.

This file defines the routines listed in the tables below.

Initialization Routines:
These routines initialize all starting values for the hull no power controls. If these controls
are on, they are initialized to off or zero or a specified starting value depending on the initial
state.
IName
controls parking brake inito
controls service brake inito
controls fuel-imito

Table 2.3-25:

-Type of routine
void
void
void

Initialization Routines.
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Hull No Power Routines:
These routines check and evaluate the the parking brake, service brake, odometer, and fuel
level. They will return alarm messages to indicate that there may be a power control that
needs adjustment or checking.

[Name
controls
controls
controls
|controls
.

Type of routine
parking brake checko
service brake check()
odometer check()
fuel check()

Table 2.3-26:

void
void
void
void

Hull No Power Routines.

Exit Routines:
These routines examine the parking brake, service brake, and odometer value state. If these
brake controls are off, they are set to on or zero to properly exit the controls module, and
the odometer is properly reset to zero.
Name
controls parking brake exit()

Type of routine
void

controls service brake exit 0
controls odometer exit()
controlsparking brake ono

void
void
extern void

controls-parking brake off p

extern void
Table 2.3-27:

Exit Routines.
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m2_-ctl tnp.c
(/sinmetrelease/src/vehicle/ml/src/m2s tL-tnp.c [m2stl-tnp.c])0

This CSUjprovides the turret no power controls interface for the M2 simulator. This
module usLs these include files:
"sn-io.h"
"suzmtypes.h"
"sinaii-fns.hi"
sun -macros.h"
mnuass-stdc.h"
"timers-dfn.h"
"dt Ah"t

"ni2 ctl--df.h'
"m2-cntrl.h"
"m2_driv..pn.h"
"m2-turr-pn.h"
"m2_tmrs-df.h"
"m2-bcs.h"
"m2_cig.h"

"libidc--dfn.h"
"libinem.h'
"li~xnemndfn.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"mZ idc.h"

"m2 dtrain.h"
"m2-isu.h"
"m2-turr-mx.h"
"m2_status.h"
"m2 vision.h"

This file defines the following parameters for use in controlling the turret no power
mechanism-s.
Variables

Type

real cupola val
hex cupola *val
turret DowcK val
range select val
maq select val
gunner bro'w -pad val
commander brow- pad val
1rid azimuttn val
cupola-up tdown-val
ammo hei can hei val
ammo apdr; can hei val
receive flaL;;hing status
send flashi~,g status
internal fla.shing-status
hei ilashiLv: status
apds flasNhhg status
tow flashing~sausca
dragon flartbing status
receive flawi count
send flash count
internal flash count
hei flash c'*unt
apds flash count
tow flash -zount
dragon fla~sh count
receive flash event edge
send flasi-z event edge

REAL
int
char
long
int
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
char
int
int
int
mnt
int

Where typedef
decla red
sim- types.h
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

t

Standard

int
int
int

Standard
Standard
Standard

______________
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internal fl;ash event-edge
hei flash eventledge
apds flash event edge
tow flash-event edge
dragon flash event-edge
gunner-slope translations[SLOPENUMSE

int
int
int
int
int
array of int

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

array int

Standard

CTORS_

commanderslopejtransations[SLOPENUM
SECTORS]

Table 2.3-28:

m2_ctltnp Variables.

This file defines the routines listed in the table below.
Initialization Routines:
These routines initialize all starting values for the gunner and commander brow pad, range
select, magazine select, cupola up and down initial values, and ammo controls initial
values. If these controls are on, they are initialized to off or zero depending on the initial
state.
Name
controls
controls
controls
controls
controls
controls

turret-power init
cupola-inito
range select init 0
mag select inito
gunner brow-pad init 0
commander browpadinitO

Type of routine
void
void
void
void
void
void

controls cupola-up down init 0
controls controls ammo hei can init(

void
void

controls ammo apds can initg"

void

Table 2.3-29:

Initialization Routines.
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Turret No Power Routines:
The following routines control the turret no power controls by checking the control state of
these turret power vaues including the cupola, range select, magazine select, gunner and
commander brow pad status, grid azimuth state, and ammo controls states. If these values
are out of acceptable range as determined by other internal routines called by these routines,
an error message will appear on the appropriate gunner or commander terminal screen.
Name
controls turret-power check(
controls cupola check 0
controls range select check0
controls mag select check0
controls-gunner brow pad check0
controls commander brow-pad check(
controls grid azimuth check0
controls cupola up-down check()
controls ammo receive check)
controls ammo send check 0
controls ammo internal checko
controls ammo hei check0
controls ammo apds checkg
controls ammo tow check 0
controls ammo dragon checko
controls ammo hei can checko
controls ammo apds can check0
controls receive flash checko
controls send flash check0
controls internal flash check 0
controls hei flash checko
controls apds flash check0
control tow flash checko
controls dragon flash checko
Table 2.3-30:

Type of routine
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
Turret No Power Routines.

Exit Routines:
These routines examine the gunner and commander brow pad controls status, cupola
status, turret power status, and ammo controls status. If these controls are on, they are set
to off or zero to properly exit the controls module.
Name
controls
controls
controls
controls
controls
controls

turret power exit 0
gunner brow pad exit 0
commander brow pad exito
cupola up down exit(
ammo hei can exit0
ammoapdscanexito
Table 2.3-31:

Type of routine
void
void
void
void
void
I void
Exit Routines.
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Finite State Machines

In general, finite state machines describe the appropriate actions to take when a control
changes value. The following are examples of the type of functions that are contained in
the files listed above:
i) When the driver of an m2 tank presses the
accelerator, the simulation must first discern the
states of the engine, transmission, emergency brake,
etc. before the actions' effect can be determined
ii) When the gunner on an ml tank pulls the trigger,
the simulation must first check the states of the
gunners palm grip, commanders palm grip, the weapon
loaded, etc. before determining the necessary actions
resulting from the trigger pull.
The following CSU's perform these functions:
m2_ctlfsm.c
m2_handles.c
m2_firectl.c
2.3.2.2.1

m2 ctl fsm.c
(./simetrelease/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2_ctl-fsm.c [m2sctl fsm.c)

This CSU provides the finite power state controls interface for the M2 simulator. This
module includes the following files:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"timers.h"
"libidc.h"
"libidcdfn.h"
"libmem.h"
"libmemdfn.h"
"m2_main.h"

"m2 ctl df.h"
"m2_driv pn.h"
"m2_turr pn.h"
"m2_pots.h"
.m2_cntrl.h"
"m2_bcs.h"
"m2_isu.h"
"libnetwork.h"
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This file also defi-ties the following parameters for use in controlling the finite power state
mechanisms.
Where typedef

VralsType
____

___
___

___
___

___ ____

___

controls hull status on edge
controls

_

_

___

___

___

___

int

controls________________
hull________________

controls-hull
controls

char________

_____________

controls turret backup electsys off edge
controls turret-backup electsys on-edge

Standard
Standard

char
char

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

controlsfailure________
controls

failureoffedge___
________________

controls

failureonedge____
________________

controls tu rret drive val

controls
controls
controls
controls
cotrl
controls
controls

Standard

cha

_________onedgecha

turrebacup__________
________________

Standard
Standard
Standard

hllstatusffedge___

controls hull electsys off edge

declared

___________

turret drive val
turret drive on edge
turret driveoff edge
turret power systeem val
trrtpower system on -edge
turret-power system edge
masterpDower val

Table 2.3-32:

int
int
int
int
mtStandard
int
char

Standard

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

m2_ctl-fsni Variables.

This file defines the routines fisted in the tables below.

Hull State Transition Routines
These routines check the next state or value for the hull and master power levels. If a no
power state is detected then the hull status, hull electrical system values are set to specified
initial values which are usually defined as an OFF state. They will also test for disallowed
values and print an error message saying an impossible state has been entered, and will
reset that state with the routine controls-fsm-initO.
Name
controls-hull-no power next stale()
controls master power next stateo

Table 2.3-33:

Type of routine
void
void

hlull State Transition Routines.
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Turret State Transition Routines
Thest :',,j es check the next state or value for the turret electrical system and turret drive
power stat, . a no power state is detected then the turret electrical system and turret drive
values are set to specified initial values which are usually defined as an OFF state. They
will also test for disallowed values and print an error message saying an impossible state
has been entered, and will reset that state with the routine controls fsminito.
Name
controls
controls
controls
controls

turret no power next stateo
master power next state(
turret drive-next-state(
lamp init 0

Table 2.3-34:

Type of routine
void
void
void
void

Turret State Transition Routines.
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m2 handles.c
(./si'met/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2_handles.c [m2_handles.c)

2.3.2.2.2

The CSU m2_handles.c contains state machines that keep track of the gunners and
commanders palm grips, amd the associated control of the respective turrets. This is the
gunner's and commander's controls module. Information is passed between the controls
module and the part of the simulation that need the information (turret, gunnery, and laser
range finder syster.m). The file checks to see whether the handles are working, and which
set of handles is engaged.
Includes:"simtypes.)>"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macro.s.h:
"failure.h"
"libfail.h"
"m2_bcs.h"
"m2_weapons.h"
"m2_turret.h."
"m2_launcher.h"
Defines:
Launcher Constants
LAUNCHER_UPVAL
LAUNCHERDOWNVAL
LAUNCHERIDLEVAL

VWue
0
1
2

Procedure Declarations:
handleslaunchercheck(
handleslauncherdkefault(
in. variable declaratilons:
gunnercontrolstatus
cmdrcontrostatus
gunner control-engaged
cmdrcontrolengaged
gunnerfast_ trav-pushed
cmdr fasttravvpushed
gunnertrigger-pusl-td
cmcd_.trigge:.ipushe.
gunnerjrigg er-edgo
cmdr trigger-edge
trigger-js-puifled
,aunchercontrol
old. iaunchercontn,
REAL 'wtria,

'n,,

rnu

"

deck rations

--

maintenance status: normally WORKING

--

booleans which tell whether palm switches
are engaged

----

TRUE or FALSE
Level triggered
Either TRUE or FALSE
Level triggered

--

Normalized values from -1.0 to 1!.0 which
are received directly from the controls module
and passed to the turret if the appropriate
palm switch is engaged.

tra :r-c
raver>.
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gunnerelevate
cmdrelevate
2.3.2.2.2.1

handles simul

This routine simulates the commander's controls on a tick by tick basis. It checks to see if
handles are working and which handles are engaged.
Calls

Function
turret handles values
weapons trigger is_pulled
weapons trigger is released
handles launcher check
handles launcher default
weapons fire

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-35:
2.3.2.2.2.2

Described
2.3.6.1.1.6
2.3.3.2.12
2.3.3.2.8
2.3.2.2.2.25
2.3.2.2.2.26
2.3.3.2.4
handles simul Information.

handlesgunnercontrolfixed

This routine repairs the gunner's control.
2.3.2.2.2.3

handlesgunnercontrol-broken

This routine causes the gunner's control to fail.
2.3.2.2.2.4

handles commander control fixed

This routine repairs the commander's control.
2.3.2.2.2.5

handles commander control broken

This routine causes the gunner's control to fail.
2.3.2.2.2.6

handlesgunnerpalmon

This routine engages the gunner's control.
2.3.2.2.2.7

handlesgunner_palm_off

This routine disengages the gunner's palm switch. It is called by the controls module when
the gunner's palm switch is released, or when turret power is turned off while the gunner's
palm switch is engaged.
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2.3.2.2.2.8

handles commander_palm_on

This routine engages the commander's control.
2.3.2.2.2.9

handles commanderpalmoff

This routine disengages the commander's palm switch. It is called by the controls module
when the commander's palm switch is released, or when turret power is turned off while
the commander's palm switch is engaged.
2.3.2.2.2.10 handlesgunnerfastslewon
This routine sets gunner_fast trav_pushedequal to TRUE. The gunner's palm switch is
set to fast traverse speed.
2.3.2.2.2.11 handlesgunnerfastslewoff
This routine sets gunnerjast trav_pushedequal to FALSE. The gunner's palm switch is
set to normal traverse speed.
2.3.2.2.2.12 handles commander fast slew on
This routine sets cmdrjast trav_pushedequal to TRUE. The commander's palm switch is
set to fast traverse speed.
2.3.2.2.2.13 handles commander fast slew off
This routine sets cmdrj'ast trav_pushed equal to FALSE. The commander's palm switch
is set to normal traverse speed.
2.3.2.2.2.14 handlessetgunner_elevation
This routine sets the gunner's elevation rate to elevation-rate.
Parameters
Parameter
ffelevation rate
Table 2.3-36:

IType
register REAL

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim tpes.h

handlesset gunner elevation Information.
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2.3.2.2.2.15 handles set commander elevation
This routine sets the commander's elevation rate to elevation rate.
Parameters

Parameter
elevation rate
Table 2.3.37:

I Type

________

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

re ister REAL

handles set commander elevation Information.

2.3.2.2.2.16 handles_set_gunnertraverse
This routine sets the gunner's traverse rate to traverserate.
Parameters

Parameter

Type

traverse rate

register REAL

Table 2.3-38:

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

handlesset gunner_traverse Information.

2.3.2.2.2.17 handles set commander traverse
This routine the commander's traverse rate to traverse-rate.
Parameter
traverse rate
Table 2.3-39:

Type Parame
reister REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

handles set commander traverse Information.

2.3.2.2.2.18 handlesgunnertriggerdepressed
This routine sets gunnerjtrigger-pushed and gunnerjtriggersedge equal to TRUE when the
gunner's trigger is depressed.
2.3.2.2.2.19 handlescommander triggerdepressed
This routine sets cmdrjtrigger-pushed and cmdrtrigger-edge equal to TRUE when the
commander's trigger is depressed.
2.3.2.2.2.20 handlesgunnertrigger released
This routine sets gunner trigger_pushedequal to FALSE when the gunner's trigger is
released.
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2.3.2.2.2.21 handles commander triggerreleased
This routine sets cmdrtrigger.pushedequal to FALSE when the commander's trigger is
released.
2.3.2.2.2.22 handleslauncherup
This routine raises the launcher.
2.3.2.2.2.23 handles-launcher down
This routine lowers the launcher.
2.3.2.2.2.24 handles launcher idle
This routine sets launchercontrol equal to LAUNCHERIDLEVAL.
2.3.2.2.2.25 handles-launcher check
This routine is called on a tick by tick basis in order to set the launcher position.

[u

Calls

Fnction

Where

launcherup
launcher down
launcher idle

Section 2.3.6.1.4.3
Section 2.3.6.1.4.4
Section 2.3.6.1.4.5

Table 2.3-40:
2.3.2.2.2.26

Described

handles-launcher check Information.

handles-launcher default

This routine sets the launcher to the idle mode.
Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.3.6.1.4.5

Function
launcher idle

Table 2.3-41:

handles-launcher default Information.
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2.3.2.2.2.27 handles init
This routine initializes the handles.
Function
Ifail init failure

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.11.2
Table 2.3-42:

handles init Information.
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m2 Arectlxc
(./siminet/release/Src/vehicle/M2/src/m2_ firecdl.c [m2jirectl.c])

The file m2_firectlc -computes the states important to firing weapons.
Includes:
itstdio.h"
ofsim-types.hi"
"simndfns.h"
"sim_macros .h"
"basic.h"
"m2_turr _mx.h"
1m2_ctl_dfRh"
"m2_cntrl.h"r
"m2_firectl.h"'
"m2_I aser.h"
"m2_ammo-tJf.h"
"m2_axmo.hi"
Defines:

SymbolVau

WEAPONDELAY

5

int variable declaraticsns:
mag-selectv,.aI
arm_safe_resttval
weaponscouk-ter

2.3.2.2.3.1

firw.ctl

mnit

This routine initialiw~s the fire control system variables mag select-val,
arm-safe -reset-val, :and weapon-counter.
2.3.2.2.3.2

fir-tdi simul

This routine provide.-:s the tick by tick simulation of the fire control system. The weapon
counter is decremenrid.
2.3.2.2.3.3

firlectlgpsmag_4x

T7his routine sets the gunner's primary sight magnification to 4X.
2.3.2.2.3.4

firectlgpsmag_12x

This routine sets the gunner's primary sight magnification to 12X.
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firectlgpsmagstatus

This routine returns the magnification of the gunner's primary sight.
Return Values

Return Value
magselect-val

Type
int

I Meaning
The gps magnification

Sselection

Table 2.3-43:
2.3.2.2.3.6

firectlgpsmagstatus Information.

firectl arm

This routine sets the fire control system state to armed.
Calls
fFunction
controls firectl arm on

Where Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-44:
2.3.2.2.3.7

firectl arm Information.

firectl safe

This routine sets the fire control system state to safe.
Function
controls firectl arm off

Calls
ere Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-45:
2.3.2.2.3.8

firectl safe Information.

firectl arm safe reset status

This routine returns the status of the fire control system.
Return Values
Return Value
arm safe reset val
Table 2.3-46:
2.3.2.2.3.9

Meaning
The fire control system status

Type
int

firectl arm safe reset status Information.

firectlweaponremoved

This routine sets weaponcounter equal to WEAPONDELAY.
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2.3.2.2.3.10 firectl weapon_ready
This routine returns TRUE if the weapon is ready to fire (the weapon counter equals zero),
and FALSE otherwise.
Return Value
weapon-counter

==

Typ etr
int

0

Vaus

*I

Table 2.3-47:

Meanina
If TRUE, the weapon counter
is equal to zero;
If FALSE, the weapon counter
is not equal to zero.

firectl weapon ready Information.

2.3.2.2.3.11 firectl_25mm ready_to-fire
This routine determines if the 25mm weapon is ready to fire.
ReturnValues

____________________

Return Value
Type
(controls-turret-power -status int
() I= CONTROLSSTATETURRETNOPOWER)

____________

Meaning
If TRUE, the weapon is ready
to fire;
If FALSE, the weapon is not
ready to fire.

&&

(controls turret-drive-system
__satus) == ON)

(arm safe-reset val
ARM- VAL)

==

TC_

(!electsys...drive-malf unctionstatuso)
(!electsys..25mm..gun.
malfunction saug
____
____

____
____

_____________

_____________

____Calls

Function
controls turret-power status
controlsjturret-drive-system
status
electsys-drive-malfunction-s
tatus
eiectsys-25mmgun-malfunc
tion status

Table 2.3-48:

Where Described
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.6.3.1.12
Section 2.3.6.3.1 .14
I____________________I_________

firectl_25mm_ready to fire Information.
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2.3.2.2.3.12 firectl-tow_ready to fire
This routine determines if the tow missile is ready to fire. If the following conditions are
met, the tow missile is ready to fire:
1. Turret power is on.
2. The turret drive system is on.
3. The gunner's primary sight magnification is 12X
4. The tow missile is armed.
5. There is no electrical system malfunction.
-

Return Values

Return Value
Type
(controls-turretjpower-status int
() I= CONTROLS_STATE_
TURRETNOPOWER)
&&
(controls turret-drive-system
-status() == ON)
(arm safe reset val
ARM...VAL

==

____________

Meaning
IfTRUE, the tow missile is
ready to fire;
If FALSE, the tow missile isnot
ready to fire.

TC_

(!electsys...drive_malf unctionstatusO)
(felectsysjow-circuit-openstatuso)
(magselect val
GN 12X VAL)_____
____
____

____
____

_____
____Calls

Function
Where Described
controls turretpower status Section 2.3.2
controls-turret-drive-system Section 2.3.2
status_______________________________
electsys..drive-malfunction-s Section 2.3.6.3.1.12
tatus____________________________
electsysjow-circuit-open-.st Section 2.3.6.3.1 .16
atus____________________________

Table 2.3-49:

firectl-tow ready_to_fire Information.
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Specialized Output Devices

As stated in section 2.1, the output devices for a simulation are often vehicle specific.
Values are computed which need to be displayed to the operator, and new values are sent to
the low level comarol routines (see 2.1.4). This is accomplished with the following CSU's:
m2alphacm2._gages c
m2_meter.c
m2_odom.c
m2_pots.c
m2_slope.c
2.3.2.3.1
m2 alpha.c
(./simnet!keFease/src/vehicle/M2/src/rn2_alpha.c [m2_alpha.c])
This CSU modeLs output devices on the M2. This is the source file for alpha-numeric
display.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simretypes.h"
"simmacros.h"
"fifo_dfn.-h"
"fifo.h"
"m2_alpka.h"
"m2_me._dfn.h"
"m2_alphk adf.h"
"m2_ctlc4f.h"
Defines:
digtoasc ii
char declarations:
alphachair
mils-strin.-g [MILSSTRINGSIZE]
loadstrinig [LOADSTRINGSIZE]
nt variable declarations:
load
oldload
mils
oldmils
Procedure declar,:tions:
alpha_send _mils()
alpha sendload()
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alpha_init

This routine initializes the alpha-numeric displays.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.8.3.1
Section 2.3.2.3.1.2

Function
fifo init
alpha reset

Table 2.3-50:
2.3.2.3.1.2

alpha init Information.

alpha_reset

This routine resets the alpha-numeric display.
Calls
IFunction

Where Described

fifo en ueue

Section 2.6.8.2.1
Table 2.3-51:

2.3.2.3.1.3

alpha-reset Information.

alpha_send_mils

Given radians,this routine sends mils to the alpha-numeric display.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

radians

REAL

sim ,types.h

Internal Variable
units
tens
hundreds
thousands
remainder

Type
int
int
int
int
int

Function

Where Described

dia to ascii

Section 2.3.2.3.1

fifo en ueue

Section 2.6.8.2.1

Internal Variables

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Calls

Table 2.3-52:

alphasendmils Information.
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alpha_send_load

Given radians,this routine sends the load to the alpha-numeric display.
Parameters
Parameter
radians

Type
REAL

Internal Variable
degrees
shift degrees

Internal Variables
Type
REAL
REAL

Function
rad to deg
fifo enqueue

Calls
Where Described
sir macros.h
Section 2.6.8.2.1
Table 2.3-53:

2.3.2.3.1.5

Where Typedef Declared
sim tpes.h

P

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

alpha_sendload Information.

alpha_send

Given radians,this routine sends mils and load to the alpha-numeric display.
Parameters
Parameter
radians

Where Typedef Declared
sim tpes.h

IType
REAL
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2.3.1.3
Section 2.3.2.3.1.4

Function
alpha send milsI
alpha-send load

Table 2.3-54:
2.3.2.3.1.6

alpha-send Information.

alphagetload

This routine returns load.

Return Values
Return Value
load

I Type
int
Table 2.3-55:

Meaning
The load
alphagelload Information.

_

__

_

_
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2.3.2.3.2
m2 gages.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2gages.c [m2gages.c])
This CSU models gauges on the M2.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"m2_cons.h"
"m2_gages.h"
Defines:

Symbol

IDLESPEED
MAXSPEED
SCALEINTERCEPT
OIL_CUBIC
OILQUAD
OIL_LIN
OIL_CONST
TORQUETEMPFACTOR
BLOCKTEMPFACTOR
RADIATORTEMPFACTOR
TORQUEITEMP_CONST

Valuc

820
2700
0.436
-.
00000044755
.00052967
-.
231049
38.888
.0000004
.00001
.00001
2500

int variable declarations and initialization:
counter = 0
REAL declarations:
scale
oil-press
oiltemp
coolant-temp
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2.3.2.3.2.1

gage oil pressure

This routine calculates the oil pressure.
Parameters
Parameter
speed
o tern

IREAL

Isimn types.h

REAL

simn types.h

Return Value
oilpress

IType
REAL

Type

Where Typedef Declared

Return Values

Table 2.3-56:
2.3.2.3.2.2

I MeanI ng
the oil pressure

gage_oil pressure Information.

gage_oil_temperature

This routine calculates the oil temperature.
____________________Parameters

Parameter
old temp

cool temp

____________

Type
REAL

RWhere Typedef Declared
simn types.h

Ijsim
simn types.h
types.h

REAL

speed
torque

REAL
REAL

Return Value
oil ern

Type
REAL

simn types.h
Return Values

Table 2.3-57:

Meaning
the oil ternperature

gage oil temperature Information.
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gage_coolant temperature

This routine calculates the coolant temperature.
Parameters_____________

Parameter
old temp
o temp
speed
fail-factor

[Type
[REAL
[REAL
[REAL
I REAL

JWhere Typedef Declared
Isim types h
jsim types.h
Jsimn types.h
Jsim types.h
Return Values

Return Value
Icoolant tern

Table 2.3-58:

Type
REAL

M-ean In
The coolant tern erature__

gage coolant temperature Information.
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2.3.2.3.3
m2 meter.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2_meter.c [m2_meter.c])
Meters on the M2 are modelled by this CSU.
Includes:
"simjtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"m2_mtr df.h"
"m2__ctldf.h"
"m2_fueldf.h"
"m2driv-pn.h"
"m2_meter.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
char declarations:
speed-set val
fuelsetval
volt-setval
temp-set-val
press set.val
REAL variable declarations and initialization:
bottomfuel-full = BO'I'OM_FUELFULL
2.3.2.3.3.1

meter init

This routine initializes the analog meter outputs, speedometer, fuel guage, voltmeter,
temperature guage, and pressure guage.
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meterspeed set

This routine sets the reading on the speedometer to val, the input value.
Parameters
.

Parameter
val

Type
REAL

Internal Variable
temp1
temp2

Internal Variables
Type
char
int

Function
controls hull power status
controls failure status
Iidc-output set

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-59:
2.3.2.3.3.3

Where Typedef Declared
I sim tyes.h
Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard

Calls
Described
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2

meter speed set Information.

meter fuel set

This routine sets the value on the fuel guage based on the value of val.
Parameters

I Where Typedef Declared

Parameter
val

Type
REAL

Internal Variable
templ
temp2

Internal Variables
Type
char
int

Function
controls failure status
idc output set

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2
Saction 2.3.2

Table 2.3-60:

sim types.h
Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard

meter fuelset Information.
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meter volt set

This routine sets the reading on the voltmeter based on the value of val.
Parameters
Parameter
vat

1Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

:Type
REAL
Internal Variables

Internal Variable
templ
temp2

Type
char
int

Function
controls hull power status
controls tailure status
idc output set

Where
Section
Section
Section

Where T pedet Declared
Standard
Standard
Calls

Table 2.3-61:
2.3.2.3.3.5

Described
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
meter volt set Information.

metertemp set

This routine sets the reading on the driver's temperature guage based on the value of val.

I Type P

Parameter
val

Where Typedef Declared
sim tyles.h

REAL
Internal Variables

Internal Variable
temp1
temp2

Type
char
int

Function
controls hull power status
controls failure status
idc output set

Where
Section
Section
Section

Where T pedef Declared
Standard
Standard
Calls

Table 2.3-62:

Described
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
metertemp_set Information.
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meterpress set

This routine sets the reading on the driver's oil pressure guage based on the value of val.
Parameters
Parameter
val

Type
REAL

Internal Variable
press1
press2

Type
char
int

Function
controls hull power status
controls failure status

Where Described
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2

idc output set

Section 2.3.2

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Internal Variables

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard
Calls

Table 2.3-63:

meter_pressset Information.
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2.3.2.3.4 m2 odom.c
(./simnet/reease/src/Vehicle/M2/src/M2opdom.c [m2_odom.c])
Odometers on the M2 are modelled by this CSU.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simjtypes.h"
"simnmacros.h"
"simndfns.h"
"m2_cons.h"
"m2_dtrain.h"
"libfail.h"
REAL variable declarations:
elapsed Ikm
elapsed~miles

int variable declarations:
elapsed-km-imt
kmnrecorded
elapsed -miles -mit
miles~recorded
mnile -counter
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odometer init

2.3.2.3.4.1

This routine initializes the odometer by setting all values to zero.
2.3.2.3.4.2

odometer simul

This routine does a tick-by-tick simulation of the odometer. It uses drivetrain speed to
update speed, elapsed miles, and elapsed km.
Internal Variables

IType

Internal Variable
speed

REAL

____
____ ____
____

___Calls

Function
drivetrain (et vehicle speed
abs
controls odometer pulse
sfail-event occurred

1Where
Described
Section

2.3.6.2.4.8
sim macros.h &abs.h
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.5.4.21.1

Table 2.3-64:
2.3.2.3.4.3

[Where Typedef Declared
sim tyles.h

odometer simul Information.

odom set initial distance km

This routine sets the the initial elapsed km to distance.
Parameters
Parameter
distance

Type
REAL

Table 2.3-65:
2.3.2.3.4.4

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

odom set initial distance km Information.

vehicle_getelapsed_km

This routine returns elapsed kilometers.
Return Values
Return Value
elapsed km

Table 2.3-66:

I Meaning

Type
REAL

The elapsed kilometers

vehicleget elapsed_km Information.
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odometer..,get elapsed_km

This routine returns elapsed kilometers.
Return Values

I Type

IReturn Value
elapsed km
Table 2.3-67:
2.3.2.3.4.6

:[Meaning
IThe elapsed kilometers

[PEAL

odometer getelapsed_km Information.

odometer get_elapsed miles

This routine returns elapsed miles.
Return Values
Return Value
elapsed miles

Type
IREAL

Table 2.3-68:
2.3.2.3.4.7

Meaning
The elapsed miles

odometer_getelapsedmiles

Information.

odometer ,mile counter reset

This routine sets the mile counter equal to the miles recorded.
2.3.2.3.3.8

odometer mile counter

This routine returns the trip mileage.
Internal Variable
mile difference

Internal Variables
I Type
int

Return Value
mile difference

I Type
int

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Return Values

Table 2.3-6%:

I Meaning
the trip mileage

odometer mile counter Information.
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2.3.2.3.5
m2 pots.c
(./simnet/rerease/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2_pots.c [m2_pots.c])
Potentiometers on the M2 are modelled by this CSU.
This file contains the procedures relating to the potentiometers, which translate hex
potentiometer values between 00 and FF into real numbers and call the appropriate M2
subsystems with those real values.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simstdio.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_macros.h"
"libidcdfn.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"m2_potsdf.h"
"m2_cali_df.h"
"libpots.h"
The following variables represent the calibrated hex values corresponding to the pot
extremes, i.e., cm-turtravl is the hex value of the commanders turret traverse handle
when it is at the full left position. These values are used to convert hex pot values to real
numbers.
The commander's turret traverse: left, right, centered:
tctur_trav_1
tctur_trav_r
tctur_trav_c
The commander's turret elevate: depress, raise, centered:
tcturelev_d
tc-tur elev_ r
tctur_elev_c
The gunner's turret traverse: left, right, centered:
gn-tur travI
gnjtur-trav_r
gn-tur-trawc
The gunner's turret elevate: depress, raise, centered:
gn-tur elev_d
gntur elev_r
gn-jur elev_c
The driver's steering bar: left, right, centered:
drsteerl
drsteer_r
dr_steer_c
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The driver's throttle: zero, full:
drthrottle_z
drthrottlej
The driver's service brake: zero, full:
dr_s_brake_z
dr_s_brake_f
The driver's accelerator: zero, full:
draccelerator_z
draccelerator_f

2.3.2.3.5.1

pots init

This routine initializes the potentiometers.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

pots error

int

Standard

line
tmp str[40]

int
char

Standard
Standard

pots

pointer to FILE

Errors

Error Name
Reason for Error
POTS: can't open calibrate file A call to FOPEN returned NULL.
POTS: can't continue

potserror == TRUE

because of calibration error
POTS: can't close calibrate file Acall to FCLOSE returned EOF.
i

Function
nprintf
pots check two
pots check three

Calls

_

Where
Section
Section
Section
Table 2.3-70:

Described
2.1.1.3.1.34.1
2.1.4.1.2.6.1
2.1.4.1.2.5.1
potsinit Information.
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pots_comm travreal

Given the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0 for the commander's turret traverse control.

I Type

Parameter
pot

int

Parameters
P
,

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Return Values
Return Value
pots scale_lcr(...)

Type
REAL

Function
pots scale lcr

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.2.2.1
Table 2.3-71:

2.3.2.3.5.3

Meaning
The scaled value of the
commanders turret traverse
control.

potscommtravreal Information.

potscommelevreal

Given the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0 for the commander's turret elevation control.

I Type

Parameter
pot

Parameters
Where Typedef Declared
Standard

int
Return Values

Return Value
pots scale_lcr(...)

Type
REAL

Function
pots scale icr

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.2.2.1
Table 2.3-72:

Meaning
The scaled value of the
commanders elevation control

potscommelevreal Information.
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potscupolareal

Given the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0 for the cupola control.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

pot

int

Return Value
potsscalelIr both(...)

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Return Values
Meaning

The scaled value of the cupola
control

Function
pots scale Ir both

Calls
Section 2.1.4.1.2.3.1

I Where Described
Table 2.3-73:

2.3.2.3.5.5

potscupolareal Information.

pots _gunn_travreal

Given the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0 for the gunner's turret traverse control.
Parameters

Parameter

pot

Type
int

Return Value
potsscale_lcr(...)

Type
REAL

Function
pots scale lcr

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.2.2.1

Where Typedef De'_red
Standard

P
Return Values

Table 2.3-74:

Meanin
The scaled value of the
gunner's turret traverse
control

potsgunntravreal Information.
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potsgunn elevreal

Given the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0 for the gunner's turret elevation control.
Parameters
P

Parameter
pot

Type
int

Return Value
pots scalejlcr(...)

Type
REAL

Function
pots scale lcr

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.2.2.1

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Return Values

Table 2.3-75:
2.3.2.3.5.7

Meaning
The scaled value of the
Igunners elevation control

pots_gunn elevreal Information.

potssteerbarreal

Given the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0 for the driver's steering bar.
Parameters

e

Parameter

pot

IType

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

P

int
Return Values

Return Valie
pots.scale_lcr(...)

Type
REAL

Function
Dots scale lcr

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.2.2.1
Table 2.3-76:

Meaning
The scaled value of the
drivers steering bar

pots_steerbarreal Information.
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pots throttlereal

2.3 .2.3.5.8

Givten the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0S for the driver's throttle.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

pot

int

Standard

Return Values
Retwrn Value

Type

Meaning

pots_scalelr_.pos(...)

REAL

The scaled value of the
drivers throttle

Funcilon

Where Described

pots._scale.Ir -jos

Section 2.1.4.1.2.4.1

Calls

Table 2.3-77:
2.3.2.3.5.9

pots_throttlereal Information.

potsservicebrakereal

Givmn the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0j for the driver's service brake.
ParametersO

iType

Parasmeter

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

P

pot

int

Rettrn Value
potsscale_lr_pos(...)

Type
REAL

Funfctlon
pots .scale_lr pos

Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.2.4.1

Return Values
Meaning
The scaled value of the
I driver's service brake.
Calls

Table 2.3-78:

potsservicebrake real Information.
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2.3.2.3.5.10 potsacceleratorreal
Given the potentiometer value pot, this routine returns a scaled real value between -1.0 and
+1.0 for the driver's accelerator.
Parameters
Parameter

T pe

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

I int

pot

Return Values
Return Value
pots scaletrjpos(...)

Type

Function
Dots scale Ir Dos

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.2.4.1

Meaning
The scaled value of the
driver's accelerator

REAL

Table 2.3-79:

pots accelerator real Information.
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2.3.2.3.6
m2 -slopexc
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/ni2/src/nQ..slope.c [mnZslope.c])
This CSU models output devices on the M2.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim..types.h"
sim dfns.h"
'Simmacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"iibkin.h"
"libhull.h"
"timers.h"
"itimers dfn.h"
"m2_turret.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
Defines:

Symbo

SLOPE_-CENTERED_-DEGREES
COSSLOPECENTERED

Vlu

(10.0)
(0.98480775301)

REAL declarations:
cos-hull-slope
2.3.2.3.6.1

slope_simul

This routine determines what the slope bubble for the hull and turret should be, and passes
the information to the controls module.
Internal Variables

____________________

Internal Variable
hull dir

jRBOOLEAN
EAL

turret dir

slope centered
____
____

____
____

Where T pedef Declared
si
sh

Type
REAL

Sim t es.h
Sim types-h

____Calls

Function
kinematics-get slope mnd
turret get ref mnd
controls hull slope ind
controls turret slope-ind

Where Described

jSection 2.5.8.1.8
jSection 2.5.5.2.16
[Section 2.3.2
[Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-80:

slope simul Information.
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slopegetcos_hull_slope

This routine returns the cosine of the slope bubble.
Return Values
Return Value
coshullslope
Table 2.3-81:

Type
REAL

Meaning
The cosine of the hull slope
bubble

I

slopeget_coshull slope Information.
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M2 Weapons

The M2 fires unguided, or ballistic, rounds as well as TOW missiles. The simulation must
model the processes associated with the weapons systems which take place within the vehicle.
It also must model the flyout of the round or missile and the reaction to impacts.
M2 Weapons
5.3.3

m2_bcs.c

m2_weapons.c

5.3.3.1

5.3.3.2

Figure 2.3-4:

Structure of the M2 Weapons CSC.

The M2 accounts for the ballistic trajectory of the rounds fired in ballistic computer systems.
These systems take range to target and turret traverse rate information coupled with knowledge
about the round to be fired and calculate superelevation and lead angles.
Calculation of the superelevation and lead angles takes place in m2_bcs.c. The range used in
the M2 is manually set by the user. This system is modeled in m2_bcs.c. This routine tells the
CIG the current range so the range can be displayed.
Knowledge of the round to be fired is also maintained in m2_bcs.c. The required
superelevation and time of flight for a particular round at a particular range is found using
routines in libball. This information is used to calculate lead angle.
Commands to fire a ballistic round are initiated in the controls code. There are a number of
steps to be performed when a round is fired and these tasks are performed m2_weapons.c. The
availability of the round is checked by polling the munitions management code. If a round is
available, the direction of the gun tube is determined. This is a combination of the gunner's
line of sight, the superelevation and lead angle determined in the ballistics computer and a
random offset to model dispersion. The dispersion is found using routines in the math library.
Libball is called to actually fire the round. If the round is successfully fired, the sound of firing
is made, the ammunition is decremented and a message is put onto the net
Certai vehicle specific functions associated with firing ballistic rounds are performed through
m2_weapons.c. The gun on the M2 fires repetitively and the task of tracking the rates of fire
and firing the rounds is also performed in m2_.weapons.c.
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The M2 fires a TOW missile. Firing the missile is similar to firing a ballistic round. The
controls code calls m2 weapons.c when the trigger is pulled. The weapons code times the
duration of the trigger pull and checks a number of conditions. Items of concern are vehicle
speed, TOW launcher up, and missile selected. If all the necessary conditions are met for the
required amount of time and a missile is available, an attempt to fire a missile is made. The
attempt is made by calling a routine in libmissile. If the attempt is successful, libmissile puts a
message on the network and m2_weapons.c generates the appropriate sound.
The flyout of the TOW is modeled in libmissile. M2_weapons.c sends missile control signals
to libmissile. Libmissile uses this information along with an understanding the the missile
characteristics to generate a series of missile trajectory chords. This chord information is sent
to the CIG and to the network. The CIG code determines when an impact occurs and calls
libmissile. Libmissile uses the same routines used for ballistic rounds to generate the necessary
effects and place messages on the network.
The following two CSU's contain the M2 specific routines necessary for this simulation.
m2_bcs.c
m2_weapons.c
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m2 bcs.c
(./simfnet/release/src/Vehicle/m2/src/m2Lbcs.c [m2jcs.c])

The M2's ballistic weapons are modelled by this CSU.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-.types.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"mun-type.h"
"timers.h"
"timers dfn.h"
"libmairix.h"
"libball.h"
"m2_bcs.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
"m2_turret.h"
Defines:

SymbolYd

BCSDEBUG
MAXBCSSET1'ING
MINBCSSETnTNG
BCSB00TUPTIME
BCSBOOTUPTICKS
ISU_DELTA,_ELEV

FALSE
3000.0
0.0
1.2 seconds
((int)(BCSBOOTUP_TLME*TICKSPERSECOND))
(degto-rad(0.2))

int declarations and initialization:
bcs -bootupjimer = NULL.,_TIMR
bcs-booted~up = FALSE
anmq.ypejindexed
bcs-null-status

=

either TRUE or FALSE
can be munition_USM791,
munition_USM792, or empty

FALSE

REAL declarations:
apdsyb[ 10]
apdszb[ 101
heatyb[ 10]
heatzb[ 10]
bcs_range
super -elevation
flight-time

in meters
sin(super elevation)
seconds

char declarations:
bcsjrange-str[5 I
Pointer to char declarations and initialization:
bcs- range-fonnat = "0d
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Procedure declarations:
bcs_setballistics_computer0
turret_seLsuperelevation0

2.3.3.1.1

bcs init

This routine does a one-time initialization of the ballistics computer system.
Calls
Where Described

Function

ballistics load parameter file Section
bcs set ballistics computer Section
bcs ammo index no round Section
!turret set super elevation
Section

2.5.2.3.3
2.3.3.1.7
2.3.3.1.5
2.3.2.3.6.1.1.31

Table 2.3-82:
2.3.3.1.2

bcs init Information.

bcs simul

This routine performs the ballistics computer system simulation on a tick by tick basis.
Calls

Function
timers-get in use status
timers get ticking status
timers free timer
timers set null timer
controlsturretpowersyste
m on
turret set super elevation

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.6.3.7.1
2.6.3.20.1
2.6.3.5.1
2.6.3.14.1
2.3.2

Section 2.3.6.1.1.31

Table 2.3-83:
2.3.3.1.3

bcs simul Information.

bcs ammo index hei_25

This routine notifies the ballistics computer system that the 25mm gun is selected with hei
ammunition.
Function
fbcs set ballistics comuter

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.3.1.7

Table 2.3-84:

bcs ammo index hei 25 Information.
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2.3.3.1.4

Ocs ammo indexapds_25

This routimninufies the ballistics computer system that the 25mm gun is selected with apds
ammunition.
Calls
Function
IWhere Described
bcs set balliAtim comuter Section 2.3.3.1.7
bcs ammoindex apds_25 Information.

able 2.3-85:
2.3.3.1.5

ics ammo index no round

This routine mnifies the ballistics computer system that the 25mm gun is no longer selected.
This routine isniled when the TOW is selected, or when no ammo is selected. The ballistics
computer is mntset from this routine; the range string displayed in the ISU is cleared.
2.3.3.1.6

ltcs rangeis

This routine ksumlled by the controls module to notify the ballistics computer system of a new
range value. L e bcs performs error checking on the value.
Parameters
Parameter
range from sw.th

j Type

IWhere

Typedef Declared
sim typesh

REAL

Errors
Reason for Error
Error Name
in bcs I The variable rancje from switch has an unexpected value.
PANIC--invald ange ...
Calls
I Where Described
Function
bcs set balli!,-2a corputerI Section 2.3.3.1.7
Table 2.3-86:

bcs range is Information.
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bcs-setballistics_computer

This routine performs simulation of the on-board ballistics computer. It calculates the flight
time and super elevation of the indexed ammunition type, given the bcsrange.
Errors

Error Name
Reason for Error
BCS ERROR: Unknown ammo The variable ammojypeindexed has an unexpected value.

type__

_

_ _

_ _

_ _ _

_ _

_ _

_ _ _

_ _

_ _

_ _

_ _ _

_

Calls

Function
ballistics calc time
ballistics calc se
turret set super elevation

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-87:
2.3.3.1.8

Described
2.5.2.1.1
2.5.2.1.2
2.3.6.1.1.31

bcssetballistics computer Information.

bcs getsuper elevation

This routine returns the super elevation.
Return Values
IReturn Value
super elevation

Type
REAL
Table 2.3-88:

2.3.3.1.9

IMeaning
The super elevation

bcsget superelevation Information.

bcs-getrange

This routine returns the bcs range.
Return Values
Return Value
bcs ran e

Meaning
The bcs range

IType
REAL
Table 2.3-89:

bcsgetrange Information.

2.3.3.1.10 bcs get_time_offlight
This routine returns the flight time of the projectile.
SI
fReturn Value
flight time

Ty Return Values
Type
REAL
Table 2.3-90:

Meaning
The flight time of the projectile

bcs get_timeof flight Information.
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bcs getammotypeindexed

This routine returns the type of ammunition selected.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

ammo type selected

Meaning

int

The selected ammunition t pe

Table 2.3.91:

bcsgetammo type indexed Information.

2.3.3.1.12 bcs getrangestr
This routine is called by the graphics interface to get the range to be displayed on the screen of
the gunner's view (lOOs of meters).
Return Values

Return Value

IType

bcs range str

I pointer to char

Table 2.3-82:

I

-eanIn
The bcs ran e strin

bcsgetrangestr Information.

2.3.3.1.13 bcsturn_computeron
This routine is called by controls to boot the ballistics computer system when turret power is
turned on.
Calls
Function

Where Described

timers gettimer

Section 2.6.3.6.1
Table 2.3-93:

bcsturn computer-on Information.

2.3.3.1.14 bcsturn_computer off
This routine turns off the ballistics computer system. This routine iscalled when turret power
isturned off.
Calls

Function
controlsturret-power-syste

Where Described
Section 2.3.2

m off

turret set-super elevation
timers set null timer
timers free timer

Section 2.3.6.1.1.31
Section 2.6.3.14.1
Section 2.6.3.5.1

Table 2.3-94:

bcs turn-computer off Information.
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bcs-str-null

If bcs-null-status is TRUE, this routine sets it FALSE and returns TRUE. If bcs-nullstatus
is FALSE, this routine returns FALSE.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
____ ___ ___

___
____

_

FALSE

__

___

___

____

___

now FALSE.

___

bcs-null-status was FALSE,

int
_____________________

I

___________________

Table 2.3-95:
2.3.3.2

Meaning
bcs -null status was TRUE, is

Type
int

is not changed.

bcs-str-null Information.

m2 -weapons.c
(./simnet/release/src/Vehicle/m2/src/M2-weapons.c [m2..weapons.c])

Miscellaneous weapons functions for the M2 are performed by this CSU.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"1simn types.h"
"1simn dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"basic .h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim...cigjif.h"
"failure.h"
"libfail.h"
"librva.h"
"libevent.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmath.h"
"libturret.h"
"libhullh"
"libimps.h"
"libkin.h"
"libsound.h"
"librepair.h"
"libnetworkh"
"libball.h"
"libmnissile.h"
"libmnap.h"
"miss-tow.h"
"mun-type.h"
"tm2_memn dfn.h"
"mr2_ammo.h"
"m2_amnmo df.h"
"mn2_bcs.h";
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"m2_dtrain.h"
"m2_elecsys.h"
"m2_firectl.h"
"m2_turret.h"
"m2_sounddfn.h"
"m2_sound.h"
"m2_weapons.h"
Defines:
WEAPONSEMPTY
RAD_STD_DEV
TOW LAUNCH_X
TOWLAUNCHY
TOWLAUNCHZ
TOWTIMERDELAY
GUNBREECHX
GUNBREECHY
GUNBREECHZ
GUN-LENGTH
GUNSIGHTX
GUNSIGHTY
GUNSIGHTZ
EFFECTOFFSET
LOWFIRERATECHANGEMASK
HIGHFIRE_RATE_CHANGEMASK
MAXMISSILES

-1
(miltorad(0.3))
(-0.9)
0.5
1.2
22
0.15228
(-0.53299)
2.275
2.83299
0.0
0.96447
0.0
3.0
9
5
2

0.3 mils
meters to side of turret center
meters from center of turret
meters above gun axes
1.5 second tow delay
meters from base of hull
meters from base of hull
meters from base of hull
meters from turret center
meters from turret center
meters from turret center
meters from turret center
100rounds per minute
180rounds per minute
missiles in flight

TOWMISSILE declarations:
missiles[MAXMISSILES]
VECTOR declarations and ;,itialization:
missilejfire-pos
turretcenter
relsight-pos

location of launch point in turret coordinates
location of turret center in hull coordinates
location of sight in turret coordinates

int declarations and initialization:
ammo-typeoaded
ammojtypeinjflight
tow-timer = 0
tow_launcher_status = WORKING
high_fire_rate = FALSE
multishot_mode = FALSE
trigger.is-pulled = FALSE
shotmisfired = FALSE
Objectfype declarations:
amnmo type-selected
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weapons_missile is launched

2.3.3.2.1

This routine launches the missiles (up to the maximum number of missiles).
Internal Variables

____________________

Internal Variable

Type

______________

it

launch point

VECTOR

____
___

____
___

___

Where Typedef Declared
SSandard
Isim-t pes.h

___Calls

Where Described
Function
Section 2.6.2.56.1
vec mat mul
Section 2.6.2.57.1
vec add
Section 2.5.8.1.2
kinematics ciet h to w
Section 2.5.8.1.4
kinematics get o to h
Section 2.5.3.13.2
missile tow fire
Section 2.3.5.1.56
ammo weapon is fired
Section 2.1.3.1.2
sound make const sound
Section 2.5.6.1.1
suspension-gun fired
turret to hull cos___________________________
turret to hull sin_______________________________________

Table 2.3-96:
2.3.3.2.2

weapons missile is-launched Information.

tow-fired check

This routine is called each tick to see if launcher conditions are met. If so, then missiles are
launched.
Function
firecti tow ready to fire
mapget-networkjyp e-from
ammo entry
electsys tow-request
weapons missile-is-launche
d

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2.2.3.12
Section 2.6.11.2.3
________________________
Section 2.3.6.3.1.21
Section 2.3.3.2.1
I___________________I________

Table 2.3-97:

tow-fired-check Information.
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weapons_fire_round

This routine fires a round of the specified ammo. First, fire position in world coordinates is
computed. The gun velocity vector is computed. Random biases are computed and a biased
gun-to-world matrix is recorded. The gun is fired, notifying both suspension and ballistics.
The routine calculates the gun muzzle position, painting the muzzle blast. The network is
notified of the weapon firing.

IType

Parameter
ammro

[ Where Typedef Declared'
Standard

int
S

Internal Variable
gun position
gun-velocity
bias vector
g~un to world
f-pos[31
f--gun-velocity[31
round id
gun-muzzle
i gun-muzzie13l
________

Parameters

____
____

~~~~~~~nternalVariables
Type
VECTOR
VECTOR
VECTOR
T MATRIX
f loat
f loat
int
VECTOR
float

_____________

Where Typedef Declared
simn types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim-types.h
Standard
Standard
Standard
simn tv es.h
Standard

___Calls

Function
Where Described
vec mat mul
Section 2.6.2.56.1
kinematics -get Ii to w
Section 2.5.8.1.2
vec add
Section 2.6.2.57.1
kinematics get o to h
Section 2,5.8.1.4
vec scale
Section 2.6.2.64.1
kinematics get-d -pos
Section 2.5.8.1.7
d2f vec -copy
Section 2.6.2.2.1
bivariant normal distribution Section 2.6.1.1.1
turret get gun to world
Section 2.3.6.1.1.28
event giet eventid
Section 2.6.9.1.2
suspension gun fired
Section 2.5.6.1 .1
turret to hull cos___________________________
turret to hull sin___________________

________

ballistics fire a round
Section 2.5.2.2.1
map....getjracer-from-ammo_ Section 2.6.11.2.9
entry___________________________
vec init
Section 2.6.2.61 .1
network send shell fire-pkt Section 2.1.1.3.1.57.1
turret get turret slew rate
Section 2.3.6.1.1.4
bcs...ge-ammojtypejindexe Section 2.2.3.1.18
d
_____________________________
'Fable 2.3-98:

weapons-fire-round Information.
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weaponsfire

This routine fires the weapon. It first gets the amio type, then determines the rate of fire
change mask. It checks for the trigger being pulled in single-shot or multi-shot mode. It fires
the weapon for the appropriate ammo. It makes the sound of firing, and keeps track of failures
and repairs.
Internal Variables

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard

Internal Variable
fire rate change mask
gunnery-frame-counter

Type
int
int

Function

Where

ammoroundselectedstatu

Section 2.3.5.1.26

Calls
s

map_.get ammo entryjrom_
network type
ammo round loaded status
firectl 25mm ready to fire
ammo bolt position status
ammolowammoreadyjof

Described

Section 2.6.11.2.1
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.3.5.1.27
2.3.2.2.3.11
2.3.5.1.53
2.3.5.1.51

ire

electsys 25mm gun request Section 2.3.6.3.1.24
fail break system

Section 2.5.4.8.1

sound make const sound
stail event occurred
ammo weapon is fired
sound of main gun firing
weapons fire round
firectl tow ready to fire
firectl weapon ready
ammo misfire Iock status
repair fix failure

Section
Section
Section
bection
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-99:

2.1.3.1.2
2.5.4.21.1
2.3.5.1.56
2.1.3.3.9
2.3.3.2.3
2.3.2.2.3.12
2.3.2.2.3.10
2.3.5.1.54
2.5.4.19.5
weaponsfire Information.
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weaponssimul

This routine performs the tick-by-tick simulation of the weapons.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable
i
found missile

Type
int
int

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard

vehicle moving
sighLPos

int
VECTOR

Standard
si types.h

Function
tow fired check
vec mat mul
vec add
kinematics get h to w
kinematics get o to h
drivetrain get vehicle-speed
missile tow cut wire
missile tow fly

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Calls
Described
2.3.3.2.2
2.6.2.56.1
2.6.2.57.1
2.5.8.1.2
2.5.8.1.4
2.3.6.2.4.8
2.5.3.13.5
2.5.3.13.3

Table 2.3-100:
2.3.3.2.6

weaponssimul Information.

weapons_init

This routine initializes the weapons system.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable

Where Tyledef Declared

time temp

Type
int
Iong

Function
missile tow init
missile util init

Where Described
Section 2.5.3.13.1
Section 2.5.3.27.1

i

Standard

Standard
Calls

Table 2.3-101:
2.3.3.2.7

weapons_init Information.

weapons_setlowfirerate

This routine is called from the CIG and Handles modules. It sets the multi shot mode flag to
TRI E, signifying that the weapon is in multi-shot mode.
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weaponstriggerisreleased

This routine releases the trigger.
2.3.3.2.9

weapons_cut_any_tow_wires

This routine cuts any tow wires.
Internal Variables

Ty p e

internal Variable

Where Ty p edef Declared
Standard

m
it
Calls
tWhere Described

Function

missile tow cut wire

Section 2.5.3.13.5

Table 2.3-102:

weaponscut any_towwires Information.

2.3.3.2.10 weapons_set_highfirerate
This routine sets highfire_rateand multi shotmode equal to TRUE, signifying that the
weapon is in high fire multi-shot mode.
2.3.3.2.11

weapons_set_singleshotmode

This routine sets multi-shotmode equal to FALSE, signifying that the weapon is in signle
shot mode.
2.3.3.2.12

weaponstrigger_is_pulled

This routine sets triggeris_pulledequal to TRUE, signifying that the trigger is pulled.
2.3.3.2.13

weaponstrigger status

This routine returns the trigger status.
Return Values
Return Value
triggerjis_pulled

Type
int

Meaning
Ifequal to TRUE, the trigger is
pulled;
if equal to FALSE, the trigger

is released.

Table 2.3-103:

weaponstrigger status Information.
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2.3.3.2.14 weaponsshot misfired
This routine causes a shot misfire failure.
2.3.3.2.15

weaponsbreaktowlauncher

This routine causes the tow launcher to fail.
2.3.3.2.16

weaponsrepair tow-launcher

This routine repairs the tow launcher.
2.3.3.2.17

weapons misfirecorrected

This routine repairs a weapons misfire.
Calls
Function

Where Described

ammo misfire corrected

Section 2.3.5.1.58

Table 2.3.104:
2.3.3.2.18

weaponsmisfire corrected Information.

weapons_vehiclerolled

This routine is not used in the version 6.6 release.
2.3.3.2.19

weapons_vehicle unrolled

This routine is not used in the version 6.6 release.
2.3.3.2.20

weapons_downloadballistics tables

This routine downloads the ballistics trajectory data file for the ammo types used in the M2
tank.
Calilis
Function

Where Described

ballistics load trajectoryfile

Section 2.5.2.3.1

Table 2.3-105:

weaponsdownloadballistics tables Information.
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weapons_keybrdfire

This routine fires a round, responding to a command from the keyboard.
Parameters
Parameter
amrno

IType
int

Function
weapons fire-round

Calls
I Where Described
Section 2.3.3.2.3

Table 2.3-106:

1Where Typedef Declared
Standard

weaponskeybrd_fire Information.
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M2 Failures

Failure generation in SIMNET allows the introduction of simulated physical failures and
degradations of a vehicle's capabilities. This involves the generation of a variety of different
kinds of failures and the presentation of these failures to either the crew of a manned simulator,
or the operator of a computer controlled vehicle. Failures are divided into categories that
indicate the method used for failure generation. The three categories are combat damage,
stochastic failure, and deterministic failure.

Combat Damage
During combat, a vehicle receives combat information messages from the network. This
information comes in two different forms. First, an impact message tells the vehicle that
someone has been hit by an incoming direct fire round or missile (both referred to as a round).
If the round struck another vehicle, then the message is ignored for purposes of combat
damage. The vehicle struck by the round uses the information in the message to calculate any
damages that may result. Second, an indirect fire message tells the vehicle that an indirect fire
round has exploded. The impact point is checked to determine if the impact was close enough
to damage the vehicle.
Stochastic Failures
A stochastic failure occurs when a vehicle fails on its own and not because of a crew error or
due to combat damage. The frequency of failure is determined by a Mean Number of
Operations Between Failures (MNOBF). Stochastic failures can degrade functions or can
serve as a warning for potential deterministic failures.
Deterministic Failures
Deterministic failures are those failures which result from some improper action by the crew
that generally could have been prevented. These include both failures due to resource depletion
and failures due to crew error. Examples of these errors include mismanaging fuel and
ammunition, ignoring warning lights, and throwing a track while driving the vehicle across a
hill with too great a slope.
M2 Failures
5.3.4

m2_failurexc

m2_repairxc

5.3.4.1

5.3.4.2

Figure 2.3-5:

Structure of the M2 Failures CSC.
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The CSU's listed belo w provide the routines for failure simulation.
m2_failure.c
m2jrepair.c

2.3.4.1

m2 failurexc
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/M2/src/m2jfailure.c [m2jailurexc])

The vehicle specific failures functions are found in this CSU.
Icue:"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"prosim.h"
"munjtype.h"
"pro-data.h"
"mass,_stdc.h"
"dgi stdg.h"
itsim-cigifh"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"I
Itstatus.h"
"1status - n2.h"
itrepairjn2.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"librepair.h"
"libhull.h"

"bigwheelh"
"libsound.h"
"libmain.h"
"librva.h"
"m.2cntrl.h"
"m.2_dtrain.h"
11m2_.elecsys.h"
"m.2_engine.h"
"mi2_engfail.h"
"m.2_failure.h"
"m2_fuelsys.h"
"m2_handles.h"
"m2_sound dfn.h"
itm2_trans.h"
"m2_turret.h"
"m2_-vision.h"
"m2_-weapons.h"
"mi2jep-map.h"
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Defines:
NUMSUBSYSTEMS
MOBILITY_SYSTEM
FIREPOWERSYSTEM
SUPPORTSYSTEM
ACTUALNUM_LEVELS
USEDNUM_LEVELS
MAINTL_1_MMBF
MAINT_L_2_MMBF
MAINT_L_3_MMBF
MAINT_L_4_MMBF
MAINT_L_5_MMBF
Declarations:
MAINTLEVELARRAY
2.3.4.1.1

fail init

This routine initializes the failures system. The combat failures and combat failure table are
initialized, and the stochastic failures and stochastic damages table are initialized. The repairs
are initialized and the collision damages are initialized.
Internal Variables
Variable
fialure collision damages

I Type

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Iint
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
failure collision damages
cfail init
fail table init
sfail init
get sdamage file
Irepair init
collision init
Table 2.3-107:

Described
2.3.4.1.2
2.5.4.5.1
2.5.4.11.1
2.5.4.23.1
2.5.1.2.7
2.5.4.19.1
2.5.10.5.1

fail init Information.
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failure collision damages

This routine is called by the collision code when a collision is detected. Parameters are
represented as follows:
direction

--

cause

--

event id

--

The direction the collision came from: RIGHT_WHEEL,
LEFT_WHEEL, or REAR_WHEEL, as defined in
/simnet/vehicle/libbigwh/bigwh_loc.h
The cause of the collision, cause can be either a hash id corresponding
to the vehicle collided with or -2 (signifying a ground collision)
The event id corresponding to the collision
Parameters

Parameter
direction
cause
event id

Type

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard
Standard

int
int
long int
Internal Variables

I Type

Variable
vid

pointer to VehiclelD

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

Return Values
Return Value
0

Type
int

Function
sound make const sound
rva oet veh id
turret collision detected
network send outta my way mf
Table 2.3-108:

Meaning
Successful
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.1.3.1.2
2.5.12.10.1
2.3.6.1.1.25
2.1.1.3.1.8.1

failure collision-damages Information.
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failure check cat kill

This routine cbecks to see if a direct impact packet came from a mine. If the packet is from a
mine, then the tank is destroyed. If the packet is not from a mine, then damages are calculated
by calling fldir.fire-damageso in libfail. Parameters are represented as follows:
ammo type
hit msg

--

the ammo indix from libmap
pointer to the Impact Variant PDU

Parameters
Parameter

T pe

hit msq

inter to ImactVariant

ammo type

int

Function
fail vehicle is odestroyed
cfail dir fire datrnaaes
Table 2.3-109:

Where Typedef Declared
p sim.h
Standard

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.9.2
Section 02.5.4.3.1
failure check cat kill Information.
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failurecheckindir-firedamages

This routine checks to see if an indirect impact packet came from a mine. If the packet is from
a mine and the detonation occurs within 10 meters of the tank, then the tank is destroyed. If
the packet is not from a mine, then damages are calculated by calling
cfail/indirectfiredamages in libfail. Parameters are represented as follows:
ammotype
indirfiremsg
rsquared
detonation num

-----

the ammo indix from libmap
pointer to the Indirect Fire Variant PDU
The range from the detonation to the vehicle
The detonation number within the Indirect Fire Variant PDU
Parameters

Parameter
ammo type
indir fire msg

r squared

detonation num
Function
fail vehicle is destroyed
cfail indirect fire damages
kinematics-geth to o
kinematics get w to h
Table 2.3-110:

Type
int
pointer to lndirectFireVariant
REAL
int
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
p_sim.h
sim_typesh
Standard

Described
2.5.4.9.2
2.5.4.4.1
2.5.8.1.3
2.5.8.1.1

failurecheckindirfire damages Information.
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m2 repair.c
(./simnet/release/src/Vehicle/m2/src/m2jrepair.c [m2j-epairxcI)

The M2 specific repairs functions are found in this CSU.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simn_dfns~h"
"fsim-jmacros.h"
"sim-types.h"
"pro_assoc.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"simsigjf.h"

"pro&.data.h"
"prosim.h"
"repair-m2h"
"timers-dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"Iibnetwork.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
"m2_resupp.h"

Defines:
QUIET
REQUEST
NMXREPAIRENTITIS
Declarations:
repair -vehicle
repaity--ehicles,.nearjhear
numjrepair - ehicles
repair-state
repair _timner-id
clear repair vehicleso
repair -quiet-stateo
repair request-stateO
send-reed-me packets repair-vehiclesO
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repairrequest

This routine processes repair requests that come in over the network from the Admin/Log
console of the MCC. The MCC host times these repairs and informs the simulator that the
repair is complete via a network message.
Parameters
Type
int
pointer to VehiclellD
int
pointer to SimulationAddress
Transaction Identifier

Parameter
event
agent
code
originator
tid
Error
stderr, REPAIR: repair requesto

Errors
I Reason for Error
unknown repair state
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.5.4.19.4
Section 2.1.1.3.1.38.1

Function
timers free timer
repair system is fixed
send repaired pkt
Table 2.3-111:
2.3.4.2.2

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
basic.h
Standard
address.h
p-assoc.h

repair_request Information.

repairsimul

This routine runs the repair simulation and is responsible for all self-repairs to the simulation
The routine checks the vehicle's repair state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Error
stderr, REPAIR: repair simul0-

Errors
Reason for Error
unknown repair state
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
repair quiet state
repair request state
clear repair vehicles
Table 2.3-112:

Described
2.3.4.2.7
2.3.4.2.8
2.3.4.2.4

repair simul Information.
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repair init

This routine initializes the repair simulation. All repair vehicles are cleared, the repair state is
set to QUIET, and the repair timer is set to NULL_TIMER.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.4.2.4

Function
clear repair vehicles
Table 2.3-113:
2.3.4.2.4

repairinit Information.

clear_repair_vehicles

This routine clears the repair vehiclesnear-here flag to FALSE and the number of repair
vehicles to zero.
2.3.4.2.5

repairnear_repair

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are repair vehicles. If any repair vehicles
are on this list, the repairvehiclesnear-hereflag is set to TRUE.
Parameters
Type
pointer to VehiclelD

Parameter
v

Table 2.3-114:
2.3.4.2.6

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

repairnear_repair Information.

sendfeed_mepacketsrepair

vehicles

This routine sends a repair request packet to each of the repair vehicles on the network.
Internal Variables
Variable

IType

IWhere Typedef Declared

int
Function
network send feed me packet
Table 2.3-115:

Standard
Calls
: Where Described
I Section 2.1.1.3.1.48.1

sendfeedme packetsrepairvehicles Information.
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repairquiet state

This routine determines the vehicle's repair Finite State Machine's QUIET state. If the
following conditions are BOTH TRUE:
* The resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, and no controls failures exist).
* There are repair vehicles nearby.
Then, send a feed me packet to the repair vehicles on the network, start the repair timer, and
enter the REQUEST state. If any of the conditions are not met, remain in the QUIET state.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

QUIET

int

REQUEST

int

The vehicle is in the repair
FSM QUIET state
The vehicle is in the repair
FSM REQUEST state

Function
resupply ating conditions
timers get-timer
send feed mepackets-repair vehicles

Table 2.3-116:
2.3.4.2.8

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.5.3.15
2.6.3.6.1
2.3.4.2.6

repairquietstate Information.

repairrequest_state

This routine determines the vehicle's repair Finite State Machine's REQUEST state. If
EITHER of the following conditions are TRUE:
• The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
* There are no fuel carriers nearby.
Then, free the repair timer and enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met and the
resupply timer has expired, send another service request, restart the timer, and remain in the
REQUEST state. If the resupply timer has not expired, remain in the REQUEST state.
Return Values

Return Value
QUIET

Type
int

REQUEST

int

Meaning
The vehicle is in the repair
FSM QUIET state
The vehicle isin the repair
FSM REQUEST state

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.3.15

Function
resupply-ating-conditions
timers get timer

Section 2.6.3.6.1

send feed-me-packets repair vehicles

Section 2.3.4.2.6

Table 2.3-117:

repairrequeststate Information.
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printrepairstatus

This routine prints the repair status information.
Parameters
Parameter
s
Variable

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Type

pointer to char
Internal Variables

IType

Iwhere Typedef Declared

m
it
Table 2.3-118:

IStandard
printrepair status Information.
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M2 Munitions Management
M2 Munitions Management
5.3.5

m2_ammoxc

m2._fuelsysc

m2_resupp.c

5.3.5.1

5.3.5.2

5.3.5.3

Figure 2.3-6:

Structure of the M2 Munitions Management CSC.

The simulation monitors fuel and ammunition in the above files. The fuel system involves
more than one fuel tank, and the fuel may transfer between these tanks within the vehicle.
The simulation must also determine the states of all munitions on board a vehicle. This
includes the availability, which ammunitions are loaded, and which ammunition is being
fired. Resupply of all munitions (fuel and ammunition) is coordinated in the file
"m2_jesupp.c" for the associated vehicles. These files implement the functions necessary
to resupply munitions from MCC vehicles (hemmits, etc.) and other vehicle simulations
to ml, m2 to m2).

0(ml

The following CSU's provide this functionality.
m2_ammo.c
m2_fuelsys.c
m2_resupp.c
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m2_ammoxc
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/M2/src/m2-ano.c [i2_ammo.c])

This CSU monitors the M2's ammunition supply.
Includes:

.stdio.h"
_smdfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"sim-types.h"
11mass&..stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim.cig-f.h"
"timers,_dfn.h"
"timers.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"Iibsound.h"
"failure~h
"libfail.h"
"m2-alpha.h"
"m2-alpha - f.h"
"m2_ammo.h"
"m2_ammo -df.h"
"mn2_turr -mx.h"
"m2jturr -pn.h"
"m2Lsntrl.h"
"m2_ctl-df.h"
"m2-auncher.h"
"m2 -esupp.h"
"mr2_sound_dfn.h"
"rn2_tmrs-df.h"
"m2-weapons.h"
"m2_-isu.h"
"m2_turret.h"
"m2_bcs.h"
"m2_firectl.h"
"mun-type.h"

Static Variable and Procedure Declarations:
Note that the hei and apds ammunition cans are stored as a sequence of bits:
AP == 0, HE == 1, where each bit represents a box of 30 rounds. The Least Significant
Bit represents the box closest to the barrel, and the Most Significant Bit represents the box
farthest away from the barrel.
apdsscan-quantity
apds-can-ammo-boxes
hei-can-quantity
hei-can--ammo-boxes
apds...stowed-quantity
hei-stowed-quantity
tow-stowed-quanity
dragon -stowved-quantity
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missilelval
missile2_val
m3_configurationval
n_25_stowed
n-missilestowed
ndragon-stowed
displayedstowed-quantity
heican_switchval
apdsscan-switch-val
ammo_reversedval
towlauncherval
gps-magval
boltposition
amino_roundselected
ammo_roundloaded
ammoroundindexed
ammo_roundchambered
ammno_roundlast_selected
ammo_misfirelock
low_ammo_val
low-ammo_lock val
towtestin-progress
towtestval
missile 1_selected
missile2_selected
ammotransferstatus

Where 0.0 == BEGIN and 1.0 =- END
For AMMORECIEVEVAL, an
ammunition transfer receive is valid; for
AMMOSENDVAL, the ammunition
transfer send is valid; for
AMMONOTRANSFERVAL, no
ammunition transfer is valid; for
AMMOINTERNALVAL, an internal
ammunition transfer is valid; for AMMO

ammojmgmt-round
resupply-counter
intemal-resupply-in-progress
ammo reversed check()
ammo-indexed..checkO
ammo-tow test checko
ammo-low-ammo checko
ammo-tow-test start()
ammo-two-test stop()
ammo_get-miss'ile loadedo
ammo_getapds can first roundo
ammoget-hei jan f'rst_round()
ammo-remove- apds canround()
ammo remove hei can_roundO
ammo-get apd's ca-n_boxo
ammo_get_h ei can boxo
ammo hei canenough_room()
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ammoapds can enough room0
ammo 25mm stowage enough roomO
ammo -two tubes enough-roomO
ammo tow stowageenoughroomO
ammo dragon stowage enough roomo
ammo-resupply timeout check(0
ammo-ready to-internal resupplyO
ammo start internal resupplyO
ammo-nternal resupply startcheckO
ammointernal-resupply abort checko
ammo rounds on board check()
ammo. heisto-wa g'e_enoughsup plyO
ammo_apdsstowageenough_supply()
ammo -tow stowage enoughsupply 0
ammo supplyemptystowageO
2.3.5.1.1

ammo init

This routine initalizes the ammo system.
Calls

Function
controls boltposition searI
fail init failure
Table 2.3-119:
2.3.5.1.2

Where Described
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.5.4.11.2
ammoinit Information.

ammosimul

This routine simulates the various functions of the ammunition system on a tick by tick
basis. The routine checks the status of any internal or external ammunition transfers or
resupplies. The routine monitors the types and quantities of ammo in location.

Function
ammo reversed check
ammo indexed check
ammo tow test check
ammo low ammo check
ammo internal resupply start check
ammo internal resupply abort check
ammo resupplytimeout check
ammo, ,rounds on board check
Table 2.3-120:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.5.1.29
2.3.5.1.31
2.3.5.1.46
2.3.5.1.49
2.3.5.1.87
2.3.5.1.88
2.3.5.1.89
2.3.5.1.90

ammo simul Information.
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ammo-init-ammo-supply

This routine initializes the ammo system's ammunition supply. The routine determines
whether the tank is configured as an M2 or an M3. The values which are passed for ammo
supply quanitites are compared to the maximum numbers allowed for the tank configuration
to make sure that the tank is not supplied with more ammo than it is allowed.
Parameters
Parameter
temp apds-canquantity
tempapds_can_ammo_
boxes
temp-hei canquantity
tempapdscan_ammo_
boxes
temp- apds stowed quantity
temp hei stowed quantity
temp tow stowed quantity
tempdragonstowed_
quantity
temp missilel val
temp missile2 val
tempm3 configuration val
Table 2.3-121:
2.3.5.1.4

Type
int
int

Where Typedet Declared
Standard
Standard

int
int

Standard
Standard

int
int
int
int

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

int
int
int

Standard
Standard
Standard
ammoinitammosupply Information.

ammogetapdscanquantity

This routine returns the quantity of armor piercing discarding sabot (apds) canisters in the
tank.
Return Values
Return Value
apds_can_quantity
Table 2.3-122:
2.3.5.1.5

Type
int

Meaning
Quantity of apds cans in the
I tank.

I

ammogetapdscanquantity Information.

ammogetapdscanammoboxes

This routine returns the quantity of apds canisters in the two ammunition boxes.
Return Values
Return Value
apds~can-ammoboxes
Table 2.3-123:

Type
int

Meaning
Quantity of apds cans in the
I ammo boxes,.-

I

ammogetapdscan_ammoboxes
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ammogetheicanquantity

This routine returns the quantity of high explosive anti tank (hei) canisters in the tank.
Return Values
Return Value
hei-can-quantity

Type
int

i

I

Table 2.3-124:
2.3.5.1.7

Meaning
Quantity of hei cans in the
tank.

ammoget_hei_canquantity Information.

ammogethei can-ammo-boxes

This routine returns the quantity of hei canisters in the two ammunition boxes.
Return Values
Return Value
"heicanammoboxes
Table 2.3-125:
2.3.5.1.8

Type
int

Meaning
Quantity of hei cans in the
ammo boxes.

I

ammo gethei-canammoboxes Information.

ammogetapdsstowed quantity

This routine returns the quantity of apds in stowage.

I~ourn
aueReturn valuesI

Return Value
ads stoweduantit
Table 2.3-126:
2.3.5.1.9

Type
It

I Meaning
IQuantity of apds in stowage.

ammogetapds stowed quantity Information.

ammogetheistowed_quantity

This routine returns the quantity of hei in stowage.
Return Value
hei stowedquantity
Table 2.3-127:

IType

Return Values

I Meaning
It
IQuantity of hei in stowage.
ammogethei_stowed quantity Information.

2.3.5.1.10 ammogettowstowed quantity
This routine returns the number of TOW missiles in stowage.
II

Return Value
tow-stowed_quantity

Return Values
Type R
int
tt

'Fable 2.3-128:

I

Meaning
Quantity of TOW missiles in
stowage.

ammoget tow stowed quantity Information.
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ammo_getdragonstowedquantity

This routine returns the number of Dragon missiles in stowage.
Return Values
IReturn Value
dragon-stowed_quantity
Table 2.3-129:

Type
int
Ia

I

Meanlng
Quantity of Dragon missiles in
stowage.

ammo getdragonstowedquantity Information.

2.3.5.1.12 ammogetmissilel val
This routine returns whether the missile I launcher is being used.
Return Values

Return Value
missilelval

Type RMeaning
int

Table 2.3-130:
2.3.5.1.13

If0, missile 1tube is invalid;

IIf 1, missile 1 tube is valid.

ammogetmissilelval Information.

ammogetmissile2_val

This routine returns whether the missile 2 launcher is being used.
Return Values
Type R
int

m
-

Return Value
missile2_val

Table 2.3-131:

Meaning
If0,missile 2 tube is invalid;
I If1,missile 2 tube isvalid.

ammogetmissile2_val Information.

2.3.5.1.14 ammo_getm3_configurationval
This routine returns whether the vehicle is configured as an M2 or an M3 vehicle.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

m3_configu ration_val

int

Table 2.3-132:
2.3.5.1.15

I

Meaning
If 0, vehicle is an M2;
I If1,vehicle isan M3.

ammogetapdscanquantity Information.

ammo hei can hei on

When the hei ammo box switch is set to hei, this routine sets the value of
hei can switch val equal to munition US M792. This signifies that the hei ammo box
contains hei rounds.
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2.3.5.1.16 ammo hei can hei off
When the hei ammo box switch isset to apds, this routine sets the value of
hei can switch val equal to munitionUSM791. This signifies that the hei ammo box
contains apds rounds.
2.3.5.1.17

ammoapdscan hei on

When the apds ammo box switch is set to hei, this routine sets the value of
apds_can switch val equal to munition USM792. This signifies that the apds ammo box
contains -irounds.
2.3.5.1.18

ammo_apds_can hei off

When the apds ammo box switch is set to apds, this routine sets the value of
apdscan switch-val equal to munition USM791. This signifies that the apds ammo
box contains apds rounds.
2.3.5.1.19 ammo_mgmt_receive_pushed
This routine sets the ammo transfer status when the Ammunition Management Receive
button is pressed. Any type of resupply in progress is stopped. If a resupply receive was
already in progress, it is discontinued and the transfer status is set to
AMMONOTRANSFER_VAL. Otherwise, the receive is enabled by setting transfer
status to AMMORECEIVEVAL.
Function
ammo stop_resupply
Table 2.3-133:
2.3.5.1.20

Calls
I Where Described
ISection 2.3.5.1.76
ammo mgmt_receivepushed Information.

ammomgmtsendpushed

This routine sets the ammo transfer status when the Ammunition Management Send button
is pressed. Any type of resupply in progress is stopped. If a resupply send was already in
progress, it is discontinued and the transfer status is set to
AMMONOTRANSFER_VAL. Otherwise, the send is enabled by setting the transfer
status to AMMO_SENDVAL.
Function
amno stop-resuppIy
Table 2.3-134:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.1.76
ammo_mgmt_sendpushed Information.
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ammomgmtinternalpushed

This routine sets the ammo transfer status when the Ammunition Management Internal
button is pressed. Any type of resupply in progress is stopped. If a internal ammo transfer
was already in progress, it is stopped and the transfer status is set to
AMMONOTRANSFERVAL. Otherwise, the internal transfer is enabled by setting the
transfer status to AMMO_INTERNALVAL.
Function
amno stop resupply

Table 2.3-135:
2.3.5.1.22

Calls
I Where Described
Section 2.3.5.1.76

ammomgmt_internalpushed Information.

ammomgmtheipushed

This routine causes ammo from the hei box to be transferred when the Ammunition
Management HE button is pressed and either the Send, Receive, or Internal pushbutton
lamp is on.
Calls
Function

Where Described

ammo stop_resupply

Section 2.3.5.1.76

Table 2.3-136:
2.3.5.1.23

ammomgmtheipushed Information.

ammomgmtapdspushed

This routine causes ammo from the apds to be transferred when the Ammunition
Management AP button is pressed and either the Send, Receive, or Internal pushbutton
lamp is on.
Calls
Function

Where Described

ammo stop_resupply

Section 2.3.5.1.76

Table 2.3-137:
2.3.5.1.24

ammo_mgmt apdspushed Information.

ammo_mgmt_towpushed

This routine causes TOW missiles to be transferred when the Ammunition Management
TOW button is pressed and either the Send, Receive, or Internal pushbutton lamp is on.
Function
ammo stop_resuppIy
Table 2.3-138:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.1.76
ammo_mgmttowpushed Information.
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ammomgmtdragonpushed

This routine causes dragon missiles to be transferred when the Ammunition Management
DRAGON button is pressed and either the Send, Receive, or Internal pushbutton lamp is
on.

Calls
I Where Described

Function
ammo stop resupply

Table 2.3-139:
2.3.5.1.26

Section 2.3.5.1.76

ammo mgmt_dragonpushed Information.

ammo round selected status

This routine returns the ammo box which the user selected by pressing one of the
Ammunition Management pushbuttons.
Return Values
Return Value
(ObjectType)
armmo round selected
Table 2.3-140:
2.3.5.1.27

Meaning
The selected ammo round.

Type
ObjectType

ammo round selected status Information.

ammo round loaded status

This routine returns the ammunition which is loaded.
Return Value
(ObjectType)
amno round loaded
Table 2.3-141:
2.3.5.1.28

Return Values
Type
ObjectType

Meaning
The loaded ammro round.

ammo round loaded status Information.

ammo round indexed status

This routine returns the type of ammo round in the selected ammo box.
Return Values
Return Value
(ObjectType)
ammo round indexed
Table 2.3-142:

Meaning
The amrnmo which is in the
selected ammo box.

Type
ObjectType

ammo round indexed status Information.
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ammo reversed-check

On a tick by tick basis, this routine is called to check whether the ammunition in the ammo
cans is reversed. If the hei ammo box HE/AP switch is in the AP position (the box
contains apds rounds), or if the apds ammo box HE/AP switch is in the HE position (the
box contains hei rounds), the Ammo Reversal Indicator, located on the Gunner's Control
Panel, will turn on.
Calls
Where Described

Function

controls gunner ammo reversed on
controls aunner ammo reversed off
Table 2.3-143:
2.3.5.1.30

Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2

ammo reversed check Information.

ammo reversed status

This routine returns ammo reversed v al. If this flag is ON, either the hei ammo box
HE/AP switch is in the AP position or the apds ammo box HE/AP switch is in the HE
position.
Return Values
Return Value
ammoreversedval

Table 2.3-144:
2.3.5.1.31

Meaning
If ON, the ammo is reversed;
IfOFF, the ammo is not
reversed.

Ty e
int

ammo reversed status Information.

ammo indexed check

On a tick by tick basis, this routine is called to check which ammo type is contained in the
selected ammo box. The actual type of ammo in the selected ammunition box is called the
indexed ammo. This routine notifies the ballistics computer system (BCS) of the indexed
ammo.

Calls
Function
bcs ammo index hei 25
bcs ammo index apds 25
bcs ammo index no round

Table 2.3-145:

Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.1
2.3.3.1

ammo indexed check Information.
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ammo_ap_ss_pushed

When the AP Single Shot button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be reset for
apds ammo in single shot mode. The system cannot be reset if the weapon is in the process
of being fired already (the trigger is pulled). If the weapon is not being fired, apds ammo
is selected and loaded, and the weapon is set for single shot mode.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
weapons trigger status
controls round select apss
weapons set-single shot mode
isu round select 25mm
turret tow movement off
ammo tow test stop
ammoget apds can first round
Table 2.3-146:
2.3.5.1.33

Described
2.3.3.2.13
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.11
2.3.6.3.3.5
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.5.1.62

ammo_ap_ss_pushed Information.

ammohesspushed

When the HE Single Shot button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be reset for
hei ammo in single shot mode. The system cannot be reset if the weapon is in the process
of being fired already (the trigger is pulled). If the weapon is not being fired, hei ammo is
selected and loaded, and the weapon is set for single shot mode.
Function
weapons trigger status
controls round select he ss
weapons set singleshot mode
isu round select 25mm
turret tow movement off
ammo tow test stop
ammo get hei can first round
Table 2.3-147:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.3.2.13
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.11
2.3.6.3.3.5
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.5.1.63

ammo hesspushed Information.
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2.3.5.1.34

ammo_ap_lo_pushed

When the AP Low Fire Rate button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be reset for
apds ammo in low fire rate mode. The system cannot be reset if the weapon is in the
process of being fired already (the trigger is pulled). If the weapon is not being fired, apds
ammo is selected and loaded, and the weapon is set for the low fire rate.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
weapons trigger status
controls round select-ap !o
weapons set low fire rate
isu round select 25mm
turret tow movement off
ammo tow test stop
ammo aet apds can first round

Table 2.3-148:
2.3.5.1.35

Described
2.3.3.2.13
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.7
2.3.6.3.3.5
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.2.5.1.48
2.3.5.1.62

ammo_aplopushed Information.

ammo helo pushed

When the HE Low Fire Rate button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be reset for
hei ammo in low fire rate mode. The system cannot be reset if the weapon is in the process
of being fired already (the trigger is pulled). If the weapon is not being fired, hei ammo is
selected and loaded, and the weapon is set for the low fire rate.
Function
weapons trigger status
controls round select he lo
weapons set low fire rate
isu round select 25mm
turret tow movement off
amnmo tow test stop
ammoget hei can first round

Table 2.3-149:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.3.2.13
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.7
2.3.6.3.3.5
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.5.1.63

ammo_ap_ss_pushed Information.
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2.3.5.1.36 ammoaphipushed
When the AP High Fire Rate button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be reset for
apds ammo in high fire rate mode. The system cannot be reset if the weapon is in the
process of being fired already (the trigger is pulled). If the weapon is not being fired, apds
ammo is selected and loaded, and the weapon is set for the high fire rate.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
weapons trigger status
controls round select-aphi
weapons set high, ire rate
isu round select 25mm
turret tow movement off
ammo tow test stop
ammoget apds can first round
Table 2.3-150:
2.3.5.1.37

Described
2.3.3.2.13
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.10
2.3.6.3.3.5
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.6.1.62

ammo_aphipushed Information.

ammohehipushed

When the HE High Fire Rate button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be reset
for hei ammo in high fire rate mode. The system cannot be reset if the weapon is in the
process of being fired already (the trigger is pulled). If the weapon is not being fired, hei
ammo is selected and loaded, and the weapon is set for the high fire rate.
Function
weapons trigger status
controls round select he hi
weapons set highfirerate
isu round select 25mm
turret tow movement off
ammo tcw test-stop
ammo get hei can first round
Table 2.3-151:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Sectiot,
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.3.2.13
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.10
2.3.6.3.3.5
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.5.1.63

ammohehi_pushed Information.
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ammo_towselectpushed

When the TOW Select button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be reset for firing
a TOW missile. In order for the TOW missile to be selected, the TOW launcher must be
on, the gunners primary sight must be in 12X magnification, and the weapon must not be
in the process of firing, and the TOW missile must not be already selected. If these
conditions are met, the TOW missile is selected, the weapon is set for single shot mode,
and the TOW test is started.
CallsI

Function

Where Described

weapons trigger status
controls-round select tow
weapons set single shot mode
isu round select tow

Section
Section
Section
Section

turret tow movement on

Section 2.3.6.1.1.30

ammo tow test start

Section 2.3.5.1.47

Table 2.3-152:
2.3.5.1.39

2.3.3.2.13
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.11
2.3.6.3.3.7

ammo_towselect_pushed Information.

ammo_towtestpushed

This routine starts the TOW missile test when the TOW Test button is pressed. In order for
the TOW test to start, the TOW launcher must be on, the gunners primary sight must be in
12X magnification, the TOW missile must have been selected, and the weapon must not
already be in the process of firing.

S

Calls

Function

Where Described

Iweapons trigger status
ammo tow test start
Table 2.3-153:
2.3.5.1.40

Section 2.3.3.2.13
Section 2.3.5.1.47
ammo_towtest_pushed Information.

ammomissilelpushed

When the Missilel button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be set for firing a
missile from the missile 1 tube. If the missile2 tube was previous selected, any TOW wires
are cut. The TOW launcher must be up, the gunners primary sight must be in 12X
magnification, and the TOW missile must be selected. If these conditions are met, the
missilel tube is selected, the missile is loaded into the missilel tube and the missilel tube
controls are activated.
Calls
Function

Where Described

controls missile2_off
controls missilel on

Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2

controls missilel lash

Section 2.3.2

weapons-cut any tow wires
ammo get-missile loaded

5

Table 2.3-154:

Section 2.3.3.2.9
Section 2.3.5.1.61

ammo missilel_pushed Information.
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2.3.5.1.41 ammomissile2_pushed
When the Missile2 button is pushed, this routine causes the system to be set for firing a
missile from the missile2 tube. If the missilel tube was previous selected, any TOW wires
are cut. The TOW launcher must be up, the gunners primary sight must be in 12X
magnification, and the TOW missile must be selected. If these conditions are met, the
missilel tube is selected, the missile is loaded into the missile2 tube, and the missile2 tube
controls are activated.
Calls

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
weapons cut any tow wires
ammo get missile loaded
controls missilel off
controls missile2 on
controls missile2 flash
Table 2.3-155:

Described
2.3.3.2.9
2.3.5.1.61
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2

ammomissile2_pushed Information.

2.3.5.1.42 ammo tow-launcher on
This routine turns on the TOW launcher by setting towlauncher-valto ON.
2.3.5.1.43 ammo tow-launcher off
This routine turns off the TOW launcher. tow-launcher val is set to OFF. If the TOW
missile is the selected round, the weapon is set to single shot mode, the TOW test is
stopped, the ammo is unloaded, the missile 1 and missile2 tubes are unselected, and any
TOW wires are cut.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
controls round select no round
weapons set single shot mode
isu round select no round
turret tow movement o1I
ammo tow test stop
weapons cutanytow wires
Table 2.3-156:

Described
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.11
2.3.6.3.3.6
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.3.2.9

ammo tow launcher off Information.

2.3.5.1.44 ammogpsmag_12x
This routine sets the gunners primary sight magnification value to 12X. If firing a TOW
missile, the gps magnification must be 12x.
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ammo_gpsmag_4x

This routine sets the gunners primary sight magnification value to 4x. A TOW missile may
not be fired with gps magnification of 4x. If the TOW missile was selected, the weapon is
set to single shot mode, the TOW test is stopped, the amino is unloaded, the missile 1 and
missile2 tubes are unselected, and any TOW wires are cut.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
controls round-select no round
weapons-set single shot mode
isu round select no round
turret tow movement off
ammo tow test stop
weapons cut any tow wires
Table 2.3.1S7:
2.3.S.1.46

Described
2.3.2
2.3.3.2.11
2.3.6.3.3.6
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.3.2.9

ammo-gpsmag_4x Information.

ammo tow test check

On a tick by tick basis, this routine is called to check whether a TOW test is in progress.
The TOW test is a test of the TOW missile electrical circuits. Controls are notified to turn
on the TOW Test indicator when the TOW test is in progress, and turn off the indicator
when the TOW test is not in progress.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

i

Function
electsys tow circuit open-status
controls tow test on
controls tow test off
Table 2.3-158:
2.3.5.1.47

Described
2.3.6.3.1.16
2.3.2
2.3.2

ammo tow test check Information.

ammo tow test start

This routine sets the towtest_in_progress flag to TRUE.
2.3.5.1.48

ammo towtest_stop

This routine sets the tow-test in progress flag to FALSE.
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2.3.5.1.49 ammo low ammo_check
This routine checks to see if there are sufficient rounds of the selected ammunition round.
If the quantity of selected ammunition is equal to or lower than the amount set in
N_LOWAMMO, the low ammo val is set to TRUE. If the Low Ammo button was not
pressed, the Low Ammo indicator-flashes. If the Low Ammo indicator was acknowledged
by pressing the Low Ammo button, the Low Ammo indicator turns on steady. If there are
sufficient rounds of the selected ammo, the Low Ammo indicator is turned off.
Callsi

Function
controls low armo flashI
controls low ammo on
controls low ammo off

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-159:
2.3.5.1.50

Described
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2

ammo tow test check Information.

ammolow ammo_pushed

When the Low Ammo button is pressed and there are not sufficient rounds of the selected
ammop, the lowammo-lockval is set to OFF.
2.3.5.1.51

ammo_low ammo_readyto-fire

This routine returns FALSE if the vehicle is low on the selected ammo and the Low Ammo
button has not been pressed in acknowledgment. TRUE is returned if either the vehicle is
not low on the selected ammo or the Low Ammo button has been pressed in
acknowledgment.
Return Values

Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

FALSE

int

Meaning
Either the ammo isnot low or
the Low Amno button has
been pressed.

The ammo islow and the Low
Amno button has not been
1pressed.

Table 2.3-160:

ammolowammo_readytofire Information.
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ammoturretpower_off

This routine is called when turret power is turned off. The weapon is placed in single shot
mode, any rounds are unselected and unloaded, any Tow test is stopped, and any TOW
wires are cut.
Calls
Function

Where Described

controls round select no round
weapons set single shot mode

Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.3.2.11

isu round select no round
turret tow movement off
ammo tow test stop
weapons cut any tow wires

Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-161:
2.3.5.1.53

2.3.6.3.3.6
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.3.2.9

ammoturretpoweroff Information.

ammo_bolt_positionstatus

This routine returns the bolt position.
Return Values
Return Value
bolt position
Table 2.3-162:
2.3.5.1.54

IMeaning

Type
int

The position of the bolt.

ammo -bolt position_status Information.

ammo misfire lock status

This routine returns the value of ammno_misfirelock (either OFF or ON).
Return Values

Return Value
ammomisfirelock

Type
int

Meaning
Ifequal to OFF or FALSE, the

misfire button has not been
pressed;

Ifequal to ON or TRUE, the

misfire button has been
__pressed.

Table 2.3-163:

ammo misfire lock status Information.
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2.3.5.1.55

ammoweapon removed

This routine removes the selected ammo from the appropriate ammo box and loads the
weapon.
ErrorsI

IReason for Error
IImpossible ammo round selected

Error
stderr AMMO: ammo wea on removed
Function
firectl weapon-removed
ammo remove hei can round
ammo remove apds can round
ammo get hei can first round
ammo get apds can first round
controls missilel flash
need to send veh status
controls missile2 flash
ammo tow test stop
Table 2.3-164:
2.3.5.1.56

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.2.2.3
2.3.5.1.65
2.3.5.1.64
2.3.5.1.63
2.3.5.1.62
2.3.2
2.1.1.3.1.32.1
2.3.2
2.3.2.1.48

ammoweapon removed Information.

ammo_weapon is fired

This routine removes the selected ammo from the ammo box, loads the weapon, fires the
weapon, and resets the bolt position to sear.
Function
ammo weapon removed
controls bolt position sear
Table 2.3-165:
2.3.5.1.57

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.1.55
Section 2.3.2
ammo_weaponisfired Information.

ammoweaponismisfired

This routine sets up the weapon misfire failure. The selected ammo is removed from the
amino box, the weapon is loaded, and the bolt position is set to misfire.
Function
I ammo weapon removed
controls bolt position misfire
Table 2.3-166:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.1.55
Section 2.3.2
ammo_weapon is misfired Information.
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ammomisfirecorrected

This routine repairs the weapon misfire failure by resetting the bolt position to sear.
Calls
Function

Where Described

controls bolt position sear

Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-167:
2.3.5.1.59

ammo_misfire corrected Information.

ammo_misfire_pushed

If the bolt is in misfire position and the Misfire button is pressed, the sound of the misfire
button is made and ammo misfirelock is reset to FALSE.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Function
sound make const sound
Table 2.3-168:
2.3.5.1.60

ammo_misfire pushed Information.

ammo restore ammo

This routine resets the ammo system, filling up the vehicle with ammo. This routine is
called in order to bypass the resupply process during debugging.
Calls
Where Described

Function

controls round select no round
weapons set single shot mode

Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.3.2.11

isu round select not round
turret tow movement off
ammo tow test-stop
controls boltposition sear

Section
Section
Section
Section

weapons cut any tow wires

Section 2.3.3.2.9
Section 2.3.5.1.3
Section 2.3.5.1.76

ammo init ammo-supply

ammo-stopresupply
Table 2.3-169:
2.3.5.1.61

2.3.6.3.3.6
2.3.6.1.1.29
2.3.5.1.48
2.3.2

ammo restoreammo Information.

ammo_getmissileloaded

This routine returns munitionUSTOW if the loaded status is TRUE, and EMPTY if the
loaded status is FALSE.
Return Values

Return Value
munition US TOW

_

EMPTY

S

Table 2.3-170:

Type

Meaning

ObjectType

A TOW missile is loaded.

ObjectType

No missile isloaded.

ammoget_missileloaded Information.
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ammo_getapds can firstround

This routine checks to see what type of ammo is contained in the apds ammo box. If the
box contains apds, then munition US M791 is returned. If the box contains hei, then
munitionUSM792 is returned. if the apds quantity is equal to zero, EMPTY is returned.
Return Value
EMPTY

Return Values
Type
ObjectType

munitionUSM791

ObjectType

munitionUSM792

ObjectType

Calls
Where Described
Section

Function
ammo get apds-can-box
Table 2.3-171:
2.3.5.1.63

Meaning
There are no apds canisters in
the vehicle.
The first round in the apds box
isan apds round.
The first round in the apds box
I is an hei round.

ammogetapdscan_firstround

Information.

ammo_getheicanfirstround

This routine checks to see what type of ammo is contained in the hei ammo box. If the box
contains apds, then munition US M791 is returned. If the box contains hei, then
munitionUSM792 is returned. If the hei quantity is equal to zero, EMPTY is returned.
_ _

__

__

__

_

_

_

_ReturnValues

Return Value
EMPTY

Type
ObjectType

munitionUSM791

ObjectType

__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Meaning
There are no hei canisters in
the vehicle.

The first round inthe hei box is
-an apds round.

munitionUSM792

ObjectType

The first round inthe hei box is
I an hei round.

Function
ammogethei can box
Table 2.3-172:
2.3.5.1.64

Calls
I Where Described
Section 2.3.5.1.67
ammogethei can firstround Information.

ammoremoveapdscan_round

This routine decrements the quantity of apds canisters in the vehicle. If the quantity of apds
canisters is zero, the routine does nothing.
Function
need to send veh status
Table 2.3-173:
2.3.5.1.65

Calls
:Where
Described
Section 2.1.1.3.1.32.1
ammoremove_apds_can_round Information.

ammoremove hei can round
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This routine decrements the quantity of hei canisters in the vehicle. If the quantity of hei
canisters is zero, the routine does nothing.
Calls
Function
Eneed to send veh status

Where Described
Section 2.1.1.3.1.32.1

Table 2.3-174:
2.3.5.1.66

ammo remove hei can round Information.

ammogetapdscanbox

This routine performs an existence check on the ammo box passed in boxnum.
Parameters
Parameter
box num

Type
int

Return Value

Type

Meaning

(apdscanammoboxes >>

char

The munition type in the

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Return Values
box num) & Oxl

ammo box.

Table 2.3-175:
2.3.5.1.67

ammogetapdscanbox Information.

ammo_gethei canbox

This routine performs an existence check on the ammo box passed in box num.
Parameters
Parameter
box num

Type
int

Return Value

Type

Meaning

(heicanammoboxes >>
box num) & Oxl

char

The munition type in the
ammo box.

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Return Values

I

Table 2.3-176:
2.3.5.1.68

ammogetheicanbox Information.

ammo_printammovariables

This routine prints the different ammunition quantities for debugging.
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2.3.5.1.69 ammoreadyto internalresupply
This routine sets up the ammo system for an internal resupply. The turret must be in the
appropriate load position, the Turret Travel Lock Switch must be LOCKED, the Turret
U1rive Sytem Switch must be OFF, and the Internal pushbutton on the Ammunition
2Management Panel must be pressed. If any of these conditions are not met, the routine
returns FALSE. The routine checks that there is room in the appropriate ammo box or
*aissilc rtube, and that there is enough supply in stowage for the transfer. If so, the routine
-Teturns,TRUE. If not, the routine returns FALSE.
Return Values

Seturn Value
'FALSE

Type
int

Meaning
The system is not ready for an

ammo__heican -enough'roomO && ammo hei
?stowageenough_supply0

int

IfTRUE, the system isready
for an internal transfer: there
isroom in the hei ammo box
and sufficient hei in
stowage;
If FALSE, the system is not

internal transfer.

ready for an internal transfer

ammoapds can enough_
4oomo && ammo-hei
!stowage-_enoughsupply0

int

IfTRUE, the system isready
for an internal transfer: there
isroom inthe apds ammo
box and sufficient hei in
stowage;
If FALSE, the system isnot
ready for an internal transfer

ammo_heicanenough_
roomo
&& ammo apds_
stowageenough-supply0

int

ammo-apds can enough_
room() && ammo apds_
stowag _enough-supply0

int

IfTRUE, the system is ready
for an internal transfer: there
is room inthe hei ammo box
and sufficient apds in
stowage;
If FALSE, the system isnot
ready for an internal transfer
If TRUE, the system is ready
for an internal transfer: there
is room in the apds ammo
box and sufficient apds in
stowage;
If FALSE, the system isnot
ready for an internal transfer

ammoItw_tubesenough_
room() && ammo tow
stowage,-enough-supply0

int

If TRUE, the system is ready
for an internal transfer: there
is room in the missile tubes
and sufficient TOW missiles
in stowage;
If FALSE, the system is not

I ready for an internal transfer
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_Calls
Function
controls turret drive system-status
alpha aet load
ammo hei can enough room
ammo hei stowage enough supply
ammo apds can-enough room
ammo apds stowage enoughsupply
ammo tow tubes enough room
ammo tow stowage-enough supply
launchergetval

Table 2.3-177:

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Sec:ion

Described
2.3.2
2.3.2.3.1
2.3.5.1.77
2.3.5.1.83
2.3.5.1.78
2.3.5.1.84
2.3.5.1.80
2.3.5.1.85
2.3.6.1.4.6

ammo_ready_tointernal resupply Information.

S
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ammoreadyto externalresupply

This routine sets up the ammo system for an external resupply. The turret must be in the
appropriate load position, the Turret Travel Lock Switch must be LOCKED, the Turret
Drive Ssytem Switch must be OFF, and the Receive pushbutton on the Ammunition
Management Panel must be pressed. If any of these conditions are not met, the routine
returns FALSE. The routine checks that there is room in either the appropriate ammo box,
missile tube, or stowage for the receipt of ammo. If so, the routine returns TRUE. If not,
the routine returns FALSE.
Return Values
Return Value
FALSE

Type
int

ammo hei can -enough_

int

roomO

II

ammo_25mm_

Meaning
The system is not ready for an
external resupply.
IfTRUE, the system is ready

for an external resupply:

stowage-enoughjroom0

ammo -apdscanenough-

roomo

II

there is either room in the
ammo box or in stowage for
hei;
If FALSE, the system is not
ready for an external
resupply.
If TRUE, the system is ready

int

amm_25mm_

for an external resupply:

stowageenough_room0

ammo_25mm stowage_
enough-room0

int

ammotowtubesenough_

int

room()

II

ammo_tow_

there is either room in the
ammo box or in stowage for
apds;
If FALSE, the system is not
ready for an external
resupply.
IfTRUE, the system is ready
for an external resupply:
there is room in stowage;
If FALSE, the system is not
ready for an external
resupply.
If TRUE, the system is ready

for an external resupply:

stowage-enoughjroom0

ammotowstowage
enough_room0

there is either room in the
missile tubes or in stowage
for TOW missiles;
If FALSE, the system is not
ready for an external
resupply.
If TRUE, the system is ready
for an external resupply:
there is room in stowage;
If FALSE, the system is not
ready for an external
resupply.

int
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IfTRUE, the system is ready
for an external resupply:
there is room in stowage for
dragon missiles;
If FALSE, the system isnot
ready for an external

int

1 resupply.

Function
controls turret drivesystem status
alpha et load
ammo hei can enough room
ammo 25mm-stowage enough room
ammo apds can enough room
ammo tow tubes enough room
ammo tow stowage enough-room
ammo dragon stowage enough room
Table 2.3-178:
2.3.5.1.71

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.2
2.3.2.3.1
2.3.5.1.77
2.3.5.1.79
2.3.5.1.78
2.3.5.1.80
2.3.5.1.81
2.3.5.1.82

ammoready_toexternalresupply

Information.

ammo_ready to externalsend

This routine sets up the ammo system for an external ammo send. If the Send pushbutton
on the Ammunition Management Panel is pressed, the turret drive system is on, and there is
sufficient ammo in stowage to transfer, the routine returns TRUE. If any of these
conditions are not met, the routine returns FALSE.
Values

_Return

Return Value
(ammotransferstatus ==
AMMO_SEND VAL) &&
(I controls_turretdrive_
systemstatuso) &&
(Iammo-supply-empty_
stowageO)

Type
int

Function
controls_ turret drive system status
ammo supply empty-stowa e
Table 2.3-179:

Meaning
IfTRUE, the vehicle is ready
for an external send.
IfFALSE, the vehicle is not
ready for an external send.

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.5.1.72

ammoreadyto externalsend Information.
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ammosupplyemptystowage

This routine no ammunition is left in stowage, this routine returns TRUE.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE
FALSE

int
int

There is no ammo in stowage.
There is ammo in stowage.

Table 2.3-180:
2.3.5.1.73

ammosupplyemptystowage Information.

ammostart internalresupply

This routine starts the internal resupply. The routine notifies the controls to flash the
selected ammo pushbutton lamp for the amount of time in either the DELAY_25MM
constant or the DELAYMISSILE constant, depending upon which type of ammo is
selected. The internal resupplyinjprogressvariable i. set to TRUE.
Calls
Function
controls internal flash
controls hei flash
controls apds flash
controls tow flash

Table 2.3-181:

IWhere Described
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2

mmostartinternal resupply Information.
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ammo start external_resupply

This routine starts the external resupply. apds25, hei25, tow, and dragon are the quantities
of specific ammo types available for transfer from the sending vehicle.
The routine notifies the controls to flash both the Receive pushbutton lamp and the selected
ammo pushbutton lamp for the amount of time in either the DELAY_25MM constant or the
DELAYMISSILE constant. If the external resupply was successfully started, the routine
returns TRUE. If no ammunition of the desired type is available from the sending vehicle,
the routine returns FALSE.
Parameters

Paranieter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

apds25

int

Standard

hei25
tow

Standard
Standard

dragon

int
int
int

Return Value

Type

TRUE

int

Standard
Return Values

Meaning

_

FALSE_
int

lint

FALSE

Function
FucinWhere
controls
controls
controls
controls
controls

__Calls

receive flash
hei flash
apds flash
tow flash
dragon flash

Table 2.3-182:
2.3.5.1.75

Resupply of the selected
ammo has started.
Resupply of the selected
1ammo is not possible.

Described

Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2

Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2

Section 2.3.2

ammo startexternal resupply Information.

ammo start external send

This routine starts the external send. Controls are notified to flash the Send indicator.
Function
|controls send flash

Table 2.3-183:

Calls
I Where Described
Section 2.3.2

ammo start external send Information.
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ammo_stop_resupply

This routine stops a resupply, resetting all indicators.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
resupply stopammo-resupply
controls-receive on
controls send off
controls internal off
controls hei on
controls hei off
controls apds on
controls apds off
controls tow on
controls tow off
controls dragon on
controls dragon off

Table 2.3-184:
2.3.5.1.77

Described
2.3.5.3.30
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2

ammostop_resupply Information.

ammoheicanenough_room

This routine determines if there is room for more hei ammo in the vehicle.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE

Ty e
int

FALSE

int

Table 2.3-185:
2.3.5.1.78

Meaning
There is room for more hei in
the vehicle.
There is no more room for hei
in the vehicle.

ammoheican_enough room Information.

ammoapds canenough-room

This routine determines if there is room for more apds ammo in the vehicle.
Return Values

Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

FALSE

int

Meaning
There is room for more apds in
the vehicle.

There is no more room for
apds in the vehicle.

Table 2.3-186:

ammoapds_can_enoughroom Information.
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2.3.5.1.79

ammo_25mmstowageenough

room

This routine determines if there is room for more 25mm ammo (either hei or apds) in
stowage.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

FALSE

int

Meaning
There is room for more 25mm
ammo in stowage.
There is no more room for
25mm ammo in stowage.

Table 2.3-187:
2.3.5.1.80

ammo_25mmstowage enoughroom Information.

ammo_towtubesenough_room

This routine determines if there is room for more missiles in the TOW missile tubes.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE-

Type
int

FALSE

int
Table 2.3-188:

2.3.5.1.81

Meaning
There is room for more
missiles in the missile tubes.
Both missile tubes are full.

ammotowtubes_enough room Information.

ammotowstowage-enoughroom

This routine determines if there is room for more TOW missiles in stowage.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE

int

There is room for more TOW

FALSE

int

missiles in stowage.

Table 2.3-189:
2.3.5.1.82

There isno room for more
TOW missiles in stowage.

ammo_towstowageenoughroom Information.

ammo_dragonstowageenoughroom

This routine determines if there is room for more dragon missiles in stowage.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE

int

There is room for more dragon
missiles in stowage.

FALSE

int

There isno room for more
dragon missiles in stowage.

Table 2.3-190:

ammo-dragonstowageenoughroom
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ammo-hei stowageenoughsupply

This routine determines if there is a sufficient supply of hei ammo in stowage.
Return Values

Return Value
TRUE

Tpe
int

FALSE

int

Meaning
There is a sufficient supply of
hei.
There is not a sufficient supply
of hei.

Table 2.3-191:

ammo_heihei_stowagesupply Information.

2.3.5.1.84 ammo_apdsstowageenoughsupply
This routine determines if there is a sufficient supply of apds ammo in stowage.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE

int

FALSE
_

int

There is a sufficient supply of
a ds.
There is not a sufficient supply
of apds.

Table 2.3-192:
2.3.5.1.85

ammo apds stowage enoughsupply Information.

ammo_towstowageenoughsupply

This routine determines if there is a sufficient supply of TOW missiles in stowage.
Return Values

Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

FALSE

int

Meaning
There is at least one TOW
missile in stowage.
There are no TOW missiles in
stowage.

Table 2.3-193:
2.3.5.1.86

ammotowstowageenough supply Information.

ammoturret no poweroff

This routine stops any internal resupply in progress, sets the management round to empty,
and resets the resupply counter to zero.
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2.3.5.1.87 ammo-internalresupply_startcheck
On a tick by tick basis, this routine is called to see if the conditions for starting an internal
resupply are met. In order to perform an internal resupply, the following conditions must
be met: the resupply counter is set at zero, no internal transfer is currently in progress, the
Internal pushbutton has been pressed, a valid round has been selected for transfer, and the
resupply gating conditions have been met. If the conditions are met, the internal resupply
is started.
Function
resupply gating conditions
ammo readyto internal-resupply
ammo start internal resupply
Table 2.3-194:
2.3.5.1.88

Calls
Where
Section
Section
ISection

Described
2.3.5.3.15
2.3.5.1.69
2.3.5.1.73

ammointernal resupply_startcheck Information.

ammointernalresupply_abortcheck

On a tick by tick basis, this routine is called to see if any of the resupply abort conditions
have been met. An internal resupply which was in progress is aborted if either the resupply
gating conditions are no longer met or the amino_readyto internal resupply routine
returns FALSE.
Function
resupply_gating conditions
I ammo ready to internal resupply
ammostop_resupply
Table 2.3-195:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.5.3.15
2.3.5.1.69
2.3.5.1.76

ammointernalresupply_abortcheck
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ammoresupply_timeoutcheck

This routine is called on a tick by tick basis to check for an ammo resupply timeout.
For an external resupply, the routine checks to see if the selected amno type was received.
If so, the inventory quantities for that type of ammo are adjusted and a vehicle status
message is sent.
The routine does nothing in the case of an external send.
For an internal resupply, the routine adjusts the inventory quantities for the new ammo
locations and sends a vehicle status message.
Function
controls he! on
controls receive on
resupplyammo received
alpha get load
ammo hei can enough room
need to send veh status
ammo apds can-enough_room
controls apds on
controls tow on
controls missilel on
controls missile2 on
controls dragon on
controls internal on
Table 2.3-196:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.5.3.10
2.3.2.3.1
2.3.5.1.77
2.1.1.3.1.32.1
2.3.5.1.78
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2

ammointernal resupplystart check Information.

2.3.5.1.90 ammo rounds on board check
On a tick by tick basis, this routine is called to update the Rounds on Board counter for
each ammo type.
Function
controls rounds on board
controls blank rounds on board
Table 2.3-197:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2

ammo rounds on board check Information.
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2.3.5.1.91

ammo_resupplysent

This routine stops the external send and recalculates the stowage inventory for the type of
ammo sent. amnotype is the ammunition type that was sent.

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.1.3.1.32.1
Section 2.3.5.1.76

Function
need to send veh status
ammo stop_resupply
Table 2.3-198:
2.3.5.1.92

ammo rounds on board check Information.

ammo_decideroundtype

This routine returns the selected round.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

ammo m mt round

ObiectTpe

The selected round.

Table 2.3-199:

ammo_decide round type Information.

I
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2.3.5.2

m2_fuelsys.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2fuelsys.c [m2fuelsys.c])

j e M2's fuel supply is monitored by this CSU. The M2 uses diesel fuel which is stored
in two separate but interconnected fuel tanks. The top tank has approximately a 30 gallon
capacity and the lower tank has approximately a 145 gallon capacity, for a total capacity of
175 gallons. The engine runs off the upper tank while the fuel gauge indicates the quantity
in the lower tank. The fuel control handle starts and stops fuel flow to the engine. If the
engine accessory is off, fuel is not transferred from the bottom tank to the top tank, thus,
the engine can only use as much fuel as is held by the top tank. The fuel low light is not
modeled. Variables for resupply: 30 gallons per minute times 1 min/60 sec times 1 sec/15
frames = 0.0333333333333333 gallons per frame.
This file includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simretypes.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"m3_fuelsys.h"
"m2_fueldf.h"
"m2_meter.h"
"timers.h"
"timersdfn.h"
"m2resupp.h"
"m2_sound.h"
Declarations:
fuel xfer fuelO
fueltop tank not empty()
fuel resupplytank()
fuelsys-status

--

The status of the fuel button

---

The timer id for resupply
The tank which is receiving fuel
The fuel taken in a resupply interval
If TRUE, a resupply is in progress
The amount of fuel offered by the MCC

fuelflow
topjfuellevel
bottom_fuellevel
engine-accessory
resupply-imerid
tankbeingjresupplied
totalresupplied
resupply-status
mcc_offering

Defines:
RESUPPLYINTERVAL
RESUPPLY RATE

----

--

Interval (seconds) before sending reply to the
MCC

--

GPM of fuel transfer from truck

FUEL- PER INTERVAL
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fuel init tanks

This routine is used by the MCC to intitialize the fuel level in each tank. This routine
should be called before fuelinitO.
Parameters

Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

top

REAL

sim types.h

bottom

REAL

sim types.h

Table 2.3-200:

fuel init tanks Information.

2.3.5.2.2

fuelinit

This routine initializes the fuel system. The resupply status variables and failures are
initialized.
Calls
Function
Ifail init failure

Where Described
Section 2.5.4.11.2

Table 2.3-201:
2.3.5.2.3

SW

fuel init Information.

fuel simul

This routine simulates the various functions of the fuel system on a tick by tick basis.
These functions consist of: 1) monitoringthe fuel levels in each tank, 2) transferring fuel
between the top and bottom tanks, 3) resupplying fuel, 4) stopping the fuel resupply, and
5) setting the meter amount of fuel in the bottom tank. Note that fuel may be transferred
between the top and bottom tanks when the engine accessory is on and the engine is
running.
Internal Variables

I Type

Variable
fuel usaoe this tick

IWhere Typedef Declared

REAL

Function
engine running
electsys fuel xfer pumprequest
fuel xfer fuel
fuel resupply tank

timers g.et ticking status
fuel stopresupply
meter fuel set
Table 2.3-202:

sim types.h
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.6.2.5.10
2.3.6.3.1.25
2.3.5.2.6
2.3.5.2.15

Section 2.6.3.20.1
Section 2.3.5.2.14
Section 2.3.2.3.3
fuel simul Information.
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fueltoptanknotempty

This routine returns TRUE if the top fuel tank is not empty and FALSE if the top fuel tank
is empty.
Return Values
Return Value
topjuelievel > 0.0

Type
BOOLEAN

Meaning
If TRUE, the top fuel tank is
not empty;
if FALSE, the top fuel tank is
Sempty

Table 2.3-203:
2.3.5.2.5

fueltop_tanknot empty Information.

fuel set flow

This routine sets the fuel_flow variable equal to the parameter value.
Parameters
Parameter
value

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
Return Values

Return Value
FALSE

Type
BOOLEAN

fuelsys status &&
fuel_topjanknotempty0

BOOLEAN

Meaning
Either the fuel button is OFF,
the top fuel tank is empty, or
an error has occurred

I

tank is empty

Errors
I Reason for Error
negative fuel flow rate

Error
PANIC

Function
fuel top tank not empty
Table 2.3-204:
2.3.5.2.6

If TRUE, then the fuel button
is ON, the top fuel tank is not
empty, and the fuelflow
variable is set to value;
IfFALSE, then either the fuel
button is OFF or the top fuel

Calls
I Where Described
Section 2.3.5.2.4
fuel set flow Information.

fuel xfer fuel

This routine calculates the top and bottom fuel tank levels after a fuel transfer between
tanks.
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fuelengineaccessoryon

This routine is called by the controls software to let the fuel system know that the engine
accessory has been turned on.
Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.1.3.3.25

Function
sound of engine accessory on

fuelengine_accessoryon Information.

Table 2.3-205:
2.3.5.2.8

fuelengineaccessory_off

This routine is called by the controls software to let the fuel system know that the engine
accessory has been turned off. When the engine accessory is turned off, fuel can no longer
be transferred.
Cals
i
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.3.27

Function
Isound of enine accessory off
Table 2.3-206:
2.3.5.2.9

fuelengineaccessoryoff Information.

fuel level bottom

This routine returns the fuel level of the bottom fuel tank.
Return Values
Return Value
bottomfuellevel

Type
REAL
Table 2.3-207:

2.3.5.2.10

Meaning
the level in the bottom fuel
tank

I

fuel level bottom Information.

fuelleveltop

This routine returns the fuel level of the top fuel tank.
IReturn Value
Itopfuel level

IType

Return Values

REAL

Table 2.3-208:

IMeaning

the level in the top fuel tank

fuellevel_top Information.
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fuelsupplyfull

This routine calculates whether the amount of fuel in the parameter delta will fill the fuel
tanks.

IType

Parameter
delta

REAL
Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Table 2.3-209:
2.3.5.2.12

Parameters

lWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h
Meanin
delta will fill the fuel supply
delta will not fill the fuel suply

fuel_supply_full Information.

fueldecideresupplyquantity

This routine calculates the amount of fuel needed to fill both tanks and returns either the
maximum quanity of fuel allowed to transfer in one resupply interval or the actual amount
of fuel necessary to fill both tanks (whichever is lower).
Variable
fuel needed

Internal Variables
TylPe
REAL

Return Value
(int) min(fuelneeded,
FUEL PER INTERVAL)

Type
int

Table 2.3-210:

I

I Where Typedef Declared
sim tyes.h

Return Values
Meaning
the quantity of fuel necessary
for resupply

fueldecideresupplyquantity Information.
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fuelStart externalresupply

This routine starts the external resupply of fuel process. If the amount of fuel the MCC is
offering is less than 0 gallons, the routine returns FALSE. Otherwise, the routine starts the
resupply timer, determines which tanks should be resupplied, and returns TRUE.
Parameters
I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Parameter

Type

fuel offered

int

Return Value
TRUE

Type
BOOLEAN

FALSE

BOOLEAN

Return Values

Meaning
the external resupply was
started
the external resupply was not
started
Calls

Function

Where Described

timers gettimers

Section 2.6.3.6.1

Table 2.3-211:

fuelstartexternalresupply Information.

2.3.5.2.14 fuel_stopresupply
This routine stops the fuel resupply. The timers are freed, the resupply status is set to
OFF, and the amount of fuel received during the resupply is calculated.
Calls
I Where Described
I Section 2.6.3.5.1
Section 2.3.5.3.11

Function
timers free timers
resupply fuel received

Table 2.3-212:
2.3.5.2.15

fuelstopresupply Information.

fuel_resupply tank

This routine calculates the amount of fuel in each tank after a fuel resupply.
Errors
I Reason for Error
WARNING: invalid tank selection for resupply

Error
stderr
Table 2.3-213:
2.3.5.2.16

fuel_resupply_tank Information.

printfuelvariables

This routine prints the fuel variables: top_fuel level, bottomJuel_level, engine-accessory,
andfuelsys_status.
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fuel-on

This routine sets the fuelsys _status flag to ON.
2.3.5.2.18

fuel-off

This routine sets the fu~esys status flag to OFF.

2.3.5.2.19

fuel-transfer pump failed

This routine was added for future expansion.
2.3.5.2.20

fuel-repai rtransfer pump

This routine was added for future expansion.
2.3.5.3

m2_resupp.c
(./simnet/release/src/Vehicle/m2/src/M2jesupp.c [m2jesupp.c])

This CSU coordinates the resupply of ammunition and fuel to the M2 simulator. The M2
simulator may also resupply ammunition (but not fuel) to other M.2 simulators.
This file includes:
"stdio.h't
sim-dfns.h"
'sim-types.h"
::sim macros.h t '
"mass-stdc.h'
"dgi-stdg.h"
't timers-dfn.h"
't timers.h"
timun-type.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"pro _sim.h"
"m2_ammo-df.h"
"m2_turr~mx.h"
ofm2_ammo.h"
"m3_cntrl.h"
"m2_dtrain.h"
"m2_epair.h"
"m2 fuel-df.h"
"m2_launcher.h"
"pro-assocdV'
ofassoc.h' t
Defines:
QUIET

REQUEST'
LOADING
WAITING
SERVICING
MAX_-SERV ICEl .- ENTITIU~s

Vehicles CSCI
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Declarations:
ammocarrier
fuelcarrier
ammo__receiver
num_ammocarriers
numfuelcarriers
num_ammo_receivers
ammo_carriersnearhere
fuelcarriersnear_here
ammo_receiversnearhere
ammo~jesupplyjreceivestate
ammno_hasbeenreceived
ammojthat-was received
ammo_receivetimer_id
ammo_carrierid
fuel-resupply-receivestae
fuelhasbeenreceived
fuelthatwasreceived
fuel-receive timer id
fuelcarrierid
ammo resupply-send-state
ammosendtimerid
ammo_receiverid
clear ammo carriers()
clear-fuel_carriersO
clear ammo receiversO
sendfeedme_packetsammocarriersO
send feed me packets fuel carrierso
ammo_receive_quiet_stateOfuel_receive quiet stateo
ammosend quiet stateO
ammo_receive_requeststateo
fuelreceive requeststateO
ammo send waitingstateO
ammo receive loading stateo
fuel receiveloading state()
ammo_send-servicingstate()
ammo resupply receive simul()
fuel-resupply_receive_smul()
ammo resupplysend_simul()
vehicle is closeO
2.3.5.3.1

clear ammo carriers

This routine clears the ammo carriersnear-hereflag to FALSE and the number of ammo
carriers to zero.
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1.3.5.3.2
clear fuel carriers
'Trhis routine clears thefuel carriers near here flag to FALSE and the number of fuel
tcarriers to zero.
21.3.5.3.3

clear ammo receivers

Ihis routine clears the ammo-carriersnearhere flag to FALSE and the number of ammo
neceivers to zero.
'2.3.5.3.4

printresupplystatus

'This routine prints the resupply status information.
2.3.5.3.5

sendfeed_me_packets_ammocarriers

"l1hisroutine sends a service request packet to each of the ammo carriers on the network,
nequesting the specific types of ammunition necessary for resupply.
Internal Variables
Type
int
MunitionQuantit

Warlable
i
rnunition

Function
aimmo decide round type
rmetwork send feed-me-packet
Table 2.3-214:
2.3.5.3.6

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
basic.h

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.1.92
Section 2.1.1.3.1.48.1

sendfeed_me_packets ammocarriers Information.

sendfeedme packets_fuelcarriers

'Thius routine sends a service request packet to each of the fuel carriers on the network,
iequesting a specific quantity of fuel necessary for resupply.
Warlable
il
imunition

Internal Variables
Type
int
MunitionQuantity

rFunction
t'uel decide resupplyquantity
bietwork send feed me packet
Table 2.3-215

jWhere

Typedef Declared
Standard
basic.h

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.2.12
Section 2.1.1.3.1.48.1

sendfeedmepackets_fuelcarriers
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2.3.5.3.7

resupply near ammo carrier

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are ammo carriers. If any ammo
carriers are on this list, the ammo carriers near-hereflag is set to TRUE.

Parameters
Type
pointer to VehiclelD

Parameter
V

Table 2.3-216:
2.3.5.3.8

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

resupplynearammocarrier Information.

resupplynearfuelcarrier

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are fuel carriers. If any fuel carriers
are on this list, thefuel_carriersnearhereflag is set to TRUE.

Parameters
Type
pointer to VehiclelD

Parameter
V
Table 2.3-217:
2.3.5.3.9

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

resupplynearfuelcarrier Information.

resupplynearammoreceiver

This routine maintains the list of close vehicles which are ammo receivers. If any ammo
receivers are on this list, the amino_receiversnear-hereflag is set to TRUE.

I Type

Parameter

Parameters

pointer to VehiclelD

v

Table 2.3-218:

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

resupplynear ammoreceiver Information.

2.3.5.3.10 resupplyammo received
This routine sets the ammo has been received flag to TRUE, and set the variable
ammo-thatwas received to the quantities and types of ammunition that was received.

Parameters
Where Typedef Declared
p-sim.h

Type
ObjectTpe

Parameter
ammo type
Table 2.3-219:

resupply_ammoreceived Information.
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resupplyfuel_received

This routine sets the fuel has been received flag to TRUE, and set the variable
fuel_that-wasreceived equal-to the-number of gallons of fuel that were received.
Parameters
Parameter
gallons

IWhere Typedef Declared

Type

int

Table 2.3-220:

Standard

resupply fuel received Information.
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resupplyofferpacket

This routine is called by the LibRcvNet routine processresupplyoffero in order to
process a message from a vehicle within range offering munitions resupply.
resupply offer packet0 first determines the types and quantities of munitions carried,
and then checks the ammo and fuel resupply receive states.
If the resupply receive state is QUIET, no munitions have been requested and no munitions
are received. If the state is REQUEST, the resupply timer is started a, the external resupply
of either fuel or ammunition (apds25, hei25, or tow) is started, and the state is changed to
LOADING. If the state is LOADING, the external resupply is in progress. If the receive
state is not known, print an error. Parameters are represented as follows:
carrier id
num munitions
muniions

----

The VehiclelD of the munitions carrier.
The number of munitions types carried.
The quantities and types of munitions being carried.
Parameters

Parameter
carrier id
num munitions
munitions

Type
pointer to Vehiclel D
usigned char
register pointer to
MunitionQuantity

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
Standard
basic.h

Internal Variables
Type

Variable
fuel
apds25
hei25
tow
dragon
mun type
mun quantity
i

int

t
int
int
int
ObiectType
float
int

Error
RESUPPLY: resupplyofferpacket

Where Typedet Declared
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
p_sim.h
Standard
Standard

Errors
Reason for Error
- unkown ammo state
- unknown fuel state

Function
timers free timer
ammo start external resupply
timers get timer
Table 2.3-221:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.6.3.5.1
2.3.5.1.74
2.6.3.6.1

resupply offer packet Information.
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resupplythankyoupacket

This routine is called by the LibRcvNet routine process resupplyreceivedo in order
to process a message from a resupply receiver saying that the ammo was received.
resupply thank_youpacketo determines the types and quantities of ammo that were
transferred, frees the resupply timer, sets the resupply send state to QUIET, and stops the
ammo resupply.
receiver id
num munitions
munitions

----

The Vehicle ID of the vehicle which received the ammo resupplies.
The number of different types of ammo sent by the carrier.
The quantity of each type of ammo sent by the carrier.

Parameter
receiver id
num munitions
munitions

Parameters
Type
pointer to VehiclelD
unsigned char
register pointer to
MunitionQuantity.

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
Standard
basic.h

Internal Variables

IType

Variable

Standard

Iit
Function
ammo resupply send
timers free timers
ammostop resupply
Table 2.3-222:

I Where Typedef Declared

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.5.1.91
2.6.3.6.1
2.3.5.1.76

resupplythankyoupacket Information.
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2.3.5.3.14 resupplyfeedmepacket
This routine is called by the LibRcvNet routine process service requesto in order to
process a message requesting ammunition resupply from a vehicle within range.
resupply feedmeo first checks the ammo resupply send state. If the state is QUIET,
no supplies are to be sent. If the state is WAITING, send an offer packet on the network to
the receiver listing the types and quantities of munitions that you have, start the external
resupply, and change the state to SERVICING. If the state is SERVICING, the external
resupply is in progress. If the state is not know, print an error.
receiver id
num munitions
feedme munitions

----

The VehicleID of the munitions receiver.
The number of ammo types requested by the receiver.
The types and quantities of ammo being requested by the
reciever.

Parameter
receiver id
num munitions
feed me munitions

Parameters
Type
pointer to VehiclelD
unsigned char
pointer to MunitionQuantity

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
Standard
basic.h

Variable
offer munitions

Internal Variables
Type
pointer to MunitionQuantity

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

Errors
Reason for Error

Error
RESUPPLY: resupply feed mepacket

unknown ammo

Calls
Where Described

Function
timers free timers

Section 2.6.3.5.1

timers get timers
ammoget hei stowed quantity
ammoget apds stowed quantity
ammoget tow stowedquantity
ammo get dragon stowed_quantity
network send offer packet
ammo start external send

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-223:

2.6.3.6.1
2.3.5.1.9
2.3.5.1.8
2.3.5.1.10
2.3.5.1.11
2.1.1.3.1.40.1
2.3.5.1.75

resupplyfeed_mepacket Information.
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resupplygating conditions

This routine returns TRUE if the vehicle is not moving and there are no failures in the
controls. The routine returns FALSE if the vehicle is moving or there is a failure in the
controls.
Variable
tracks speed

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Return Value
TRUE

Return Values
Type
BOOLEAN

FALSE

BOOLEAN

Function
drivetrainget vehicle-speed
controls failure status
Table 2.3-224:

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h
Meaning
the vehicle is not moving; no
failures in the controls
either the vehicle ismoving or
there isa controls failure

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.4.8
Section 2.3.2
resupplygating_conditions Information.
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2.3.5.3.16

ammoreceive_quietstate

This routine determines the receiver's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's QUIET
state. If the following conditions are ALL TRUE:
• The resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, and no controls failures exist).
- There are ammo carriers nearby.
• The receiver is ready to receive ammo (the commander has set the transfer mode
to receive, the turret drive system is off, and there is room for the ammo).
* If TOW missiles are requested, the TOW launcher is up.
Then, send a feed me packet to the ammo carriers on the network, start the resupply timer,
and enter the REQUEST state. If any of the conditions are not met, remain in the QUIET
state.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

REQUEST

int

the receiver is in the

QUIET

int

REQUEST state

the receiver is in the QUIET
state

Calls
Where Described

Function
resupply--gating conditions
ammo ready to-external resupply
ammo decide-roundtype
launcherget val
timers get timer
send feed me-packets ammo carriers

Table 2.3-225:

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.3.5.3.15
2.3.5.1.70
2.3.5.1.92
2.3.6.1.4.6
2.6.3.6.1
2.3.5.3.5

ammo receivequietstate Information.
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fuel-receive quiet_state

This rounine determines the receiver's fuel resupply Finite State Machine's QUIET state. If
the folloc;'ing conditions are ALL TRUE:
ThIe resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, and no controls failures exist).
-There are fuel carriers nearby.
-There is room for the fuel.
Then, se:,nd a feed me packet to the fuel carriers on the network, start the resupply timer,
and ente--r the REQUEST state. If any of the conditions are not met, remain in the QUIET
state.
____________________ReturnValues

Return

REQUES1T

____________

JType

Value

Meaning

te receiver is inthe

iin,

te receiver is inthe QUIET

__________________________________

QUIET

_______

int

Functlaon
resupply gqating conditions
fuel-supQly full
timers get timer
send fee-.d mepackets fuel carriers

Table 2.3-226:

CallsIste
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

EQUEST state

Described
2.3.5.3.15
2.3.5.2.11
2.6.3.6.1
2.3.5.3.6

fuel-receive quiet-state Information.

2.3.5.3.18 ammo send quiet_state
This row,tine determines the sender's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's QUIET
state. Nf the following conditions are ALL TRUE:
The resupply gating conditions are TRUE (the vehicle is alive, the vehicle is not
moving, and no controls failures exist).
There are ammo receivers nearby.
*The ammo is ready to be sent.
Then, e3iter the WAITING state. If any of the conditions are not met, remain in the QUIET
state.
Return Values

____________________

Return Value
WAITNC

Typ

Meani_

it

te sender is inthe WAITING

lint

QUIET

____
___

_____ __

____

_

te sender is in the QUIET

___Calls

Functio:)n
resuPP!., gafinq conditions
ammo -- ady to external send

Talahe 2.3-227-

_

Where Described
Section 2.3.5.3.15
Section 2.3.5.1.72

animo-snd_qujiet state Information.
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2.3.5.3.19 ammo receive request state
This routine determines the receiver's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
REQUEST state. If ANY of the following conditions are TRUE:
" The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
" There are no ammo carriers nearby.
- The receiver is not ready to receive ammo (the commander has not set the transfer
mode to receive, the turret drive system is on, or there is no room for the ammo).
Then, abort the resupply timer and enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met
and the resupply timer has expired, send another service request, restart the timer, and
remain in the REQUEST state. If the resupply timer has not expired, remain in the
REQUEST state.
Return Values

Return Value
QUIET

Type
int

REQUEST

int

Function
resupply gating conditions
ammo ready to-external resupply
timers get timeout edge
timers free timer
timers gettimer
send feed me packets ammo carriers
Table 2.3-228:

Meaning
the receiver is in the QUIET
state
the receiver isin the
REQUEST state
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.5.3.15
2.3.5.1.70
2.6.3.22.1
2.6.3.5.1
2.6.3.6.1
2.3.5.3.6

ammo_receiverequeststate Information.
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fuel receive_request state

This routtine determines the receiver's fuel resupply Finite State Machine's REQUEST
state. Ii ANY of the following conditions are TRUE:
- The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
- There are no fuel carriers nearby.
- The fuel supply is full.
Then, ahtort the resupply timer and enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met
and the Pesupply timer has expired, send another service request, restart the timer, and
remain imi the REQUEST state. If the resupply timer has not expired, remain in the
REQUEST state.
Return 'Value
REQUEST

Type
int

QUIET

int

Functlo;n
resupply gating conditions
fuel-suptplyfull
timers fr:ee timers
timers _o ttimeout edge
timers _ et timer
send fecd mepackets fuel carriers
Table 2.3-229:

Return Values

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Meaning
the receiver is in the
REQUEST state
the receiver isin the QUIET
state
Described

2.3.5.3.15

2.3.5.2.11
2.6.3.5.1
2.6.3.22.1
2.6.3.6.1
2.3.5.3.6

fuel-receiverequest_state Information.
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ammo sendwaiting state

2.3.5.3.21

This routine determines the sender's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
WAITING state. If ANY of the followiig conditions are TRUE:
" The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
* There are no ammo receivers nearby.
* The sender is not ready to send ammo (there are insufficient supplies to send).
Then, enter the QUIET state. If none of the conditions are met remain in the WAITING
state.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

QUIET

int

the sender is in the QUIET

WAITING

int

state
the sender is inthe WAITING
_state

Function
resupplycating conditions
ammo-read.to external send
Table 2.3-230:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.5.3.15
Section 2.3.5.1.71
ammo_send_waitingstate Inform tion.
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ammo-receive_loadingstate

This routine determines the receiver's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
LOADING state. If the ammo has been received, a thank you packet is sent by the receiver
listing the type and amount of ammunition taken, and the receiver enters the QUIET state.
If any of ANY of the following conditions have changed to TRUE in the LOADING state:
• The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
- There are no ammo carriers nearby.
* The ammo carrier which offered ammunition is dead.
• The receiver is no longer ready to receive ammo (the commander has not set the
transfer mode to receive or the turret drive system is on).
Then, stop the resupply and enter the QUIET state.
If the loading has not completed, remain in the LOADING state.
Internal Variables

I Type

Variable
munitions

MunitionQuantity

lWhere Typedef Declared
basic.h

Return Values

Return Value
QUIET

Type

Meaning

int

LOADING

int

the
statesender is in the QUIET
the sender is in the LOADING
state

Error
AMMO: ammo receive loadina state
Function
network send thank you packet
resupply oating conditions
vehicle is close
ammo ready to external resupply
ammo StOp resupply
Table 2.3-231:

Errors
I Reason for Error
I impossible ammo that was received
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.1.1.3.1.41.1
2.3.5.3.15
2.3.5.3.34
2.3.5.1.70
2.3.5.1.76

ammo_receiveloadingstate Information.
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fuel-receiveloading

state

This routine determines the receiver's fuel resupply Finite State Machine's LOADING
state. If the fuel has been received, a thank you packet is sent by the receiver listing the
quantity of fuel taken, and the receiver enters the QUIET state.
If any of ANY of the following conditions have changed to TRUE in the LOADING state:
" The resupply gating conditions are FALSE (the vehicle is dead, the vehicle is
moving, or a controls failure exists).
" There are no fuel carriers nearby.
* The fuel which offered fuel is dead.
• The fuel load is full.
Then, stop the resupply and send a thank you packet listing the quantity of fuel taken
before the resupply was stopped and enter the QUIET state.
If the loading has not completed, remain in the LOADING state.
Variable

Internal Variables
Type

Where Typedef Declared

munition

MunitionQuantitj

basic.h

Return Value

Type

Meaning

QUIET

int

the sender is in the QUIET

LOADING

int

state
the sender is in the LOADING

Return Values

jstate

/

Function
network send thank-you-packet
resupply gating conditions
fuel supply full
vehicle is close
fuel stop resupply

Table 2.3-232:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.1.1.3.1.41.1
2.3.5.3.15
2.3.5.2.11
2.3.5.3.34
2.3.5.2.14

fuelreceive_loadingstate
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2.3.5.3.24 ammosendservicingstate
This routine determines the sender's ammunition resupply Finite State Machine's
SERVICING state. If the resupply timer has timed out, stop the resupply and enter the
QUIET state. If the resupply timer has not timed out, remain in the SERVICING state.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

QUIET

int

SERVICING

int

the sender is in the QUIET
state
the sender is in the
SERVICING state
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
timers get timeout edge
timers tree timers
ammo stop resupply

Table 2.3-233:
2.3.5.3.25

Described
2.6.3.22.1
2.6.3.5.1
2.3.5.1.76

ammosendservicingstate Information.

ammoresupplyreceivesimul

This routine runs the ammunition resupply receive simulation. The routine checks the
ammo resupply receive state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Errors
I Reason for Error

Error
REPAIR: ammo resupplyreceive-simul

Function
ammo receivequiet state
amnmo receive-request state
ammo receive loading state

Table 2.3-234:

I unknown state
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.5.3.16
2.3.5.3.19
2.3.5.3.22

ammo_resupplyreceivesimul Information.
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2.3.5.3.26 fuelresupplyreceivesimul
This routine runs the fuel resupply receive simulation. The routine checks the fuel resupply
receive state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Error
REPAIR: fuel resupply receive simul

3

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
fuel receivequiet state
fuel receive-request state
fuel-receive-loading state
Table 2.3-235:
2.3.5.3.27

Errors
I Reason for Error
unknown state
Described
2.3.5.3.17
2.3.5.3.20
2.3.5.3.23

fuelresupplyreceive_simul

Information.

ammoresupplysendsimul

This routine runs the ammunition resupply send simulation. The routine checks the
sender's ammo resupply state and calls the appropriate routine for that state.
Error
REPAIR: ammo resupply send simul

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
ammo sendquiet state
ammo send waitingstate
ammo send servicing state
Table 2.3-236:
2.3.5.3.28

Errors
IReason for Error
Iunknown btate
Described
2.3.5.3.18
2.3.5.3.21
2.3.5.3.24

ammo_resupplysend_simul Information.

resupply_init

This routine initializes the resupply simulation. All ammo and fuel carriers and receivers
are cleared, all resupply states are set to QUIET, and all resupply timers are set to NULL.
Function
clear ammo carriers
clear fuel carriers
clearammo receivers
Table 2.3-237:

Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.5.3.1
2.3.5.3.2
2.3.5.3.3

resupply_init Information.
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2.3.5.3.29 resupplysimul
This routine rums the resupply simulations. The routine calls the ammo send, ammo
receive simulahion , and fuel receive routines.
Calls
Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Function
ammo resupply receive simul
fuel resupply receive simul
ammo resupply send simul
clear ammo carriers
clear fuel carriers
clear ammo receivers
Table 2.3-238:
2.3.5.3.29

Described
2.3.5.3.25
2.3.5.3.26
2.3.5.3.27
2.3.5.3.1
2.3.5.3.2
2.3.5.3.3

resupplysimul Information.

servicecheck-vehicletype

This routine chiecks the vehicle ID from the pkt parameter, determines its vehicle type, and
updates the dif1firent lists of ccke vehicles (ammo carriers, fuel carriers, ammo receivers,
etc.).
Parameter
pkt

Type
pointer to

Parameters

lVehicleAppearanceVariant

Internal Variables
IType
pointer to VehiclelD

Variable
id
Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h

Return Values
Meaning
TS-uccessfu i
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.10.7.1

Function
is fuel vehicle
resupply-near 'el

Where Typedef Declared
p_sim.h

carrier

Section 2.3.5.3.8

is repair vehicle
repair nearrep'3ir
is ammo vehicla
is ammo carrier
resupply near ammo carrier

...

is main battle t.ank
resupply_near.oa receiver

....

Table 2.3-239:

Section
Section
Section
Section

2.6.10.10.1
2.3.4.2.5
2.6.10.2.1
2.6.10.2.2

Section 2.3.5.3.8
Section 2.6.10.9
Section 2.3.5.3.9

ser cv check _vehicletype Information.
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2.3.5.3.30

resupplystopammo_resupply

This routine aborts the ammo resupply simulation, resetting the ammo resupply send (or
receive) state to QUIET and freeing the resupply timer.
Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1

Function
timers free timers
Table 2.3-240:
2.3.5.3.31

resupplystop ammo resupply Information.

resupply_stop_fuelresupply

This routine aborts the fuel resupply simulation, resetting the fuel resupply receive state to
QUIET and freeing the resupply timer.
_

_

_Calls

Where Described
Section 2.6.3.5.1

Function
timers free timers

resupplystopfuelresupply Information.

Table 2.3-241:
2.3.5.3.32

resupplyoffercanceled

This routine cancels an offer of service from another vehicle.

______________ _ Parameters
Type
int

Parameter
carrier id

resupply_offercanceled Information.

Table 2.3-242:
2.3.5.3.33

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

P

resupplyrequestcanceled

T,,,- routine cancels a request for service.
___arameter

Parameters

___Type

IWhere Typedef Declared

IType

Parameter
receiver id

Standard

int
Table 2.3-243:

resupplyrequestcanceled Information.
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2.3.5.3.34 vehicle is close

@1

This routine determines if a particular vehicle is on the close vehicles list.
Parameters

Parameter
list
vehicle
size of list

Type
register pointer to VehiclelD
register pointer to VehiclelD
register int

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
basic.h
Standard

Return Values

Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

Meaning
The vehicle is on the close

FALSE

int

The vehicle is not on the close

vehicles list
vehicles list

Calls
Where Described
Macro defined in simn macros.h

Function
IVEHICLEIDSEQUAL

Table 2.3-244:

vehicle is close Information.

2.3.5.3.35 keybrd ammo ca rriers near_here
This routine returns whether any ammo carriers are nearby, prompted by a user's keyboard
request.
Return Values
Return Value
ammocarriersnearhere
Table 2.3-245:

Type
BOOLEAN

Meaning
Whether any ammo carriers are

I nearby

I

keybrdammocarriersnearhere Information.
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M2 Vehicle Model

There are a number of vehicle specific simulation functions. Code is required for modeling
the relevant moving elements of a vehicle. It is necessary to simulate the forces applied to
the vehicle by its propulsion and suspension systems. The generation and use of electric
and hydraulic power is simulated, as are the effects of the user's actions on the visual
displays.

M1 Vehicle Model
5.3.6

Interqnal

Propulsion

Vehicle

Kinematics

Simulation

Subsystems

5.3.6.1

5.3.6.2

5.3.6.3

m2_turret.c
5.3.6.1.1

-

m2_ptrain.c
5.3.6.2.1

m2_elecsys.c
5.3.6.3.1

m2_cupola.c
5.3.6.1.2

-

m2_trans.c
5.3.6.2.2

.m2_vision.c
5.3.6.3.2

m2_ramp.c
5.3.6.1.3

-

m2_cntrllr.c
5.3.6,2.3

m2_launcher
5.3.6.1.4

-

m2_dtrain.c
5.3.6.2.4

-

m2_engine.c
5.3.6.2.5

-

m2_engfail.c
5.3.6.2.6

Figure 2.3-7:

L

m2_isu.c
5.3.6.3.3

Structure of the M2 Vehicle Model CSC.

The third level CSC's are as follows:
Intemal Kinematics
Propulsion Simulation
Vehicle Subsystems
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lirdernal Kinematics

The M2 has cormponents which move with respect to the hull. The turret and the TOW
launcher on thtt M2 are examples. It is necessary to model the movement of these
components; twwever, the required level of model fidelity varies among them. A much
more detailed'mrodel is required for the turret than for the TOW launcher. The simulation of
moving components is carried out by the following CSU's
m2...urret.c
m2_-upola.c
m2_rnamp.c
m2 lJauncher.c
2.3.6.1.1

m2 turret.c
(Jsimet/release/src/vehicle/rn2/src/m2_turret.c [rn2turret.c])

The vehicle spocific characteristics of the turret are modeled in m2_turret.c. The vehicle
specific code re.sponds to commands from the controls and determines the appropriate
commands to siend to libturret. The response depends on the mode of operation of the
turret and is affected if a turret subsystem has failed. The operational modes and failure
status are trackied in vehicle specific code. Commands are sent to the sound system from
this module. Thais module contain functions which provide information to other
components off the simulation, including the CIG and some of the control displays.
Includes:
"stdio.lf."
"math.In.
"sim.types.h"
"sim_dtfns.h"
"simrriacros.h"
"timerh...
"timers_dfn.h"
"pro_dqata.h"
"libturzt.h"
"libmatrix.h"
bigwhN-el.h"
"libkin..'b"

"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"libsound.h"
"m2_alpha.h"
"m2_bcs.h"
"m2_dtrain.h"
"m2_elecsys.h"
"m2_sound.h"
"m2_sounddfn.h"
"m2turr_def.h"
"m2_turret.h"
"m2_main.h"

Defines:
TURRE-T_DEBUG
TURRiET_FAILURESDEBUG
STABDEBUG
GUNBUREAKSPEED
Declarations:
gyro._speed
gunsiw_.i n 1c
gun e&Iv, handle
turret .-slew jr
gunex-v r: :c
super -elev
sin-is .:.el,

-----

between 0.0 and 1.0
between -1.0 and 1.0
between -1.0 and 1.0
radians per frame
radians per frame
radians of elevation! (relative to the
orientation of the hul,)
X2,t
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radians of elevations (relative to the

singun_elev.

--

sintowelev

--

orientation of the hull)
radians of elevations (relative to the
orientation of the hull)

sinelevrads

--

number of radians that the gun is elevated

towmovement
fast_movement
gun-on-stop
elevation_status
stabstatus
mountintstatus
gearboxstatus
traversestatus
stabpower
control-engaged

-------

TRUE or FALS]E
TRUE or FALSE
TRUE or FALSE
either WORKING
either WORKING
either WORKING
either WORKING
either WORKING
ON or OFF
ON or OFF

-----

(relative to the orientation of the hull)

or BROKEN
or BROKEN
or BROKEN
or BROKEN
or BROKEN

calc elev from handleO
calc-slew- from- handle()
turretgyros_simul()
turretmoveO
turret calc gunelevO
turretcalc_turretslewO
make sound of no turret noise()
make-sound-of-no-elevat'ng()
make-sound-orno.slewingO
2.3.6.1.1.1
-

turretinit

This routine initializes the turret variables. The stab vectors are also initialized in order to
use the stabilization system.
Function
controls turret stab off
turret set-stab system
fail initfailure

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-246:

Calls
Described
2.3.2
2.5.5.2.3
2.5.4.11.2

turret init Information.
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turret simul

This is the top level routine for the turret. This routine is called on a tick by tick basis to
model the turret. Nothing will occur until the turret gyros are operational. When in manual
mode, the stabilization is not operational. Note that the stab vectors must be set every tick,
since they are set one tick ahead of use.
Internal Variables
Type
int
REAL

Internal Variable
old control value
turret ref ind
Function
turretgyros simul
sound make const sound
makesound of no turretn
oise
turret move
turret get ref ind
turret set stab sys
controls turret ref ind
alpha send

Where
Section
Section
Section

Calls
Described
2.3.6.1.1.11
2.1.3.1.2
2.3.6.1.1.27

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.3.6.1.1.3
2.5.5.2,16
2.5.5.2.3
2.3.2
2.3.2.3.1

Table 2.3-247:
2.3.6.1.1.3

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
sim tves.h

turret simul Information.

turretmove

This routine is called by turret simulO to make the turret slew and the gun elevate. It
checks to make sure that the subsystems are engaged and working before the routines
which actually perform the slewing and elevating are called.
Internal Variables
Type
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

Internal Variable
sin stab azi rot
sin stab elev rot
elev rate
slew rate
Function
turret get stab changes
make sound of no slewing
turret calc turret slew
turret move azimuth
makesound_otno, elevatin
g
turret calc gun elev
turret move elevation

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
Sim types.h

Calls
Described
2.5.5.2.5
2.3.6.1.1.25
2.3.6.1.1.7
2.5.5.2.6
2.3.6.1.1.26

Section 2.3.6.1.1.9
Section 2.5.5.2.7

Table 2.3-248"

hrretmovt Information.
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2.3.6.1.1.4

turretget turret_siewrate

This routine returns the turret slew rate.
Return Value

Type

turret_slewrate/DELTAT

REAL

Table 2.3-249:
2.3.6.1.1.5

Return Values

Meaning
The turret slew rate

turretget_turret_slewrate Information.

turretgetgunelevrate

This routine returns the gun elevation rate.
Return Values

Return Value
gun_elevrate/DELTAT

Type
REAL

turretget gunelev_rate Information.

Table 2.3-250:
2.3.6.1.1.6

Meaning
The gun elevation rate

turret handles values

This routine is called by the handles module to pass on the values of the gun slew rates, the
gun elevation rates, which handles are engaged, and whether the fast slew is on.
_Parameters

Parameter
gun slew rate
gun elevate rate
handles-engaged
fast slew on

Where Typedef Declared
sir types.h
sim types.h
Standard
Standard

Type
REAL
REAL

int
int

Table 2.3-251:

turret handles values Information.
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turretcalc_turret slew

This routine moves the turret in azimuth. In addition to slewing the turret, this routine is
also responsible for checking to make sure that the turret does not move too fast. It also
checks to see that sufficient hydraulic pressure is available before starting the turret move.
Parameters
Parameter
control handle
sin stab azi rot

Type
REAL
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim. types.h
sim types.h

Internal Variable
total slew rate
elec slew Iercent

Internal Variables
Type
register REAL
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim-types.h

Return Values
Return Value
total slewrate

Type
REAL

Function
calc slew from handle
electsysjturret traversejrequ
est
sound of turret traversingj

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.1.1.8
Section 2.3.6.3.1.23
Section 2.1.3.3.18

Table 2.3-252:
2.3.6.1.1.8

Meaning
The total slew rate

turret calc turret slew Information.

caic slew from handle

This routine is called by turret move azimutho to determine how far to slew the turret,
based on the deflection of the gunner or commander's handles. The parameter,
gunslewhandle,is the normalized handle displacement, where -1.0 is complete deflection
to the right, +1 is complete deflection to the left, and 0.0 is centered.
Parameter
handle disl

Parameters
Type
register REAL

Internal Variable
slew rate
abs slew handle

Internal Variables
Type
register REAL
register REAL

[Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value
slew-rate

Type
IREAL

Tabh: 2.3-253:

IMeaning
IThe slew rate

calc_slcw from _handle Information.
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turret calc_gunelev

This routine moves the gun in elevation. In addition to elevating the gun, this routine is
also responsible for checking that the gun is not moving too fast. The routine checks for
sufficient hydraulic pressure before elevating the gun.
Parameters

Parameter
control handle
sin stab elev rot

Type
register REAL
register REAL

Internal Variable

Type

Where Typedef Declared

total elev rate
elevpercent

register REAL
REAL

sim types.h
sim types.h

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Internal Variables

Return Values

Return Value
total elev rate

Type
REAL

Meaning
the total elevation rate
Calls

Function
Where Described
calc elev from handle
Section 2.3.6.1.1.10
eelctsysjturretelevationreq Section 2.3.6.3.1.22
uest
sound of gun elevating
Section 2.1.3.3.17
Table 2.3-254: turret calc_gun_elev Information.
2.3.6.1.1.10 calc elev from handle
This routine is called by turret move-elevo to determine how far to elevate the gun,
based on the deflection of the gunner or commander's handles. The parameter,
gunelev handle, is the normalized handle displacement, where -1.0 is complete deflection
to the right, +1 is complete deflection to the left, and 0.0 is centered.

Parameter
handle disp

Parameters
Type
register REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim_ types.h

Internal Variable
elev rate
abs elev handle

Internal Variables
Type
register REAL
register REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Return Value
elev_rate

Type
REAL

Return Values

Table 2.3-255:

Meaning
The elevation rate

calc elev from handle Information.
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2.3.6.1.1.11 turretgyrossimul
This routine is called by turretsimul() to simulate the spinning up or spinning down of
the turret gyros. The variable, gyrospeed,is a number between 0.0 and 1.0, represtnting
the gyros' speed as a percentage of their full working speed.
Internal Variables
Type
pointer to register int
pointer to register REAL

Internal Variable
g dir
a speed

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
sim types.h

Return Values

jMeanIng

Return Value
turretgyros status

Type

Function
turret gyros-status
controlsturretdrivesystem

Where Described
Section 2.3.6.1.1.16
-Section 2.3.2

int

The status of the gyros
Calls

on__,

Table 2.3-256:

turretgyros_simul Information.

2.3.6.1.1.12 turret stab on
This routine called by the controls module when the stab switch is turned on.
Function
Icontrols turret stab on

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-257:

turret stab on Information.

2.3.6.1.1.13 turret stab off
This routine called by the controls module when the stab switch is turned off.
Function
controls turret stab off

Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-258:

turret stab off Information.

2.3.6.1.1.14 turretgyros_spool_up
This routine called by the controls module whcn the turret power is turned ,:,!, in order ;o
spool up the turret gyros.
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2.3.6.1.1.15 turretgyrosspool down
This routine called by the controls module when the turret power is turned off, in order to
spool fown the turret gyros.
Function
controls_turretdrivesystem
offII

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-259:

turretgyros spool_down Information.

2.3.6.1.1.16 turretgyrosstatus
This routine is called by the controls module to determine the state of the turret gyros.
Return Values
Return Value
GYROS SPOOLED-UP
GYROS SPOOLED-DOWN
GYROSSTILLSPOOLING

Type

Meaning
The gyros are spooled up
The gyros are spooled down
The gyros are in the process
spooling

int
int
int

I _of
Table 2.3-260:

turret gyrosstatus Information.

2.3.6.1.1.17 turretbreakelevation drive
This routine causes the elevation drive to fail.
2.3.6.1.1.18 turretrepair elevation drive
This routine causes the elevation drive to be repaired.
2.3.6.1.1.19 turretbreak stabsystem
This routine causes the stabilization system to fail.
2.3.6.1.1.20 turretrepair_stab_system
This routine causes the stabilization system to be repaired.
2.3.6.1.1.21 turret break mount interface
This routine causes the mount interface to fail.
2.3.6.1.1.22 turretrepairmountinterface
This routine causes the mount interface to be repaired.
2.3.6.1.1.23 turret break traverse drive
This routine causes the traverse drive to fail.
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2.3.6.1.1.24 turretrepair traverse drive

This routine causes the traverse drive to be repaired.
2.3.6.1.1.25 turret collision detected
This routine is called whenever kinematics whenever a collision is detected. It determines
whether the gun was pointing in the direction of the collision. If so, the routine checks to
see whether to break the turret-mount interface. When the turret-mount interface is broken,
the gun cannot be elevated (except in emergency mode) or fired.
Parameters
Parameter
agent id
event id
coil sector

Type
pointer to VehiclelD
long
register int

Where Typedef Declared
basic.h
Standard
Standard

Internal Variable
azimuth
rel sector
t to h

Internal Variables
Type
register REAL
register int
register T MAT PTR

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
Standard
sim types.h

Calls
Function
Where Described
rad to mil
.
_
_Macro
defined in sim macros.h
drivetrain get venicle speed Section 2.3.6.2.4.8
Section 2.5.4.8.1
fail break system
Table 2.3-261:

turret collision detected Information.

2.3.6.1.1.25 make sound of no slewing
This routine makes the sound of the turret not traversing.
Function
sound of turret traversin
Table 2.3-262:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.3.18
make sound of no slewing Information.

2.3,6.1.1.26 make soundofnoelevating
This routine makes the sound of the gun not elevating.
Calls
Function
I-sound ofqun elevating
Table 2.3-263:

I Where Described
Section 2.1.3.3.17

makesound of no elevating Information.
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2.3.6.1.1.27 make sound of no turret noise
This routine makes the sound of the gun not elevating and the turret not traversing.
Calls
Function
Where Described
make sound of no slewing Section 2.3.6.1.1.25
make sound of no elevatin Section 2.3.6.1.1.27
Table 2.3-264:

make sound of no turret noise Information.

2.3.6.1.1.28 turrretgetgun to world
This routine returns the gun to world transformation matrix.
Parameter
a to w
error

Parameters
Type
T MATRIX
VECTOR

Internal Variable
super elevation

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Function
bcs_get super elevation
turret et
to w

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.3.1
Section 2.5.5.2.13

Table 2.3-265:

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h
Where Typedef Declared
I sim types

turretgetgun toworld Information.

2.3.6.1.1.29 turret tow movement off
This routine is called by the ammunition module when the 25mm gun is selected or no
ammno is selected.
2.3.6.1.1.30 turret tow movement on
This routine is called by the ammunition module when the TOW missile is selected.
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2.3.6.1.1.31 turret set superelevation
This routine is called by the ballistics computer system when the superelevation changes.
Parameter
new su er elev
Function
turret move elevation
Table 2.3-266:

IType

Parameters

REAL

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Calls
IWhere Described
ISection 2.5.5.2.7
turret set super elevation Information.
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2.3.6.1.2

m2_cupola.c
(./simnet/releaselsrc/vehicle/m2/src/m2cupolac [m2_cupola.c])

The commander's periscope views in the M2 hatch are modelled by a rotating cupola with
viewports attached to it. The commander turns the cupola by pressing a switch. The
controls code determines the position of the cupola as a percentage of its full range.
M2cupola.c determine the angle of the cupola with respect to the turret from this
information. The sine and cosine are made available to the CIG so the appropriate image
can be drawn in the periscope viewports.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simmacros.h"
Defines:
CWS_FIELD_OF_VIEW

300 deg

5.235987755

REAL declarations and initialization:
cwssin -0.0
cws_cos = 1.0
cws_currentoffset = 0.0

0

int declarations and initialization:
new_cws_value = TRUE
2.3.6.1.2.1

cupolagetcwscosandsin

This routine sets the values pointed to by sine and cosine to commander weapon system
sine and cosine.
Parameter
cosine
sine
Table 2.3-267:

Parameters
Type
pointer to float
pointer to float

Where Typedet Declared
Standard
Standard

cupolaget_cwscosandsin
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2.3.6.1.2.2

cupolaget real cwscosandsin

This routine sets the values pointed to by sine and cosine to commander weapon system
sine and cosine.
Parameters
Type
pointer to REAL
pointer to REAL

Parameter
cosine
sine
Table 2.3-268:
2.3.6.1.2.3

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

cupolagetrealcwscosand sin Information.

convert disp_toangle

This routine sets the values pointed to by psin and pcos to the sine and cosine of the angle
caluclated from the displacement and offset arguments (disp and offset)
Parameters
Type
REAL
REAL
pointer to REAL
pointer to REAL
REAL
Internal Variables

Parameter
disp
fov
psin
pcos
offset
Internal Variable
angle

I Type

register REALI

Table 2.3-269:
2.3.6.1.2.4

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
simtypes.h

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

convertdisp_toangle Information.

cupola cwsnewvalue

This routine sets the value of the commander weapon system offset to the value passed in
val.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

val

REAL

Table 2.3-270:

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

cupolacwsnewvalue Information.
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2.3.6.1.2.5

cupolasimul

This routine performs the tick by tick simulation of the cupola. The routine determines
whether the cupola moved, and if so, the routine calculates the new commander weapon
system sine and cosine.
Function
Iconvert dis

to anale

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.1.2.3

Table 2.3-271:
2.3.6.1.2.6

cupola simul Information.

cupola_init

This routine initializes the value of the commander weapon system offset at 0.0.
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m2 ramp.c
(./simnt/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2ramp.c [m2_ramp.c])

The level of fidelity of the M2 ramp model is rather low. The issues of concern are
whether or not the ramp is moving and if it is fully open, fully closed or somewhere in
between. It is not necessary to track the exact position. The model is maintained in
m2ramp.c. It responds to commands from controls to move or stop the ramp if possible.
It tracks the time required to open or close the ramp and it makes the appropriate sounds
associated with ramp movement and stopping. It tells the controls when a stop is reached
and provides a routine to return the ramp status.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim_types.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libsound.h"
"m2_ramp.h"
"m2cntrl.h"
"m2_sounddfn.h"
Defines: DELTARAMP
Declarations:
ramp_val
ramp-going-up
ramp-going-down
2.3.6.1.3.1

ramp_init_rampdown

This routine sets the ramp val based on the position status of the ramp (either up or down).
Parameters

IParameter

I Type

down status

Iint
Table 2.3-272:

I'Where Typedef Declared
I Standard

ramp_init_ramp_down Information.
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p2.3.6.1.3.2

rampsimul

This routine is called on a tick by tick basis to provide the ramp simulation. The routine
checks the position of the ramp. If the ramp is going up, the sound of the rear ramp
stopping in the raised position is made; if the ramp is going down, the sound of the rear
ramp stopping in the lowered position is made. If the ramp is fully raised, controls is
notified to lock the ramp.
Function
sound make const sound

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

controls ramp_locked on

Section 2.3.2

controls rampunlocked on

Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-273:
2.3.6.1.3;3

rampsimul Information.

rampup

This routine causes the ramp to be raised. The appropriate sound is made of the ramp
being raised.

Cal s
Function
sound make const sound

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.3-274:
2.3.6.1.3.4

rampup Information.

ramp_down

This routine causes the ramp to be lowered, making the appropriate sound.
Calls

I Where Described
Function
ssound make const sound Section 2.1.3.1.2
Table 2.3-275:
2.3.6.1.3.5

ramp_down Information.

ramp_idle

This routine places the ramp in the idle state: moving neither up nor down. Any sounds of
the ramp moving are ended.
Calls

I Where Described

Function
sound make const sound

Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.3-276:

rampidle Information.
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rampgetval

This routine returns the ramp status value.
Return Values
Return Value
ramp_val

Meaning
The ramp status

Type
REAL
Table 2.3-277:

2.3.6.1.3.7

ramp get va! Information.

rampdownstatus

This routine returns TRUE if the ramp is being lowered and FALSE if the ramp is not
being lowered.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Meaning
The ramp is being lowered
The ramp is not being lowered

Type
int
int
Table 2.3-278:

ramp_up_status Information.
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2.3.6.1.4

m2 launcher.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2_launcher.c [m2_launcher.c])

M2_launcher.c maintains the model of the launcher. The level of fidelity required for the
TOW launcher model is very close to that of the ramp. This file tracks whether the
launcher is moving, in the up position, in the down position, or somewhere in between. It
is not necessary to track the exact position. Thi file responds to commands from controls
to move or stop the launcher, tracks the time required to raise or lower the launcher, and
makes the appropriate sounds associated with launcher movement and stopping. The file
tells controls when a stop is reached and provides a routine to return the launcher status. In
addition, this file tells the network and the munitions management when the launcher is
raised or lowered.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libsound.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"m2_launcher.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
"mzsounddfn.h"
"m2_ammo.h"
"m2 dtrain.h"
Defines:
DELTALAUNCHER
THREEMILESPERHOUR
Declarations:
launcher_val
launcher._going-up
launcher-going-down
2.3.6.1.4.1

launcherinitlauncher-up

This routine sets the launcher_valbased on the position status of the launcher (either up or
down).
Parameters
Parameter
up status

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Type
mt
Table 2.3-279:

launcher init-launcher Information.
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launcher-simul

This rewtine is called on a tick by tick basis to provide the launcher simulation. The
launcht--r position during the last tick is checked. If the launcher is going up, the sound of
the laumcher stopping in the up position is made; if the launcher is going down, the sound
of the hauncher stopping in the down position is made. The network and ammo modules
are noiffied of the launcher position.
Internal Variables

I Type

Internal Variable
tern
________

I Where Typedef Deciared

REAL

________

sim types.h

___CallIs

Functhon
Where Described
sound anake const sound
Section 2.1.3.1.2
controft-gunner-tow launch Section 2.3.2
or off_________________________
ammo tow launcher off
Section 2.3.5.1.43
network. tow launcher down Section 2.1.1.3.1.67.2
controh..gunner-tow_launch Section 2.3.2
or on_________________________
ammo tdow launcher on
Section 2.3.5.1.42
network. tow launcher up
Section 2.1.1.3.1.67.1

Table 2.3-280:
2.3.&A. .4.3

launcher-simul Information.

launcher up

This iroutine causes the launcher to be raised if the vehicle speed is less than 3 mph. The
appropiate sound is made of the launcher being raised.
Calls
Where Described
Idrivetrmain get vehicle-speed ISection 2.3.6.2.4.8
Section 2.1.3.1.2
Isound make const sound
FunctAon

Table 2.3-281:
2.3.6 .1.4.4

launcher-up Information.

launcher-down

This ir.)utine causes the launcher to be lowered, making the appropriate sound.

IFunction
ssounc(,

Calls

I Where Described

make const sound ISection 2.1 .3.1 .2

Trable 2.3-282:

launcher-down Information.
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launcher idle

This routine places the launcher in the idle state: moving neither up nor down. Any
sounds of the launcher moving are ended.
Function
sound make const sound

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.3-283:
2.3.6.1.4.6

launcher-idle Information.

launcherget val

This routine returns the launcher status value.

j
Return Value
launcher_val

Return Values
Type R
REAL
Table 2.3-284:

2.3.6.1.4.7

Meaning
The launcher status

launcher getval Information.

launcherupstatus

This routine returns TRUE if the laucher is being raised and FALSE if the launcher is not
being raised.
*

Return Values
Return Value
TRUE

Type
int

FALSE

int
Table 2.3-285:

Meaning
The launcher is going up
The launcher is not going uP
launcherupstatus Information.
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M2 Propulsion Simulation

Thbe CSU's which provide the simulation routines are as follows:
m2..ptrain.c
m2_trans.c
m2_cntrllr.c
m2_dtrain.c
m2...engine.c
m2engfail.c
2.3.6.2.1

m2_ptrain.c
(./siinnet/release/src/Vehicle/m2/src/M2..ptrain.c [m2...ptrain.cI)

This module controls the overall simulation of the powentrain, ground dynamics and
kinematics. The simulation routine "powertrain simul()" is called from rn2_main.c.
2.3.6.2.1.1

powertrain-init

This routine is called to initialize the elements of the M2 powertrain: the engine, the
controller, the tranmission, the drivetrain, and the odometer.
________

____
____

Function
enaine init
controller init
transmission mnit
drivetrain init
odometer init

___Calls

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
ISection

Table 2.3-286:
2.3.6.2.1.2

Described
2.3.6.2.5.25
2.3.6.2.3.1
2.3.6.2.2.3
2.3.6.2.4.27
2.3.2.3.4.1

powertrain-iit Information.

powertrain-simul

This routine is called on a tick by tick basis in order to-provide the powertrain simulation.
The engine, the controller, the transmission, the drivetrain. and the odometer module
simulations are called from this routine.
Function
engine simul
controller simul
transmission simul
drivetrain simul
odometer simul

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-287:

Described
2.3.6.2.5.1
2.3.6.2.3.2
2.3.6.2.2.4
2.3.6.2.4.2
2.3.2.3.4.2

powertrain .simul Information.
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m2 trans.c
(./simnet/release/Srclvebicle/m2/src/m2Ltrans.c[m2...trans.c])

The HMPT-500 Continuously Variable Ratio Transmnission is modeled in these routine as
two positive displacement fluid pumps coupled to the engine via two epicyclic gear trains.
There are three forward ranges and one reverse range. Transmission oil leak, and major
failure are simulated. The simulation routines are called from m2_ptrain.c.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
sim dfns.h"
*Simmacros.h"
"m2_cons.h"
"m2...engine.h"
m2_cntrllr.h'
"m2_trans.h"

"m2_sound.h"
"m2_main.h'
"libkin.h"
"libhull.h"
"libsound.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"

Declarations:
trans
Qscoeef
T-coeff
fitQ()

fit To
fit:_initO
fitTinit()
leak timer
mile-conter
last -left-p
last.-righ..p
Defines:
fit_RO
fitDO
TENMINOF_-TICKS
2.3.6.2.2.1

transmission-break-transmission

If the transmission status is NORMAL, this routine causes the oil temperature to become
high and the oil pressure to become low, resulting in a major transmission failure.
Function
controls transmission-oil-te
mperature high
controls oil-pressure low

Table 2.3-288:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2

transmission-break-transmission Information.
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transmission replace transmission

This routim w~pairs the transmission, causing the oil temperature and oil pressure to
become ncal.
____
____

____
____

____Calls

Function
Where Described
controls tanrission oil te Section 2.3.2
mperature wamnal
controls trawnirnission-oill-pre Section 2.3.2
ssure nrmal_______________________

Table 2.3-289:
2.3.6.2.2.3

transmission replace transmission Information.

transmission-init

This routine ixitializes the transmission module, including the load torque, the status,
timers, counmrs, and the failures.

Table 2.3-290:

transmission-init Information.
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transmission simul

This routine is called on a tick by tick basis to simulate the transmission. The left and right
stroke, the engine speed, the shaft speeds, the flow rate and fluid resistance, and the
failuares are modeled. The transmission pressures and hydraulic loads are calculated. The
load to engine is caluclated for the current gear (mechanical loads are proportional to
hydraulic loads). The pressure limits are calculated after the loads to the engine. The
torques applied to the shaft are calculated.
Internal Variables

Internal Variable
left stroke
right stroke
a left stroke
a right stroke
e-speed
left shaft speed
right shaft speed

Type
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

Error Name
Transmission simul

Errors
Reason for Error
Unknown cear setting

Function
controller stroke left
controller stroke right
engine speed
drivetrain left omega
drivetrain right omega
controller gear

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

fit D
fit R
fit a

Section
Section
Section 2.3.6.2.2.7

fit T
odometer mile counter

Section 2.3.6.2.2.8
Section 2.3.2.3.4.8

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim.types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h

Calls

Described
2.3.6.2.3.6
2.3.6.2.3.7
2.3.6.2.5.11
2.3.6.2.4.9
2.3.6.2.4.10
2.3.6.2.3.8

controlstransmission oil te Section 2.3.2
mperature high
transmissionbreaktransmiss Section 2.3.6.2.2.1

ion
Table 2.3-291:

2.3.6.2.2.5

transmission simul Information.

fit T init

This routine initializes the coefficients for the torque fit.
2.3.6.2.2.6

fitQ_init

This routine initializes the coefficients for the flow rate fit.
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fit_Q

This routine models the flow rate fit using the flow rate coefficients and current gear,
engine speed, and both shaft speeds. Parameters are represented as follows:
gear
e speed

--

shaftspeed

---

other-shaft speed

--

The current gear
The engine speed
This shaft speed
Other shaft speed
Parameters

Parameter
gear

Type
int

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

shaft speed
other shaft-speed

REAL
REAL

sim types.h
sim types.h

le speed

REAL

sim.tywes.h

Internal Variables

Internal Variable
coeff P

Type
pointer to REAL
REAL

O

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Return Values

Return Value
T

Type
REAL

Table 2.3-292:

iMeaning
The flow rate fit
fit_Q Information.
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2.3.6.2.2.8

fitT

This routine models the torque output fit using the torque coefficients and current gear, and
the pressure in the two pump motors. Parameters are represented as follows:
gear
this P
-,ti?_p

----

The current gear
The pressure in this pump motor
The pressure in the other pump motor
Parameters

Parameter
gear
this P

Type
int
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
sim types.h

other P

REAL

sim types.h

Internal Variable
T
coeef P

Internal Variables
Type
REAL
pointer to REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Return Values
Type
REAL

Return Value
T

Meaning
The torque output fit

Table 2.3-293:
2.3.6.2.2.9

fitT Information.

transmissionload_torque

This routine returns the transmission load torque.
Return Value

Return Values
Type RMeaning

trans.loadtorque

REAL

Table 2.3-294:

The transmission load torque

transmissionload torque Information.

2.3.6.2.2.10 transmissiontorqueleft
This routine returns the the torque applied to the left side of the transmission.
Return Values
Return Value
trans.left.T
Table 2.3-295:

Type
REAL

Meaning
The left side of the
I transmission's torque value

I

transmission torqueleft Information.
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2.3.6.2.2.11 transmissiontorqueright
This routine returns the torque applied to the right side of the transmission.
Return Values
Return Value
trans.load_torque

Type
REAL

Table 2.3-296:

Meaning
The right side of the
transmission's torque value

transmissionload torque Information.

2.3.6.2.2.12 transmission oil leak
This routine models an oil leak in the transmission, setting the leak status to ISFAILED.
The controls of transmission oil ,ressure are set to low and the odometer is reset.
Calls

Function
Where Described
controls_transmission_oil_pre Section 2.3.2
ssure low
odometermilecounterrese Section 2.3.2.3.4.7
t
Table 2.3-297:

transmission oil leak Information.

2.3.6.2.2.13 transmission repair oil-leak
This routine causes the repair of a transmission oil leak, setting the leak status to
NORMAL. The transmission oil temperature and pressure controls are set to normal.
Calls
Function
Where Described
controlstransmission oil te Section 2.3.2
mperature normal
controlstransmission_oil_pre Section 2.3.2
ssure normal
Table 2.3-298:

transmission repair oil leak Information.

2-3.6.2.2.14 Debugging tools
The following routines are used for printing tranmission status reports during debugging:
tranmissiondumpo
tranmission-bannerO
tranmission data title()
tranmission_-data-ban nero
tranmission datadunip()
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2.3.6.2.3

m2 cntrllr.c

(/simnet/release/src/Vehicle/m2/src/m2nsntrllr.c [m2-cntrllr.c])
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"m2,engine.h"
"m2_cntrllr.h"
"rn2trans.h"
"m2_cons.h"
"m2 launcher.h"
In the following header structure, cntrllr, gear is the gear the transmission is in, gear set is
the gear the transmission is set to, upshif:_delay is the number of ticks to delay up shifting
from I1st to 2nd after a downshift, s -cms is the steering-commanded input, cam is the cam
position, throttle is the throttle value to the engine, speed refithrerncspdina/s
and speed erroris speed _ref miu culseed in mad/s.
Item
gear
gear set
upshift delay
s cmd
cam
throttle
spe

ref__REA___

speed rfr

Type
int
int
int
REAL
REAL
REAL

Where Type Defined
Standard
Standard
Standard
sim-types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
___________

sim types.h

REAL

Table 2.3-299:

cntrllr Structure Definition

In the following header structure, stroke, left is the left stroke value, right is the right stroke
value, and val is the stroke value from the control cam.
Item
leftI
right
val

Type
REAL

Where Ty'pe Defined
sim twes.h
Isim tvpes.h
sim ~tyes.h

IREAL
REAL

Table 2.3-300:

stroke Structure Definition

In the following header structure, steer, val is the steering val = bar**2, gov input is the
steering governor input, and mod is the steering modifier term.
Item
val
gov input
.mod

IType

IWhere Type Defined

IREAL

Isim types.h

REAL

sim tV es.h

REAL

Table 2.3-301:

sim--tyes.h

steer Structure Definition
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In the following header structure, camcons[5], min cam is the minimum cam position for

gear setting, max cam is the maximum cam position for gear setting, shift up is the up
shift cam position, sluft_dn is the down shift cam position, mins is the minimum stroke,
maxs is the maximum stroke, and Kg is the error gain for this gear.
Item
min cam
max cam
shift up
shift-dn
mins
maxs
Kg

Type

Where Type Defined

REAL

sim tYDes.h

REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL

sim. types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim. types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h

Table 2.3-302:
Defines:
steer_gov(x)

cam cons[5] Structure Definition

((REAL) 0.722 *(((REAL) 1.482 - (x))/((REAL) 1.07 + (x))))

Procedure declarations:
shift checko
stroke calcO
fitspied_refO
2.3.6.2.3.1

controller init

This routine initializes the transmission controller.
2.3.6.2.3.2

controller simul

This routine provides the tick by tick simulation of the transmission controller.
Internal Variables
Internal Variable
temp
Function
fit speed ref
engine-speed
max
min
launcher up status
shift check
stroke calc

IType

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

REAL
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.3.3
Section 2.3.6.2.5.11
sim macros.h
sim macros.h
Section 2.3.6.1.4.7
Section 2.3.6.2.3.4
Section 2.3.6.2.3.5

Table 2.3-303:

controller simul Information.
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2.3.6.2.3.3

fitspeeedref

This routine calculates the reference speed from the throttle value and the cam value.
Parameters

Parameter
throttle
main cam

Type
REAL
REAL

Internal Variable
speed ref
max throttle
min throttle

Type
REAL
REAL
REAL

Return Value
M2_IDLEREF + speedjref
M2 REF SPEED SLOPE

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Internal Variables

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h
sim types.h
Return Values

Function
min
max

°

Calls
Where Described
sim macros.h
sim macros.h
Table 2.3-304:

2.3.6.2.3.4

Meaning
The reference speed

fit_speeed_ref Information.

shift-check

This routine shifts the gears if a shift is required, making sure the vehicle is in the correct
gear. Drive is the only gear that shifting is allowed.
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stroke caic

7..S.6.2.3.5

Mris routine calculates the stroke and sets the appropriate stroke value holders.
Internal Variables

lnftrnal Variable
ton

IType

Errpor Name
strolke caic, Unknown aear

IReason for Error

REAL

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Errors

Furnetlon
erro'r Drintf
mmi
ErrM1
abs
stear ovEE]

...

IThe element cntrllr. ~ear has an unexpected value.

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.4.14.1
sim macros.h
sim macros.h
sim macros.h
ISection 2.3.2
Table 2.3-305:

2-;3.6.2.3.6

stroke-caic Information.

control ler-st roke-left

Thus routine returns the value of the left stroke.
Return Values
lRel~turn Value
stroke.left

IType
REAL

Table 2.3-306:
2..3.6.2.3.7

IMeaninq
The value of the left stroke.

controller-st roke-left Information.

con troller-st roke_ri ght

ThTms routine returns the value of the right stroke.
Rarturn Value
tstro'oke.right

IType RtrVaus
REAL

Table 2.3-307:

I Meaning
The value of the ri hi stroke

controller stroke right Information.
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controllergear

This routine returns the transmission controller gear value.
Return Values
Return Value
cntrllr.gear

Type
int

IMeanina
I The controller gear value

Table 2.3-308:
2.3.6.2.3.9

controller-gear Information.

controller neutral

This routine sets the transmission gear value to neutral and disengages the start of the
engine.
Function
engine out of start

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.3

Table 2.3-309:

controller-neutral Information.

2.3.6.2.3.10 controllerpivot
The routine sets the transmission gear value to neutral.
2.3.6.2.3.11 controller drive
This routine places the gear setting in drive position.
2.3.6.2.3.12 controller-low
This routine places the transmission gear setting in low speed.
2.3.6.2.3.13 controller reverse
This routine places the transmission gear setting in reverse.
2.3.6.2.3.14 controller start
This routine sets the transmission gear value to neutral and starts the engine.
Function
en ine start

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.2
Table 2.3.310:

controller-start Information.
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2.3.6.2.3.15 controller set throttle
This routine sets the throttle to the value passed inval.
Parameters
Parameter
val

Type
REAL
Table 2.3-311:

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

controller set throttle Information.

2.3.6.2.3.16 controller set steeringbar
This routine sets the transmission steering to the value passed in val.
Parameter
val

T ype

Parameters
Where Typedef Declared
simn tyes~h

REAL
Calls
Where Described
Sim macros.h

Function
abe]
Table 2.3-312:

controllersetsteeringbar Information.

2.3.6.2.3.17 cntrllr_dump
This routine prints the values of stroke, left stroke, right stroke, cam, and gear.
2.3.6.2.3.18 cntrllr banner
This routine prints the banner heading for the controller dump.
2.3.6.2.3.19 cntrllr data title
This routine prints the data title.
2.3.6.2.3.20 cntrllr data banner
This routine prints the data banner.
2.3.6.2.3.21 cntrllrdatadump
This routine prints out the values of the left stroke and the right stroke.
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m2 dtrain.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2_dtrain.c [m2_dtrain.c])

Track and hull dynamics are simulated in this file. The transmission puts out torque to the
tracks which accelerate and rotate the tank. Brakes are also accounted for in this file.
Failure of service brake, parking brake, and tracks are maintained. These simulation
routines are called from m2_ptrain.c.
This file contains variables, functions, arrays, and structures. The variables are defined and
initialized as shown in the next table.
Variable

Type

Where Type

Initial Value

M2_TRACK
FAILURE DRAG
coefficientof_
traction2l[61
soil type
track speed-fraction

REAL

sim_types.h

100000.0

REAL

simjtypes.h

N/A

int
REAL

Standard
sim types.h

N/A
N/A

Defined

Table 2.3-313: m2_dtrain.c Variable Definitions.
The dtrainstatus structure is described below. It gives the status of the drivetrain
components.
Item
slipstate
left track
right track
brake
p_brake
parkingbrake on

Type
int
int
int
int
int
int

Table 2.3-314:

Where Type Defined
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard

dtrain status Structure Definition.
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The dtrain structure is described below.
Item
udotl41
uf4l
FO
friction FO
Ti
friction Ti
T2
friction T2
T3
friction T3
forward diff
pitch sin
cant-sin
traction force
brake factor

Type
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
REAL
IREAL
IREAL

Table 2.3-315:

Where Type Defined
sim types.h
simn types.h
simn types.h
simn types.h
simn tvDes.h
simn types.h
sim typesh
simn types.h
sim -types.h
simn types h
smtesh
simn types.h
simn types.h
Sim types.h
sim types h

dtrain Structure Definition.

The track_frictionl6] and rotational-frictionl6l static structures are described below.
Where- Type Defined

em
ffIt
IStatiof

Type
IREAL

Isim types.h

~Viscous

REAL

sim types.h

Table 2.3-316:

track-friction[61 and rotational friction[6] Structure
Definition.

IConstant
Slip flags are defined as follows:

Value

fNO SLIP

01

SLIP

I1

Table 2.3-317:

m2_dtrain.c Constant Definitions.

The arrays are defined and initialized as shown in the next table.
Array
rear______wheel

left wheel
right wheel

IType

rear wheel VECTOR
____

VECTOR___________

VECTOR
VECTOR

Table 2.3-318:

Where Type
sinyed~
Dirn ye~
sim types.h
sim types.h

Initial Values
00 -. ,OO
(0.0,____-4.5,___0__0

(-1 .75, 4.5, 0.01
f(1.75, 4.5, 0.01

m2 dtrain.c Array Definitions.

These parameters are used to initialize the suspension library at rii-time.
Parameter

IValue
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rot suspension natural freg (rad)
-- rotational suspension damrping

(REAL)2.O
(REAL)O.3

ratio__

_

SIDE WN -- side suspension natural freg (rad)
SIDE ZETA -- side suspension damping ratio
LEVER ARM - Meters
ANGLE LIM
9 degrees .7 m by 4.5 m
GUN FORCE
Force of firing the gun
M2_NO_SLIPLUMPED_MASS
---

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

(REAL)3.5
(REAL)0.2
(REAL)O.003
(REAL)O.156
(REAL)0.01
(M2j-lASS+2.O*M2_TRACK MASS+(M2WHEELINERTIA 0*2.o)/(M2_WHEELWHEEL RADIUS))

__________________________RADIUS*M2

M2_NO .SLIPLUMPEDINERTIA

(M2JINERTIA_2+2.O'M2_WHEELINERTIA_
2+M2_TRACKMASS*M2_WIDTH*M2
WIDTH*.5+(M-2_WIDTH'Mf2_WIDTH*M-2
WHEELINERTIAO0)/(2.0M2WHEEL__________________________RADIUS*M2 WHEEL RADIUS))
M2 SLIP LUMPED VEHICLE MASS
(M2 MASS+2.0*M2 TRACK-MASS)
MAXTRACKCANTSIN -- SIN(22
0.374606
DEGREES) =-40%
30
TRACK-SELF REPAIR TIME - minutes

Table 2.3-319:

m2 dtrain.c Run-time Initialization Parameters.

2.3.6.2.4.1 check-for-thrown-track
This routine checks for thrown tracks. Each time one is found, the fail-break-system
routine is called.

IWhere

Function
fail break system

Table 2.3-320:

Calls
Described

Section 2.5.4.8.1

check-fortth rown-t rack Information.
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2.3.6.2.4.2 drivetrain simul
This routine simulates vehicle drive train functions.
Calls

Function
transmission torque left
transmission torque-riaht
terrateret terrain type
kinematics pitch sin
kinematics cant sin

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.6.2.2.10
2.3.6.2.2.11
2.5.11.3.1
2.5.8.5.1
2.5.8.5.3

check for thrown track
rotational friction factor
compute traction force
check forward collision
check side collision
check for slip
suspension acceleration is
sound of tracks
meter speed set
kinematics move vehicle
kinematics turn vehicle
network set dust cloud
tracks get dust cloud

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.3.6.2.4.1
2.3.6.2.4.3
2.3.6.2.4.4
2.3.6.2.4.6
2.3.6.2.4.7
2.3.6.2.4.5
2.5.6.3.1
2.1.3.3.13
2.3.2.3.3
2.5.8.7.1
2.5.8.11.1
2.1.1.3.1.12.1
2.3.7.2.1

Table 2.3-321:

drivetrain simul.

2.3.6.2.4.3 rotational friction factor
This routine calculates the rotational friction factor from vehicle speed (v) and angular
velocety (w).
Parameters
Parameters
v
w

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim-types.h

Type
REAL
REAL
ReturnValues

Return Value
factor

Type
REAL
Table 2.3-322:

Meaning
Rotational friction factor.
rotational friction factor.
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2.3.6.2.4.4 compute_traction force
This routine calculates the traction force from the vehicle pitch, vehicle state, and soil type.
Parameters
Parameters
pitch sin
state
soil_type

Type
REAL
int
int

Return Value
traction force

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
Standard
Standard
ReturnValues
Meaning
Traction force.

Table 2.3-323:

compute_tractionforce.

2.3.6.2.4.5 checkforslip
This routine determines whether the vehicle drive tracks are slipping or not given the
traction force and soil type.
Parameters
Parameters
traction force

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
ReturnValues

Return Value
SLIP
NO SLIP

Type
int
int
Table 2.3-324:

Meaning
Drive tracks are slipping.
Drive tracks are not slilping.
check for slip.
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2.3.6.2.4.6 check forward collision
This routine determines whether a collision has occurred while traveling backwards or
forwards, given the velocety v.

I Type

Parameters
V

Parameters

REAL

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h

ReturnValues

Return Value
0.0
v

Type
REAL
REAL

Function
collision rear collision
collision left collision
collision riht collision

Where
Section
Section
Section

Meaning
Collision has occurred.
No collision has occurred.
Calls

Described
2.5.10.4.3
2.5.10.4.1
2.5.10.4.2

Table 2.3-325:

check forward collision.

2.3.6.2.4.7 check side collision
This routine determines whether a side collision has occurred while the vehicle is turning.
Parameters

Parameters
w

IT ye P

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

REAL
ReturnValues

Return Value
0.0
w

Type
REAL
REAL

Function
collision left collision
collision riaht collision

Where Described
Section 2.5.10.1.1
Section 2.5.10.1.2

Meaning
Collision has occurred.
No collision has occurred.
Calls

Table 2.3-326:

check side collision.
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2.3.6.2.4.8 drivetrain get vehicle speed
This routine returns the vehicle speed.
ReturnValues

Rturn Value

meaning
Vehicle speed.

IType
REAL

dtrain.uI00

Table 2.3-327:
2.3.6.2.4.9

drivetrain get_vehicle speed.

drivetrain left omega

This routine returns the angular velocety of the left track.
ReturnValues
[Return Value
dtrain.uf2l

IMeaning

IType
REAL

angular velocet of left track

Table 2.3-328:
2.3.6.2.4.10

drivetrain-left_omega.

drivet rain right omega

This routine returns the angular velocety of the right track.
_____ReturnValues

IReturn Value
dtrain u 3

I Meanina
Iangular velocety of right track

IType
1REAL

Table 2.3-329:
2.3.6.2.4.11

drivet rain righ t omega.

drivetra i nset-b rake

This routine sets the brake factor to vat if the parking brake is off and the service brake has
not failed, vat is a control setting from the brake pedal.
Parameters

____

IParameters
val

I Type

I Where Typedef Declared

IREAL

Isim types.h

Table 2.3-330:

drivetrain-set-brake.
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drivetrainparking brakeset

This routine sets the parking brake on and makes the sound of the brake being set.
Function
sound make const sound

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.3-331:
2.3.6.2.4.13

drivetrainparkingbrakeset.

drivetrainparking brakerelease

This routine sets the parking brake off and the brake factor to 0 and makes the sound of the
parking brake being released.
Function
sound make const sound

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.3-332:
2.3.6.2.4.14

drivetrainparking brake_release.

drivetrain service brake failure

This routine causes the service brake to fail.
2.3.6.2.4.15

drivetrainrepair_service brake

This routine repairs the service brake.
2.3.6.2.4.16

drivetrainparking brake failure

This routine fails the parking brake and sets the brake factor to 0.
Function
:
sound make const sound

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.1.2

Table 2.3-333:
2.3.6.2.4.17

drivetrainparkingbrakefailure.

drivetrainrepair parkingbrake

This routine repairs the parking brake and sets it on with a brake factor of 1.
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drivetrainthrowrighttrack

This routine fails the right drivetrain track.
Calls
Function
Where Described
heel
ht track broken ISection 2.5.10.10.2
Table 2.3-334:
2.3.6.2.4.19

drivetrainthrow right track.

d rivet rain th row left track

This routine fails the left drivetrain track.
Function
bioNheel left track broken

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.10.10.1

Table 2.3-335:
2.3.6.2.4.20
*

drivetrain throw left track.

drivetrainrepair thrown_tracks

This routine repairs both the left and right drivetrain tracks, regardless of which, if any, are
broken.
Function
biaNheel repairtracks

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.10.10.3

Table 2.3-336:
2.3.6.2.4.21

drivetrain_repair_thrown_tracks.

dump_drivet rainstate

This routine prints the status of the drivetrain brakes and tracks.
2.3.6.2.4.22

drivetraindatatitle

This routine prints the "dtrain" header for debugging.
2.3.6.2.4.23

drivetraindatabanner

This routine prints the column headings Wi, Wr, and V for debugging.
2.3.6.2.4.24

drivetrain data-dump

This routine prints the drivetrain data WI, Wr, and V for debugging.
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drivetrain banner

This routine prints the column headings Ti, Tr, Wi, Wr, V, and Rot for debugging.
2.3.6.2.4.26

drivetrain dump

This routine prints the drivetrain data TI, Tr, WI, Wr, V, and Rot for debugging.
Function
Itransmission torque-left
transmission torque right

Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.3.6.2.2.10
Section 2.3.6.2.2.11

Table 2.3-337:
2.3.6.2.4.27

d rivet rain-dum p.

drivetrain-init

This routine initializes the drivetrain.
Function
biawheel veh init
suspensionjParams
fail mnit failure

Calls

IWhere Described
Section 2.5.10

ISection 2.5.6.5.1

Section 2.5.4.11.2

Ta-ble 2.3-338:

drivetrain-init Information
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2.3.6.2.5

m2engine.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2engine.c [m2_engine.c])

The Cummins VTA-903-T diesel engine is simulated in this module by parameterizing a
family of fourth order polynomial torque curves based on throttle position. The engine
runs its own dynamics based on load torque from the transmission, output torque, and
engine inertia. The simulation routines are called from m2ptrain.c.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"m2_engfail.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"m2_trans.h"
"m2_cons.h"
"m2_cntrllr.h"
"m2_sound.h"
"m2_fuelsys.h"
"m2gages.h"
"libsound.h"

m
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In the following header structure, engine, state is the engine state (OFF, CRANK, RUN),
start-delay is the number of ticks to delay starting, fuel-supply is the fuel available flag,
start state is the engine starting states, Pressure-statusis the oil pressure (normal or low),
coolatt -status is the coolant temperature (normal or high), accessoriesis the engine
accessory switch, oilypressure is the oil pressure (0 to 100 psi), oil temperature and
coolant temperature are in Farenheitspeed is in rad/sec, accel is in rad/sec**2, torque is in
kg-m**2/scc**2, power-percent is the power percentage, load-torque is in Newtonmeters, throttle is throttle from controls, fiielfow is in gallons/hour, inertia[SJis the
inertia term for each gear, enginejailure is the engine failure flag, and starterjailureis the
starter failure flag.
Where Type Defined

ItmType
int

Standard
Standard

fuel supply
start state
pressure status
coolant status
accessories
oiLpressure
oil temperature
coolant temperature'

int
int
int
int
int
REAL
REAL
REAL

Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
simn types.h
sim--types.h
Sim types.h

speed

REAL

simn types.h

REAL

simn types.h

REAL

sim types~h

REAL
REAL

sim types.h
simn types~h

REAL

simn tvpes.h

state

__________

start

__________
delay____________

__________

______

torque

_________

power percent
load toique
throttle_____

feflwREAL
inri[1REAL
engine failure
starter failure

simn types.h
Isim types.h
Standard
Standard

int
int

Table 2.3-339:

engine Structure Definition

Defines:

Symbo

ENGINE-OFF
ENGINE_-CRANK
ENGTNE-RUN
STARTER_-NO_-CRAINK
STARTER_-CRANK
STARTER_-START
HIGHCOOLANTTEMP
LOWOILPRESSURE
MAX OVERHEATTICKS

Value

(int) -I
(int) 0
(int) I
(int) - J
(int) 0)
(int) I
220.0
4.5
270(X

Procedure declarations:
fit engine torquet)
engine runo
engine -crank()

engine -ofr()
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int declarations:

overheat-ticks

REAL declarations:
engine-speed-fraction.
2.3.6.2.5.1

engine_simul

This routine provides the engine simulation on a tick by tick basis. The engine
performance is simulated in the. different engine states. Thbe failure timers are updated, and
the fuel supply is regulated.
________

____
____

___Errors

Reason for Error
Error Name
engine-simul, Unknown state The element engine.state has an unexpected value.

________

____
____

___Calls

Where Described
Function
controis-engine..oiijxressure Section 2.3.2
low__

_

enaine crank
engine run
max
gage oil temperature
gage coolant temperature
controls-cooiantjtemperature

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Section 2.3.6.2.5.17
Section 2.3.6.2.5.16
simn macros.h
Section 2.3.2.3.2,2
Section 2.3.2.3.2.3
Section 2.3.2

controls-cooiantjtemperature Section 2.3.2
normal___________________________
Section 2.3.6.2.6.1
enoine coolant leak
Section 2.6.4.14.1
error-printf
Section 2.3.2.3.2.1
gage oil--ressure
Section 2.3.2.3.3.6
meter press set
Section 2.3.2.3.3.5
meter temp -set
controls...engineoilpressure Section 2.3.2
normal
_______________________2.3.6.2.6.11_____
Scin236261
engine failure update
ISection 2.3.5.2.5
fuel set flow

Table 2.3-340:

controller-simul Information.
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enginestart

This routine starts the engine from the ENGINEOFF state, and performs no operation
from any other state.
Error Name
engine-start, Unknown state

Errors
Reason for Error
The element engine.state has an unexpected value.
Calls
Where Described
Intf
Section 2.6.4.14.1

Function
error

Table 2.3-341:
2.3.6.2.5.3

engine-start Information.

engine_out_of start

This routine is called to disengage the start.
Function
sound _ofengine-cranking_
stop
sound of en ine stall

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.3.3.11
Section 2.1.3.3.12

Table 2.3-342:
2.3.6.2.5.4

engine_out of start Information.

engine_accessoryon

This routine sets the engine accessories and engine accessory controls.
Function
controls engineaccessory_
on

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-343:

engineaccessoryon Information.
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2.3.6.2.5.5

engineaccessory off

This routine turns off engine accessories and unsets the engine accessory controls.
Function
controlsengineaccessory_
off

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-344:
2.3.6.2.5.6

engineaccessoryoff Information.

enginefail

This routine causes the engine to fail.
2.3.6.2.5.7

enginefix

This routine repairs the engine.
2.3.6.2.5.8

engine starter fail

This routine causes the engine starter to fail.
2.3.6.2.5.9

engine_starterfix

This routine repairs the engine starter.
2.3.6.2.5.10 enginerunning
This routine returns engine state: either ON or OFF.
Return Values
Return Value
ON
OFF

Meaning

Type

I Engine is running.

int
int
Table 2.3-345:

Engine is not running.

engine-running Information.
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2.3.6.2.5.11 enginespeed
This routine returns the engine speed.
Return Values
Return Value
engine.speed

Type
REAL

Meaning
Enaime speed.

Table 2.3-346:

engine-speed Information.

2.3.6.2.5.12 engine_get_speed
This routine returns the engine speed in rpm.
Return Values
Return Value
RADSEC TO RPM*
engine.speedII

Type
REAL

Table 2.3-347:

Meaning
Engine speed in rpm.
engine getspeed Information.

2.3.6.2.5.13 enginerpm
This routine returns the engine speed in rpm.
Return Values
Return Value
RADSECTORPM*
engine .speedII

Type
REAL

Meaning
Engine speed in rpm.

Table 2.3-348:

engine-rpm Information.

2.3.6.2.5.14 engine_get_maxpower
This routine returns the engine's maximum power.
Return Values
Return Value
enine.power ercent

IType
IREAL

Table 2.3-349:

IMeaning

Enie pwer ercentage.

enginegetmax_power Information.
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2.3.6.2.5.15 engine set throttle
This routine sets the engine's throttle equal to the input val.
Parameters

IParameter

I Type

val

IREAL

Table 2.3-350:

IWhere Typedef Declared
simn types.h

engine-set-throttle Information.

2.3.6.2.5.16 engine-run
This routine sets the engine's torque, load, acceleration, and speed. The routine calls for
sound generation of for the particular speed.
Internal Variables

____
____

IWhere Typedef Declared

I Type

Internal Variable
throttle

simn tyes.h

IREAL

____
____

____Calls

Function
fit engine torque
transmission load torque
controller clear
engine off
sound of engine

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.6.2.5.19
2.3.6.2.2.9
2.3.6.2.3.8
2.3.6.2.5.18
2.1.3.3.16

Table 2.3-351:

engine run Information.

2.3.6.2.5.17 engine_crank
This routine is called to start the er-ine. Routines are called to generate cranking sound
effects according to the starting state of the engine.
Internal Variables

IType

Internal Variable
new state
____
____

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

int

____
____

____Calls

Function
Where Described
electsys..engine start-reque Section 2.2.6.3.1.8
s1_______________________________
sound-of_engine..cranking_ Section 2.1 .3.3.10
start_

_

sound -of -engine..cranking_

_

_

_

__

_

_

_

_

_

__

Section 2.1.3.3.11

stop__________________________
sound of enaine start

Section 2.1 .3.3.14

Table 2.3-352:

engine-crank Information.

2.3.6.2.5.18 engine_off
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This routine sets the engine speed to zero, sets the engine state to off, calls a routine to
generate the engine stop sound.
Calls

IFunction

I Where Described
Section 2.1 .3.3.15

Isound of en mne stop

Table 2.3-353:

engine-off Information.

2.3.6.2.5.19 fit engine torque
This routine calculates and returns torque using the values of throttle and speed passed as
the arguments.
~~~~~~~Parameters

S

JREAL

Parameter

Type

throttle

jREAL

speed
_____________________internalVariables

jREAL
of 4 REAL

Jarray

a

torque ovREAL
toroue civREAL

RtrVaus

Return Value

Type

M2 ENG NO FUEL TORO

REAL

____
____

Function

____
____

simn types.h
____________

]Type

Internal Variable
x

____________

jWhere Typedef Declared
simn types.h

Where Typedef Declared
simn types.h

Isisimnmn types.h
types.h
simn types.h

IMeaning
Egine fuel supply is off.

____Calls

Where

________

Described

_______________

simn macros.h

min
engine power loss

simn macros.h
Section 2.3.6.2.6.13

Table 2.3-354:

fit-engine torque Information.

2.3.6.2.5.20 engine dump
This routine prints engine speed, acceleration, torque, power, and load.
Calls

Func t ion
transmission load torque

IWhere Described
ISection

Table 2.3-355:

engine dump Informationi.
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2.3.6.2.5.21 engine banner
This routine prints column headings for engine speed, acceleration, torque, power, and
load.
2.3.6.2.5.22 engine_data_title
This routine prints the title, Engine.
2.3.6.2.5.23 enginebanner
This routine prints column headings for speed and fuel.
2.3.6.2.5.24 engine_data_dump
This routine prints engine speed and fuel flow.
2.3.6.2.5.25 engine_init
This routine initializes the engine structure variables.

I Function
faU init failure

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.4.11.2
Table 2.3-356:

engine init Information.
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2.3.6.2.6

m2 engfail.c
(./simnit4elease/src/vehice/m2sc/m2engfaiI.c [m2...engfailxc)

Failures are simulated in m2.engfail.c, and consist of:- air filter, oil, coolant, fuel filter, and
starter. The simulation routines are called from m2-ptrain.c.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim~types.h"
"sini~dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"n,2_cons.h"
"m2_-engine.h"
Defines:
AIRFILTER
FUELFILTER
COOLANT
OIL
STARTER
NUMENGFAI]LURES
FAIL_-STAT

(int) 0
(int) 1
(int) 2
(int) 3
(int) 4
(int) 5
struct fail-stat

In the following header structure, tagged fail-stat, "status" is NORMAL or ISFAILED, and
"timer" is the number of ticks since the failure occurred.
Item

Table 2.3-357:

Where Type Defined

Type

IStandard

lint

Istatus
timer

Standard

int

failures[NUMENG FAILURES] Structure Definition

Procedure declarations:
check -starter failureo
check engine failureo
REAL declarations:
initial-power..percent
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enginecoolant leak

This routine sets control indicators and status to low level of coolant. The engine starter
and engine are failed.
Function
controls coolant level low

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

enLine starter ail

Section 2.3.6.2.5.8

engine fail

Section 2.3.6.2.5.6

Table 2.3-358:
2.3.6.2.6.2

engine coolant leak Information.

engine coolant normal

This routine returns the control indicators of coolant engine status to the normal level. The
engine starter and engine are repaired.
Calls

Function
Where Described
controlscoolantlevelnorma Section 2.3.2
I
engine starterfix
Section 2.3.6.2.5.9
Section 2.3.6.2.5.7

engine fix

Table 2.3-359:
2.3.6.2.6.3

engine coolantnormal Information.

engineclogfuel filter

This routine sets control indicators and status to fuel filter clogged. The engine starter and
engine are failed.
Function
controls fuel filter clogged
engine starter fail
engine fail

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-360:

Calls
Described
2.3.2
2.3.6.2.5.8
2.3.6.2.5.6

engine clogfuel_filter Information.
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enginefixfuel filter

This rouitne unsets the status and control indicators from fuel filter clogged. The engine
starter and engine are repaired.
Calls

Function
controls fuel fitter normal
engine starter fix

Where
Section
Section
Section

engine fix

Table 2.3-361:
2.3.6.2.6.5

Described
2.3.2
2.3.6.2.5.9
2.3.6.2.5.7

engine fixfuel_filter Information.

engineclogairfilter

This routine sets control indicators and status to air filter clogged. The engine starter and
engine are failed.
Function
controls air cleaner cloed
engine starter fail
enine fail

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-362:
2.3.6.2.6.6

Calls
Described
2.3.2
2.3.6.2.5.8
2.3.6.2.5.6

engineclogair-filter Information.

enginefixairfilter

This rouitne unsets the status and control indicators from air filter clogged. The engine
starter and engine are repaired.
Calls

Function

Where Described

controls air cleaner normal

Section 2.3.2

engine starter fix

Section 2.3.6.2.5.9

enine fix

Section 2.3.6.2.5.7

Table 2.3-363:
2.3.6.2.6.7

engine fix air filter Information.

engineoilleak

This routine simulates an oil leak. The engine starter and engine are failed.
Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.3.6.2.5.8
Section 2.3.6.2.5.6

Function
engine-starter fail
engine fail
'able

2.3-364:

engineoilleak Information.
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2.3.6.2.6.8

engine oil normal

This routine repairs an oil leak. The engine starter and engine are repaired.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.9
Section 2.3.6.2.5.7

Function
engine starter fix
engine fix

Table 2.3-365:
2.3.6.2.6.9

engine oil normal Information.

engine_failstarter

This routine sets the engine starter status to fail. The engine starter is failed.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.8

Function
|engine starter fail

Table 2.3-366:

enginefail_starter Information.

2.3.6.2.6.10 engine_fix_starter
This routine repairs the engine starter, resetting its status to normal.
____
___

____
___

Function
engine_starter fix

___

___Calls

}Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.9

Table 2.3-367:

engine fix starter Information.

2.3.6.2.6.11 enginefailureupdate
This routine incremcnts the appropriate failure timer if the status of an engine subsystem is
fail.
Internal Variables

_____________________

Internal Variable
|fP

Type
Ixpinter to FAIL STAT

Table 2.3-368:

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.3.6.2.6

enginefailure_update Information.
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2.3.6.2.6.12 engine_initpower
This routine sets the initial power level of the engine to val, which is passed as an
argument.
Parameters
Parameter
val

Type
REAL
Table 2.3-369:

IWhere Typedef Declared
sim types.h
engine_init_power Information.

2.3.6.2.6.13 enginepower loss
This routine calc-dates the reduction in the power level due to a clogged oil filter, clogged
air filter, leaking fuel, qnd leaking coolant. The reduced power level value is returned.
Internal Variable
wer ercent

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

Return Value
initial_.power.percent
power percent

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Return Values

_ _

Function
min
max
engine off

*

_

Meaning
The reduced power level.
Calls

-

Where Described
sim macros.h
sim macros.h
Section 2.3.6.2.5.18
Table 2.3-370:

engine power_loss Information.

2.3.6.2.6.14 check starter failure
This routine checks whether there is a failure of the air filter, fuel filter, coolart, oil, or
starter.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Type
int

Meaning
Air filter or fuel filter or coolant
or oil or starter isfailed.
int
None of the above is failed.
Table 2.3-371: check starter failure Information.
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2.3.6.2.6.15 check enginefailure
This routine checks whether there is a failure of the air filter, fuel filter, coolant, or oil.
Return Values

FALSE

Meaning
Air filter or fuel fiter or coolant
or oil isfailed.
None of the above is failed.
checkenginefailure Information.

Type
int

Return Value
TRUE

int
Table 2.3-312:

Vehicle Subsystems

2.3.6.3

The CSU's required to simulate the M2's subsystems are as follows.
m2_elecsys.c
m2_vision.c
m2_isu.c
2.3.6.3.1

m2_elecsys.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/m2_elecsys.c [rn2elecsys.c])

The model of the M2's electrical system is based the assumption that charge and voltage are
linearly related and that the battery charges linearly over time. While many small
components (such as indicator lamps) consume electrical charge, only the major charge
consumers are modeled. The major charge consumers consist of the starter, TOW missile,
25 mm gun, turret drive system, fuel transfer pump, radio, and intercom for the M2.
Routines to support this model are found in m2_elecsys.c.
When the engine is running, it is assumed that all electrical components are obtaining
electrical charge for the altemator/generator, which is modeled as an infinite amount of
charge. As long as the engine is running and the alternator/ generator has not failed, all
requests for electrical charge are granted. The alternator/generator will also charge up a
battery which is less than fully charged. However, if the engine is off or the
alternator/generator has failed, the electrical components must obtain electrical charge from
the battery.
Each of the modeled electrical components requires a specific amount of electrical charge to
be present. When the component is used, the electrical system is queried to see if there is
enough charge present to accommodate the request. If so, the stored charge is depleted by
the amount requested.
The following assumptions are made in modeling the electrical system:
* Generator is 220 amps, regulated to 24VDC
*

Hull Batteries: 4 each, 100amp-hr each, consisting of wet cells connected in a
series/parallel arrangement for a total: 24v, 200amp-hr.

* The hull is a ground.
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•

The turret receives power from the hull power distribution system.

*

The voltage gage indicates the following battery and generator conditions:
left red zone - low battery charge with engine off. Battery may not start the
engine.

yellow zone - indicates normal battery voltage with engine off. Indicates
generator not charging with engine running.
green zone - indicates generator charging normally with engine running.
right red zone- indicates generator overcharging with engine running.
" Turning the Master power off before the engine has stopped can damage the
electrical system.
*

The turret electrical system:
Operates the 25mm gun, the tow launcher, and the turret.
The tow, 12mm gun, and turret will no work if the battery has less than
18.5v (LEFTREDZONEMAX)
It takes approximately 90 minutes to recharge the
TURRET_EMERGENCY_BATTERIES from LEFTREDZONEMAX
to TURRETMAXCHARGE;

*

The gunner's handles control the turret electrically

•

Drive system power allows commander to override gunner's control of the turret:
Four 12 volt wet cell batteries located in hull
Two 12 volt wet cell batteries located in turret
Total: 24v, 100amp - hr.

Stabilization system is electric
25mam gun -> 1.5hp (not an assumption)

* Due to use of the radio:
Radio set operating power: 22 - 30VDC
The radio can run continuously with 22v input
The radio can run for 1 hour with 30v input.
*

If the engine accessory switch is off, the pump between the bottom and top fuel
tanks is off.

" With the generator charging properly, the meter should remain fully within the
GREEN ZONE. This is modeled linearly as in the MI.
" The tow, 12mm gun, and turret will not operate if the battery has less than 18.5v
(LEFTRED_ZONE_MAX). TOW_DISCHARGE_RATE =

(TURRMAXCHARGE - LEFTREDZONEMAX) *
TURR_VTOQ)/2 due to the fact that the TOW can be fired twice with the
engine off.
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" The hull battery is discharged to STARTER_MIN_VOLTAGE (17.5V) after four
30 second starts. Therefore, the discharge rate per tick is:
STARTERDISCHARGERATE
= (HULLMAXVOLTAGE STARTER_MIN_VOLTAGE* HULL_V_TO_Q / (4 * 30sec * 15 ticks/sec)
= (24v - 17.5v) * 200amp-hr/24v / 1800 ticks
= 0.03009259259 amp-hr/tick
* The turret elevation drive has an alloted power of 32 hp (an assumption).
1 hp = 746 watts, therefore 32hp = 23872 watts.
power = vi, therefore current = 23872 watts/24 volts.
i = dq/dt
dt = 1/15 sec/frame * 1/60 min/sec * 1/60 hr/min = 1/54000 hr/tick
dq = 23872/24 * 1/54000 = 23872/1296000 amp-hr/tick for linear
discharge.
= 0.0008634259 amp-hr/tick
= TURRETELEVDISCHARGERATE
The same value is currently used for the
TURRETTRAVERSEDISCHARGERATE.
* The 25mm gun has an alloted power of 1.5hp (not an assumption).
1 hp = 746 watts -> 1.5hp = 1119 watts
power = vi -> current = 1119 watts/24 volts
i = dq/dt
dt = 1/15 sec/frame * 1/60 min/sec * 1/60 hr/min = 1/54000 hr/tick
dq = 1119/24 * 1/54000 = 1119/1296000 amp-hr/tick for linear
discharge
= 0.01841975 amp-hr/tick = GUN_25MMDISCHARGERATE
*

It takes approximately 90 minutes to recharge the
TURRETBACKUPBATrERIES from LEFTREDZONEMAX to
TURRETMAX_CHARGE. The recharge rate is:
(TURRETMAXCHARGE - LEFTREDZONEMAX)/ (90 min *
60sec/min * 15ticks/sec)

* The BATITERYRECHARGERATE = 0.0002829218 amp-hr/tick.
* If the generator fails while the engine is running, the engine will run for
approximately 45 minutes. The hull battery charge goes from
HULL_MAX_VOLTAGE to LEFTREDZONEMIN in 45 minutes
(40500 ticks) due to the running engine.
ENGINEDISCHARGERATE = (HULLMAX_VOLTAGE LEFTRED_ZONEMIN) /40500
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim dfns.h"
"sim.types.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"libfail.h"
"failure.h"
"m2_meter.h"
"m2-_engine.h"
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"m2_cntrl.h"
"m2_elecsys.h"
"m2_main.h"
The following conversion factors are defined:
HULLMAX_CHARGE
HULLMAXVOLTAGE 24.0
HULLVTOQ
HULLQTOV
TURRMAXCHARGE
TURRMAX_VOLTAGE
TURR VTOQ
TURRQTOV
The following zones on the meter are defined:
LEFTREDZONE_MIN
LEFTRED-ZONE-MAX
YELLOW ZONEMAX
GREENZONEMAX
RIGHTREDZONEMAX
STARTERMIN_VOLTAGE - approximately 1/4 into left red zone
STARTER_MIN_CHARGE
TURR_BATTERY_MIN
The following engine parameters are defined:
IDLE
MAXRADS
SLOPE
MIN_RADS - if less than this value, the engine is off
The following Boolean values for battery states are defined:
NEW
DEAD - the battery holds no charge

Additional Defines:
TOWDISCHARGERATE
STARTERDISCHARGERATE
TURRETELEVDISCHARGERATE
TURRETTRAVERSEDISCHARGERATE
GUN_25MMDISCHARGERATE
BATTERYRECHARGERATE
ENGINEDISCHARGERATE
RADIODISCHARGERATE
INTERCOMDISCHARGERATE
FUELXFER_PUMPDISCHARGERATE
The following are declared:
hullpower status - ON or OFF
turret-power status - ON or OFF
turretbackup-power-status - ON or OFF

hullbattery-charge
turret-battery-charge
turret-backup- battery charge

hull_ batteiy-status - NEW or DEAD
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turretbackup-batery-status - NEW or DEAD
generator _status - WORKING or BROKEN
drive-jmalfunction-status - TRUE or FALSE
gun-25nm-malfunction-status - TRUE or FALSE
tows ircuitopen-status - TRUE or FALSE
turret..electsys _dead
hulLelectsys..dead
voltmeter _enabled - TRUE or FALSE
2.3.6.3.1.1

electsys charge battery

This routine recharges the hull and turret batteries.
________

____
____

___Calls

Function
min
controls-hull-electsysjebor
n
controls-turrel-backup_elect
sys-reborn

Where Described
simn macros.h
Section 2.3.2
Section 2.3.2
I

Table 2.3-373:
2.3.6.3.1.2

__________________I________

electsys charge battery Information.

electsys discharge _hull_battery

This routine discharges the battery by delta if the engine is off.
Parameters
Parameter
delta
Function
max (macro definition
fail break system EE

Table 2.3-374:

I Tpe9

WherefTpedef Declared
Isim types.h

IREAL
Calls
Where Described
sim macros.h
Section 2.5.4.8.1

electsys discharge hull battery Information.
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electsysdischargeturretbackupbattery

2.3.6.3.1.3

This routine discharges the turret backup battery by delta if the engine is off.
Parameters
Parameter
delta

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Type
REAL
Calls

Function
max (macro definition)

Section 2.5.4.8.1

fail break system
Table 2.3-375:
2.3.6.3.1.4

IWhere Described
I simrn acros.h

electsysdischarge_turretbackupbattery

Information.

electsys rads to volts

This routine allows the electrical system meter to reflect the change in rpms of the engine.
It is only used with the engine on. This is accomplished by the y = mx + b formula where
y is volts and x is rads per sec. The y values are the entire GREEN ZONE of the meter.
Parameters
Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Type
REAL

Parameter
rads

Return Values

HULL MAX VOLTAGE

Meaning
voltmeter value
voltmeter value
voltmeter value

Type
static REAL
static REAL
static REAL

Return Value
YELLOW ZONE-MAX
GREEN ZONE MAX
SLOPE*(rads-IDLE) +

_

I

Table 2.3-376:

electsys_radstovolts Information.
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2.3.6.3.1.5

electsyshandle leakyhullbattery

This routine handles the case of a leaky battery. The battery charges up, but when the load
is applied, the voltage immediately drops to WEAKLYCHARGED. The battery charge
drops to limit after the load has been applied. It corresponds to the value of the Left Red
Zone converted to charge.
Internal Variables
I Type
REAL

Internal Variable
Limit
Function
electsysjturret.backup_pow
er request
controls hull electsys dead
Table 2.3-377:
2.3.6.3.1.6

I Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.3.1.7
Section 2.3.2

electsyshandle leaky_hull_battery Information.

electsyshandleleaky_turretbackupbattery

This routine handles the case of a leaky turret backup battery. The battery charge drops to
limit after the load has been applied. It corresponds to the value of the Left Red Zone
converted to charge.
Parameters
Parameter
Limit

IWhere Tyiedef Declared

ITYpe
REAL

sim types.h

Calls
[Where Described
controls~turret-hackup_elect Section 2.3.2
sys deadI
Function

Table 2.1-378:

electsyshandleleaky_turret_backupbattery
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electsysturretbackuppowerrequest

This routine is called to make sure the turret backup power can be turned on if the hull
power is not on.
Return Values
Return Value
turretbackup..powerstatus

Type
static BOOLEAN

Meaning
status of the turret backup
power, either ON or OFF

Calls

Function
Where Described
controlscommanderbackup Section 2.3.2
Dower on
controlscommanderbackup Section 2.3.2
Dower off
Table 2.3-379:
2.3.6.3.1.8

electsysturret backup_power_request Information.

electsyssimul

If the engine is running and generatorstatus is true, then the engine is running off the
generator rather than the battery. When the engine is running with the generator, the
battery is recharged. The battery discharges when the engine is running off the battery and
when the engine is off.
Internal Variables

IType

Internal Variable
enine rads

I Where Typedef Declared

REAL

sim types.h
Calls

Function
engine speed
meter volt set
engine running
electsys charge battery
electsys_dischargehullbatt
ery

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-380:

Described
2.3.6.2.5.11
2.3.2.3.3
2.3.6.2.5.10
2.3.6.3.1.1
2.3.6.3.1.2
electsyssimul Information.
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electsyshulldead

This routine sets the hull electrical system to the dead state. hull electsysdead is set to
TRUE, and hullpower status is set to OFF.
cals
Function
I Where Described
controls hull electsvs dead Section 2.3.2
Table 2.3-381:

electsyshulldead Information.

2.3.6.3.1.10 electsysturret dead
This routine sets the turret electrical system to the dead state. turret-electsysdeadis set to
TRUE, and turret-backup.power status is set to OFF.
Function
controls-turret-backupelect
sys deadI

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-382:

electsysturretdead Information.

2.3.6.3.1.11 electsysdead
This routine calls routines which set the hull and turret electrical systems to the dead state.
Function
electsys hull dead
electsys turret dead

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.3.1.9
Section 2.3.6.3.1.10

Table 2.3-383:

electsysdead Information.

2.3.6.3.1.12 electsysdrivemalfunctionstatus
This routine returns the drive malfunction status.
Return Values
[Return Value
drivemalfunctionstatus

Table 2.3-384:

Type

Meaning
drive malfunction status
TRUE - malfunctioning
FALSE - functioning

BOOLEAN

electsys_drive malfunctionstatus Information.
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2.3.6.3.1.13 electsys set turretdrive status
This routine sets the turret drive status to status.

Parameters
Parameter[
status

I Where Typedef Declared

Type
IBOOLEAN

Table 2.3-385:

I sim types.h

electsys setturretdrivestatus Information.

2.3.6.3.1.14 electsys_25mmgunmalfunctionstatus
This routine returns the 25mm gun malfunction status.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

gun_25mmmalfunction stat
us

BOOLEAN

25mm gun malfunction status
TRUE - malfunctioning
FALSE - functioning

Table 2.3-386:

electsys_25mmgunmalfunctionstatus

2.3.6.3.1.15 electsysset_25mmgunmalfunction

Information.

status

This routine sets the 25ram gun malfunction status to status.
Parameters

IType

Parameter
status

Table 2.3-387:

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

BOOLEAN

electsysset_25mm gunmalfunctionstatus Information.

2.3.6.3.1.16 electsystowcircuit_open_status
This routine returns the tow circuit open status.
Return Values

Return Value

Type

Meaning

towcircuitopen-status

BOOLEAN

status of tow circuit
TRUE - open circuit
FALSE - closed circuit

Table 2.3-388:

electsystowcircuitopen status Information.
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2.3.6.3.1.17 electsysset towcircuitopen_status
This routine sets the tow circuit open status to status.
Parameters
I Type
BOOLEAN

Parameter
status
Table 2.3-389:

I Where Typedef Declared
the tow circuit open status

electsys_set_towcircuitopen_status

Information.

2.3.6.3.1.18 electsyshullpowerrequest
This routine is called by the controls routines to make sure the hull power can be turned on.
Return Values

___________________

Return Value
hull_power.status

Function
engine running
controlscommanderbackup
power off

Type
BOOLEAN

meaning

the status of hull power

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.10
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-390:

electsyshullpower_request Information.

2.3.6.3.1.19 electsysturretpowerrequest
This routine is called by the controls routines to make sure the turret power can be turned
on.
Return Values

Return Value
turretpowerstatus = ON

Type
BOOLEAN

Meaning
turret power is on and hull
power is on
is backup power available?

electsysjturret-backuppow
er requesto

BOOLEAN

Function
electsys_turret-backuppow

Where Described
Section 2.3.6.3.1.7

Calls

er-request

Table 2.3-391:

II

electsysturret_powerrequest
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2.3.6.3.1.20 electsys engine start request
This routine determines if the battery is sufficiently charged for the engine to be started and
dtries the charge by the STARTERDISCHARGERATE.
Return Values

___________________

Return Value

Type
jBOOLEAN
1BOOLEAN

~

TRUE
FALSE
________

____
____

Meaning

engine can be started
engine cannot be started

___Calls

Function
electsys...dischargehull-batt

Ary

Table 2.3-392:

Where Described
Section 2.3.6.3.1.2

I_________________
electsys engine-start-request Information.

2.3.6.3.1.21 electsys tow request
T'his routine determines if the Tow launcher can be operated. If it can, the routine returns

TRUE. If the TOW launcher is not working or if there is insufficient power for TOW
operation, the routine returns FALSE.
ReturnValues

____________________

Return Value
TRUE

Type
BOOLEAN

____________

Meaning
engine is running or sufficient
battery power for operation is

______________________available

FALSE

BOOLEAN
_____________________

Tow circuit open, TOW not
working, or insufficient power
available

_____________________

fWhere

SCalls

Function

__

Described

electsys.discharge.hull-batt Section 2.3.6.3.1.2
ery___________________________
electsys-dischargejurret-ba Section 2.3.6.3.1.3

ckup battery

I

Table 2.3-393:

electsys_tow_request Information.
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2.3.6.3.1.72 electsys turretelevation request
This routine determines 11 C t, rret elevation can be adjusted. If the drive is broken or if
there is insufficient power av,. 4 able, the elevation cannot be adjusted and the routine returns
FALSE. Otherwise, the elevation can be adjusted and the routine returns TRUE. percent
is the percent of maximum slew rate (handle+stab displacement).
Parameters
Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h

Type
REAL

Parameter
percent

Return Values

Meaning
elevation can bE adjusted
elevation cannot be adjusted

Type
BOOLEAN
BOOLEAN

Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

- drive is broken
- power insufficient or

unavailable

Calls

Function
engine running
electsysdischargehullbatt
ery
electsysdischargeturret_backup-batt
e
Table 2.3-394:

Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.10
Section 2.3.6.3.1.2
Section 2.3.6.3.1.3
I

electsysturretelevation request Information.
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2.3.6.3.1.23 electsys turretttrave rse request
This routine determines if the turret traverse position can be adjusted. If the drive is broken
or if there is insufficient power available, the traverse position cannot be adjusted and the
routine returns FALSE. Otherwise, the traverse position can be adjusted and the routine
returns TRUE. percentis the percent of maximum slew rate (handle+stab displacement).
Parameters

IType

Parameter
percent

Return Value
TRUE
____
___

___
________ __

Typedef
simn tyes.h

Type
BOOLEAN

Meaning
traverse position can be

___

FALSE

IWhere

REAL RtrVaus

____

___

____

___

___

BOOLEAN

Declared

adiusted

traverse position cannot be

adjusted
- drive is broken
- power insuff icient or
______________________

________

____
____

unavailable

___Calls

Function
engine running

Where Described
Section 2.3.6.2.5.10

eiectsys..discharge..hulbatt

Section 2.3.6.3.1.2

electsys-..dischargejturret-ba Section 2.3.6.3.1.3
ckup bOattery
_______________________

Table 2.3-395:

electsystu rret-transverse_request Information.

2.3.6.3.1.24 electsys_25mm gun request
This routine determines if the 25mmn gun can be operated. It returns TRUE if the gun can
be operated and retuns FALSE otherwise.

_______________

engine-running
cleictsys -.discharge ho~l.batt

W

ere Descrie
r

Section 2.3.6.2.5.10
Section 2.3 6.3.1 .2

Section 2.3.6.3.1 3
electsys discharge ',uret )a.cl,.p batt
ey

Tablt 2. -396:

electsys_25m
r ngu n reque t Information.
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2.3.6.3.1.25 electsys fuelxferpumprequest
This routine determines if the fuel transfer pump can be operated. If the engine is running
or if there is sufficient battery power available, the pump will operate, and the routine will
return TRUF. If there is not sufficient power available, the pump will not run and the
routine returns FALSE.
Return Values
Return Value

Type

Meaning

TRUE

BOOLEAN

i FALSE

BOOLEAN

pump will operate
pump will not operate

Calls
Where Described

Function

Section 2.3.6.2.5.10
enaine-running
electsysdischargehul_batt Section 2.3.6.3.1.2
ery
Table 2.3-397:

electsysfuelxfer pumprequest Information.

2.3.6.3.1.26 electsysgethull batteryvoltage
This routine returns the current hull battery voltage.
Return Values
Meaning
the current hull battery voltage

Type
Return Value
hull battery~harge*HULLQ REAL
Td VI
Table 2.3-398:

electsysgethullbatteryvoltage

Information.

2.3.6.3.1.27 electsysgetturret backupbattery_voltage
This routine returns the current turret backup battery voltage.
Return Values

Return Value
turret backup batterycharg

Meaning
the current turret backup

Type
REAL

battery voltage

e-TURR_0 TO V

Table 2.3-399:

electsysget-turret backupbatteryvoltage Information.

2.3.6.3.1.28 electsysreplacegenerator
This routine sets the generator status to WORKING.
2.3.6.3.1.29 electsysgenerator failure
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This routine sets generator._statusto BROKEN. When the generator fails, the engine runs
off the battery, which lasts approximately 45 minutes.
2.3.6.3.1.30 electsysreplacehull battery
This routine replaces a dead hull battery.
Function
controlshullelectsys.rebor
nII

Table 2.3-400:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

electsysreplace hull battery Information.

2.3.6.3.1.31 electsysreplaceturret backupbattery
This routine replaces a dead turret backup battery.
Function
controlsturretbackupelect
sys rebornI

Table 2.3-401:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2

electsysreplaceturretbackupbattery

Information.

2.3.6.3.1.32 electsysturretpoweroff
This routine turns the turret power off by setting turret_power status to OFF and setting
turret-backup.power-statusto OFF.
2.3.6.3.1.33 electsyshullpower_off
This routine turns the hull power off by setting hull_power status to OFF. Turret backup
power is requested.
Calls
Section 2.3.6.3.1.7

Where Described

Function

electsysjurretbackuppow

er request

I
Table 2.3-402:

electsyshullpower_off Information.
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*

2.3.6.3.1.34 print electsys_variables
The following data is printed:
hulbattery charge
turet baclabterycharge
hulljower status
turretpower statu
atret backupyower-status
hulelectsys dead
turret electsysdead
2.3.6.3.1.35 electsys reborn
This routine reactivates the M2's electrical system.
Function
electsys hull reborn
lelectsys turret reborn

Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.3.6.3.1.37
Section 2.3.6.3.1.36

Table 2.3-403:

electsys reborn Information.

2.3.6.3.1.36 electsys turret-reborn
This routine reactivates the turret's electrical system.

IF

Calls

Where Described

unction

~
controls-turre-backupelect

Isys reborn

I

Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3-404:

electsys_turret-reborn Information.

2.3.6.3.1.37 electsys hull-reborn
This routine reactivates the hull's electrical system.

IFunction

jcontrols hull-electsys rebor

Calls
W here Described
Scin2.3.2

Table 2.3-405:

electsys_hull-reborn Information.
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2.3.6.3.1.38 electsys_initbatteries
This routine initializes the hull and turret backup batteries.

.

Parameters
Parameter
hull
turret

Where Typedef Declared
sim types.h
sim types.h

Type
REAL
REAL
Table 2.3-406:

electsys_init batteries Information.

2.3.6.3.1.39 electsysvoltmeter disabled
This routine disables a voltmeter by setting voltmeter-enabledto FALSE.
2.3.6.3.1.40 electsysinit
This routine initializes the M2's electrical s5 stem.
Function
meter volt set
fail init failure

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.3.2.3.3
Section 2.5.4.11.3
Table 2.3-407:

electsysinit Information.
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m2 visionxc
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/src/i2_vision.c [m2_vision.c])

The routines which control the state of the individual viewports are found in rn2_vision.c.
These routines break the viewports (turn them off) and fix them by toggling bits in
libvflags. The ability of the cupolas to pitch up and down is also controlled in the vision
files. Furthermore, on the M2, the gunner's unity vision block and the commander's right
vision block both change resolution and shape to become the gunner's isu and gunner's isu
extension respectively.
You must send a view mode message any time you want to change the screen resolution
(cmdrjl/tgnrlsu-ext).
Branch indices and branch masks have the following meaning:

branh ine
0
2
1

banmask

o

0
1
3
1

4
1
1
1
2
2
1
1

R~s

cmdr rt ISU/standard
cmdr rt ISU/standard
cmdr rt SU 4xl2x
cmdr pitch up/oth?
cmdr pitch dn/none?
gnr ISU/standard
gnr ISU/standard
gnr 4x/12x

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim-dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"1sim...cig-if.h"
"failure.h"
"libvflags.h"
"libfail.h"
"m2_vision.h"
Defines:

S5Mbh1

GNRMAG
CMDRBRVAL
CMDRISUVAL
GNRISUVAL
ISUMIAGVAL
ISU_ BIT
TC_DEFAULT
TC_-GNRISU
TCCMDR_-ISU
SKYZERO
SKYONE
SKYTWO
SKYTHREE

ah

OX0O01
0
2
3
1
OxOO0l
Ox34ff
0x8400
0x4400
0
1
2
3
899

T=ISU
T=ISU
T=-4x
T=up
T=down
T=ISU
T=ISU
T=-4x
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DYRS_FAR_LT
DVRSLT
DVRS_-CTR
DVRSRT
CMDR _LT
CMDRCTR
CMDRRT
GNRVIEWP
DVRSVIEWP

VLEWP_5
VIEWP_7
VIEWP_6
VIEWP_1
VIEWP_4
VIEWP_3
VIEWP_0
ISU ext
VLEWp_2
ISU
(DVRS_FARLT IDVRS_.LT IDVRS__CRT I
DVRSRT)
CMDRSVIEWP
(CMDRLT ICMDRCTR ICMDRRT)
GNRISU_ WORKING
GNRVLEWP
GNRWORKING
GNR_VlEWP
CMDRISUWORKING
CNMR_-RT
CMDRWORKING
CMDR_-RT
GNRISUBROKEN
OxO
GNEBROKEN
Ox0
CMDR_.ISUBROKEN
OxO
CMDRBROKEN
OxO
VISIONBLOCKSELFREPAIRTIME
10
minutes
ISUSELECTED
1
ISU _DESELECTED
0
VMCMR_-RT
0
definitions for configuration
VM_-GNR
1
viewports and view modes
VM_CMR _CTR
2
3
VM-CMRLT
VM-CVR.RT
4
VMCVRFLT5
VMDVRCrR
6
VM-DVR-LT
7

int declarations and initialization:
sky-color
brow-padschanged = FALSE
cmdr isu status = CMDRISUWORKING
cmdr~stat-us = CMDR_-WO5RKIN G
gunner -isu -status = GNRISUWORKING
gunner -status = GNRWO5RKING
gunner _state = ISU_DESELECTED
cmdr _state = ISUDPESELECTED
Procedure declarations:
fit-enginejtorque()
enginemrn()
engine - rank()
engine--off()
REAL declarations:
engine- speed-fraction
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visiongetskycolor

2.3.6.3.2.1

This routine returns the sky color.
Return Values

Return Value
sky color

Meaning
Type
The sky color
int
Table 2.3-408: vision get sky color Information.
visiontoggle_sky_color

2.3.6.3.2.2

This routine toggles the sky color.
ciggpsmag_12x

2.3.6.3.2.3

This routine switches the gunner's primary sight unit to the magnification of 12X.
Calls

Function
cr br bit

clear view flags
set._br..bit

Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.1.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.6.1

ciggps-mag_12x Information.

Table 2.3-409:
ciggpsmag_4x

2.3.6.3.2.4

This routine switches the gunner's primary sight unit to the magnification of 4X.
Function
set br bit
clear view flags

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.6.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Table 2.3-410:

ciggpsmag_4x Information.

vision cmd rs_pitch _up

2.3.6.3.2.5

This routine pitches up the commander's vision.
Function

Calls
Where Described

set br vals
clear view flagjs
set-br bit

Section 2.1.2.2.4.7.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.6.1

Table 2.3-411:

vision cmdrs_pitchup Information.
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vision cmdrs pitchahead

This routine pitches ahead the commander's vision.

I

Calls

Function
set br vats

Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.7.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.6.1

clear view flaas
set--br-bit

Table 2.3-412:
2.3.6.3.2.7

vision.cmdrspitch_ahead Information.

vision cmdrspitchdown

This routine pitches down the commander's vision.
Function
set br vals

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.7.1

clear view flags
set br bit

Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.6.1

Table 2.3-413:

vision_cmdrspitch_down Information.
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vision restore-all blocks

2.3.6.3.2.8

This routine sets view flags and view modes to restore vision on all the screens.
Internal Variables
Tye

Internal Variable

i

Where T Pedef Declared

IStandard

I it
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
set view flagsI
set vmodes

vision restore all blocks Information.

Table 2.3-414:

vision break all blocks

2.3.6.3.2.9

This routine clears view flag bits for all views, blackening all the screens when catastrophic

kill occurs.
Internal Variables
Internal Variable
iI

I Type

I Where Typedef Declared
I Standard

int
Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
clear view flags
set vmodes

Table 2.3-415:

vision break all blocks Information.

2.3.6.3.2.10 vision break isu

This routine clears view flag bits, blackening the screen representing the integrated sight
unit (isu) of the gunner.
Error Name
unknown gunner state ...
Function
clear view flags
set vmodes

Errors
I Reason for Error
The variable gunner state has an unexpected value.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.3-416:

vision break isu Information.
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2.3.6.3.2.11 vision break isu ext
This routine clears view flag bits, blackening the screen representing the integrated sight
unit extension of the commander.
Erwor Name
unk:nown cmdr state ...

Errors

I Reason for Error
The variable cmdr state has an unexpected value.

Fwunctlon

Calls
Where Described

clsar view flags]
set vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.3-417:

vision break isu ext Information.

2.3.6.3.2.12 vision break driver blocks
Thiis routine clears view flag and view mode bits, blackening the screen used by the driver.
Fumctlon
clear view flas
set vmodes

Table 2.3-418:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

visionbreakdriver blocks Information.

2-3.6.3.2.13 vision break cmdrs blocks
Tlhis routine clears view flag and view mode bits, blackening the screen used by the
commander.
Error Name
urknown cmdr state ...

SFtnctlon
view flags
servmodes
_lear

Table 2.3-419:

Errors
I Reason for Error
IThe variable cmdr state has an unexpected value.

Calls
IWhere Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

vision b reak cmdrs-blocks Information.
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2.3.6.3.2.14 vision restore isu
This routine sets view flag and view mode bits, restoring the view on the screens used for
the integrated sight unit of the gunner.
Errors
Reason for Error

Error Name
unknown gunner state

...

The variable ounner state has an unexpected value.

Where
Section
Section
Section

Function
set view flans
clear view flags
set vmodes

Table 2.3-420:

Calls
Described
2.1.2.2.4.8.1
2.1.2.2.4.2.1
2.1.2.2.4.9.1

vision restore isu Information.

2.3.6.3.2.15 vision restore isu ext
This routine sets view flag and view mode bits, restoring the view on the screens used for
the integrated sight unit extension of the commander.
Errors

IReason for Error

Error Name
unknown cmdr state ...

The variable cmdr state has an unexpected value.

Function
set view flags
clear view flags
set vmodes

Where
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-421:

Calls
Described
2.1.2.2.4.8.1
2.1.2.2.4.2.1
2.1.2.2.4.9.1

vision restore isu ext Information.

2.3.6.3.2.16 vision restore driver blocks
This routine sets view flags and view modes, restoring the view on the screen used by the
driver.
Function
set view flags

Calls
Described
Where
Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1

set vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.3-422:

vision restore driver blocks Information.
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2.3.6.3.2.17 vision restore cmdrs blocks
This routine sets view flag and view modes, restoring the view on the screens used by the
commander.
Error Name
unknown crndr state

Errors
Reason for Error
I The variable cmdr state has an unexpected value.

...

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Function
set view flagsI
set vmodes

Table 2.3-423:

vision restore cmdrs blocks Information.

2.3.6.3.2.18 visionbreakgunnersblock
This routine clears view flag and view mode bits, blackening the screens used by the

gunner.
-Error Name
unknown aunner state ...

Errors
Reason for Error
I The variable

iunnerstate
unexpected value.
has an

Calls

I Where Described

Function
set view flags
clear view flaps
set vmodes

Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
I Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1

Table 2.3-424:

visionbreak gunners_block Information.

2.3.6.3.2.19 vision restoregunners block
This routine sets view flag and view mode bits, restoring the view on the screens used by

the gunner.
Error Name
unknown ounner state

...

Function
set view flags
set vmodes
able 2.3-425:

Errors
Reason for Error
The variable gunner state has an unexpected value.
Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1
visionrestoregunnersblock
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2.3.6.3.2.20

visiongunner_browpad on

This routine enables the integrated sight unit view of the gunner.
Function
set br bit

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.2.2.4.6.1

clear view flags

Section 2.1.2.2.4.2.1

set view flags

Section 2.1.2.2.4.8.1

set vmodes
controlsgunner browpad_
on

Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1
Section 2.3.2

Table 2.3.426:

visiongunner_brow_padon Information.

2.3.6.3.2.21 visiongunner_brow pad off
This routine disables the integrated sight unit view of the gunner, enabling the unity vision
view of the gunner.
Function
clr br bit
clear view flags
set view flags
set vmodes
controls-gunner brow_pad_

Table 2.3-427:

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Calls
Described
2.1.2.2.4.1.1
2.1.2.2.4.2.1
2.1.2.2.4.8.1
2.1.2.2.4.9.1
2.3.2

visiongunner_browpadoff Information.

2.3.6.3.2.22 visioncommanderbrowpadon
This routine enables the integrated sight unit extension view of the commander.
Calls
Function

Where Described

set br bit

Section 2.1.2.2.4.6.1

clear view flags

Section 2.1.2.2.4 ?.1

Section 2.1.2.2. ;.8.1
set view flags
Section 2.1.2.2.4.9.1
set vmodes
controlscommanderbrowjp Section 2.3.2
ad on

Table 2.3-428:

visioncommanderbrow pad_on Information.
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2.3.6.3.2.23 vision commander brow pad_off
This routine disables the integrated sight unit extension view of the commander.
____
___

Function
___

___

____
___

___

___calls

Where Described
Section 2.1 .2.2.4.1.1

________
___

___b__

__

Section
Section
Section
set vmodes
controls-commander-brow-PjI Section

clear view flags

set view flacgs

Table 2.3-429:

2.1 .2.2.4.2.1
2.1.2.2.4.8.1
2.1.2.2.4.9.1
2.3.2

vision-commander-brow-pad-off Information.

2.3.6.3.2.24 print-br-values
This routine displays branch values.

Internal

WherleTye

________

Tabl

2.3430:

Describedf

pto
WOfoma
b~ale

eclre

to.h

ReurCales
etmdr state

Setio

Table 2.3-431:

2.3.63.2.5 getcmdr908t

Normal2.end.

geit-cmrsatue Info~rmation.
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2.3.6.3.2.26 getgunner state

This routine returns the gunner's view state.
Return Values
Return Value

Type
int

unner state

Table 2.3-432:

Meaning
Normal end.

get_gunnerstate Information.

2.3.6.3.2.27 getbrowpadstatus
This routine returns the brow pad status.
Return Values
Return Value
FALSE
TRUE

Type
int
int

Table 2.3-433:

Meaning
Brow pad not changed.
Brow pad changed.

get_browpad_status Information.

2.3.6.3.2.28 vision init
This routine initializes software for all the vision blocks.
Internal Variable

Function
clear view flags
set view flags
set vmodes
fail init failure

Internal Variables
I Type
iintI

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.3-434:

I Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Calls
Described
2.1.2.2.4.2.1
2.1.2.2.4.8.1
2.1.2.2.4.9.1
2.5.4.11.2

vision init Information.
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m2 isu.c

2.3.6.3.3

(./simni/release/Src/Vehicle/ni2/src/m2jisu.c [m2_isu.c])
The m2_isu.c CSU determines which reticle (hi mag, lo mag, TOW) is displayed in the
gunner's isu and gunner's isu extension viewports.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
::sim dfns.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim...cig-if.h"
"m2_turr._mx.h"
"m2_cntrl.h"
"rn2_isu.h"
"pro-sim.h"
"mun-type.h"
Defines:

Symbol

Vlu

NO-RET

3

LJOMAGRET
HIMAG RET
TW-RBiT

0
I
2

int declarations and initialization:
magselect~yal = GN_4XVAL
reticle.-selected
ObjectType declarations
round~selected
2.3.6.3.3.1

isu mnit

This routine initializes the integrated sight unit (isu).
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2.3.6.3.3.2

isu simul

This routine performs a tick-by-tick simulation of the isu.
Internal Variables
Type
Iint

Internal Variable
temp

IWhere Typedef Declared
I Standard

Errors

Error Name
isu_simul: impossible

I

reticle selected ...

Reason for Error
The variable reticleselected has an unexpected value.
Calls

Function
controls hi magreticle
controls lo mag reticle
controls tow reticle
controls no reticle
nprintf

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.3.2
2.1.1.3.1.34.1

Table 2.3-435:
2.3.6.3.3.3

isu simul Information.

isugpsmag_12x

This routine sets magnification for gps to 12x.
2.3.6.3.3.4

isugpsmag_4x

This routine sets magnification for gps to 4x.
2.3.6.3.3.5

isu round select 25mm

This routine selects an M792 round.
2.3.6.3.3.6

isu round select no round

This routine selects no round.
2.3.6.3.3.7

isu round select tow

This routine selects a tow missile.
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Network Interactions

Once each frame, the simulation must process the information coming to it across the
SIMNET LAN about other simulated vehicles, weapons effects, collisions, etc. It must
also send an update packet on its own status if that has changed significantly in the current
frame.
M2 Ne

twork

Interactions
5.3.7

F_ ~II

Figure 2.3-8:

m2._netwk.c

m2_dust.c

5.3.7.1

5.3.7.2

Structure of the M2 Network Interactions CSC.

The simulation host periodically informs other entities on the network of its current
location, orientation, and appearance. If an update in the simulator's appearance is to be
sent, libapp calls routines in m2_network.c to fill in vehicle-specific fields. Routines are
called in m2_dust.c to determine what size dust cloud, if any, should be reported.
The status of internal subsystems are reported every 30 seconds (for reconstitution and data
collection purposes). Routines for sending this status are found in m2_network.c.
The simulation host also sends equipment status packets every 30 seconds, reporting
ambient temperature, power supply voltages, and other hardware specific information. The
routines for reporting on hardware status are found in the vehicle specific files
m2_network.c. This functionality is realized by the following CSU's:
m2_network.c
m2_dust.c
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m2 network.c
(jsimhnet/release/src/vehicle/m2/m2_-network-c [i2-network.c])

Routines in this CSU are called to update the M2's appearance and the state of its internal
systems.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sini_dfns.h"
"1sim...ypes.h"
"sim~macros.h"
"libnetwork.h"
::pro -sim.h"
"pro-mgmt.h"
"pro-data.h"
"prosize.h"
status m2.h"
"net/network.h"
"libkin.h"
"libhull.h"
"libfail.h"
"libturret.h"
"libapp.h"
"ni2_status.h"
"m2....elecsys.h"
"m2jfuelsys.h"
"ni2_animo.h"
"m2_engine.h"
"ni2_odom.h"
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send equipment-status

2.3.7.1.1

This routine sends an equipment status PDU over the network.
Internal Variables

____________________

Internal Variable
pdu
pkt

_

Typ *
ManagementPDU
pointer to register
uip tatusVariant

_____________________E

____
____

____
____

Where Typedef Declared
Ip data.h
p...mgmt.h

____Calls

Function
Where Described
network get simulator ype Section 2.1.1.3.1.19.1
what is voftagjel2P
Section 2.1 .5.2.1
what is voltagel2N
Section 2.1 .5.2.2
what is voltage5
Section 2.1.5.2.3
what is emperature
Section 2.1 .5.2.4
Section
is host healthy
is cig healthy
Section
issound-healthy
Section
is driver healthy
Section
is turret healthy
Section
network-fill-hdr-send-mgmit Section 2.1.1.3.1.42.7
Dkt___________________________
PROMGMTEQUIPSTATU p--assoc.h

SFZE
S

Table 2.3-436:

sendequipmentstatus Information.
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fill vehicle_spec status

2.3.7.1.2

This routine fills in an M2 vehicle specific status packet.
S

IType

Parameter
pkt

Parameters

pointer to register
JVehicleStatusVariant

________

____
____

Where Typedef Declared
p...data.h

___Calls

Function
enaine-qet-max -Power
electsys..get-hull_battery~yol
tage
eiectsys..get turret backup-.
battery-voltae~o
fuel levei top
fuel level bottom
ammo...ge-apds...caqnquantit

Where Described
Section 2.2.6..2.14
Section 2.3.6.3.1.26
Section 2.3.6.3.1.27
Section 2.3.5.2.10
Section2.3.5.2.9
Section 2.3.5.1.4

ammo....ge apdssan..ammo Section2.3.5. 1.5
boxes
ammo get hei can jquantity Section 2.3.5.1.6
ammo...gehei_can-ammo-b Section2.3.5.1 .7
__________________________
oxes
ammo-getapds..stowedLqu Section 2.3.5.1.8
antity
ammo...gethei-stowed...quan Section 2.3.5.1.9
tity____________________________
ammo...get-tow-stowed...qua Section 2.3.5.1.10
ntit____________________________
ammo...ge-dragor-stowed_ Section 2.3.5.1.11
quantity
Section 2.3.5.1.12
ammo get missilel val
ammo get missile2 val
Section 2.3.5.1.13
Section
launcher up-status
ammo-.get-m3-p..onf igu ration Section 2.3.5.1.14
val
ramp down status
Section 2.3.6.1.3.4

Table 2.3-437:

ill-vehicle spec_status Information.
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fill vehicle spec appearance

This iuilwie fills in a vehicle spec appearance packet.
___________________Parameters

Paranuftor
pkt

[Te
Ipointer to register
VehicleAppearanceVariant

____
____

____
____

Where Typedef Declared
p-sim.h

____Calls

Functicun
turret oer network azimuth

Where Described
Section 2.5.5.2.15
Iturret aeI-network elevation Scin2.5.5.2.14

Table 2.3-438:
2.3.7.1 .4

fill vehicle spec appearance Information.

network process activation parameters

This routine processes the vehicle's activation parameters, received from the MCC.
I Type

Paramstter
p
Internal Variable
status

____
____

WereTTpedef Declared
Istatus.h

Internal Variables
'Type
pinter to

j Where Typedef Declared
stat-ml -h

___Calls

Functimm
fail set subsys
sfail main~tenance condition
odom -sel initial distance-k
m_________

Where
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.5.4.14.2
2.5.4.26.2
2.3.2.3.4.3

__________________

ammo irrt'. ammo supply
fuel init 'tanks
launcher-init launcher up
rampinig ramp down
engine irnit power
electsys init batteries

Tabhe 2.3-439:

pinter to VehicleStatus

IMNET M2 Status

_________________

____
____

Parameters

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
ISection

2.3.5.1.3
2.2.5.2.1
2.3.6.1.4.1
2.3.6.1.3.1
2.3.6.2.6.12
2.3.6.3.1.38

network process activation parameters
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app

2.3.7.1.5

mfit

This routine initializes thrsholds.
____ ___

____
____

___Errors

Reason for Error
Acall to network-init-thresholds returned a zero.
I_________________________

Error Name
Network: couldn't iit
thresholds

SCalls

)Where

Described
Section 2.1.1.3.1.66.5

Function
network mnit thresholds

mit

Information.

Return Values
I TypeI
Iit

ena
IN/A

Table 2.3-440:

app

veh spec activate-time

2.3.7.1.6

This routine returns 60.
IReturn Value
60 f

Table 2.3-441:

veb spec activate time Information.
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m2_dust.c
(./simet/release/src/Vehicle/m2/src/M2..dust.c [m2_dust.c])

The routine in this CSU is called to determine the appearance of the M2's dust cloud.
2.3.7.2.1

tracks get dust cloud

This routine determines the appearance of the M2 Vehicle's trailing dust cloud. The size of
the cloud is determined by the vehicle's speed, speed, and the soil-type.
InternalVariables

____________________

Variable
speed
soil type

____________

Type
REAL
jint

(Where Typedet Declared
jsim types.h
IStandard
ReturnValues

___________________

Return Value
vehDustCloudNone
vehDustCloudSmall

Type
int
int

vehDustCloudMedium

int

____________

Meaning
no dust cloud trails the vehicle
a small dust cloud trails the
vehicle

______________________

a medium dust cloud trails the
vehicle

______________________

vehDustCloudLarge
_____________________

a large dust cloud trails the

int
__

Error
tracks get dust cloud
Function
drivetrain get vehicle speed

Table 2.3-442:

___

___

____

___

___

___

vehicle

Errors
Reason for Error
(Invalid soil type
Calls
IWhere Described
ISection 2.3.6..4.8

tracks get dust-cloud Information.
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Stealth Vehicle

Figure 2.4-1 depicts the structure of the Stealth Vehicle Software CSC
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The CSC'S which constitute this CSC are as follows:
Top Level Stealth Simulation Software
Stealth Controls/Switchology
Failures
Munitions Management
Stealth Vehicle Model
Network Interaction
Attach Capability
Motion

2.4.1

Top Level Stealth Simulation Software

Thbe code required for Stealth simulationis found in this CSC. It contains one CSU,
kato--main.c.
2.4.1.1
kato mainxc
QIsimnet/release/src/Vehicle/kato/src/kato-main.c [kato main.cJ)
This file contains routines used in the SHINET simulation of the Stealth Vehicle.
Includes:"cyeh
itsignal.h"
"isim -macros.h"
"omass -stdc.h"
"simsigjifih"

"tpro_sim.h"
"opro-num.h"
"fifo -dfn.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"libkin.h"
"libcig.h"
"lbbd.h"f
"libidc.h"
"libmem.h"
"librepair.h"
"libsusp.h"
"libsound.h"
"timers.h"
"tstatus.h"
"cmc.h"
"cmc -status.h"
"kato scntrl.h"
"kato -keybrd.h"
"kato- pots.h"
"kato-resupp.h"
"kattu - ision.h"
"kato- tate.h"

"tsim-dfns.h"
"esim-types.h"
"dgi..stdg.h"
"pro~assoc.h"

itstatus.h"
"veh-type.h"
"fifo.h"
"libtefrain.h"
"libfail.h"
"libmsg.h"
"libhull.h"
"libmain.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"librva.h"
"libturret.h"
"libmap.h"
"dtad.h"
"ser-status.h"
"tcmc- timers.h"
"kato_md_dfn.h"
"kato-view.h"
"kato -meter.h"
"katojepair.h"
"kato -sound.h"
"kato--status.h"
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The following are declared:
debug
print-overruns
reboot_on_shutdown

inifiaLbbd[I

quat dumpo
exit("
The following are declared for the '-p' switch:
initactiv
initialactivation
The following is defined:
PARS_FILE

2.4.1.1.1

printhelp

This routine prints out data for the Stealth simulation.
Parameters
EParameter
ro name

I Type

Table 2.4-1:
2.4.1.1.2

Where Typedef Declared
standard

pointer to char

print_help Information.

printveh_logo

This routine prints a logo for the Stealth vehicle.
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veh spec startup

This routine sets up the network and CIG interfaces at startup.
________

____
____

___Calls

Function
rtc init clock
AssocSubscribe
network-aet-net handle
network set simulator-type
network set vehicle class
use cig reconfig startup

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
_____

cia set view confia file
get vconfig filel
map vehicle file read
get veh map file
map read asid file
get asid map file
map file read
get ammo map file
keybrd mnit

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
ISection
ISection

Table 2.4-26.4:
2.4.1.1.4

Described
2.6.16.1.14
2.20.1.1.1
2.1.1.3.2.12.1
2.1.1.3.1.53.1
2.1.1.3.1.54.1
2.1.2.2.2.23.1
2.5.1.2.2
2.6.11.5.1
2.5.1.2.5
2.6. 11.4.1
2.5.1.2.4
2.6.11.3.1
2.5.1.2.6
2.1.6.4

veb-spec-startup Information.

veh-spec idle

Thbis routine is called while the simulator is in the IDLE state.
________

____
____

___Calls

Function
status simul
keyboard simul

Where Described
Section 2.1.5.4
Section 2.1.6.4

io simul idle

Section 2.1.2.2.5.1.2_________________

process activate request
network pet exercise-id

Section 2.1.1.3.2.1.1
ISection 2.1.1.3.1.16.1

Table 2.4-3:

veh spec idle Information.
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vehspec_init

Order dependent initializations are performed for all of the Stealth's subsystems while the
simulator is in the SIMIN1T state..
Calls

Function
sound reset
status preset
controls fsm Mit
controls sim init
view init
meter init
vision restore all blocks
kato init
iit.point to point
gunmnt init
controls edge init
app init
confia Pos init2
kinematics get o to h
kinematics get w to h
resupplyinit
cig int ctr

Where Described
Section 2.1.3.4
Section 2.1.5.4
Section 2.4.2.1
Section 2.4.2.3
Section 2.1.2.2.9
Section 2.4.2
Section 2.4.5.1
Section 2.4.6.4
Section 2.4
Section 2.4.7.2
Section 2.4
Section
Section 2.1.2.2.2.24.2
Section 2.5.8.2.4
Section 2.5.8.2.7
Section 2.4.4.2
Section 2.1.2.2.

Table 2.4-5:
2.4.1.1.6

vehspec_init Information.

veh specsimulate

This routine calls the routines which simulate the various functins of the Stealth's
subsystems on a tick by tick basis.
Function
status simul
keyboard simul
sound simul
controls simul
view simul
meter simul
kato simul
resupply simul

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Seciion
Table 2.4-5:

Calls
Described
2.1.5.4
2.1.6.4
2.1.3.4
2.4
2.1.2.2.9
2.4.2.5
2.4
2.4.4.2

vehspecsimulate Information.
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veh_specstop

This routine is called while the simulator is in the SIMSTOP state. The IDC and sound
system hardware are reinitialized, and the vision blocks are broken???
Function
idc init
sou'nd init

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.4.1.1.24.1
Section 2.1.3.4

vision break Pl blocks

Section 2.4.5.1

Table 2.4-6:
2.4.1.1.8

vehspec stop Information.

vebspecexit

This routine is called while the simulator is in the SIMEXIT state. Simulation statistics are
printed, and the network connection is closed.
Internal Variables
[Type
int

Internal Variable
num ticks

IWhere Typedef Declared
standard

Calls

Function
attach exit gracefully
keyboard exit gracefully
meter exit aracefully
timers get current time
timers get current tick
timers elapsed milliseconds
network print statistics
_netclose

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.4.7.1
2.1.6.4
2.4.2.5
2.6.3.2.1
2.6.3.1.1
2.6.3.10.1
2.1.1.3.2.16.1

Section 2.20.2.3.1 in MCC CSCi SDD

Table 2.4-7:

vehspecexit Information.
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2.4.1.1.9

main

This routine loops through the simulation of the Stealth vehicle once each frame.The
generic simulation routines in "libmain" are called by this routine.
The parameters are parsed:
Request receive size and request send size are set, and assymetric is
case -a
set on.
Bumper numbers are used.
case -b
Spaceball try is changed.
case -B
Smoothing is shut off.
case -c
Debugging is enabled.
case -d
The ethernet is closed.
case -e
The exercise ID is set.
case -E
Not used
case -F
Not used.
case -f
CIG isn't using graphics.
case -g
Print help.
case -h
Print help.
case -?
The keyboard is used.
case -k
No gunner's magnification is available for Stealth3.
case -1
Nlos missile vehicle mode is enabled.
case -n
Printing of overruns is enabled.
case -o
The simulator is started in stand alone mode. The simulator acts as
case -p
if it has received an activation packet from the MCC. This segment
of code is similar to that used by the MCC for activationg a
simulator.
Restricted flight mode is enabled.
case -r
The network device is set.
case -S
Sound is disabled.
case -s
The named database override is used.
case -t
DED name is set.
case -T
Terrain verbose mode is enabled.
case -v
Vehicle freeze is disabled.
case -u
The CIG 1 mask and device are set.
case -1
The CIG2 mask and device are set.
case -2
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Parameters

Parameter
armc
argv

_

Where Typedef Declared
standard
standard

Type
int
,j pointer to char
Internal Variables

Where Typedef Declared
standard
standard

Internal Varlabile
i
initial heading

Type
int
float

Function
entergracefully
network set exefrcise id
network set net itayer
main read-pars itle
set request receirve size
set-request sencd size
set assymetnc on
mapset bumper status
controls set spaceball _y
attach no smootining
networkdont reallyopenu
p ethernet
cia not using qraphics
print help
keyboard really wse
cigtype lowres
state toggle mimsile state
get default db rmame
get-default db wersion
state saf mode ,on
network set network device
sound dont usu
ciguse.databas-e_Override_
named
isalpha
set ded name
terrain verbose Tmode on
vehicle freeze disable
set cia dev
set cig mask
sim state startup,
simulation state machine

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.6.1.1.1
2.1.1.3.1.49.1
2.4.6.1
2.5.1.2.1
2.1.2.2.1.29.1
2.1.2.2.1.30.1
2.1.2.2.2.112.1
2.6.11.4.8
2.4
2.4.7.1
2.1.1.3.2.14.1

Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.1.2.2.1.5.17
2.4.1.1.1

Calls

2.1.6.4

2.1.2.2.8
2.4.8.2
2.5.1.2.15
2.5.1.2.16
2.4.8.2
2.1.1.3.2.12.4
2.1.3.4
2.1.2.2.1.16.1

Section 2.1.2.2.1.8.2
Section 2.5.11.9.1
Section
Section
Section
Section

2.1.2.2.1.26.1
2.1.2.2.2.114.1
2.3.1.1.5
2.5.1.1.13

Table 2.4-:,

main Information.
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2.4.1.1.10 reconstitute-vehicle
This routine reactivates the Stealth.
IFunction
vehicle restart

Calls
Ihere Described
ISection 2.3.19.1.7

Table 2.4-9:

reconstitute-vehicle Information.
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Stealth Controls/Switchology

Low level controls handling is accomplished with this CSC, which consists of the
following CSU's.
kato-ctl-fsm~c
kato-ctljnls.c
kato-ctl-simrc
2.4.2.1
kato ctl fsm.c
(/simnet/rfease7.src/vehiclekato/src/katostcdfsm.c [kato-ctl-fsm.c])
This CSU provides the finite power state controls interface for the Stealth Vehicle.
Includes:
itstdio.h"
1:sim types.h"
tsimndfns.h"
"libidc-dfn.h"
"libmem.h"
'libmem-dfn.h"
"kato _cntrl.h"
"kato-ctLdf-h"
"kato -hard.h"
"kato -soft.h"

if USESPACEBALL not defined

int declarations:

controls,_status
controls~failure-val
controls-failuree-dge

Procedure declarations:
controls -sim' -next-stateO
controlsjaminit()
2.4.2.1.1

controls-fsm-init

This routine initializes controls-status, controls_failure-val, and controls-failure-2edge.
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controls-simul

This routine is called during the Simutation state.
Errors
Rea- on for Error
Error Name
CONTROLS: controlssimul: The variable controlsstatus has an unexpected value.
Inpossible control state
I
Calls

Function
controls sir next state
nprintf

Where Described
Section 2.4.2.1.10
ISection 2.1.1.3.1.34.1

Table 2.4,*10:
2.4.2.1.3

controls simul Information.

controlspower status

This routine returns controls status.
Return Values

Table 2.4-11:
2.4.2.1.4

IMeaning

Type
int

Return Value
controls status

status of the controls

controls_power_status Information.

controls break-controls

This routine causes the controls to fail.
Error Name
DAMAGE: controls broken

Errors
[Reason for Error
IThis routine was called with controls failure val ==OFF.

Function
nprintfI

Calls
[Where Described
Section 2.1.1.3.1.34.1
Table 2.4-12:

controls break controls Information.
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comtrols restore controls

This rouaine restores controls.
SCalls

,Functm
controls- kIain it
controls itm init
1controls aimn iit
1controls adoe init

[Where Described
jSection 2.4.2.1.9
1Section 2.4.2.1.1
jSection 2.4.2.2
jSection 2.4.2.1.8

Table 2.4-13:
2.4.2.1-6

controls restore controls

Information.

comtrols failure status

This routine returms the controls failure status.
IReturn Value
controls fatilure val

ITTpe

I Meanincg

I mt

Talble 2.4-14:
2.4.2.1.7

Return Values

Ifailure status

con trols fai lu re-status Information.

comtrols edges_clear

This routine clears Eedges.

2.4.2.1.8

comtrols edge

mnit

This routiine calls =introls...edges_clear to initialize edges.
Functlon
controls &does cleiar

Calls
IWhere Described
ISection 2.4.2.1.7

Table 2.4-15:
2.4.2.1.9

coffitrols-lamp

controls edge_init Information.

mnit

This routine calls czontrols.viewjndinit only if USESPACEBALL is not defined.
[.nctlwn
controls-view ind ir-,it

Calls
Where Described
I Section 2.4

1 -able 2.4-16,

controls lamp
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2.4.2.1.10 controls-sim-next-state
Function
controls sim routines
controls sim off

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.4
Section 2.4

Table 2.4-17:
2.4.2.2

controls-simnext state Information.

kato ctl nls.c.

(/simnet/reeaseTsrc/vehicle/kato/src/katotcdlnls.c [kato_cd_nls.c])
This file is not implemented in Version 6.6 of the software.
2.4.2.3

kato ctl sim.c

(/simnet/relfeasesrc/vehicle/kato/src/kato clsim.c [kato_cfl_sim.c])
The Stealth's controls interface is provided in part by this CSU.

2.4.2.4

kato pots.c

(/simnet/refease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato-pots.c [kato_pots.c])

This CSU provides modelling for Stealth's potentiometers. Routines in this file translate
hex potentiometer values between 00 and FF into real values and call the appropriate
subsystems with these values.
2.4.2.5
kato meter.c
(Isimnet/rease/src/vehicle/katosrc/kato-meter.c [kato_meter.c])
This CSU models the Stealth's meters. The appropriate values are set by routines in this
file.
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Stealth Failures

Stealth vehicle failures are modelled by routines in this CSC. These routines are found in a
single CSU, katojfailure.c
2.4.3.1
kato failure.c
(Isimnet/rerease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato_failure.c [katojfailure.c])
This file is a stub in anticipation for future use.
2.4.4

Munitions Management

Two CSU's comprise this CSC, katoammo.c and kato_resupp.c.
2.4.4.1
kato ammo.c
qsimnet/refease/src/vehiclekato/src/kato-aumo.c [kato__ammo.c])
This file is not implemented in Version 6.6 of the software.
2.4.4.2
kato resupp.c
(/simnet/rerease/src/vehicle/kato/src/katojresupp.c [katoresupp.c])
This file is not implemented in Version 6.6 of the software.
2.4.5

Stealth Vehicle Model

The Stealth's subsystems are modelled by routines in this CSC. CSU's required are as
follows.
kato_vision.c

kato_rotate.c

2.4.5.1
kato vision.c
(/simnet/refease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato-vision.c [katovision.c])
The routines which control the state of the viewports are found in katovision.c. The
routines break the viewports (turn them off) and fix them by toggling bits in libvflags.

2.4.5.2
kato rotate.c
(/simnet/refease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato.rotate.c [katojrotate.c])
This CSU provides routines which call librotate. They provide the rotation functions for
the Stealth Vehicle.
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Network Interactions

The Stealth Vehicle has a unique relationship with the Plan View Display System on the
SIMNET network. Commands to move the position of the Stealth on the terrain, attach the
Stealth to a specific vehicle, or to change the Stealth's exercise ID are all available through
the use of the Stealth Protocol.
The CSU's that make up this CSC are as follows:
katonetwork.c
katocmcflt.c
kato-periph.c
kato_simul.c
kato_stubs.c
2.4.6.1
kato network.c
(Isimnet/refease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato network.c [kato_network.c])
When a Stealth Protocol packet is received from the network, the correct routines are called
from katonetwork.c.
2.4.6.2
kato cmc flt.c
(/simnet/release/src/vehicle/kato/src/katoscmcjflt.c [kato cmcflt.c])
This file contains routines which handle the cmc card.
2.4.6.3
kato periph.c
(Isimnet/refease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato-periph.c [kato-periph.c])
Routines in this CSU set up the network and card to look for data packets for the PVD and
the p2p protocol.
2.4.6.4
kato simul.c
(/simnet/refease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato simul.c [katosimul.c])
This CSU calls Stealth specific simulation routines and initializes them.
2.4.6.5
kato stubs.c
(/simnet/release/src/vehicle/kato/src/katostubs.c [kato stubs.c])
This CSU contains a list of functions which are stubbed out for the Stealth. It is necessary
for compilation purposes, but provides no functionality.
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2.4.7

Attach Capability

The Stealth Vehicle is capable of attaching to another vehicle by searching the list of local
vehicles for the one either selected by the PVD, or indicated by a trigger press. The
functions in these files search the vehicle list, check for the closest vehicle to the current
line of sight, and keep track of the vehicle ID of the attached vehicle. This functionality is
realized by the following two CSU's, katoattach.c and kato.gunmnt.c.
kato attach.c
2.4.7.1
(Jsimnet/rease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato-attach.c [kato..attach.c])
katogunmnt.c
2.4.7.2
(qsimnet/release/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato__gunmnt.c [kato-gunmnt.c])
2.4.8

Motion

The Stealth Vehicle has two independent flight modes (Free Fly, and Terrain Hug) and four
attached modes (Tether, Orbit, Compass, and Mimic). Basic inputs from the Spaceball
controller are used, in conjunction with position and rotation information from the attached
vehicle, to synthesize the Stealth Vehicle's new position and orientation. This functionality
is realized by the following CSU's: katocontrol.c and kato_state.c.
kato control.c
2.4.8.1
(/simnet/reease/src/vehicle/kato/src/kato._control.c [kato_control.c])
The algorithms which control the motion of the Stealth Vehicle in each of those modes are
in this CSU.
2.4.8.2
kato state.c
(/simnet/refease/src/vehicle/kato/srckato.state.c [kato-state.c])
Information regarding the current state, and transitions into other states are maintained in
this CSU.
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Vehicle Libraries

The following figure shows the structure of the Vehicle Libraries CSC. These libraries are
used in the vehicle simulation. Functions provided include the following: ballistics
modelling, missile modelling, failures and repairs simulation, network interactions, as well
as the main simulation steps.
Vehicle Libraries
5.5

libmain
5.5.1

libball
5.5.2

libmissile
5.5.3

libfail
5.5.4

libturret
5.5.5

libsusp
5.5.6

libdyn
5.5.7

libkin
5.5.8

libhull
5.5.9

libbigwh
5.5.10

ZuI

libterrain
5.5.11

libra
5.5.12

I

librva util
5.5.13

libfiter
5.5.14

libnear
5.5.17

librotate
5.5.18

Figure 2.5-1:

libimpacts
5.5.15

libupdate
5.5.19

Vehicle Libraries CSC.
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The following CSU's are components of this CSC:
libmain
libball.
libmissile
IifaiI
libturet
libsusp
libdyn
libhull
libkin
libbigwheel
libterrain
librva
librva~util
libfilter
libinipacts
libapp
libnear
librotate
libupdate
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libmain
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrcllibmain [libmain])

In the SIMNET vehicle simulations, the main simulation loop is found in libmain. This
loop, executed once each fr-ame, invokes generic functions to perform tasks common to the
MlI, M2, and Stealth simulation.

2.5.1.1
mainxc
(./simnet/releaselsrclvehicle/libsrc/libmainl/main.c)
This file contains all of the generic simulation routines including the main simulation loop.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"clock.h"
"signal.h"
"sys/mpadvise.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"sim-macros.h"
Itsim -ypes.h
"mass-stdc.h"
"dgi-stdg.h"
"sim .ciglif.h"

-

if CLOCK is defined
if CLOCK is defined
Masscomp only
Masscomp only

"fifo-dfnh.h"
"fifo.h"
"bigwheel.h"
"libterrain.h"
"libkin.h"
"libfail.h"
"libcig.h"
:bbd.h"
"libhull.h"
"libidc.h"
"libmain.h"
"libmm.h"
"libnetwork.h"
"librepair.h"
"librva.h"
"libsusp.h"
"libturret.h"
"libsound.h"
"libimps.h"
"timers.h"
"dtad.h"
"status.h"
"ser _status.h"
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The following are declared:
dck..space
dkiock
sum~state
iboot _on-shutdown
imitiaL...bbdfl
c~g...startupifunc:
firstfram
exit gracefully 0
e 'it()

-

Vehicles CSCI

if CLOCK is defined
if CLOCK is defined

for non-Butterfly machines

The follcrwing simulation states are defined:
S&LMSTARTUPSTATE
SM-_jIESTATE
SdMSIMINiTSTATE
SDMSIMULATESTATE
SIMSIMSTOPSTATE
s-BmsIMExiTSTATE
2.5.1.1.1

enter-gracefully

This routine enters the simulation. Thbe simulator is put into the idle state, and the vehicle
logo is printed on the viewport.
Functloin
sim state idle
rintveh
0 oSection

Calls
Where Described
ISection 2.5.1.1.6
2.2.1.1.2

Table 2.5-1:
2.5.1.1L2

enter gracefully Information.

exit_gracefully

This routine exits the simulation. The simulator is put into the simexit state, and a
deactivat~e packet is sent.
Parameters
Paramet-er
reboot

Type
I mt

Functloan
simn state simnexit
send deactivate kt

calls
Where Described
ISection 2.5.1.1.10
Section 2.1.1.3.1.10.1

Table 2.5-2:

Where Typedef Declared
IStandard

exit gracefully Information.
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activate-simulation

This routine activates the simulation. The simulator is put into the siminit state.
Calls__

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Section 2.5.1.1.7
Table 2.5-3:

2.5.1.1.4

_

I Where Described

Function
sim state siminit

activatesimulation Information.

deactivate simulation

This routine deactivates the simulation. The simulator is put into the simstop state.
Function
sim state simstop

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.1.1.9

Table 2.5-4:
2.5.1.1.5

deactivate-simulation Information.

sim state startup

This routine sets the simulation state to SIMSTARTUPSTATE.
2.5.1.1.6

sim state idle

This routine sets the simulation state to SIM_IDLE_STATE.
2.5.1.1.7

sim state siminit

This routine sets the simulation state to SIM-SLMINIT_STATE.
2.5.1.1.8

sim state simulate

This routine sets the simulation state to SIMNSIMULATESTATE.
2.5.1.1.9

sim-state-simstop

This routine sets the simulation state to SIMSIMSTOPSTATE.
2.5.1.1.10

sim state simexit

This routine sets the simulation state to SIM_SIMEXITSTATE.
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sim-state-simulating

This rouim returns TRUE if the simulator is in the simulate state and returns FALSE
otherwise.
Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE

Table 2.5-5:
2.5.1.1.12

Meaning
is in simulation state
is not in simulation state

Type
int
int

simstate simulating Information.

sim state sounds denied

This routime returns FALSE if the simulator is in simulate state and the sound system is
disabled, aund returns TRUE otherwise.
Return Values
Return Vidlue
TRUE
FALSE
Table 2.5-6:

Type
int
int

Meaning
isnot in simulation state
isin simulation state -turn
sounds off

sim state sounds denied Information.

2.5.1.1.13 simulationstate machine
This is the primary routine in this module. It is called by the primary simulation routines in
vehicle spe~ific code. For each simulation state, a given set of tasks is performed.
SIM_STARTUPSTATE:
This state isentered once at startup. The simulator hardware and the hull are initialized.
Vehicle specific startup routines are called, and the simulator is put into
SIM_IDLESTATE.
SIM_IDLESTATE:
The simulaior is waiting for activation. Timers are started, and vehicle specific routines are
called.
SIMSIMNT STATE:
This state is entered once per activation. The simulation is activated, and the CIG is set up.
Turret, imlpacts, repairs, and RVA are initialized, and the simulator is put into
SIMSIMT LATESTATE.
SNM_SIMU.LATESTATE"
The simulitio ai., carriedout onct; :'er tick. Vehicle specific simulation routines as well a,
failures, kbanernatics, turret, repairs network, and I/O simulation routines are called.
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SIMSIMSTOPSTATE:

This state is entered once per deactivation. Vehicle specific stop routines are called. Hull
and repairs are uninitialized, the CIG is stopped, and the simulaor is put into
SIM_IDLESTATE.

SIM_SIMEXITSTATE:
This state is entered once as the simulation is exited. Hardware is uninitialized and shared

memory is freed. Vehicle specific routines are called.
Calls
Where Described
Function
bbd init
Section 2.1.5.1.11.1
Section 2.1.4.2.1.10.2
dtad init
mem assign shared memory Section 2.6.12.2.1
Section 2.6.7.2.2
ser heartbeat init
Section 2.1.4.1.1.24.1
idc init
sound init
Section 2.1.3.2.4
Sections 2.1.5.2 ml_status.c, 2.1.5.3 m2_status.c, and
statusinit
2.1.5.4 kato status.c
Section 2.6.3.8.1
timers init
Sections 2.2.2.3.2 ml_pots.c, 2.3.2.1.4 m2_pots.c, and
pots init
2.4.2.4 kato-pots.c
Section 2.1.2.2.1.6.1
cig prepare
Section 2.1.2.2.2.16.1
buffer setup
Section 2.1.2.2.1.13.1
cia synchronize
Section 2.5.4.19.2
repair uninit
hull,,init
Section 2.5.9.1.1
cig -stop
Section 2.1.2.2.1.12.1
Section 2.1.1.3.2.12.3
network init
networkcanijrealiy_usene Section 2.1.1.3.2.27.1
twork
Section 2.5.14.7.1
filter init
networkusenetworkhandl Sections 2.2.7.1 mlnetwork.c, 2.3.7.1 m2_network.c, and
es
2.4.6.1 kato-network.c
Section 2.5.12.25.1
rva setup
get riority list file
Section 2.5.1.2.10
Section 2.5.1.1.6
sim state idle
Section 2.2.1.1.3, 2.3.1.1.3, and 2.4.1.1.3
veh spec startup
Section 2.6.3.15.1
timers simul
Section 2.2.1.1.4, 2.3.1.1.4, and 2.4.1.1.4
veh spec idle
Section 2.1.2.2.2.14.1
!nit ballistics buffer
Section 2.1.4.1.1.24.4
idc reset
veh spec nit
Section 2.2.1.1.5, 2.3.1.1.5, and 2.4.1.1.5
Section 2.5.15.1.1
impacts init
Sections 2.2.6.1.1 ml turret.c and 2.3.6.1.1 m2 turret
turret init
Sections 2.2.4.2.3 and 2.3.4.2.3
repair init
Section 2.6.3.16.1
timers init starttime
rva init
Section 2.5.12.22.1
Section 2.1.2.2.2.15.1
buffer reset
Section 2.1.2.2.6.7
cig spec nit
Section 2.2.4.1.1 and 2.3.4.1.1
fail init
Section 2.5.1.1.8
sim state simulate
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rtc start time

Section 2.6.16.1.2

bbd-bit out
timers simul

Section 2.1.5.1.4.1
Section 2.6.3.15.1

rtc stop time

Section 2.6.16.1.3

fail simul
veh-sDec simulate
kinematics simul
turret simul
repair simul
netsimul

Section 2.5.4.13.1
Section 2.2.1.1.6, 2.3.1.1.6, and 2.4.1.1.6
Section 2.5.8.6.1
Sections 2.2.6.1.1 ml turret.c and 2.3.6.1.1 m2 turret.c
Sections 2.2.4.2.2 amd 2.3.4.2.2
Sections 2.2.7.1 mlnetwork.c, 2.3.7.1 m2_network.c, and
2.4.6.1 kato network.c
Section 2.1.2.2.5.1.1
Section 2.2.1.1.7. 2.3.1.1.7. and 2.4.1.1.7
Section 2.5.9.1.2
Section 2.1.3.2.7
Section 2.1.2.2.1.14.1
Section 2.1.4.2.1.11.1
Section 2.1.5.1.16.1
Section 2.2.1.1.8
Section 2.6.12.1.2

io simul
veh spec stop
hull uninit
sound reset
cia uninit
dtad uninit
bbd uninit
veh spec exit
mem free shared memory

Table 2.5-7:

simulation state machine Information.
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2.5.1.2
read pars.c
(./simnet/reTease/src/vehiclellibsrc/libmain/read-pars.c)
This file contains routines for reading parameter files. It allows one to specifly vehicle
specific file names in a parameter file, such as the default database name, the default ded
name, and file names for the mapping files.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simstdio.h"
basic.h"
The following are declared:
altemnate-parsiile[80]
vconfigjfilel [80]
vconfig-ile2[801
asidmap..file [801
veh...mp_fle[80]
ammo..mapjifle[80]
sdamage-ile[80]
threshjile[80]
idlejfilter -flle[801
simiLfilter -file[80]
priority jistfile[80]
register..file[801
devicesffile[80]
calib-jlle[80]
default_db_namellTerrainNameLengthl
default~db-version
dedtoverride[32]
db-override[32]
constatus~fle[80]
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2.5.1.2.1

main-read pars file

This routine reads the parameter file specified byfn.
Parameters
Parameter
fnIpinter

:T

Where Typedef Declared
IStandard

pe
to char
internalVariables

______________________

Internal Variable
strtok()

_

Dointer to char

~

pointer to FILE

______________

I__________
pointer to char

str
____
____

____
____

.Standard

Standard
IIStandard

char

s[801

____________

[Where Typedef Declared

Type

I Standard

____Calls

Where Described
Function
Section 2.5.1.2.1
main read-pars file
ciguse database-override_ Section 2.1.2.2.1 .16.1
named___________________________
set -ded~name
____________________

Section 2.1.2.2.1.8.2

Table 2.5-8:
2.5.1.2.2

main-read pars-file Information.

get vconfig filel

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, vconfigfel, which represents the file
name.
Return Values
Return Value
vnig ie

Table 2.5-9:
2.5.1.2.3

I Meaning

Type
pointer to char

reprsents vconfig fulel file

get_vconfigflel Information.

get vconfig file2

Tis routine returns a pointer to a character string, vconfig~fle2, which represents the file
name.
Return Values
IReturn Value

Typ

Meaning

vconfigjile2

pointer to char

repesnt vconfig file2 file

Table 2.5-10:

get-vconigfile2 Information.
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2.5.1.2.4
getasidmapfile
This routine returns a pointer to a character string, asidmap file, which represents the file
name.

Return Values
Return Value
asid maD file

I Type
pointer to charI
Table 2.5-11:

2.5.1.2,$S

I Meaning
represents asid ma file name

getasid mapfile Information.

getveh_map file

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, vehmapfile, which represents the file
name.
Return Values
Type
pointer to char

Return Value
veh-mapjile

Table 2.5-12:
2.5.1.2.6

Meaning
represents vehicle mapping
file name

get_veh_map_file Information.

get amino mapfile

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, ammomap ile, which represents the
file name.
Return Values
Return Value

Type
pointer to char

ammo-map_file

I
Table 2.5-13:
2.5.1.2.7

Meaning
represents ammo map file

Iname

getammo_mapfile Information.

getsdamage file

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, sdamage~file, which represents the file
name.

Return Value
sdamaoe file

Return Values
IType
pointer to char
Table 2.5-14:

IMeaning
represents sdamage file name

getsdamage_ile Information.
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get thresh file

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, threshfile, which represents the file
name.
Return Values
Return Value
thresh file

Type

pointer to char
Table 2.5-15:

2.5.1.2.9

T Meaning

I represents thresh file name

get_threshfile Information.

get idle-filter file

This routine returns ta pointer to a character string, idlefilterile, which represents the file
name.
Return Values
Return Value
Iidle filter file

pointer to char
Table 2.5-16:

2.5.1.2.10

IMeaning
irepresents die filter file name

ITYpe

get idle filterfile Information.

getiprioritylist file

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, prioritylistfile, which represents the
file name.
Return
Values
Return Value
priorityjist

Talkie 2.5-17:
2.5.1.2.11

Meaning
represents priority list file
Iname

Type
I pointer to char

getprioritylist_file Information.

getregisterfile

This routine returns :a pointer to a character string, registerfile, which represents the file
name.

Retrn values

I

Return Value
register file

IMeaning

IType
pointer to char
Table 2.5-18:

pointer to reoister file name

getregister_file Information.
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get devicefile

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, devicefile, which represents the file
name.
Return Values

IType

Return Value
device file

pointer to char
Table 2.5-19:

2.5.1.2.13

IMeaning

represents device file name

getdevice file Information.

get calib file

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, calibfile, which represents the file
name.
Return Values
Type
pointer to char

Return Value
calib_file

Table 2.5-20:
2.5.1.2.14

Meaning
represents calibration file
I name

getcalibfile Information.

getsimfilter file

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, simfilterfile, which represents the file
name.

name

Return Values

lReturn Value
sim filter file

I Type
Ipointer to char
Table 2.5-21:

2.5.1.2.15

IMeaning
represents sim filter file name

getsim filterjfile Information.

getdefault db name

This routine returns a pointer to a character string, default db name, which represents the
file name.
Return Values
Return Value
default db name

Type

pointer to char

Table 2.5-22:

harname
Ito ponte

Meaning
represents default database

getdefaultdb_name Information.
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2.5.1-2.16 get default db version
This rmutine returns default db version..
IReturn, Value
Idefault 4db vbioflI

Return Values
I Type
unsigned short

Table 2.5-23:
2.5.1..2.17

IMeaning
default database version

get default db version Information.

get ded override

This raiutine returns a pointer to a character string, ded override.
Return Values
IReturn Value

IType

I Meaning
Ided override

pinter to char

Ided override

Table 2.5-24:

get ded override Information.

2.5.1.:2.18 get-db override
This rowutin returns d1_override.
Return Values
IReturn Value
Edb oveimide

iMeaning

IType

Ipinter to char

Table 2.5-25:

data base override

get db-override Information.

2.5.1-2.19 get constants file
This romutine returns a pointer to a character string, constantsfile, which represents the file
name.
Return Values
Returns Value

Type

Meaning

constants-file

pointer to char

represents constants file
name

I

Table 2.5-26:

get constants-file Information.
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2.5.1.2.20

printpars files

This routine prints each of the parameter files.
Calls

Function
pet vconfip filel
oet vconfig file2
pet asid map file
pet veh-map file
get ammo mapfile
pet sdamaoe file
get thresh file
pet-idle filter file
get sirn filter file
get driority list file
pet-register file
get default db name
get default db version
get ded override
pet db override
get constants file

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.5-27:

Described
2.5.1.2.2
2.5.1.2.3
2.5.1.2.4
2.5.1.2.5
2.5.1.2.6
2.5.1.2.7
2.5.1.2.8
2.5.1.2.9
2.5.1.2.14
2.5.1.2.10
2.5.1.2.11
2.5.1.2.15
2.5.1.2.16
2.5.1.2.17
2.5.1.2.18
2.5.1.2.19
print_pars_files Information.
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libball
(./sininet/release/src-/vehicle/libsrc/libball [libball])

Libball is used to convert data from the given firing tables containing range, time of flight,
and superelevation data into ballistics tables containing range, distance away, and distance
down on a 30 Hz cycle. This ballistics table is sent to the CIG at initialization.

2.5.2.1

ball calcxc

(./sininetjfr-ease/src/Vehicle/libsrc/libball/ballscalc.c)
InIcudes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"1sim dfns.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim-macros.h"
Defines:
MAXNUMBERITERATIONS
CONVERGENCECRITERION
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ball ist ics-caIc-t ime

This routine computes and returns the time required for a certain type of ammunition to fly
the specified range. The routine uses the Newton-Raphson method of iteration to solve for
time given the range and the function R = f(t). On call, the function is passed pointers to
arrays containing the polynomial coefficients for the functions xb = f(t), yb = f(t), and the
value of the range desired.
Parameters are represented as follows:
xb Coefficients
polynomial coefficient
ybcoefficients
polynomial coefficient
desired _range
desired range
----

Parameters
Type
pointer to REAL

Parameter
*xb-coefficients
____

___
___ ___ _______

*yb...coefficients

____

___

___

____

___

Where Typedef Declared
/simnet/common/inciude/giob
alsim types.h

___

pointer to REAL

/simnet/common/inciude/glob
I

___________________

desired-range

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/glob
I

___________________

_____________________

al/sim types.h
al/sim types.h

Internal Variables

___________________

Variable
time

Type
register REAL

current-xb

register REAL

Where Typedef Declared
/simnet/com mon/i nclude/g lob
al/sim typesii

____________________

/simnet/common/include/glob
types.h

______________________al/sim

current-yb

register REAL

/simnet/common/include/giob

register REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/glob

_____________________

al/sim types.h

register REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/glob

REAL

/simnet/commo n/include/g lob

tvpes.h

____________________al/sim

current-xbjprime
_____________________

current.yb..prime

types.h

____________________al/sim

current-range
____

___
___ ___ ___
____

____

current-rangeprime

REAL

error

REAL

___

___

____

___

time
1.0___________

T Return Values
Type

IREAL

REAL

al/sim types.h

/simnetlcommon/include/glob
aVsim types.h
/simnetlcommon/include/glob
al/sim types.h
Istandard

it
m
Return Value

___

__________

Meaning

time required to fly the

I

specified
range
procedure failed
Errors

IReason for Error

Error
stderr

Ballistics - no convergence on fliaht time

Table 2.S-28:

ball istics-caic time Information.
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ball istics cai c se

This routine computes and returns the superelevation required for certain type of
aunmunition to fly the specified range. On call, the function is passed pointers to arrays
containing the polynomial coefficients for the functions Ab = f(t), yb = f(t), and the value of
tihe range desired. The superelevation angle is returned in radians.
Parameters are represented as follows:
, coefficients
polynomial coefficient
)0coefficients
polynomial coefficient
idesired~range
desired range
----

____________________Parameters____________

Parameter
*xb~coefficients

Type
pointer to REAL
____

___
___ ___ _______

*Iyb...coefficients
____
___

____

___

___

Where Typedef Declared
/simnet/common/include/glob

____

___

___

___

___

___

___

pointer to REAL
___
____ ____ ___

___

rn-,nge

____

___

/simnet/common/include/giob

____

REAL
____

___
___

___
___ ___ _

_

___

al/sim types.h
al/sim types.h

/simnetlcommon/include/g lob
___

___

___

al/sim types.h

V'arlable
s&uperelevation

Internal Variables
Type
REAL

t(3f

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/glob

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________

aVsim types.h

______________________

Where Typedef Declared
/simnetlcommon/include/g lob
alsim-types.h

types.h

_____________________alsim

x~ b
_____________________

yib

REAL
_____________________

____________________

Return Value

siuperelevation

/simnetlcommon/include/giob
aVsim types.h

____________________

Return Values

fREAL
I
Type

Table 2.5-29:

Meaning

the superelevation angle
required to fly the specified

I

jrange

ball isti cs-cai c-se Information.
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ball fitexc
2.5.2.2
(./simnet/re-leasefsrc/Vehicleilibsrc/libba1/ball-fire.c)
Includes:
tostdio.h"
ofmath.h"

_isi3dfns.h"
ofsim..types.h"
tosim macros.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmsg.h"
"libevent.h"
2.5.2.2.1

ballistics fire a round

This routine sends ballistics data to the CIG system when firing a round.
Parameters are represented as follows:
ammo
the ammunition type
gwzyposition
the gun's location in world coordinates
gun velocity
the gun's volocity in world coordinates
gun -to world
the transfer matrix for gun to world coordinates
tracer lit
the flag indicating if any tracers
the event flag for the round (sent to the CIG, then received back
round-id
upon impact)
--

----

--

--

Parameter
ammio
gu nposition
_____________________

gun-vyelocity

Type PaaeesWhere
int
VECTOR

Typedef Declared
standard
/simnet/common/include/glob

_____________________

al/simn types.h

VECTOR

/simnet/commo n/include/g lob
alsimn tVpes.h

_____________________

/simnet/common/include/glob

TMATRIX

gunjo-world

standard

trcrltit
-round

idit

Istandard

__________

Internal Variables

___________________

Where Typedet Declared
/simnetlcommon/include/glob

VaibeType
xyproj

REAL
____

___
___ ___ ___
____

____

___

___

____

___

alsim types.h

___

REAL

az-sin
____
___

___
____ ___ ___

az-cos

___

___

/simnetlcommon/include/glob
____

___

___

__

1

____

___

___

__

I

____
___

___
____ ___ ___

Table 2.5-30:

___

___

al/sim types.h

/simnetlcommonlinclude/glob

REAL

al/sim types.h

ballistics fire a-round Information.
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ball Ioad.c
(./simnetAelease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libba/balljload.c)

2.5.2.3

Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
fsim dfns.h'
"sirn.r.ypes.h"
"sim-macros.h"
"basic.h"
"libmap.h"
"libmsg.h"
Defines:
MAXBALLISTICTABLESIZE

95.4
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2.5.2.3.1

ball istics-loadttraj ectory filIe

This routine is passed a ballistics data (.d) file containing the trajectory points. It
downloads these points to the CIG.
Parameters are represented as follows:
file
the name of the ballistics data file to be downloaded to the CIG
the ammnunition type
ammo type
--

--

_____

_____
_____

_

_____Parameters_

____
___

___
____ ___

ammo index

__

___

___

___

____

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

___

ocol/p sim.h

I[standard
InternalVariables

____________

Where Typedef Declared

Type

*f p

___

I mt

_____________________

Variable

_

[Where Typedef Declared
[standard
/simneticommon/include/prot

Type
pointer to char
ObjectType

Parameter
*file
armo..type

pointer to FILE

___________

num entries

int

standard

______________

int

standard

REAL

/simnnet/common/include/glob
allsim types.h
/simnet/common/include/g lob

time[MAX&BALLISTICTABLE SIZEl
yb[MAX...BALLISTIC_
TABLE SIZEl

zb[MAX..BALLISTIC_

REAL

al/sim types.h

_____________

/simnnet/comnmon/include/giob

REAL

a~simn types.h
I____________

TABLE-SIZEJ

ammno

Istandard

int

Errors
I(Reason for Error
ICannot open file

Error
stderr
Function
-maD et ammo entryfromn network te
Icia rnsg append traL table xfer

Table 2.5-31:

Calls
(Where Described
(Section 2.6.11.2.1
Section 2.1.2.2.2.11.1

ball istics load_t rajectory file Information.
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ballistics-load-parameter file

This routine downloads a parameter file (.p) into the simulation. The file contains two
polynomials: 1) the range vs. time, and 2) the drop vs. time. These polynomial are used to
generate the ballistics curve passed to the CIG.
Parameters are represented as follows:
file
the name of the parameter file to be downloaded
yb coeff!J
the distance y component (distance out)
zb-coeff[J
the distance z component (distance drop)
--

___________________Parameters

Parameter

Type
pointer to char
REAL

*file

yb...coeff[J1
____________________

zb-coeff[
____________________

Where Typedet Declared
-standard

/simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________

al/simn types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/glob

____________________

al/simn tVpes.h

Internal Variables

Variable
*fP

I Type

:]:Where Typedef Declared

I pinter to FILE
Errors
Reason for Error
Cannot open file

Error
stderr

Table 2.5-32:

ball istics load pa rameter-file Information.
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2.5.2.4
ball orient.c
(./simnet/re-lease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libball/ball-orient.c)
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"ctype.h"
"math.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simacros.h"
"libmatrix.h"
Variable Declarations:
o_mat
2.5.2.4.1

ballistics cal azm elev

This routine calculates the azimuth and elevation from the direction cosine matrix.
This routine is given a gun to world matrix, m. The routine passes a pointer to the matrix
which contains:
[1,11 -- the sine of the elevation angle
[1,2] -- the cosine of the elevation angle
[2,1] -- the sine of the azimuth
[2,2] -- the cosine of the azimuth
[3,1]
[3,2]

---

zero
zero

Parameter
m

Parameters
Type
TMATRIX

Variable
elevationsin

Type
REAL

Where Typedet Declared
Isimnet/common/include/glob

elevationcos

REAL

Isimnet/common/include/glob

Where Typedef Declared
/simnetcommon/include/glob
al/sim types.h

Internal Variables
avsim. types.h

Table 2.5-33:

I aVsim types.h

ballistics caic azm elev Information.
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2.5.3

libmissile
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/lbsrc/libmissile libmissile])

This CSU provides functions for the launching, flying, and detonation of various types of
missiles.
fuze prox.c
2.5.3.1
(./simnet/reTease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/fuze4prox.c)
This file contains the code which is called by specific missiles with proximity fuses to
determine if the missile should be detonated due to its close proximity to a vehicle.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"simmacros.h"
"basic.h"
"/simnet/commonfmclude/protoco/p-sim.h"
"libnear.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmissdfn.h"
"libmiss_loc.h"
Defines:
NUMPROX
Declarations:
prox-list [NUM_PROX]
proxifree [NUMPROX]
freepr

malloco
The following routines are declared static to this module:
getproxo
free proxo
dfd vec subO
f2d-vec-scale0
f2d mat transpose0
2.5.3.1.1

missile_fuze_proxinit

This routine sets up the statically allocated memory. Each element of proxjlist is statically
allocated and a pointer is assigned to each element in proxfree. freeptr is set to point to
the first element in proxJfree.
Internal Variables
Internal Variable

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

IType
int

Table 2.5-34:

missilefuze_prox_init Information.
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missile_fuzeprox

This routine determines which vehicles are close enough to the missile to be considered
potential targets of the missile. A linked list of three potential targets is maintained. Given
the current position and velocity of both a missile and a target, this routine determines if
their proximity is close enough to detonate the missile. If they are close enough to cause a
detonation, but a closer approach is predicted, detonation is guaranteed but delayed to allow
for the closer detonation. This routine deals with a single time step. During this time step,
both the missile and target fly along paths which can be described as chords in space. The
chords are defined by initial points and direction vectors whose lengths are equal to the
lengths of the chords. These chords are velocity vectors measured in units of distance per
tick. Both the target and missile are assumed to travel the lengths of their respective chords
at a constant rate. The distance traveled is described by a parameter which varies from -1.0
to 0.0. The parameter for both chords is always the same.
The parameters are defined as follows:
- a pointer to the missile whose fuse is being processed.
mptr
targetjflag
- a flag that indicates which set of vehicles are to be tested for fuse
detonation. If it is set to PROXFUZEONNO_VEH , the
fuse is not armed. The fuse will only detonate when it is
near the specified vehicle if it is set to
PROX_FUZE_ON_ONEVEH. A value of
PROXFUZEONALLVEH will allow the fuse to
detonate when it is close enough to any vehicle in the vehicle
list.
- a pointer to the vehicle ID of the vehicle which will cause the
targvehicleid
missile to detonate if it is close enough.
- a pointer to the first PROX element on the list of the missile.
first-targ
Various targets are maintained by using a linked list.
vehlist
- the list to check for possible targets.
- the square of the distance within which the target must be for the
investdist_2
missile to maintain it as a possible detonation.
prox_dist_2
- the square of the distance between the missile and the target which
will cause the missile to detonate.
The internal variables
target
veh count
currenttarg
missile vel
missile-pos
notjoundexpl
temp rarg
veldiff
termdiff
veldot vel
term dot term
term-dot-vel
closetapproach

are defined as follows:
- a pointer to an appearance packet of a target.
- an index to the vehicles list.
- a pointer to a PROX element.
- the velocity vector of the missile.
- a pointer to the missile location vector.
- a flag which indicates that a target which cannot be found during
this tick would have caused a detonation during the last tick,
but a closer approach was predicted.
- a temporary pointer to a PROX element.
- a vector difference between the missile and target velocities.
- the vector difference between the initial points of the missile and
target pathway chords.
- the dot product of vel diff with itself.
- the dot product of term diff with itself.
- the dot product of term diff with vel_diff
- the value of the chord position parameter where the closest
approach occurs.
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nunlloed pproach- the value of the chord position parameter where the closes
minprox-dist-2

-the

approach occurs between -1.0 and 0.0.
square of the closest approach distance.

____________________Parameters

____________

Parameter

Type

Where

mptr

pointer to MISSILE

Section 2.5.3.2

target lag
targ...vehicle_1d

int
pointer to VehiclellD

Standard
/simnet/commronlinclude/prot

____
___

___
___ ___ ___

first tarn
veh list
invest~dist_2
____________________

prox(_dist_2
____________________

____

___

___

___

Declared

ocol/basic.h

___

pointer to a pointer to PROX
int
REAL

Section 2.5.3.2
Standard
/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

Internal Variables

____________________

Variable

___

Typedef

target

Typ e
pointer to
VehicleAppearanceVariant

Where Typedef Declared
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/p-sim.h

veh count
current tara

int
pointer to register PROX

Standard
Section 2.5.3.2

Internal

______________

register

missile-vel

VECTOR

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

pointer to a REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

int
pointer to PROX
VECTOR

Standard
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

VECTOR

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

missile..o s
____________________

not found expi
temp targ
vel-duff
____________________

term-diff

___________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

vel_dot-vel

Standard

int

types.h

______________________ocol/simn

term-dot_term

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

___________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

term-dot-vel

types.h

____________________ocol/simn

closest-approach

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

____________________ocol/sim

mm _allowedLapproach
____________________

minprox..dist_2
_____________________

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
I

__________________

REAL

ocol/simn types.h

/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot
I

___________________

ocol/simn types.h

SCalls

Function

vec scale
near-get-next _veh-nearpoint

getprox

IWhere

Described

Section 2.6.2.64
Section 2.5.17.1.1

I_________________________
ISection 2.5.3.1 .4
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VEHICLE IDS EQUAL
near...geLveh~if~still-near_
point
f ree- rox
dfd- vec sub
vec sub
vec dot prod
vec scale
vec add
f2d vec scale
f2d--mat ranspose
missile util_comm-fuze_
detonateII

/simnetlcommon/include/plobal/sim macros.h
Section 2.5.17.1.2
_________________________
Section 2.5.3.1.5
Section 2.5.3.1.7
Section 2.6.2.65
Section 2.6.2.54
Section 2.6.2.64
Section 2.6.2.57
Section 2.5.3.1.8
Section 2.5.3.1.6
Section 2.5.3.25.6

Table2.5-35:
2.5.3.1.3
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missile fuze prox Information.

missile_fuze_prox stop

This routine frees up PROX memory associated with a particular missile, first rarg is a
pointer to a pointer to a PROX Eist. targ is a pointer to a PROX list.
Parameter
first tar

Parameters
TTpe
Minter to pinter to PROX

Internal Variabletarg

Internal Variables
Type
Ipinter to PROX

I Where Typedef Declared
ISection 2.5.3.2

IWhere Typedef Declared
ISection 2.5.3.2

Calls

Function
free prox

I Where Described
ISection 2.5.3.1.5

Table 2.5-36:

missile-fuze prox_stop Information.
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getprox

This routine finds a free entry in prox list if one exists. Pointers to free elements in
prox list are kept in proxfree. If none of the elements in prox list are free, a PROX
element is allocated from memory and a pointer is returned to it. The routine records if
memory has been allocated. prox_alloc is a pointer to a PROX element allocated from
memory.
Internal Variables

I Type

Internal Variable

prox alloc

pointer to PROX

Return Value
prox_free[free_ptr++]
prox_alloc

Type
static
static

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2

Return Values
Meaning
a free entry in proxlist
pointer to a PROX element
allocated from memory

Table 2.5-37:
2.5.3.1.5

get prox Information.

free_prox

This routine frees the memory of a PROX element if it isno longer needed. Ifit isan
element of prox_list, a pointer to it is put into proxjree; otherwise, the memory is restored
to the stack. prox_ptris a pointer to an element to be freed.
Parameter
Drox ,tr

Parameters
Type
pointer to PROX
Table 2.5-38:

2.5.3.1.6

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2

free prox Information.

f2dmattranspose

This routine puts the transpose of the (float) matrix src into the (REAL)matrix dst.
Parameter
src
dst

Parameters
Type
3 by 3 matrix of float
3 by 3 matrix of REAL
Table 2.5-39:

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

f2dmat_transpose Information.
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dfdvec sub

This routine finds result = vl-v2.
Parameters

Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

v1

VECTOR

/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

v2
result

array 3 of float
VECTOR

Standard
/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

ocol/sim types.h

ocol/sim types.h

I

Table 2.5-40:
2.5.3.1.8

dfd vec sub Information.

f2d vec scale

This routine scales the float vector v by scalejactorand puts the result in the (REAL)
vector result.
Parameters
Parameter

Type

Where Typedef Declared

v
scalefactor

array 3 of float
REAL

Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot

result

VECTOR

ocol/sim types.h

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
I ocol/sim

I

Table 2.5-41:

types.h

f2d vec scale Information.

2.5.3.2
libmiss dfn.h
(./simnetlrelea;e/src/vehicle iibsrc/libmissile/libmiss-dfn.h)
This file contains type definitions used only with the missile library.
2.5.3.3
libmiss loc.h
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/libmissloc.h)
This file contains function declarations used only within the missile library.
2.5.3.4
libmissile.h
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/libmissile.h)
This file contains function definitions used both inside and outside the missile library.
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2.5.3.5
miss adat.c
(./simnet/release/Src/Vehicle/Iibsrc/libmissile/miss-adat.c)
This file contains routines which fly out a missile with the characteristics of an ADAT
missile.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
basic.h"
"mun-type.h'
"libmap.h"
"libmatrix.h'
miss-adat.h"
"libmiss-dfn.h"
"libmissjloc.h"
The following define the missile characteristics:
ADATBURNOUTTIME
ADAT_-MAXFLIGHTTIME
INVESTDISTSQ
HELOFUZEDIST -SQ
AIRFUZEDISTjSQ
ADATTEMPBIASTIM1E
CLOSE-RANGE
The following define the possible states of the ADATMISSILE:
ADATFREE
ADATGUIDE
ADATUNGUIDE
ADATCLOSE
ADATNOT
The following terms set the order of the polynomials used to determine the speed or the
cosine of the maximum allowed turn rate of the missile at any point in time:
ADATBURNSPEEDDEG
ADATCOAST_-SPEED-DEG
ADATBURNTURNDEG
ADATCOASTTURNDEG
ADATTEMPBIASD-EG
Coefficients for the speed polynomial before motor burnout:
adat-bum-spee4 ~coeff (ADATBURNSPEEDDEG + II
Coefficients for tOw speed Polynomial after motor burnout.
adat-coast speed coeff [ADATCOAST- SPEED -DEGJ + 11
Coefficietits for the cosine of maxiimum turn polynomnial before mnotor burnout:
adat burn turn -coeff JADAT-BIJRN TURN DEG + I1I

Vehicles CSCI
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Coefficients for the cosine of maximum turn polynomial after motor burnout:
adatcoasttumcoeff [ADATCOASTSPEEDDEG + 1]
Coefficients for the temporal bias polynomial:
adaLtemp-bias__coeff [ADATTEMPBIASDEG + 11
The following arrays are used to give the missile the proper superelevation at launch time.
Two are required to deal with launches off either side of the turret.
tubeC-sightleft
tube_C_sightright
Memory for the missiles is declared in vehicle specific code. During initialization, a pointer
is assigned to this memory, then some memory issues are handled in this module.
adatarrayis a pointer to missile memory, and num adats is the number of defined
missiles.
The following functions are declared as static:
missile adatfly()
missile adatstop()
2.5.3.2.1

missile adat init

This routine copies the parameters into variables static to this module and initializes the state
of all the missiles. It also initializes the proximity fuse. missile-array[]is a pointer to an
array of ADAT missiles in vehicle specific code. num missiles is the number of missiles
defined in missilearray.mag is used to generate tube to sight matrices.
Parameters

Type
array of ADAT MISSILE
int

Parameter
missile array
num missiles

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.6
Standard

Internal Variables

Where Typedef Declared

Type
int
REAL

Internal Variable
i

mag

Standard

/simnet/common/include/prot

ocol/sim types.h
Function
missile fuze prox init
,mat copy

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.3.1.1
Section 2.6.2.39.1

Table 2.5-42:
2.5.3.2.2

missile adat init Information.

missile adat fire

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the firing of an ADAT missile.
The parameters are defined as follows:
aptr
- a pointer to the ADAT missile to be fired.
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the type of target for which the missile can be set by the launching
vehicle.
launch point
- the location, in world coordinates, from which the missile is
launched.
loc sight to world - the sight to world transformation matrix used only in this routine.
launch speed
- the speed of the launch platform (assumed to be in the direction of
the missile).
range-to -intercept - the range to intercept.
tube
- the tube from which the missile was launched.
target vehicle id
- the vehicle ID of the target (if any).
Thbe relevant iiiternal variables are as follows:
mtr
- the pointer to the particular generic missile to which aptr points.
-

co7-taget type

-

an indication of whether or not the target is known.

___________________Parameters

Parameter

Type

apir

pointer to ADAT MISSILE

target ype
launch-Point

int
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared

Section 2.5.3.6

Standard
/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot
tvipes.h

____________________ocol/simn

Ioq..sight-to-world
____________________

launch-Speed

TMATRIX

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL
____________________

range to intercept

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn tvpes.h

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
types.h

____________________ocol/simn

tube
target-vehicle-id
____

___
___ ___ ___
____

____

__________

_

mptr
comm target type-

___

___

____

___

InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable

___

ocol/basic.h
____________

[Type

IWhere

jpointer to MISSILE
j t

jStandard

lint

Typedef Declared
[Standard
jSection 2.5.3.2

Return Values

__________________

Return Value
TRUE
FALSE
_____

Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot

int
pointer to VehicielD

TypeMeng
int
j mt
___

sccessfulI
nt successful

-Calls

Function
vec copy
mat copy
mat mat mul
missile -util -comm -fire-

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

missile

_____________________________

Described
2.6.2.59
2.6.2.39.1
2.6.2.32.1
2.5.3.25.2

missile -util eval -poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
map _get ammo entry_-from_ Section 2.6.11.2.1
network type______________________

Tlable 2.5-43:

_____

missile-adat _fire Information.
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missile-adat_fly missiles

This routine flies out all missiles in a flying state. sight-locationis the location in world
coordinates of the gunner's sight. loc sight to world isthe sight to world transformation
matrix used only in this routine. veh list is The-vehicle list ID.
___________________Parameters

Parameter
sight-location

Type
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared
/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

____________________

loc...sightjto-world

TMATRIX

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

I_

I____________
oco /sim

veh list

I mt

IStandard

Internal Variable

ITTpe

_______________

types. h

Internal Variables

I Where Typedef Declared

m
it

Table 2.5-44:

IStandard

missile adat fly missiles Information.
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missile-adat-fly

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the flying of an ADAT missile.
The parameters are represented as follows:
- a pointer to the ADAT missile that is to be flown out.
aptr
sight location
- the location in world coordinates of the gunner's sight.
loc sight to world - the sight to world transformation matrix used only in this routine.
ftbe
- the tube from which the missile was launched.
veh-list
- the vehicle list ID.
Internal variables are as follows:
- a pointer to the generic aspects of aptr.
- the current time after launch in ticks.
- the value of the temporal bias.

mptr
time
bias

___________________Parameters

Parameter
apir
sigh? -location
____________________

Ioc...sightjto-world
_____________________

tube
veh list
_

_

_

_

Type
ADAT MISSILE
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.6
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

TMATRIX

/simnet/common/include/prot

_____________________

ocolfsimn types.h

int
int

Standard
Standard
Internal Variables

_

internal Variable
mptr
time

Type
MISSILE
REAL

____________________

bias
_____________________

___

Where Typedef Declared
2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

-Section

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

_____________________

ocol/sim types.h

calls
Described
2.5.3.26.1
2.5.3.29.1
2.5.3.19.1
2.5.3.24.1

Function
missile util oval poly
missile target los bias
missile target los
missile target unguided

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section

missile util flyout

Section 2.5.3.27.1

missile adat stop
missile fuze-Prox
missile-util-comm-check_
detonate

Section 2.5.3.2.5
Section 2.5.3.1 .2
Section 2.5.3.25.9
_________________________

Table 2.5-45:

_________________

missile adat fly Information.
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missileadatresetmissiles

This routine puts any flying missile into an unguided state.

Internal Variable
I
Table 2.5-46:
2.5.3.2.5

Internal Variables
Type
int

Where, Tyedef Declared
Standard

missile adat reset missiles Information.

missile adat stop

This routine causes all concerned to forget about the missile, releasing the memory for use
by other missiles. It should be called when the flyout of any ADAT missile is stopped
(whether or not it has exploded). Note that this routine can only be called within this
module. aptr is a pointer to a missile that is to be stopped.
Parameters
I Ty pe
pointer to ADAT MISSILE

Parameter
aptr
Function
missile fuze prox stop
missile util commstop_
missile

I Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.6

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.3.1.3
Section 2.5.3.25.7

Table 2.5-47:

missileadatstop Information.

2.5.3.6
miss adat.h
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/issadat.h)
This file contains structure and function declarations that relate specifically to the ADAT
missile and are used outside the missile library.
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2.5.3.7
miss hellfr.c
(./simnet/reease/src/vehicle/libsrc/librnissile/niss-hellfr.c)
This file contains routines which fly out a missile with the characteristics of a HELLFIRE
missile.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sirm types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"basic.h"
"mun-type.h"
"libmap.h"
"miss_hellfr.h"
"libmissdfn.h"
"libmissloc.h"
The following define the missile characteristics:
HELLFIEARMTIME
HELLFIRE_BURNOUT_TIME
HELLFIREMAXFLIGHTTIME
SPEED_0
THETA_0
The following parameters control flight trajectory brehavior:
SIN UNGUIDE
COSUNGUIDE
SIMCLIMB
COS_CLIMB
SIMLOCK
COSLOCK
COS TERM
COSLOSE
The following terms set the order of the polynomials used to determine the speed or the
cosine of the maximum allowed turn rate of the missile at any point in time.
HELLFIREBURNSPEEDDEG
HELLFIRECOAST_SPEEDDEG
Coefficients for the speed polynomial before motor burnout:
hellfireburn-speedcoeff [HELLFIREBURNSPEEDDEG + 11
Coefficients for the speed polynomial after motor burnout:
hellfirecoast-speedcoeff [HELLFIRECOASTSPEEDDEG + 11
Static function declarations"
missilehellfire_stopO
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missile hellfire-init

This routine initializes the state of the missile to indicate that it is available, and sets values
that never change. mpir is a pointer to the HELLFIRE missile to be initialized.
Parameters
_I
Ipinter to MISSILE

I Type

Parameter
m Ir

Table 2.5-48:
2.5.3.7.2

missile hellfire

Where Typedef Declared
ISection 2.5.3.2

mnit

Information.

missile hellfire fire

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the firing of a HELLFIRE
missile. The parameters are represented as follows:
- a pointer ie the HELLFIRE missile that is to be launched.
"Wpr
launchjpoint
- the location, in world coordinates, from which the missile is
la-unched.
launch-to-world
- the transformation matrix of the launch platform to the world.
launch _speed
- the speed of the launch platform (assumed to be in the direction of
the missile).
tube
- the tube from which the missile was launched.
Parameters

Type
pointer to MISSILE
VECTOR

Parameter
mptr
launch~point
____________________

launch-to-world
launch-..speed
_____________________

tube

/simnet/common/includefprot
ocol/sim types.h

____________________

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

_____________________

ocol/simn types.h

Standard

int
____
____

____
____

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

____________________

TMATRIX

____________________

____________

____calls

Where Described
Function
Section 2.6.2.59
vec copy
Section 2.6.2.39.1
mat copy
missile -util eval -poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
missile-util-comm-1fire_
Section 2.5.3.25.2
missile
map-.ge-ammoentryjfrom_ Section 2.6.11.2.1
network type
_________________________

Table 2.5-49:

missile hellfire-fire Information.
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missile-bellfire fly

This routine perform the Finctions specifically related to the flying of a HELLFIRE
missile. mptr is a pointrzr., the HELLFIRE missile to be flown out, target location is the
location, in world coorffinmntes, of the target. time is the current time after launch in ticks.
Parameters
[Type
poite to MISSILE

Parameter
mptr

target-location

/simne/common/include/prot

VETO
__________ ____

____
____

____

time

_____

____

____

IType

____________

IWhere Typedef Declared

reise REAL
____
____

types. h

____

InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable

____
____

Where Typedef Declared
2.5.3.2

1 Section

1 /simnetlcommon/include/prot

____Calls

Function
Where Described
missile util eval poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
missile target-agm
Section 2.5.3.15.1
missile util Iyout
Section 2.5.3.27.1
missile hellfire stop
Section 2.5.3.7.4
missile--util-comm-check_
Section 2.5.3.25.8
intersection____________________________
missile util comm-check_
Section 2.5.3.25.9
Idetonate
___________________0________

Table Z..5-50:
2.5.3.7.4

missile hellfire fly Information.

missiflhellfi Fe stop

This routine causes all conaerned to forget about the missile, releasing the memory for use
by other missiles. It should! be called when the flyout of any HELLFIRE missile is stopped
(whether or not it has explotied.) Note that this routine can only be called within this
module. mptr is a pointer tthe the HELLFIRE missile that is to be stopped.
Parameters
Parameter
mptr

IType
pinter to MISSILE

Function
missile -util -comm-stop
missile

IWhere Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2

Calls
Where Described
I Section 2.5.3.25.7

I

Table 2.5-51:

missile-hellfire _stop Info~rmation.
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miss hellfr.h
2.5.3.8
(./simnet/re'ease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/miss_hellfr.h)
This file contains structure and function declarations that relate specifically to the
HELLFIRE missile and are used outside the missile library.
2.5.3.9
miss maverick.c
(.Jsimnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/miss-maverick.c)
This file contains routines which fly a missile with the characteristics of a MAVERICK
missile.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"basic.h"
"mun-type.h"
"libmap.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libnear.h"
"miss_maverck.h"
"libmissdfn.h"
"libmiss_loc.h"
Defines:
The following define the missile characteristics:
MAVERICKARMTIME
MAVERICKBURNOUTTIME
MAVERICKMAXFLIGHT_TIME
MAVERICKLOCKTHRESHOLD
MAVERICK_HOLD_THRESHOLD
SPEED_0
THETA_0
The following parameters control flight trajectory behavior:
SINUNGUIDE
COS_UNGUIDE
SINCLIMB
COSCLIMB
SIMLOCK
COS_LOCK
COSTERM
COSLOSE
The following define the possible states of the MAVERICKMISSILE:
MAVERICKFREE
MAVERICKREADY
MAVERICKFLYING
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The following terms set the order of the polynomials used to determine the speed or the
cosine of the nmaximum allowed turn rate of the missile at any point in time.
MAV RICKBURN_SPEEDDEG
MAVIERICKCOASTSPEEDDEG
Coefficients fwr the speed polynomial before motor burnout:
maverick_burn_speedtcoeff [MAVERICKBURNSPEEDDEG + 1]
Coefficients fir the speed polynomial after motor burnout:
maveTruck_coast-speed-coeff [MAVERICKCOASTSPEEDDEG + 1]
Memory for the missiles is declared in vehicle specific code. During initialization, a pointer
is assigned to fthis memory, then all memory issues are handled in this module.
maverick arr.,is a pointer to missile memory, and num-mavericks is the number of
defined missils.
Static function declarations:
missihe maverickfly()
2.5.3.9.1

missile maverick init

This routine copies the parameters into variables that are static to this module and initializes
the state of all dhe missiles, missile array is a pointer to an array of MAVERICK missiles
defined in vehificle specific code. nummissiles is the number of missiles defined in
missile_array..
Parameters
Type
pointer to
MAVERICK MISSILE
int

Parameter
missilearray
num missiles

i

Standard

Internal Variables

II_

Internal Variable

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.10

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

Type

int
Table 2.5-52:

missile maverick nit Information.
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missile-maverick-ready

This routine finds, if possible, a missile that is not being used, puts it in a ready state,
clears the target ID, and returns a pointer to it.
Internal Variables

IType

internal Variable
I

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

it
ReturnValues

___________________

Return Value
&mavenkarray[iJ

Type
pointer to

__________________MAVERICK

NULL

MISSILE

pointer to

Meaning
pointer to a missile that is

currently available

no free missile was found
MISSILE___________

_________________MAVERICK

Table 2.5-53:
2.5.3.9.3

____________

missile-maverick ready Information.

missile maverick pre_launch

This routine is called after a missile has been readied and before it has been launched. It
determines if the seeker head can see a target, and if it can see a target, stores its position.
The parameters and internal variable are represented as follows:
mvptr
- a pointer to the missile that is to be serviced.
launchfioint
- the location of the missile in world coordinates.
launch to world
- the transformation matrix of the missile to the world.
veh-list
- the vehicle list ID.
target
- a pointer to the target vehicle's appearance packet.
___________________Parameters

Parameter
mvptr
launch-point

Type
MAVERICK MISSILE
VECTOR
____________________

ocol/sim types.h

____________________

launch-to-world

TMATRIX

veh list

int

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h
Standard

II

InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable
target

Type
ponter to

____
____

_____________

Where Typedef Declared
/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/p sim.h

___________________VehicleAppearanceVariant

________

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.10
/simnet/common/include/prot

___Calls

Function
near-getreferred-veh_
near vector
missile targetpursuit

Table 2.5-54:

Where Described
Section 2.5.17.2.4
_________________________
Section 2.5.3.23.1

missile maverick_pre_launch Information.
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missile maverick-fire

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the firing of a MAVERICK
missile. The parameters and internal variables are represented as follows:
mvptr
- a pointer to the MAVERICK missile that is to be launched.
launchJoint
- the location, in world coordinates, from which the missile is
launched.
launch to world
- the transformation matrix of the launch platform to the world.
launch speed
- the speed of the launch platform, assumed to be in the
direction of the missile.
tube
tube from which the missile was launched.
-the

_____

_____
_____

_____Parameters____________

Parameter
mvptr

Type
pointer to
MAVERICK MISSILE
VECTOR

launch-Point
launch-to-world

TMATRIX

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.10
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim tygpes.h
/simnet/common/include/prot
tvpes.h

____________________ocol/sim

launch-.Speed
____________________

REAL

/simnet/common/includefprot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

tube

I it

Internal Variable
mptr

Internal Variables
Type
Ipinterto MISSILE

Standard
FWhere Typedef Declared
ISection 2.5.3.2

Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE
____ ___

[Type
jint
j mt
____
____

Meaning
successful launch
unsuccessful launch

___Calls

Function
vec copy
mat copy
missile util eval poly
missile -util -comm-fire_
missile
map...ge ammo...entryjom
network tyoe

Where Described
Section 2.6.2.59
Section 2.6.2.39.1
Section 2.5.3.26.1
Section 2.5.3.25.2
___________________________
Section 2.6.11.2.1
______________________________

Table 2.5-55:

missile-maverick-fire Information.
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2.5.3.9.5

missile mave rick fly missiles

This routine flies all missiles in a ready state. veh-list is the vehicle list ID.
Parameter
veh list

T pedef Declared

PaaeesIWhere

::Tye
I mt

IStandard
Internal Variables

I Where Typedef Declared

I ype

Internal Variable
--

Standard

m
It
Calls

Function
missile maverick flyi

Table 2.5-56:

IWhere Described
Section 2.5.3.9.6

missile-maverick~fly~missiles Information.
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missile-maverick fly

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the flying of a MAVERICK
missile. The parameters are as follows:
mvptr
- a pointer to the MAVERICK missile that is to be flown out.
veh-list
- the vehicle list ID.
The internal variables are as follows:
mptr
- a pointer to the generic aspects of mvptr.
time
- the current time after the launch, in ticks.
target
- a pointer to the target appearance packet.
target location
- the location of the target.
____________________Parameters

Parameter
mvptr

____________

Type
pointer to

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.10

j___________________

MISSILE

_________________________MAVERICK

veh list

,jStandard

int
InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable
mptr
time
____________________

target
target-location
____________________

____________

Type
pointer to register MISSILE
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

pointer to
VehicleAppearanceVariant
VECTOR

/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/ip sim.h
/simnetlcommon/includelprot

___

___

____

___

___

___

ocol/sim types.h

S~calls

Function
Where Described
missile util eval__poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
missile target agm
Section 2.5.3.15.1
near...get-preferred-veh_
Section 2.5.17.2.4
near vector__________________________
vec copy
Section 2.6.2.59
missile util flout
Section 2.5.3.27.1
missile maverick stop
Section 2.5.3.9.7
missile-util-comm-check_
Section 2.5.3.25.8
intersection
____________________________
missile util comm check_
Section 2.5.3.25.9
Ldetonate___________________________

Table 2.5-57:

missile maverick-fly Information.
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missile-ma verick-s top

This routine causes all concerned to forget about the missile, releasing the missile memory
for use by other missiles. It should be called when the flyout of any MAVERICK missile
is stopped (whether or not it has exploded). mvptr is a pointer to the MAVERICK missile
to be stopped.
____________________Parameters

Parameter
Type
Where Typedef Declared
mvptr
pointer to
Section 2.5.3.10
_______________________________________________
MAVERICK MISSILE
____
____

____
____

Function
missile-util-comm...stop_

missile

____Calls

Where Described
Section 2.5.3.25.7

I

Table 2.5-58:

missile maverick stop Information.

2.5.3.10 miss maverick.h
(./simnet/reTease/src/Vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/mniss,-maverick.h)
This file contains structure and function declarations that relate specifically to the
MAVERICK missile and are used outside the missile library.
2.5.3.11 miss stingerxc
(./sininet/reTease/src/Vehicle/libsrc/Iibmissile/miss.stinger.c)
This file contains routines which fly out a missile with the characteristics of a STINGER
missile.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim...types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"basic.h"
"mun-type.h"
"libmap.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libnear.h"
"miss...stinger.h"
"libmniss_dfn.h"
"libmiss-loc.h"
Defines:
The following define the missile characteristics:
STINGER_-BURNOUTTIME
STINGER_-MAXFLIGHTTIME
STINGERLOCKTHRESHOLD
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SPEED_-0
TEIETA_0O
INqVEST_DIST -SQ
FLIZEDISTSQ
Thefollowfing constants define the possible states of the STINGERMISSILE:
STNGERFREE
STINGERREADY
STINGERFLYING
Cocfficien.s for the speed polynomial before motor burnout:
stinfger-burn-speed-coeff [STINGERBURNSPEEDDEG + 11
Cbefficients for the speed polynomial after motor burnout:
stirmger -coast~speed-coeff [STINGERCOASTSPEEDDEG + 1]
Meniwry for the missiles is declared in vehicle specific code. During initialization, a pointer
is assi~gned s~o this memory, then all memory isstvs are handled in this module.
stinger aqrrqyis a pointer to missile memory, and num stingers is the number of defined
missiles.
Static tfunctio declarations:
miss ile stinger-fly(
2.5.3.1 1-.1 missile stinger

mnit

This Toutixi copies the parameters into variables static to this module and initializes the state
of all LissiL-s. It also initializes the proximity fuse.
The pmramte-Xrs are as follows:
missie rri.y
- a pointer to an array of STINGER missiles defined in vehicle
specific code.
nwn aYnissiges
- the number of missiles defined in missile-array.
Parameters
Type
pointer to array of
STINGER MISSILE
int

Parareter
rnissf...array
num naissile.-s

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.12
Standard

Internal Variables
Intermal Variable

IWhere Typiedef Declared

I Type

Standard

int
Function
missile fuz! prox-init

Calls
Where Described
I Section 2.5.3.1.1

TCable 2.5-59-

-nissile stinger_init Information.
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missile stinger ready

This routine finds, if possible, a missile that is not being used, puts it in a ready state,
clears the target ID,and returns a pointer to it.
Internal Variables
internal Variable
I

IType

Return Value
&stinger-array[iJ

IType

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

it
Return Values

pointer toSTINGERMISSILE

I

NULL

pointer to STINGERMISSILE

Table 2.5-60:
2.5.3.11.3

Meaning
a pointer to a missile that is
currently available
no missile isavailable

missile stinger ready Information.

missile stinger_pre-launch

This routine is called after a missile has been readied and before it has been launched. It
determines if the seeker head can see a target and, if it can see a target, stores its position.
Parameters are represented as follows:
sptr
- a pointer to the missile that is to be serviced.
lauchypoint
- the location of the missile in world coordinates.
launch to world
- the transformation matrix of the missile to the world.
veh lisi
- the vehicle list ID.
____________________Parameters

____________

Parameter
sptr
Iaunch.oint

Type
Where Typedef Declared
pointer to STINGER MISSILE Section 2.5.3.12
VECTOR
/simnetlcommon/include/prot
types.h

____________________ocol/sim

launch-to-world

TMATRIX

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/sim

veh list

I mt

Standard
Internal Variables

_____________________

internal Variable
target

Type
pointer to

____
____

I Where

Typedef Declared
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

,jocolfp sim.h

____________________VehicleAppearanceVariant

________

____________

___Calls

Function
Where Described
near..get...preferred-veh_
Section 2.5.17.2.4
near vector__________________________
Imissile target pursuit
Section 2.5.3.23.1

Table 2.5-6 1:

missile sti nger pre launch Information.
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2.5.3.11.4 missile stinger fire
This routine performs the functions specifically related to the firing of a STINGER missile.
The parameters and internal variables are as follows:
- a pointer to the STINGER missile that is to be launched.
sptr
launchfioint
- the location, in world, coordinates from which the missile is
launched.
launch to world
- the transformation matrix of the launch platform to the world.
launch speed
- the speed of the launch platform (assumed to be in the direction of
the missile).
tube
- the tube from which the missile was launched.
n"ptr
- a pointer to the particular generic missile pointed to by sptr.
Parameters
Type
pointer to STINGER MISSILE
VECTOR

Parameter
sptr
launch..point

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.12
/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/simn

launch-to-world

TMATRIX

____________________

launch-..Speed
____________________

tube

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

int

Standard
InternalVariables

_____________________

____________

Internal Variable

Type

I____________

int

IStandard

mptr

pointer to MISSILE

ISection 2.5.3.2

Return Values

____________________

Return Value
TRUE
FALSE
____
____

lWhere Typedef Declared

Type
int
int
____
____

____________

Meaning
successful launch
unsuccessful launch

____Calls

Function
Where Described
vec copy
Section 2.6.2.59
mat copy
Section 2.6.2.39.1
missile util oval poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
missile - argetjntercep~find Section 2.5.3.17.3
poly
map...get ammo....entryjrom_ Section 2.6.11.2.1
network type___________________________
missile-util-comm-f ire_
Section 2.5.3.25.2
missile
I______________________________

Table 2.5-62:

missile stinger_fl re In formation.
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missile stingerflymissiles

This routine flies out all missiles in a flying state. vehlist is the vehicle list ID.
Parameters
Parameter
veh list

IType

internal Variable

i t
IType

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

Iint
Internal Variables

IWhere Typedef Declared

m
it

IStandard
Calls

Function
missile stinaer fly
Table 2.5-63:

IWhere Described
ISection 2.5.3.11.6
missile stingerflymissiles Information.
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missile stinger fly

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the flying out of a STINGER
missile. The parameters are as follows:
- a pointer to the STINGER missile that is to be flown out.
spir
ve/i-list
- the vehicle list ID.
The internal variables are as follows:
mptr
- a pointer to the generic aspects of sptr.
fimte
- the current time after launch, in ticks.
target
- a pointer to the target's appearance packet.
~~~~~~~Parameters
[Type
[pointer toSTINGER MISSILE
j mt
S

Parameter
sptr

veh list

InternalVariables

_____________________

internal Variable
mptr
time

Type
register pointer to MISSILE
REAL

____________________

target

____
____

____________

Declared

jStandard
____________

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

pointer to

/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/p sim.h

____________________VehicleAppearanceVarient

____
____

IWhere
Typedef
Section 2.5.3.12

____Calls

lFunction
Where Described
missile util eval poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
near...getjpreferred-veh_
Section 2.5.17.2.4
near vector
missile target interceptJpre- Section 2.5.3.17.1
burnout___________________________
missile target intercept
Section 2.5.3.17.2
missile target unguided
Section 2.5.3.24.1
missile util lyout
Section 2.5.3.27.1
missile stinger stop
Section 2.5.3.11.7
missile fuze~prox
Section 2.5.3.1.2
Section 2.5.3.25.9
7missile util comm check_
destoinate___________________________

Table 2.5-64:

missile stinger fly Information.
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missile stingerstop

This routine causes all concerned to forget about the missile, releasing missile memory for
use by other missiles. It also clears the proximity fuse targets. It should be called when
the flyout of any STINGER missile is stopped (whether or not it has exploded). sptr is a
pointer to the STINGER missile that is to be stopped.
Parameters
IType
Where Typedef Declared
pointer to STINGER MISSILE Section 2.5.3.12

Parameter
sytr
Function
missile_util_commstop_
missile
missile fuze Drox stop

Calls
Where Described
[ Section 2.5.3.25.7
Section 2.5.3.1.3

Table 2.5-65:

missile stingerstop Information.

2.5.3.12 miss stinger.h
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/missstinger.h)
This file contains structure and function declarations that relate specifically to the
STINGER missile and are used outside the missile library.
2.5.3.13

miss tow.c

(./simnet/reiease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/miss_tow.c)
This file contains routines which fly out a missile with the characteristics of a TOW missile.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"sim-types.h"
"simdfns.h"
"basic.h"
"mun-type.h"
"libmap.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"misstow.h"
"libmiss_dfn.h"
"libmiss_loc.h"
The following define the missile characteristics:

TOWBURNOUT_TIME
TOWMAXFLIGHT_TIME
TOWRANGE_LIMIT_TIME
The following terms set the order of the polynomials used to determine the speed or the
cosine of the maximum allowed turn rate of the missile at any point in time.
TOWBURNSPEEDJDEG
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TOWCOASTSPEEDDEG
TOWBURNTURNDEG
TOWCOAST_TURNDEG
Coefficients for the speed polynomial before motor burnout:
towbum_speedcoefflTOWBURNSPEEDDEG+1]
Coefficients for the speed polynomial after motor burnout:
towcoastLspeedscoeff[TOWCOASTSPEEDDEG+l]
The following are declared as static MAXCOSCOEFF:
towburn_turn_coeff
towcoastturn_coeff
The following function is declared as static:
missile towstop()
2.5.3.13.1

missile tow init

This routine initializes the state of the missile to indicate that it is available, and sets values
that never change. tptr is a pointer to the TOW missile to be initialized.
EParameter
t tr

I Type

pointer to TOW MISSILE

Table 2.5-66:

I Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.14

missiletowinit Information.
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missile-tow-fire

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the firing of a TOW missile.
The parameters are defined as follows:
1qir
- a pointer to the TOW missile to be fired.
launchjpoint
- the location, in world coordinates, from which the missile is
launched.
loc sight to -world - the sight to world transformation matrix used only in this routine.
launch speed
- the speed of the launch platform (assumed to be in the direction of
the missile).
tube
- the tube from which the missile was launched.
The internal variable is defined as follows:
- a pointer to the particular generic missile pointed to by trr.

mptr

Parameters

Parameter
tptr
launch..point
___________________

ioc...sightjto.worid
___________________

lau nch-speed
____________________

rangetointercept
_____________________

tube

____________

Type
pointer to TOW MISSILE
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.6
/simnet/common/inciude/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

TMATRIX

/simnet/common/inciude/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommon/inciude/prot

_____________________

ocol/simn types.h

int

Standard
Internal Variables

IType

Internal Variable
mptr
____
____

Ipinter to MISSILE

____
____

[ Where Typedef Declared
ISection 2.5.3.2

____Calls

Function
Where Described
vec cop
Section 2.6.2.59
mat copy
Section 2.6.2.39.1
missile -util -comm-fire_
Section 2.5.3.25.2
missile
missile util eval -poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
map...get ammo....entryjrom_ Section 2.6.11.2.1
network type
I__________________I________

Table 2.5-67:

missile-tow-fire Information.
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missile-tow-fly

This routine performs the functions specifically related to the flying a TOW missile.
The parameters are defined as follows:
- a pointer to the TOW missile that is to be flown out.
qntr
sightjocation
- the location, in world coordinates, of the gunner's sight.
oc sight to-world - the sight to world transformation matrix used only in this routine.
The internal variables are defined as follows;
mptr
- a pointer to the generic aspects of tptr.
time
- the current time after launch, in ticks.
____________________Parameters____________

Parameter
tptr
sight-location
____________________

Ioc...sightjto.world

Type
pointer to TOW MISSILE
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.6
/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

T_-MATRIX

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
types.h

____________________ocol/sim

InternalVariables

_____________________

IType
[pointer to MISSILE

Internal Variable
mptr
time

____ ___

jREAL

____
____

j

____________________ocol/sim

____________

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/inciude/prot
types.h

___Calls

Function
Where Described
missile util eval poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
missile util eval cos coeff
Section 2.5.3.26.2
Section 2.5.3.18.1
missile target-level los
Section 2.5.3.16.1
missile target-ground
missile util fout
Section 2.5.3.27.1
Section 2.5.3.13.4
missile tow stop
missile -util -comm-check_
Section 2.5.3.25.9
detonate___________________________
missile util comm-check_
Section 2.5.3.25.8
intersectionI___________________________

Table 2.5-68:

missile tow fly Information.
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missile_towstop

This routine causes all concerned to forget about the missile, releasing missile memory for
use by other missiles. It should be called when the flyout of any TOW missile is stopped
(whether or not it has exploded.) Note that this routine can only be called within this
module. tptr is a pointer to a missile that is to be stopped.
Parameters
[Type
pointer to TOW MI,,SSILE

Parameter
tptr

[Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.14

Calls;
Function
missile -util -comm-stop_
missile

JWhere Described
[ Section 2.5.3.25.7

Table 2.5-69:
2.5.3.13.5

missiletow_stop Information.

missile tow cut wire

This routine sets a flag indicating that the guidance wire to this missile is cut. rptr is a
pointer to the TOW missile whose wire is to be cut.
I

[

EParameter
tptr

=Type P
pointertoTOW MISSILE
Table 2.5-70:

2.5.3

Parameters
Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.14

missile tow cut wire Information.

14 miss tow.h
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/misstow.h)

This file contains structure and function declarations that relate specifically to the TOW
missile and are used outside the missile library.

2.5.3.15

targagm.c

(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/targ-agm.c)
This file contains the routines which steer missiles on an air to ground missile trajectory.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"simtypes.h"
"simdfns.h"
"libmatrix.h"
libmissdfn.h"
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Defines:
SPEEDFACTOR
TERMINAL_DISTLSQ
Declarations:
agm-seek0
2.5.3.15.1

missiletargetagm

This routine sets the target to a vector which will yield an air to ground missile trajectory.
The parameters are defined as follows:
mptr
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
target
- the location, in world coordinates, which of the missile's target. If
targetis NULL, no target has been designated.
sinunguide
- the sine of the angle that the flight path makes with the horizontal
plane when the missile is not guided.
cosunguide
- the cosine of the angle that the flight path makes with the horizontal
plane when the missile is not guided.
sin-climb
- the sine of the climb angle, the angle that the missile must turn up
in a sinle time step in order to climb with a constantly
increasing pitch rate.
cos climb
- the cosine of the climb angle.
sin-lock
- the sine of the lock angle, the angle between the missile's direction
of flight and the direction to the target, which the missile
attempts to hold constant.
coslock
- the cosine of the lock angle.
costerm
- the cosine of the angle which defines the terminal guidance cone,
both above and below the target. If the missile is inside
either of these cones, the missile will be terminally guided.
coslose
- the cosine of the angle which sets the field of view of the missile.
If the target is outside the missile's field of view, the missile
will lose its lock on the target.
Internal variables are defined as follows:
velocity
- a pointer to the normalized velocity vector of the missile (the
second row of the missile's orientation matrix).
targvec
- a normalized vector which points from the missile to the target.
trajvec
- a normalized vector which points in the desired flight direction.
sin-targsq
- the square of the sine of the angle that targ vec makes with the
horizontal plane.
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Parameter
mptr
target

Type PaaeesWhere
pointer to MISSILE
VECTOR
____________________

sin-unguide

Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

REAL

/simnet/commontinctude/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/simn

cos..ungu ide
____________________

sin~climo
____________________

cos_climb

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
Iocol/simn types.h
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

REAL

sin-lock
____________________

cos-lock
____________________

cos-term

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim

I_ _____________

______________

cos-lose
____________________

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

Internal Variables

Internal Variable
temnp
_____________________

velocity

Type
register REAL

Where Typedef Declared
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

_____________________

ocol/simn types.h

register pointer to REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

____________________ocol/simn

targ..yec
____________________

traLvec
____________________

sinjtargsq
____________________

____
____

____
____

VECTOR

/simnnet/commron/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

VECTOR

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim tvypes.h

-types.

____Calls

________

Where

Described

2.5.3.15.2

ag nseekSection
_________copy____

Section 2.6.2.65
Section 2.6.2.59

vec dot prod
vec scale
vec add

Section 2.6.2.54
Section 2.6.2.64
Section 2.6.2.57

__________sub___

-types.h

REAL

____________________

Function

-types.h

Table 2.5-71:

missile target agm Informatica.
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missile agm seek

This routine sets a new target point so that the missile will fly in a straight line at a specified
angle with respect to the horizontal plane.
The parameters are defined as follows:
nptr
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
sin unguide
- the sine of the angle that the flight path makes with the horizontal
plane when the missile is not guided.
cosunguide
- the cosine of the angle that the flight path makes with the horizontal
plane when the missile is not guided.
The internal variable of interest is defined as follows:
trajvyec
- the normalized vector which describes the desired trajectory of the
missile.
_____

_____
_____

_____Parameters

Parameter
mptr
sin-unguide

____________

Type
Dointer to MISSILE
REAL
___________________

cos..unguide
____________________

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

____________________

Internal Variables

____________________

Internal Variable

Type RELWhere

traLvec

Typedet Declared

VECTOR
____
___

____
____

Function
vec scale
Ivec add

Where Typedef Declared
*Section 2.5.3.2
/simrnet/common/include/prot

___
___

____
____

___ ___

____

___

/simrnet/common/include/prot
___

___

___

___

ocol/sim types.h

____Calls

Where Described
Section 2.6.2.64
Section 2.6.2.57

Table 2.5-72:

missile_agm-seek Information.
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2.5.3.16 targ ground.c
(./simnet/rieiase/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/targ.ground.c)
This file contains the routine that steers the missile to the ground.
Includes:
"simjtypes.h'
"sini-dfns.h"
"libmatrix.h"
'libmiss-dfn.h"
2.5.3.16.1

missile target ground

This routine sets the target to a point at or below the ground directly below the missile.
mptr is a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the information that
describes a missile's state at a given time.
Parameter
mptr

I Type

Function
ivec copI

I Where Described

Paaetr
Ipinter to MISSILE

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2

Calls

Section 2.6.2.59

Table 2.5-73:.

missile-target_ground Information.

2.5.3.17 targ intrcpt.c
(./simnet/ra-ease/Src/vehicleflibsrc/libmissile/targ-jntrcpt.c)
This file contains the routines that steer a missile on an intercept trajectory.
Includes:
"stdio.h"
"math.h"
"sim-types.h"
"p-sim.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmiss dfn.h"
"libmissjloc.h"
Defines:
MAXDEGSQ
INTERTOLERANCE
*INTERMAXITERATION
Declarations:
callocO)
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missile target interceptpre burnout

This routine sets the target to a point which will cause the missile whose motor has not
burned out to intercept the target. It does so by manipulating data so that
missile target intercepto will work correctly before motor burnout. The routine
missile-target intercept() expects the missile to have a range profile which is
described by a single polynomial. The missile model uses different polynomials before and
after motor burnout. This routine finds a point in space where the missile would have to be
in order to arrive at the point in space where the motor will burn out using the coast phase
equations. This point is sent to missile targetintercepto.
The parameters are defined as follows:
mptr
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
tptr
- a pointer to the vehicle appearance packet of the target vehicle.
burnrange
- an array containing the coefficients of a polynomial which yields
the missile range before motor burnout, given the time of
flight.
burn time
- the time of flight when the motor bums out.
burn-deg
- the degree of burn range.
range-1
- an array containing the coefficients of a polynomial which yields
missile range after motor burnout, given time of flight.
range_2
- an array containing the coefficients of a polynomial which is the
square of that of rangel.
deg
- the degree of range_1.
The internal variables are defined as follows:
deltarange
- the difference between the distance that the missile will fly from the
current time to the burnout time and the distance it would fly
if it were using the coast phase equations.
templocation
- the actual current missile location.
deltalocation
- the vector from the missile's actual current position to its position
if the coast phase equations were used.
Parameter
mptr
tptr

Parameters
Type
pointer to MISSILE
pointer to

Where Typedef Declared
Section 26.3.2
/simnet/ccmmon/include/prot

burn-range

array of REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

burntime

REAL

burn dea
range1

int
array of REAL

tange_2

array of REAL

VehicleAppearanceVariant

ocol/psim.h
ocol/sim

types.h

/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h
Standard
/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

/simnet/common/include/prot
1 ocol/sim-types.h

deg

Standard

int
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InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable
delta...range
____________________

tempjocation
_______________

dehta-location

____________

Type
REAL

Where Typedef Declared
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocoVsim types.h

VECTOR

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

__________I___

ocol/sim types.h

/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

IVECTOR
_____________________

________

________

Table 2.5-74:

I

___________________

ocol/sim types.h

___CallIs

Function
vec-copy
missile util eval poly
scale
vec
vec add
cmissile target intercept

2.5.3.17.2
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Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Described
2.6.2.59
2.5.3.26.1
2.6.2.64
2.6.2.57
2.5.3.17.2

missile-target intercept pre burnout Information.

missile target intercept

This routine sets the target to a point which will cause the missile to intercept the target.
The parameters are defined as follows:
mptr
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
to the vehicle appearance packet of the target vehicle.
a
pointer
tpr
range_1
- an array containing the coefficients of a polynomial which yields
missile range after motor burnout, given time of flight.
range 2
- an array containing the coefficients of a polynomial which is the
square of that of range_1.
deg
- the degree of the polynomial of range_1.
The internal variables are defined as follows:
sqjpoly
- a pointer to an array which will contain the coefficients of the
polynomial which yields the square of the distance between
the target's current position and the predicted intercept point.
range 0
- the calculated current range.
pinarysqfioy[MAXDEG_SQl - the preferred place to store the array pointed to by
sqjpoly.
delta
- the vector from the current missile position to the target.
targvel
- the velocity vector of the target.
___________________Parameters____________

Parameter
mptr
tptr

Type
pointer to MISSILE
pointer to

ocol/p sim. h

___________________VehicleAppearariceyariant

range-1

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

array of REAL

/simnetlcommion/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/sim

range-2
____________________

idea

array of REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim

int

Standard
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Internal Variables

____________________

internal Variable

Type
register

______________

temp...ar
____________________

sq..poiy

Where Typedef Declared'
Standard

int

register REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

pointer to register REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/sim

rangeO0

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/sim

primary...sq..poly
____________________

delta
____________________

targvyel
____________________

temp~yec

array MAX-DEGSQ of REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn tvpes.h

VECTOR

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

VECTOR

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim typeq h

VECTOR
_____________________

two dea

/simnet/common/include/prot
1

___________________

Imt
____
____

____
____

ocol/sim

-types.h

IStandard

____Calls

Function
Where Described
missile util eval poly
Section 2.5.3.26.1
f2d vec copy
Section 2.6.2.10.1
vec copy
Section 2.6.2.59
vec sub
Section 2.6.2.65
vec dot-prod
Section 2.6.2.54
vec scale
Section 2.6.2.64
missile-util-eval-newton_
Section 2.5.3.26.3
raphson___________________________
vec add
Section 2.6.2.57

Table 2.5-75:

missile-target intercept Information.
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missile targetinterceptfindpoly

This routine finds the range and range squared polynomials for a missile given its base
velocity profile and initial speed.
The parameters are defined as follows:
speeddeg
the degree of the velocity profile polynomial.
initspeed
- the initial speed of the missile.
speed
- an array which contains the coefficients of the velocity profile
polynomial.
range
- an array which will contain the coefficients of the range profile
polynomial.
rangeL2
- an array which will contain the coefficients of the square of the
range profile polynomial.
Parameters
Parameter
speed dea
init.speed

Type

speed

array of REAL

range

array of REAL

range_2

array of REAL

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h
/simnet/common/include/prot

int
REAL

ocol/sim. types.h

'_
_
Internal Variable

Variables

_Internal

i

/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

Type

Where Typedef Declared

int

Standard

lint
Table 2.5-76:

Standard

missiletarget_interceptfindpoly Information.
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2.5.3.18 targ lev los.c
(Jsimnet/reeasesrc/vehicle/libsrc/lbmissile/targlev los.c)
This file contains the routine which finds a line of sight target, with provisions for a canted
sight.
Includes:
"math.h"
"simtypes.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmiss_dfn.h"
2.5.3.18.1

missiletargetlevellos

This routine finds a point in space to which the missile can steer, which will return it to the
line of sight. The missile assumes that the sight is level; therefore, steering commands
from a canted sight will not steer correctly. This routine provides for this behavior by
generating a leveled coordinate system.
The location of the missile relative to the sight, in sight and level coordinates, is found.
The target is a point on what the missile believes to be the line of sight, located at a distance
along the line equal to the missile's current position plus the distance it will fly during the
next time step. Selecting this point guarantees that, if it is within the turning capabilities of
the missile, the missile will not overfly this believed line of sight, and will return almost as
quickly as possible. The X and Z values of rel sightlocationare essentially errors fed to
the missile. It believes these errors to be X and Y values in the level coordinate system.
The believed line of sight is, then, the line from the sight location (the origin of both the
sight and level coordinate systems) to the point found by subtracting the X and Z values in
rel sight location from the X and Z values in rel level location. This point is expressed in
level coordinates. It is then converted to world coordinfates, and saved.
The parameters are defined as follows:
nmptr
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
sight-location
- the location of the sight, in world coordinates.
locsight to-world - a transformation matrix which will transform a vector expressed in
sight coordinates to one expressed in world coordinates.
The internal variables are defined as follows:
loc_world to sight - the matrix used to convert from world coordinates to sight
coordinates. It is the transpose of loc sight to world.
level to world
- the matrix used to convert from a coordinate system whose Y-axis
is aligned with the line of sight and X-axis lies in the world
XY plane (level coordinates) to world coordinates.
world to levc!
- the matrix used to convert from world coordinates to level
coordinates. It is the transpose of level to world.
rel level locati,, ,
- the location of the missile relative to the sight, in level coordinates.
reLsightlocati ,
- the location of the missile relative to the sight, in sight coordinates.
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Parameter
mptr
sight-location
__

_
_
ht__towo
__
_
sig

Type PaaeesWhere
Dointer to MISSILE
VECTOR
__

_
_
rld__TMA

__

Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

T R IX

_

Ioc...sihtjo...oridTMARIX/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

____________________

____________________

InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable
loc-world~to_sight
____________________

levelto-world

____________

Type
TMATRIX

Where Typedef Declared'
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

TMATRIX

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

____________________ocol/simn

world-to-level

TMATRIX

rel-level-location

VECTOR

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/simn

____________________

rel-sighLjocation
_____________________

____
____

Function
mat level mnit
mat transpose
vec sub
vec: mat mul
vec add

____
____

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

VECTOR

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
I

___________________

ocol/sim types.h

____calls

Where
Section
Section
Section
ISection
ISection

Table 2.5-77:

Described
2.6.2.46.1
2.6.2.51.1
2.6.2.65
2.6.2.56.1
2.6.2.57

missile-target level-los Information.
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2.5.3.19 targ los.c
(./simnet/reTease/src/vehicle/libsrc/ibmissile/targ-los.c)
This file contains the routine which finds a line of sight target.
Includes:
ypes.h"
..-sn
"sun-dfnis.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmiss_dfn.h"
2.5.3.19.1

missile target los

This routine finds a point in space to which the missile can steer, which will return it to the
line of sight.
The location of the missile relative to the sight, in sight coordinates, is found. The target is
a point on the line of sight, located at a distance along the line equal to the missile's current
position plus the distance it will fly during the next time step. Selecting this point
guarantees that, if it is within the turning capabilities of the missile, the missile will not
overfly this believed line of sight, and will return almost as quickly as possible. This point
is converted to world coordinates, and saved.
The parameters are defined as follows:
pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
mptr
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
- the location of the sight, in world coordinates.
sight location
locsight to-world - a transformation matrix which will transform a vector expressed in
sight coordinates to one expressed in world coordinates.
-a

The internal variables are defined as follows:
loc-world-to sight - the transpose of loc sight to-world, the matrix used to convert
from world coordinates to sight coordinates.
rel location
- the location of the missile relative to the sight, in sight coordinates.
____________

____________________Parameters

to MISSILE
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnet/common/include/prot

_____________________

ocol/simn types.h

TMATRIX

/simnet/commonlinclude/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

Type

Parameter
mptr
sight-location

.pointer

_____________________

Ioc..sight-to-world
____________________

Internal Variables

_____________________

Internal Variable
loc-world-to-sight
____________________

rel-location
_____________________

____________

Where Typedef Declared
/simnetlcornon/include/prot

Type
TMATRIX
____

___

___

____

___

___

ocol/simn types.h

VECTOR

/simnet/common/include/prot

_____________________

ocol/simn types.h
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qCalls
*

Function
mat transpose
vec sub

Where Described
Section 2.6.2.51 .1
Section 2.6.2.65

vec mat mul
vec add

Section 2.6.2.56.1
Section 2.6.2.57
Table 2.5-78:

2.5.3.20

missile-targetlos Information.

targ losbias.c

(./simnet/reease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/targ-losbias.c)
This file contains the routine which finds a line of sight target.
Includes:
"sim.types.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmiss_dfn.h"
2.5.3.20.1 missile target-losbias
This routine finds a point in space to which the missile can steer, returning it to the line of
sight.
The location of the missile relative to the sight, in sight coordinates, is found. The target is
biased from a point on the line of sight. This point is located at a distance equal to the
missiles current position plus the distance it will fly during the next time step. Selecting
this point guarantees that, if it is within the turning capabilities of the missile, the missile
will not overfly the line of sight, and it will return almost as quickly as possible. The
amount of bias is input, converted to world coordinates, and saved.
The parameters are defined as follows:
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
mptr
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
- the location of the sight, in world coordinates.
sight_location
loc sight to-world - a transformation matrix which will transform a vector expressed in
sight coordinates to one expressed in world coordinates.
- the horizontal distance (in meters) that the missile is to be
bias x
displaced off the line of sight.
- the vertical distance (in meters) that the missile is to be displaced
bias-z
off the line of sight.
The internal variables are defined as follows:
loc_world to sight - the matrix used to convert from world coordinates to sight
coordinates. It is the transpose of loc sight-to world.
- the location of the missile relative to the sight, in sight coordinates.
rel location
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Parameter
mph'
sight-location

Vehicles CSCI

Type PaaeesWhere
pointer to MISSILE
VECTOR
____________________

Wpcsight..worid
____________________

bias-x
___________________

bias-z

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

TMATRIX

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnetlcommon/inciude/prot
___________________I

InternalVariables

____________________

Internal Variable
loc~worldj_t..sight
___ ___ __

Type
TMATRIX
___
__

Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnet/common/include/prot

OCOl/siM types.h
____________

Where Typedef Declared
/simnet/common/include/prot

jocol/:irn
ye h

__
__

rel-location

VECTOR

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
o o/i

y e~

SCalls

Function
mec ts
s
mat trnseb
vec: mat mul
vec add

[Where Described
Section 2.6.2.651.
____n2..26

Section 2.6.2.56.1
Section 2.6.2.57
Table 2.5-79:

missile-target los_bias Information.
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2.5.3.21 targ point.c
(.Jsimnetrelease/src/vehiclelibsrc/libmissile/targpoint.c)
This file contains the routine which causes a missile to fly directly at a vehicle.
Includes:
"simtypes.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmiss_dfn.h"
2.5.3.21.1

missiletargetpoint

This routine steers the missile directly to the target. mptr is a pointer to a structure of type
MISSILE which contains all of the information that describes a missile's state at a given
time. loc is the x, y, z coordinates of the target.
Parameters
Parameter
mptr
Ioc

Type
pointer to MISSILE
VECTOR

Function
vec-copy

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.2.59
Table 2.5-80:

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnet/commoniinclude/prot
I ocol/sim types.h

missile-targetpoint Information.
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2.5.3.22 burjrpursuitxc
(./simnet/ndlease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/targpursuit.c)
This file contains ithe routine which causes a missile to fly directly at a vehicle.
Includes:
ip-sin.k"l
"Iliblrix...h"l
"libxniss difn.h"
2.5.3.22.1

missile target pursuit

This routine steem~ the missile directly to the target. mptr is a pointer to a structure of type
MISSILE which crontains all of the information that describes a missile's state at a given
time. ipir is a powlnter to a target's vehicle appearance packet.
Parameter
mptr
tptr

Parameters
Type
Dinter to MISSILE
pointer to
VehicleAppearanceVariant

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/D sim.h

Calls

Function
veCCD
Co

IWhere Described
Section 2.6.2.59

table 2.5-81:

missile target point Information.
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2.5.3.23 targ unguide.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/targ-unguide.c)
This file contains the routine which causes a missile to continue to fly in the same direction.
Includes:
"libmatrix.h"
"libmiss_dfn.h"
Defines:
SPEEDFACTOR
2.5.3.23.1

missile target unguided

This routine finds a point in space directly in front of the missile. mpir is a pointer to a
structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the information that describes a missile's
state at a given time.
Parameters
Parameter
mptr

IType

IWhere Typedef Declared

pointer to MISSILE

Section 2.5.3.2

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.6.2.64
Section 2.6.2.57

Function
vec scale
vec add
Table 2.5-82:

missile-targetunguided Information.
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hicleibsrc/libmissile/util-comm.c)

Mlis file aunji. mutiiies mahich provide communication between the missiles, the CIG,
aind the netwdL -The,- objectr is to make this communication transparent to the missiles. A
Structuremm*#ajQWIe_conim, is established to facilitate this communication. Each missile
ixk flight is arsqii ed anissilk HI) which is an index into this array. The stucture contains an
e-vent HD arywv-ich is used to communicate with the rest of the world. Other entries in
the strncum flvvide a meams of passing information between the missiles and the rest of
time world. Tk-a nrmbe~r of intissiles in flight is limited to the number of elements in
missile commn ITis is the ONLY place in the missile software where the number of
missiles i04z t fiimd.
hscludes:
"1u1h"
sim__'Mcros~h"
"dgs~h
simj
Of'
"'baic.
to

'Jibewuak.b"'

"'libmij.Ih"
"libmn~w
V"lib3;rS5AIW
"libkn*a-~''
"fibmiu *;dfiY
Defines:
MISS JIL-YING,
MISS171ERSECTED
MISSJEMJTU)ETGINATED
TAN W
VfiEWYLVANGE_2
missi*ccnmMAAXMISSILEI-D]

BBN Systems and Technologies
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missile util comm init

This routine sets every entry in missilecomm to MISS_EMPTY, and the event_id to 0.
internal Variables
internal Variable

[Type

EFunction
network missiles init

IWhere

in

W h edre r Ty p e d e f

Calls
Described
I Section 2.1.1.3.1.31.1

Table 2.5-83:

missile util comm init Information.
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2.S.3.24.2 missile util comm fire missile
This routine attempts to find an empty entry in missile_-comm. If one can be found, it is
reserved for the missile in mptr, and the missile is given a missile ID. An event ID)is
obtained as well. The direction and speed of the missile is determined, and the network is
informed of a missile launch. If a free entry can not be found, the missile is unable to be
launched.
The parameters are defined as follows:
mptr
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
ammo type
- an index into the ammunition map which describes the type of
missile launched.
distinguished
- the distinguished guise.
other
- the other guise.
targetid
- the intended target of the missile, if any.
target type
- the type of intended target, i.e., vehicle, non-vehicle, or unknown.
fuze
- the type of fuse on the missile.
tube
- the tube from which the missile was launched.
The internal variables are described as follows:
missile id
- used to find a free entry in missile comm.
d velocity
- the direction and speed of the missilde.
veljocity
- the direction and speed of the missile in floats.
____________________Parameters

____________

Parameter
mptr
ammo type
distinguished

Type

Where Typedef Declared

Dointer to MISSILE

Section 2.5.3.2
Standard

int

ObjectType
_______ ___

____
____

__

____

/simnetlcommon/inCludefprot

___

____

___

OCOl/D sim.h

___

/simnet/common/include/prot

ohrObjectType
____
____ ___

___
___

__

target-id

___

____

___

___

ocol/p sim.h

___

pointer to VehiclelD)

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
ocol/basic.h
Standard
/simnetlcommon/inciude/prot

tae yeit
fueObjectType

sim.h
Standard

____________________ocol/p

tube___________

int

InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable
missile id
d...velocity
____________________

velocity

____________

Type
register mnt
VECTOR

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

Velocity Vector
_____________________

ReturnValues

_____________________

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
I

___________________

ocol/sim types.h
____________

Return Value

IType

Meaning

TRUE

lint

an empty entry in

____________________

FALSE

____________________missile

lint

I

comm can be found

an empty entry cannot be
__________________Hound.
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________

____
____

___Calls

Function
Where Described
event net-eventid
Section 2.6.9.1.2
vec copy
Section 2.6.2.59
vec scale
Section 2.6.2.64
d2f vec copy
Section 2.6.2.2.1
network.-send-missilejfire_
Section 2.1.1.3.1.31.4
pkt__________________________

Table 2.5-84:

missile util comm fire missile Information.
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missile util comm_fly missile

This routine informs the world of where to fly the missile.
The parameters are defined as follows:
mjnr
pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
chord start
- the position of the missile at the beginning of this time step.
velocity
- the velocity vector of the missile, including magnitu-de and
direction.
-a

Parameters
Parameter
mptr
chord_start
___________________

velocity
_____________________

____
____

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

VECTOR

/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot

_____________________

ocol/simn types.h

internal Variables
I Type
Irecister int

Internal Variable
missile id
________

Type
pointer to MISSILE
VECTOR

IWhere Typedef Declared
Standard

___Calls

Function
Where Described
kinematics range squared
Section 2.5.8.10.1
store trai chord
Section 2.1.2.2.2.14.3
map...getjtracer from-amnmo_ Section 2.6.11.2.9
entry___________________________
network-send-missile_
Section 2.1.1.3.1.31.2
appearance___________________________
missile-util-comm-stop_
Section 2.5.3-25.7
missile____________________________

Table 2.5-85:

___

missile-util-comm_fly missile Information.
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2.5.3.24.4 missile util comm intersectedpoly
This routine is called by the CIG to record the intersection when the missile hits a polygon.
If a missile with the given event ID is found, the intersection is recorded.
The parameters are described as follows:
event id
- the event ID associated with the missile.
soil type
- the type of soil hit.
intersectionpoint
- the location of the intersection.
Parameters
Parameter
event id
soil type
intersection oint
Internal Variable

i
Table 2.5-86:

Type

int
int
pointer to R4P3D

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
Standard
dgi stdq.h

Internal Variables
Type
register int

Where Typedef Deciared
Standard

missileutilcomm intersectedpoly Information.

2.5.3.24.5 missile util comm intersected model
This routine is called by the CIG to record the intersection when the missile hits a model.
If a missile with the given event ID is found, the intersectionis recorded.
The parameters are defined as follows:
event id
- the event ID associated with the missile.
vehicle id
- the vehicle the missile hit.
objectype
- the type of object hit (hull or turret).
intersectionpoint
- the location of the intersection.
chord start
- the location of the beginning of the chord.
chord-end
- the location of the end of the chord.
Parameters
Parameter
event id
vehicleid

Type
int
pointer to VehiclelD

object-type
intersection point
chord start
chord end

int

Internal Variable
i
Table 2.5.87:

pointer to R4P3D
pointer to R4P3D
pointer to R4P3D

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/basic.h
Standard
dgi stdg.h
dgi stdg.h
dgi stdq.h

internal Variables
Type
register int

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

missileutilcomm intersectedmodel Information.
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missile-util-comm-fuze detonate

This routine is called by a fuse when a detonation occurs. Information about the detonation
that is needed by the network and CIG is determined and recorded.
The parameters are defined as follows:
ntptr
- a pointer to the missile.
targetid
- the vehicle id of the target.
nussp:
- the location of the missile at detonation.
chord-start
- the location, in world coordinates, of the start of the missile chord
which caused the detonation, relative to the location of the
target at detonation.
chord end
- the location, in world coordinates, of the end of the missile chord
which caused the detonation, relative to the location of the
target at detonation.
targetwto-h
- a matrix which transforms from world coordinates to the target
vehicle's hull coordinates.
_____

_____
_____

_____Parameters_

Parameter
mptr
targetjd

_

Type
pointer to MISSILE
pointer to VehicielD
____

___
___ ___ ___
____

miss..pt

____

___

___

____

___

chord-start
_____________________

chord-end
____________________

_____________________

Table 2.5-88:

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/simn types.h

VECTOR

Isimnetlcommon/inctude/prot

_____________________

ocol/sim

VECTOR

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

-ty

es.h

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
I

___________________

ocol/simn types.h

Internal Variables

____________________

internal Variable
id
chord..pt

_

____________________

TMATRIX

targwjo....h

_

ocol/basic.h

___

VECTOR
____________________

_

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2
/simnetlcommon/inciude/prot

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnetlcommon/include/prot

Type
jint

jVECTOR
j

_____________________ocol/simn

types.h

missile util1comm-fuze-deton ate Information.
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2.5.3.24.7 missile util commstopmissile
This routine instructs the world to stop flying the missile, and frees the space in
missile comm. mptr is a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.

IType

Parameter
mptr

Parameters

IWhere Typedef Declared

pointer to MISSILE

Function
network send non impact
network stop missile flyout
Table 2.5-89:

Section 2.5.3.2

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.1.1.3.1.33.1
Section 2.1.1.3.1.31.3
missile utilcommstopmissile Information.

2.5.3.24.8 missile util comm check intersection
This routine informs a missile of whether it has intersected with a polygon. This routine
returns TRUE if the missile has intersected with a polygon and FALSE if it has not. mptr
is a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the information that
describes a missile's state at a given time.
Parameters
Parameter
mptr

Type
pointer to MISSILE

Where Typedef Declared
Section 2.5.3.2

Return Values
Return Value
TRUE
FALSE
Table 2.5-90:

Type
int
int

Meaning
missile detonated
missile has not detonated

missile util comm check intersection Information.
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2.5.3.24-9 missile-util-comm-check detonate
Thbis routiim informs the rest of the world of a missile detonation. This routine returns
TRUE if th-c missile has detonated and FALSE if it has not. If detonation has occurred, the
routine detenines whether it was due to a ground impact, a vehicle impact, or a self
detonation, and notifies the network and the CIG. If the missile self detonated, the routine
also sends fte square of the distance from the explosion to the target in the range field. An
error message is printed if an invalid detonation was attempted. mptr is a pointer to a
structure of t7)pe MISSILE which contains all of the information that describes a missile's
state at a givvn time.
The internal variables are defined as follows:
id
- the current entry in missile-comm.
range_2
- the square of the range fromi the firing vehicle's current position to
the location of the detonation.
flight path
- a vector from the missile's launch position to the location of the
detonation.
Parameters

IType

Parameter
mptr

IWhere Typedef Declared'

pinter to MISSILE
InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Vorlables
id
range _2

Type
int
REAL

light__________
f____________

VECTOR

-lgtpath
____________________

___________________

____________

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/simn types.h

/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/simn types.h

____________________

Return Values

f

Return Vakiee

Type
mt
[mt

TRUE
FALSE
____
____

Section 2.5.3.2

____
____

Tabile 7.-1

missile has not detonated

Where Described
Section 2.5.8.10.1
Section 2.6.2.65
Section 2.1.1.3.1 .70.1
___________________
Section 2.5.15.1.3
Section 2.1.1.3.1.25.1
_

vec dot Dracd

missile detonated

____Calls

Function
kinematics rrange squared
vec sub
network-senmd-vehicle_
impact
impacts gquet'e effect
network -serri..ground-imrpact

meaning

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Section 2.6.2.54

missile_ .util-comm-check-detonate Information.
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2.5.3.25 util eval.c
(Jsimnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/utiLeval.c)
This file contains routines which evaluate and manipulate polynomials to aid in solving
problems related to the missiles.
Includes:
"sintypes.h"
"simmacros.h"
"libmissdfn.h"
Defines:
MAXDERDEG
Declared:
callocO
2.5.3.25.1

missileutilevalpoly

This routine finds and returns the value of a polynomial of any order evaluated at a
particular parameter, param.
The parameters are defined as follows:
deg
- the degree of the polynomial.
coeff
- an array containing the coefficients of the polynomial. The
coefficients should be stored in the array from the lowest
order coefficient to the highest order coefficient.
parwn
- the parameter used to find the value of the polynomial.
Parameter
deg
coeff

Parameters
Type
int
array of REAL

param

REAL

Internal Variable
i
result

Type

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnetlcommonlinclude/prot
ocol/sim types.h

/simnet/commonlinclude/prot
ocol/sim types.h

Internal Variables
Where Typedet Declared
Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot

register int

register REAL

ocol/sim types.h

Return Values
Return Value
result

Type
REAL
Table 2.5-92:

Meaning
the value of the polynomial at
Iparam

missile utilevalpoly Information.
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missile util eval cos coeff

This routine finds the value of the three cosines of the maximum turn angle polynomials.

They can be of any order.
The parameters are defined as follows:
- a pointer to a structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the
information that describes a missile's state at a given time.
- an array of type MAXCOSCOEFF. This array contains the
degrees of the three polynomials used to calculate the cosine
of the maximum allowed turn rate in the up, down, and
sideways directions, and three arrays with the coefficients of
the polynomials.

mpir
coeff

param

-

the parameter used to find the value of the polynomials.
Parameters

Parameter
mptr
coeff
param

Type
Where Typedef Declared
pointer to MISSILE
Section 2.5.3.2
pointer to MAX COS COEFF Section 2.5.3.2
REAL
/simnet/common/include/prot
ocol/sim types.h

Function
missile util eval poly
Table 2.5-93:

Calls
Where Described
Section 2.5.3.26.1
missile util eval cos coeff Information.
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missile util-eval-newton raphson

This routine uses the Newton-Raphson method to find the value of the parameter which
will cause the polynomial to have a value of zero. T'he iteration process continues until the
difference between two consecutive solutions is within the prescribed tolerance, or until the
maximum number of iterations allowed is exceeded. The result obtained is then returned.
The parameters are defined as follows:
deg
- the degree of the polynomial to be solved.
coeff
- an array containing the coefficients of the polynomial. T'he
coefficients should be stored in the array from the lowest
order coefficient to the highest.
seed
- a first guess to the solution.
tolerance
- the absolute value of the maximum difference allowed between two
consecutive solutions before a result is returned.
max-iter
- the maximum number of iterations allowed before returning a
result.
The internal variables are defined as follows:
result
- the current assumed solution.
delta
- the difference between the current and next guess.
der
- a pointer to the array containing the coefficients of the derivative of
the polynomial.
primary_ der[MAXDERDEG] - the preferred array in which to store the derivative.
____________________Parameters

____________

Parameter
deg
coeff

Type
int
array of REAL

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

_________ocol/simn

seed

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

int

Standard

tolerance
max hter

InternalVariables

_____________________

Internal Variable

Type

______________

register

result

register REAL

____________

Where Typedef Declared
Standard

int

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/simn

delta
____________________

der

register REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim- types. h

pointer to register REAL
____________________

primary...er
________________I

____

___

___

____

___

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
___

ocol/simn types.h

array MAX-DERDEG of

/simnetlcommon/include/prot

REAL

ocol/simn types.h
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Return Values
Return Value
result

Type
REAL

Function
missile-util-eval JMY

Calls
Were Described
Section 2.5.3.26.1

Table 2.5-94:

I

Meaning
the value of a parameter that
causes the polynomial to be
equal to zero

missile uti eval newton raphson Information.
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2.5.3.26 util flyout.c
(./simnet/release/src/vehicle/libsrc/libniissile/utilflyout.c)
This file contains the routine which is called by specific missiles to perform the actual
flyout functions.
Includes:
"math.h"
"simtypes.h"
"sim_dfns.h"
"libmatrix.h"
"libmiss_dfn.h"
"libmissloc.h"

I1
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missile_util_flyout:

Given the missile's allowed turn rate and desired position for the current time step and its
last normalized velocity vector, the new normalized velocity vector is found and copied into
mpr. This information, along with the current speed, is used to determine the new missile
position. This information is passed on to the CIG and the network. mptr is a pointer to a
structure of type MISSILE which contains all of the information that describes a missile's
state at a given time.
The internal variables are defined as follows:
velocity
- a pointer to the missile's last and next normalized velocity vector.
orientation
- a pointer to the missile's orientation matrix.
desrj
- the normalized vector from the missile's current position to its
desired position, i.e., the desired trajectory.
cos-max_ urn
- the cosine of the maximum allowed turn angle in the desired turn
direction.
cos-des-turn
- the cosine of the angle between the last missile velocity and the
desired trajectory.
compx
- the component of des traj in the X-axis of the missile.
copz
- the component of des raj ithZ-axis of the missile.
old~pos
- the location of the missile at the beginning of this time step.
Parameters
Parameter
mptr

Type
Ipinter to MISSILE
internal Variables

Internal Variable
Sregister
scale

Type

Where Typedef Declared
ISection 2.5.3.2
____________

Where Typedef Declared
Standard
/simnet/common/include/prot

int
register REAL

types.h

____________________ocol/sim

velocity

pointer to register REAL

orientation

T_MAT_PTR

desjtraj

VECTOR

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/simn

/simnet./common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/simn types-h

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

____________________ocol/simn

cos _max_turn

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/sim

cos-des-turn

REAL

/simnetlcommon/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/sim

comp-x

REAL
____________________

comp..z

/simnet/common/include/prot

____________________

ocol/sim types.h

REAL

/simnet/common/include/prot
types.h

_____________________ocol/sim

oldpos
____________________

VECTOR

/simnet/common/include/prot]

____________________

ocol/simn types.h

ReturnValues

____________________

Return Values

TRUE
_____________________

FALSE

[Type

____________
______________

lint

Te time step has been
incremented

___________________

lint

Tis time step was the last one
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Calls

_

Function
vec sub
vec dot Drod
vec copy
vec scale
vec add
missile util comm fly missile

Where
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

Table 2.5-95:

Described
2.6.2.65
2.6.2.54
2.6.2.59
2.6.2.64
2.6.2.57
2.5.3.25.3

missile util flyout Information.
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(./simnet/rilease/src/vehicle/libsrc/libmissile/utilinitc)
2.5.3.27
util init.c

This file contains the routine called to perform the initializations required by the missiles.

Includes:
"libmiss_loc.h"
2.5.3.27.1

missile util init

This routine calls the initialization routine in the communications module.
=FuntionCalls
Function
missile util comm init

I Where Described
Section 2.5.3.25,1

Table 2.5-96:

missile util init Information.
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